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Abstract
Ballet is often perceived as a danced fairy tale and, therefore, 
considered to be like the fairy tale. In this research, the literary form 
of the fairy tale is compared with the narrative of the ballet fantastique 
in two acts. The analytical method of Vladimir Propp’s Morphologie 
des Màrchens (1975) serves as starting point for an investigation into 
storytelling and the narrative of the ballet scenario. Until now, 
narrative analyses have been overlooked by dance analysis. Therefore, 
the task of this study is to propose the first dramaturgy of the ballet 
fantastique and, thus, a first independent model of narrative analysis 
for dance. The scenarios of two-act ballets dating from 1830 to 1860 
provide a compact corpus of research, which is treated as a hybrid 
form, lying between literature and performance. Since the ballet 
fantastique^s narrative does not follow literary patterns, the application 
of Propp’s model encounters several restricting factors. Firstly, there 
are differences between the two art forms, and, secondly, there is the 
lack of a methodological framework within which a ballet plot can be 
analysed. Concerning the first case, stage conventions are considered 
as regulating the ballet plot by setting several of its features into a 
particular structure or appearance. Literary theory cannot account for 
these theatrical notions and, therefore, studies on drama and opera are 
applied to describe and define the stage conventions and their 
relevance for the narrative. Additionally, psychoanalytical concepts 
are used to characterise the events and characters of the ballet plot. 
The lack of an established method results in this thesis following the 
path of search and research. The main body of text sets up a 
methodological framework that allows for the construction of the 
Dramaturgy o f  Desire. With this first dramaturgy of the ballet 
fantastique, narrative analysis is introduced to dance analysis.
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1. Looking at Storytelling
An Introductory Chapter.
1.1 Introduction.
Danced narratives have always been integral to a diversity of dance practices 
through time. As far as theatre dance is concerned, a differentiation between plotless 
performances and storytelling ones has developed steadily from the Renaissance 
ballet de cour to the contemporary era. The dance genre that is mostly popular for its 
storytelling nature is, arguably, ballet. The few surviving nineteenth-century works 
which fall into the category of narrative theatre dance are still much favoured by 
audiences worldwide.
These works, however, represent only a discreet number of past narrative 
choreographic creations elaborating on issues of love, sexuality and relationships 
between human and non-human beings. Most of the nineteenth-century repertoire, 
unfortunately, sunk into oblivion and many narrative works from that time are not 
staged anymore. Nevertheless, the apparently everlasting appeal of the few remaining 
masterworks such as La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint- 
Georges, 1841) and Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 
1895) can be seen from their frequent appearance on theatre programmes throughout 
the world. From their world premiere onwards, there have been only few epochs 
when these ballets have not been performed. The ballet performances of the 
nineteenth century were seen as light entertainment, which supported the social aspect 
of theatre-going.
Mainly narrative works were handed down to the twentieth century from 
nineteenth-century ballet tradition. They encompass, together with the above- 
mentioned works, Coppélia (lib. Nuitter/Saint-Léon after Hoffrnann, 1870), La 
Bayadere (lib. Khudekov/Petipa, 1877), The Nutcracker (lib. Petipa/Vsevolozhsky 
after Hoffrnann, 1892) and Raymonda (lib. Pashkova/Petipa, 1898). These ballets 
may be found in the repertoire of companies all over the world. Among the non­
narrative works which have not been forgotten is the Pas de Quatre (1845) of the 
French choreographer Jules Perrot, which celebrated the four most famous ballerinas 
of the era. However, although a large number of plotless performances existed, 
narrative ballets have become the monoliths of nineteenth-century ballet tradition.
In addition to the traditional versions of these narrative ballets, the late 
twentieth century has encountered their resurrection in “revisionist versions” (Poesio, 
2002, p. 27), which clearly draw upon the music and narrative of the originals, but 
have nevertheless moved away from mere contemporary interpretations of the 
traditional works. By adding signs and references from the everyday, revisionist 
performances address their own audiences. Some of these works have become 
‘classics’ themselves by the early twenty-first century. But, not only revisionist 
choreographies show a return to storytelling. In the 1970s, a general trend towards 
narrative and the fairy tale can be observed in the field of dance and post-modern 
dance in particular. During this period, many of the traditional versions have been 
restaged and reworked into what cannot be termed revisionist productions. By now, 
these versions stand next to the traditional nineteenth-century works and the 
revisionist ones.
Fairy tales are often described as relating to the inner emotional world of the 
reader/listener. As such, centuries-old tales still touch contemporary readers/listeners 
through their transhistorical topics and eternal spirit (Zipes, 1983; BetteUieim, 1991; 
Swann Jones, 2002). The dialogue between the fairy tale and its reader takes place on 
an unconscious and deeper emotional level, on which the message of the tale is 
conveyed to the reader. The recurrent Fantasy and fairy tale vogues in literature, 
theatre and film clearly highlight the appeal such stories still have to today’s 
audiences. Fairy tales generally situate their narratives in medieval times and depict 
feudal and aristocratic social structures. Moreover, the passage from one realm to the 
other forms an essential feature of these tales. In fantasy literature, it is often not 
possible to distinguish reality from hallucination or dream, and so reality is distorted 
by this insecurity or hesitation (Todorov, 1975).
The ballet fantastique is very similar in this regard. Generally, the precise 
setting and time of a ballet are not mentioned. The characters and environment 
described in the libretto suggest, nevertheless, similar surroundings as the ones of the 
fairy tale. Hence, beside fairies and witches, feudal societies are presented to the 
audience in a medieval setting. As far as the supernatural and its realm are concerned, 
the ballet fantastique follows the notion of the Fantastic. In some ballets, it is, 
therefore, a matter of interpretation whether some occurrences or events are 
considered reality or not. Thus, the ballet plot distorts the division of reality and 
dream just like the Fantastic.
Furthermore, nineteenth-century ballet creations often draw upon literary 
sources, in form of either an adaptation or of an almost straightforward translation 
into choreography. These adaptations can include gender reversals and might mix 
several literary sources to produce one ballet plot. Often, the ballet plot, like drama 
and opera, follows the general literary taste of its time and displays the prevailing 
subjects. Gothic fiction and the adoration of the dead or dying female body have 
developed in literature fi-om the second half of the eighteenth century onwards. These 
themes were present in the literatures of most European countries and led to a cross­
fertilisation between the arts. Literature and painting arts established an iconography 
concerning the depiction of such nocturnal scenes and the female body. These 
elements invaded the other arts and manifested themselves in the ballet fantastique 
and its representation of the ballerina. Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) is 
one of the best-known examples of such narratives. The plot for this ballet has been 
derived firom German poet Heinrich Heine’s 1835 account of the Wilis, who dance by 
night in ‘Austrian’ forests luring men into their death-bringing circle. Not only 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint Georges, 1841) has such a literary origin. La Sylphide (lib. 
Nourrit, 1832) and Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 
1895) also derive their stories firom literary samples, which were freely adapted and 
changed. In all three ballets, one of the main aspects is the presentation of the 
suffering female body. Additionally, the boundaries between reality and illusion are 
blurred so that the audience cannot tell one fi*om the other. The influences of Gothic 
fiction and the Romantic obsession with woman are eminent and manifest themselves 
in dichotomies of life and death; real and surreal.
Ballet performances. Romantic fantasy stories and fairy tales can, thus, be 
understood as displaying, on a superficial level, similar features, which derive firom 
their communication on an unconscious level, their use of akin components such as 
supernatural beings and fantastic occurrences and, up to a certain extent, cross­
fertilisation between the two art forms. At a first glance, these features guise the 
ballet plot into a pseudo-literary reproduction. Yet, they are not to be confused with 
the actual construction and depiction of ballet stories on the stage. Such a reduction 
of the ballet plot to its similarities with literary sources or literary strands of a time 
tends to deny theatre its own strategies and modes of storytelling. The influences of 
art and time are not to be underestimated, but in the case of this study the ballet plot
receives its own independent status and is seen, although influenced by the culture 
and taste of its time, as revealing the theatrical way of conveying stories.
The fairy tale has attracted much attention from scholars who studied the 
modes of narration of this form (Propp, 1975) and the socio-cultural influences on it 
(Zipes, 1983) together with psychoanalytical messages and workings of these tales 
(Bettelheim, 1991; von Franz, 1998; Drewermann, 2003; Jackson, 2003). The 
similarities of the fairy tale and the ballet fantastique suggest that the ballet plot can 
be analysed according to methods conceived for literature. Although such an analysis 
already exists (Canton, 1996), it is the task of this study to approach the Romantic 
ballet plot through literary theory and analytical models created for the fairy tale. 
Still, a mere analysis of the ballet plot through models of investigation created for a 
literary phenomenon brings to the fore difficulties concerning the dissimilarities 
between literary narratives and the ones presented onstage. The main concern and 
aim of this thesis is, thus, to investigate a possible model of dramaturgic analysis 
applicable to ballet libretti.
Russian scholar Vladimir Propp (1895 -  1970) was one of the representatives 
of the School of Russian Formalism, which developed from 1910 onwards in St. 
Petersburg and Moscow. His research, based on the fairy tale collection of Afanasyev 
and published in Russian as Morfologija skazky in 1928, represents probably the first 
attempt to provide a structural explanation of the fairy tale and its elements. With his 
groundbreaking approach to the narrative of a literary genre, Propp suggested that the 
fairy tale consists of repetitive actions, which are always arranged in the same order. 
With such an investigation, Propp remained true to the ideas of formalism and the 
Russian formalist circles.
The formalist school of thought encompassed a group of literary scholars, 
whose research focus was primarily the form of a literary work. The true spirit of a 
literary work can, according to these academics, only be found in the textual structure 
and form and not in the author’s intentions and influences (Hawkes, 1977). This 
attitude gave rise to textual analyses, which initially focused on poetry and, then, 
moved on toward the novel and its narrative. Noteworthy among this group is Viktor 
Shklovsky’s research on the novel’s narrative structure, from which the distinction 
between story and plot, two concepts commonly used in literary studies, originated. 
Another notion introduced by this school is ostranenie, which can be described as 
“making strange” (Hawkes, 1977, p. 62) or estrangement. Hence, according to
Russian formalists, the content of a literary work is an estranged version of reality. It 
does not reflect real life, but provides only a distorted view of it. With such a view, 
the Russian formalists anticipated later thoughts and theatrical concepts of the 
German playwright Bertolt Brecht.
Caused by die historical complications of the Russian Revolution of 1917 and 
the subsequent years of Soviet Russian Communism, the findings of these groups 
reached Western Europe with considerable delay. It was Bulgarian scholar Tzvetan 
Todorov’s translation of a selection of the formalists’ works which received, with a 
forty-year delay, much attention and inspired scholars such as the French 
anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss to investigate the nature of narratives and myths. 
Only through their introduction to the West, these far-reaching and advanced ideas 
were able to develop even further and inseminate the thoughts of other researchers. 
One of the results of this insemination was the emergence of the analytical strand of 
Narratology, a term coined by Todorov. Narratology seeks to investigate the modes 
of storytelling and to outline the structural devices of literary narratives. The field of 
narrative studies has gained considerable attention and is now represented in the key- 
texts of the French scholars Roland Barthes, Gérard Genette and Algirdas Greimas. 
In addition to these, the Dutch narratologist Mieke Bal and the German author 
Eberhard Lammert have contributed to this field of research.
The aim of this study, however, is not to re-create or adapt Propp’s method. 
Neither is a strict narratological investigation of the sources proposed. On the 
contrary, a new model of analytical reading of the ballet libretto is envisioned through 
the formulation of what has been called Dramaturgy o f  Desire. Nineteenth-century 
ballet performances present a number of common and similar features and, thus, 
suggest, like the fairy tale, a unified ‘ur-structure’. Whether this is only a superficial 
impression, or whether a unified structure or formula regulates the nineteenth-century 
ballet plot is one of the main questions this thesis investigates. Theatre practice of the 
nineteenth century relied heavily on the use of conventions and theatre traditions, 
which influenced the standard layout of the performance. Therefore, the issue in how 
far theatre conventions determine the layout of the ballet plot and its representation is 
in the centre of attention.
Dramaturgy is generally considered as the art of performance composition. 
The term derives fi-om drama and opera studies and reflects the arrangement of the
plot together with reference to the creator, who in former times was referred to as 
dramaturge -  playwright. In the course of time, the term dramaturgy has received 
various meanings and is also used to reflect the choice of repertoire in a theatre 
throughout a season. This arrangement and selection of different performances is, in 
many cases, the contemporary usage of this term. As such, the apparently only book 
referring to a dramaturgy of ballet, written by Czech critic Vladimir Vasut (1983), 
deals with this notion of dramaturgy and lists the titles of performances, but does not 
give in-depth information about the construction of these. In this study, the term 
dramaturgy will be used in its oldest meaning as referring to the art of performance 
composition and plot arrangement. The plot construction is seen as partly influenced 
by structural features and partly open to an individual treatment of the plot. 
Consequently, the initial literary approach to the ballet plot is linked back to theatre 
and its own traditions and storytelling strategies.
In the proposed dramaturgy, an analytical framework for the narrative of the 
ballet fantastique is provided, which considers the nature of the nineteenth-century 
ballet plot, but in addition to this draws upon notions from literary studies. Such a 
combination enables the precise description and labelling of the various features and 
elements of the ballet plot through a literary terminology, but, nevertheless, considers 
the divergent nature of ballet. With such an approach, the common path of applying 
literary models to dance performances or narratives is left to make way for a tailor- 
made research practice that considers the traditional plot treatment of the nineteenth- 
century ballet performance. In this sense, the given path of Propp’s model is 
abandoned due to differing research aims.
This introductory chapter encompasses three further sections, in which, firstly, 
a history of theatrical storytelling and possible links between literature and theatre are 
shown. The second part shows a discussion focusing on the lack of a theoretical 
model to analyse the ballet narrative and introduces the corpus of research to set up 
the basic parameters of this study. Finally, the writiiig conventions followed in this 
thesis are spelled out. With these sections, the stage is set for an investigation of the 
ballet fantastique" s plot and its treatment of the various features.
1.2. A Story of Storytelling.
A long, affirmed tradition of storytelling can be observed in the history of 
theatre. Conventions in plot treatment were, thus, acquired and elaborated on through 
the centuries between ancient Greek times and Romanticism. Ancient Greek theatre 
practices laid the foundations for European theatre culture and inspired many 
generations of authors, composers and librettists. Greek theorists and playwrights 
such as Sophocles, Aristotle, Aeschylus, Menander and Roman poet Horace were 
concerned with the ideal construction of both tragedy and comedy. A wealth of 
theoretical treatises relating to various aspects of performance production emerged 
from their concerns for an ideal performance composition. Hence, action, time and 
characters are, with along poetry and the use of language, the most prominent features 
of such treatises. Through the written manifestation of discourses on performance 
composition, these ideas became a standard set of theatrical rules, which codified the 
regulations outlined in them. The aim of this section is to show the historical 
development of theatrical storytelling and indicate literary influences.
The development of performance layout can be considered to have started 
with the evolution of Greek tragedy in the sixth century BC. At this time, the 
performance displayed one or two actors and a chorus in a pattern of monologues and 
dialogues, which were used to transmit information. The chorus entered the stage 
after the actors had already begun the play (Aristotle, 1973; Zimmermann, 1998). 
Such a delayed entrance, through a procession of the chorus, caused a disruption of 
the ongoing actions and so constituted a strategic division of the performance, 
creating a dramatic hiatus before the entrance of the chorus. Toward the end of the 
performance the chorus’ exit forms another point of separation (Aristotle, 1973; 
Zimmermann, 1998). The chorus withdrew from stage and the remaining actors were 
left onstage for the final resolution of the plot.
Such divisions clearly structured the performance into three main parts, which 
apparently had a function of their own. These patterns inevitably generated 
conventions, to which the audience grew accustomed through their repetition. In the 
fifth century BC, a traditional outline of the theatre performance was gradually
8established and was also taken over by comedy, which gained in influence at this time 
and was admitted to the traditional Greek festivals and celebrations. Additionally, the 
theoretical treatment and discussion of such elements in written treatises codified 
them. Aristotle’s well-known treatise Poetics (1973) from 355 BC represents one of 
the first of such theoretical works to elaborate on the ideal construction of a 
performance. In addition to Aristotle’s work, Roman poet Horace (13 BC, 2005) 
promoted a swift progression through the plot by omitting passages and events that do 
not directly foster the plot’s development. With this statement the traditional 
beginning in médias res was established, which does not start a performance at the 
beginning of the main character’s life, but close to the climax. Other conventions, 
already outlined by the Greek tradition, are confirmed by Horace, who does not wish 
to see cruelties onstage and emphasises plot unity. The latter can be interpreted as 
referring to Aristotle’s Unity of Action. Another feature underlined by Horace is that 
of plot composition. He does not merely appreciate performances because of their 
poetry, but because they narrate. Furthermore, the performance’s message should, 
according to Aristotle and Horace, be told in brevity so that the audience may retrieve 
pleasure and memorise what has been said onstage.
As a result, the traditions in the presentation of stories on the stage led to the 
division of theatre performances into an exposition, a knotted middle section, the coup 
de théâtre and the dénouement. These four pillars of the theatrical performance can 
be found in all performing arts and have created a basic framework, within which the 
story takes place. They originate from the common Greek root of the performing arts. 
Hence, Aristotle’s advocacy that a plot should be composed of actions rather than 
character, which should be arranged in beginning, middle and end, gives rise to the 
traditional plot composition of a performance.
In addition to these four pillars, monologues, which provide necessary 
background information about the characters’ origins, intentions and identity, can be 
considered as stage conventions. The monologue was developed in Greek tragedy 
together with the dialogue and ensemble sequences and forms another basic element 
of the theatre performance. Aristotle, for example, mentions a balance between such 
monologues and ensemble sequences.
In tragedies, the main sources of the plots were myths and religious themes, 
which were adapted and re-interpreted by authors. These adaptations were mainly 
undertaken to shorten the long accounts of the heroes’ lives and adventures and to
make the stories immediately accessible for the audience. Comedies, in their turn, 
sought to present an exaggerated image of social and political structures, which was 
generally disguised so that only indirect references to contemporary events could be 
made. Aristophanes’ comedies The Birds (414 BC) and, especially. Frogs (405 BC) 
depict human conflicts in the animal kingdom, which may be interpreted as a form of 
disguise similar to the one the German playwright Bertolt Brecht advocated in the 
first half of the twentieth century. In his comedies, Menander moves away fi*om 
Aristophanes’ form and presents a comedy of manners in ‘bourgeois’ background. 
The stock characters of comedy can be seen as having originated from his works, 
which also included romances. The chorus can be understood as having acquired the 
role of community, which surrounds the individual characters (Zimmermann, 1998). 
These works were easily imported into the Roman Empire, where they were presented 
in translation or supplied materials for adaptations.
It is traditionally purported that during the Middle Ages stories and accounts 
of saints’ lives dominated church performances by clergymen and mystery plays. 
The, up to that point, strong Greek and Roman theatre tradition is said to have been 
suppressed and virtually forgotten (Poesio, 1993). Nevertheless, the stories presented 
in church performances can be understood as following the basic principles of Greek 
myths (Campbell, 1993) and may, therefore, be considered as displaying a similar 
structural solution to the plot; hence, suggesting that the influence of myths on 
performances remains unbroken.
Renaissance and the rediscovery of ancient Greek and Roman texts brought 
back the long-forgotten treatises on theatre and performance composition. The 
Renaissance admiration for ancient Greek culture led to a revival of Greek tragedy 
and further codified and elaborated on theatrical storytelling strategies. Greek 
subjects invaded drama first and resulted in an abundance of plays imitating Greek 
tragedy or drawing on Greek themes for their plots. It was at this time that the lieto 
fine or happy end, as advocated by Horace, became one of the main conventions. The 
performance had to end with the audience’s reassurance no matter which ending the 
literary sample depicted. Another art form, which arose during Renaissance times, 
was opera, which originated fi-om efforts to re-create Greek theatre. By using spoken 
and sung words along with dance, the first opera productions were again inspired by 
Greek myths, which they presented onstage. The next art form to display ancient 
Greek and Roman subjects was dance or the ancestor of ballet. The late performances
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of the ballet de cour had Greek themes, which can, on the one hand, be interpreted in 
terms of the overall usage of these topics and, on the other hand, might as well be 
seen as political manifestations. In general, it can be said that Greek topics dominated 
theatrical storytelling until the first half of the eighteenth century, where ancient 
myths were gradually replaced by another subject.
Another stage in the development of theatre arts was the advent of Commedia 
dell ’Arte, which relied heavily on stock situations and stock characters. According to 
a number of scholars, Commedia has its origins in Roman comedy and depicted stock 
characters in changing situations (Mic, 1927; Apollonio, 1930; Nicoll, 1963; 
Duchartre, 1966). Like the myth or the fairy tale, the plays presented on the stages of 
Commedia dell’Arte contained recurring actions and situations. The adventures and 
misadventures of the two lovers and the entanglements around their affairs and those 
of the servants and other characters usually constituted the core of the play. Such 
features, apart from improvisation, can also be observed in the younger Greek comedy 
tradition, which suggests that Commedia"s origins might be older than generally 
thought. Elements of Commedia infiltrated theatre traditions of other European 
countries to stay there, although Commedia dell’Arte tradition and practice were 
already in decline (Hallar, 1977).
Some features of Commedia were more popular and enduring than others and 
can, thus, be found not only in the comedies of the nineteenth century, but also in 
opera productions. In this case, it is possible to observe a similar distribution of the 
plot upon the characters. The stock characters of Commedia can be divided into the 
lovers, who seek their fortune, and the parents, who oppose their children’s plans. In 
many scenari, two pairs of lovers are presented, of which one is formed by the 
Innamorati, the lovers, and the other by the servants. The Innamorati may be 
considered as serious lovers, who act thoughtfully and carefully and so achieve their 
goals. The servants, however, are truly comic characters, who, although striving to 
reach their aim, stumble from one ‘tragedy’ into the next. Such a distribution of 
action onto two pairs of lovers can easily be observed in the comic operas of Austria’s 
prodigy Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. In both. Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail (lib. 
Stephanie after Bretzner, 1782) and The Magic Flute (lib. Schikaneder, 1791), two 
pairs of lovers strive for their fortune. What goes well for one pair, turns out to be 
impossible for the other. In this case, the distribution of voices according to the 
registers of the singers allows a differentiation between the two pairs of lovers. Such
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a pattern can also be observed in comedy ballets. Le Diable à Quatre (lib. 
DeLeuven/Mazilier, 1845) represents a ballet composed according to this pattern. In 
this ballet, one serious pair of lovers is contrasted by a comic one. Through the trick 
of an old man, the women change their positions and have to live through the 
marriage of the other. Le Diable à Quatre (1845) is not the only ballet following such 
a pattern. Also, Capriccio e Punizione (lib. Massini, date not stated) shows two pairs 
of lovers and a distribution of action according to these. Hence, a similarity between 
the characters of Commedia dell ’Arte, opera and ballet can be observed. This will be 
investigated in detail in Chapter Five.
French playwright Eugène Scribe’s construction of the pièce bien faite, the 
well-made play, shows several features of Commedia dell’Arte. The careful 
preparation of his plots secured Scribe’s works their success. They were only 
intended for their theatrical actualisation and not as literary works in their own right. 
The complex storyline with subplots, crucial misunderstandings and intensification 
through suspense is one of the main features of Scribe’s libretti. Surprising events 
often interfere with the main characters’ fortunes, which adds to the suspense of each 
scene and act. This feature of structuring each single scene with its climax 
contributes to the narrative and creates suspense as well. Another key-element of 
Scribe’s works are elaborate sub-plots, which are tied together and might require their 
own solution before the work’s main conflict can be solved. With these features 
Scribe followed the generally acknowledged and accepted ideals, which included 
particular plot developments according to social values. Despite these traditionally 
purported narrative strategies. Scribe sought to surprise the audience with 
unpredictable, but logical, events, which rely on effects of intrigue.
All these elements can also be found in the surviving scenari of Commedia 
dell ’Arte and, with the exception of elaborate subplots, also in the nineteenth-century 
ballet performance. Especially, hidden information, surprising intrigues and turns of 
the plot are a general feature of the theatrical story. In addition to these features, the 
characters of Scribe’s libretti represent, like the characters in Commedia dell’Arte, 
stock types, which find themselves in different situations in each performance, 
although being bound to their specific behaviour and narrative agency. This notion is 
not limited to Scribe’s works, but is a common feature of drama, opera and ballet. 
The characters of the ballet performance as colleagues of Commedia dell’Arte"s stock
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characters will be addressed in Chapter Five of this thesis and, therefore, no in-depth 
discussion of them is conducted at this point.
By generally dividing the plays into three acts, Commedia delVArte was one 
of the art forms which relied on a fixed structure (Duchartre, 1966). Such a 
conventional division into three acts led to a standard treatment of the plot, which can 
be understood as stemming firom the influence Greek comedy tradition has had on this 
form. An analysis of the existing materials shows that the introduction of the 
characters is placed in the first act, which reveals their relationships, desires and 
maybe also hidden identities to the audience. Having set up the basic situation in the 
first act, the second focuses on the entanglements of the various characters thus 
forming the knotted middle section, which results in the conflict. The péripétie is 
traditionally found at the end of the second act. The story continues with the 
unravelling of the complication in the third act, which leads to reconciliation and a 
satisfying and conventional ending. The same division of acts can still be seen in 
many three-act performances in nineteenth-century theatre culture. Although it is 
hard to determine the mathematical exactitude, it appears that this plot construction in 
three acts follows approximately the golden section, which was a significant element 
of Greek art and architecture.
Over the years, Commedia started to include other themes taken from the 
prevailing theatrical tastes of the era. This meant that mythological topics also 
invaded Commedia dell ’Arte, and so titles such as Arlequin Jason (author unknown, 
1680), Ésope (author unknown, 1691) and Arlequin Phaeton (author unknown, 1692) 
can be found. In such performances. Harlequin is not to be understood as merely 
being disguised as, for example, Jason, but impersonates or simply is this character 
(Nicoll, 1963). In a seventeenth-century engraving, Harlequin is portrayed as the 
goddess Diana (Duchartres, 1966, p. 134), which shows that even gender barriers 
were crossed. In addition to the influence of classical mythology, other fantastic 
narrative features occurred in the plays, as revealed by works such as Arlequin 
Empereur de la Lune (author unknown, 1684) and Arlequin Chevalier du Soleil 
(author unknown, 1680 [date uncertain]). The transfer fi-om these fantastic subjects to 
the fairy tale, which already existed in its literary form and had started to conquer the 
realm of the stage in the middle of the eighteenth century, took only a small step.
The earliest written and authored fairy tales can be found in II Decamerone 
(1349-50) by the Italian author Giovanni Boccaccio, Le piacevoli notti (1550-53) by
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Giovan Francesco Straparola and II Pentamerone (1634-36) by Giambattista Basile. 
All three of these works draw upon folktales narrated within a frame story. But, it 
was not until the end of the seventeenth century that in France a new literary genre 
appeared in shape of the authored fairy tale, which was first introduced by Charles 
Perrault at the court of Louis XIV. The popularity of these tales, which were edited 
and refined versions of oral French folktales, led to the publication of what are 
generally considered to be the first Western fairy tale collections at the beginning of 
the eighteenth century (Crosby, 1986; Zipes, 2000). Theatre followed the literary 
taste of the audience. As a result, the mythological subjects presented onstage were 
gradually replaced by fairy tale productions by the middle of the century. The 
substitution of one source of inspiration for another led to the rise of styles such as the 
German fairy opera, Marchenoper, which differs from earlier opera productions only 
in the change of subject. In it, gods and nymphs are replaced by fairies, witches and 
the devil. Although fairy tales or fairy stories were already presented in earlier times 
on the stage, as the examples of William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
(1600), Ben Jonson’s Oberon the fairy prince (1611) and Henry Purcell’s The Fairy 
Queen (1692) show, it was in the middle of the eighteenth century that a true fairy tale 
vogue swept across the European stages. With a short disruption of this trend during 
the first years of the French Revolution, the fairy tale vogue continued to last up to the 
nineteenth century.
At about the same time in late Commedia dell’Arte tradition, this love for the 
fairy tale found its representation in Carlo Gozzi’s fiabe teatrali or theatrical fairy 
tales. From 1761 onwards, Gozzi, opposing Carlo Goldoni’s reforms and search for 
realism, celebrated his most distinct successes with his thirteen theatrical fairy tales, 
which drew upon folktales presented in the style of Commedia dell ’Arte. The impact 
of Gozzi’s plays secured them not only their survival in their original form, but 
inspired many other playwrights and composers to elaborate on these tales. Hence, 
the themes of Gozzi’s plays can be found in various plays, operas and ballets, where 
direct or indirect quotations are presented. In some cases, the entire story was taken 
and re-edited by another author, as can be seen, for example, in the case of German 
playwri^t Friedrich Schiller’s Turandot (1802) and Italian composer Giacomo 
Puccini’s opera of the same title (lib. Adami/Simoni, 1926). But also others of 
Gozzi’s fiabe teatrali were used as plots for plays, operas and ballets.
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Contrary to drama and opera, ballet was slower to follow the shift from one 
theme to another. The mythological subjects already popular in the other arts were 
adopted with a considerable delay and kept until the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. The fairy tale’s progress was similar. First, drama took over the fairy tale as 
a source of inspiration, followed by opera and finally ballet. Thus, ballet’s fairy 
vogue reached the stage, when drama had already started to abandon these themes and 
was gradually turning toward the realism that was beginning to dominate literature.
The delay with which first mythological and later fairy tale themes reached 
ballet may be explained by a seeming lack of independence in regard to storytelling 
by means of dance. The attempts to narrate stories through dance and danced 
movement go back to the change from the seventeenth to the eighteenth century. The 
ballet d ’action in France and John Weaver’s endeavours in England endowed ballet 
with the first possibilities to tell a story independently from other ways of expression. 
French ballet reformer Jean-Georges Noverre stated in his Letters sur la Danse et sur 
les Ballets (1760) that a ballet, containing elements of drama performances, must have 
“son exposition, son nœud & son dénouement” [its exposition, its entanglement & its 
resolution] (Noverre, 1760, p.20). Furthermore, Noverre claims that the success of a 
ballet lies in the well-chosen subjects and their arrangement. The arrangement of acts 
and scenes underlies, according to Noverre, again the notion of each scene/act having 
a beginning, a middle and an end; in other words its introduction, entanglement and 
resolution.
In 1773, Gasparo Angiolini, student of Franz Hilverding, published his 
polemic answer to Noverre’s Letters sur la Danse et sur les Ballets (1760). 
According to Angiolini, Noverre was not the first to endow dance with its storytelling 
possibilities. Franz Hilverding, the Austrian ballet master, had choreographed dances 
with small narratives from 1742 on. The development resulted in narrative works, 
which, according to Angiolini, were constructed with “un principe [sic], un mezzo, un 
fine” [a beginning, a middle, an end] (Angiolini, 1773, p. 14). Angiolini continued 
the efforts of his teacher and produced Don Juan (lib. Angiolini after Molière, 1761). 
In Angiolini’s writings, a clear Aristotelian influence is visible. He reminds Noverre 
of Aristotle’s Three Unities and places the Unity of Action above all others. From 
this querelle, it can be said that eighteenth century choreographers were aware of the 
theatrical side of a ballet performance. They remained true to Aristotle’s ideals and 
combined dramatic elements with the dance performance. Furthermore, there has
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been the attempt to establish independent stoiytelling in ballet performances through 
Hilverding, Angiolini and Noverre.
The establishment of independent storytelling in the ballet performance 
encountered, however, additional problems. The lack of verbal expression led John 
Weaver to devise elaborated gestures, which should aid the understanding of the plot. 
Mime was already in use and the conventional gestures of drama and opera were used 
in the ballet performance to transmit similar contents. However, the repeated use of 
banners and slogans in the ballet performance hints at the problems this venture 
entailed. Another way to convey the narrative to the audience was found in the 
written programme note, which during the eighteenth century was regularly produced 
and published in advance. Hence, the spectator could first read the plot and then see it 
performed onstage.
In ballet tradition, the change to typically Romantic themes took place slower 
than often expected. Although the Ballet of the Nuns from Robert le Diable (lib. 
Scribe, 1831) and La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832) are said to have started the 
Romantic movement in the field of ballet, many earlier performances depicted 
supernatural beings, diaphanous costumes and point work. Only with the change of 
subject, could these elements come to the fore and manifest themselves as key- 
features of Romantic ballet.
Apart from the already-mentioned influence of literary themes, one factor 
underlining this cross-fertilisation of arts may be found in the creative team, which 
constructs the performance. The separation into specialised professions such as opera 
librettist and ballet composer was non-existent. Therefore, authors generally 
associated with literature also produced plays, whereas a dramatist could well be 
found to write for opera. The German authors Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and 
Friedrich Schiller are not the only literates with such a connection to theatre. Among 
the names of novelists writing for theatre are also those of French Victor Hugo, 
German Heinrich von Kleist and French poet and critic Théophile Gautier. 
Furthermore, there were authors writing for two or all three theatrical genres. Eugène 
Scribe is one of these interdisciplinary authors, and his plays, operas and ballets met 
with similar success. Carlo Goldoni, the eighteenth-century Italian theatre reformer, 
wrote for two genres; Commedia delVArte and opera, whereas Molière produced 
comedy ballets along his plays.
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Another phenomenon may be observed in ballet tradition. Choreographers 
often wrote the libretti of their productions. August Boumonville, the father of 
Danish ballet tradition, states in his letters that the
maître de ballet must make it a point of honour to devise the plans or 
libretti for his ballets himself.
Boumonville, 1999, p. 58
The choreographer has, in this sense, the task to create the storyline and movement 
sequences of the performance. The choreographing librettist knows of theatre and 
ballet conventions, which in this case flow into the plot automatically. The problems 
Gautier encountered, when devising the plot of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges,
1841), show how important it was for a librettist to know of these and to be able to 
incorporate them into the plot. In many cases, the libretto itself does not clearly state 
whether a choreographer was also responsible for the libretto at the same time. Such 
sources state that the ballet is par, by, and then usually name the choreographer. 
Beside him, the composer is mentioned, but, since no separate librettist is given, it can 
only be assumed whether a particular libretto has been written by the choreographer 
or not.
These considerations lead to the conclusion that, altiiough the performing arts 
separated, there has been a mutual exchange, which ensured that conventions of one 
genre were transferred to and integrated into the other. Literature informed theatre 
tradition, which followed changes of themes. Within theatre, drama was the first to 
pick up a new topic, followed by opera and ballet respectively. The conventions 
articulated in Greek treatises, which were reproduced and spread during the 
Renaissance, held a tight grip of theatre and resulted in the codification of their 
elements. The most significant elements among these are Aristotle’s Three Unities, a 
plot composition consisting of several distinct stages and stock characters. Having 
outlined the development of storytelling in ballet tradition, it is the task of the next 
section of this chapter to investigate the modus operandi of this study.
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1.3. Modus Operandi.
To the present day, dance analysis has not developed a separate analytical tool 
to investigate danced narratives. Existing methods mainly focus on live performances 
and issues of choreography, movement and the dancing body. As such, there is an 
abundance of theories relating to such topics, which examine these issues from 
various sides. Among these theories. Labanotation and Laban Movement Analysis 
are welcome tools to record and study movement. Both theories, which were 
originally expounded by Austrian bom Rudolf von Laban, show a clear tendency 
towards the body and its abilities. The possibility to record any movement a body can 
execute can help choreographers, reconstructors and analysts in their endeavours to 
preserve, recreate and analyse repertoires of various styles and times. Furthermore, 
the possibility of movement analysis gives insights into the execution of dance 
movements. However, these methods cannot grasp individual expressions and do not 
record the narrative quality of movement in a dance performance. The simple 
notation or analysis of a particular movement or movement pattern shows a clear link 
to the practical side of dance as a manifestation of the human body. However, these 
models do not account for the emotional quality of the movement or the transmission 
of information. The content and motivation of a movement, which may be found in 
the narrative, is not considered.
A different and broadly used analytical model is presented by dance analyst 
Janet Adshead in her edited book Dance Analysis (1988). Her analytical approach is 
based upon four distinct steps. Firstly, the performance has to be observed and its 
features are described. In the second phase, the single elements are set into relations, 
which in the third step are interpreted and, finally, evaluated. Again, Adshead’s 
model draws heavily on the analysis of movement and choreographic features. 
Although subject matter is mentioned as an important component of dance works by 
contributor Pauline Hodgens in her chapter Inteipreting the Dance (Hodgens in 
Adshead, 1998, p. 60 -  89), it is only treated superficially. Hodgens states that 
content may be analysed separately from the performance, but should in any case be 
seen connected to it. As such the idea that ’'"this movement and this incident, treated 
in this way, in the service of this end” (Hodgens in Adshead, 1988, p. 77) [italics by
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Hodgens] appears to give choreography and movement precedence over narrative 
functions. The true content of a performance appears in conjunction with particular 
movements alone and can only be discovered, when movement and content are 
analysed in conjunction, which can solely happen through audio-visual recordings. 
No guideline on the ways a narrative or, as Hodgens calls it, the subject matter can be 
analysed to produce such a round image of the performance is given. But, in the 
example of Water Study (1928) by American choreographer Doris Humphrey, it 
seems that subject matter influences the choice of movements. This notion could be 
further expanded by an investigation on how this happens and in which ways the 
content dictates movements. However, this is not done by Hodgens.
The notion of subject matter re-appears later in the book, and so Valerie 
Briginshaw, analyst and contributor to the same publication, erroneously states that 
changes in choreography do not significantly alter the subject matter of a 
performance. Her comparison of two Swan Lake videos (chor. after Marius Petipa 
and Lev Ivanov, 1895), dating from 1959 and 1980 respectively, aims to demonstrate 
her view by making reference to different endings of the ballet. According to 
Briginshaw, it does not matter whether Prince and Swan-Princess are united in death 
or not. Such a statement overlooks the impact the scenic presentation of these scenes 
may have. In one case all hope is lost, whereas in the second case hope in a better life 
is nourished and spread. Such a message would be in accordance with Pyotr Ilyich 
Tchaikovsky’s change in tonality at the very end of his score. As can be seen from 
this example, it does not suffice to simply state the existence of content and the need 
to connect it with the choreographic analysis. An in-depth investigation of both 
aspects is necessary to link them to each other efficiently and find differences in 
various performances. At this point, the book follows and emphasises the focus on 
choreography and movement over narrative.
The narrative has, however, not entirely been overlooked by dance studies. 
American scholar Susan Leigh Foster contributed to the field of narrative analysis 
with Choreography & Narrative (1998). In her book, Foster explores the stage 
narrative of ballet, starting with its earliest beginnings as a separate art form. The 
historiographic approach of Foster presents storytelling in ballet tradition as a cultural 
practice reflecting society and its values. The long time span of about one hundred 
and fifty years selected by Foster does not allow in-depth investigations and, 
therefore, the ballet plot is rather seen in its development as a socio-cultural construct
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than as a stage narrative. Furthermore, it appears that the lack of video recordings to 
analyse the performance has led to this focus. Additionally, there have been 
significant social and cultural changes throughout the period Foster chose, which are 
not at all accounted for. Most of ballet’s characters are also referred to in Foster’s 
work, where their fimction in the narrative is not at all explored. The characters are 
also seen as culturally inscribed and are understood as objects of the audience’s 
sexual desires. A close link between the stage characters and performers mars 
Foster’s argument, as she does not clearly distinguish between the performer lending 
his/her body to a rôle and the fictional character or rôle itself. As such it happens that 
the performer and his/her life are analysed through the rôle he/she incorporates 
onstage, and vice versa. Foster, thus, denies the performer a life different to the one 
presented in the ballet plot. On the whole, it can be said that Foster’s investigation 
offers no analytical model for narrative analysis, but states which features are 
predominant in the ballet plot fi*om a cultural point of view. Despite mentioning some 
elements of a performance such as the characters, she does not deal with stage 
conventions or traditional ways of telling stories to audiences, which would certainly 
be the task of such an analytical model.
In regard to the educational purposes of ballet plots, American author Sally 
Banes (in Garafola, 1997; 1998) refers to the messages hidden in La Sylphide (chor. 
Boumonville, 1836). Banes’ findings on whom to marry or not represent an 
interesting reading of the plot. However, by focusing on one case study only. Banes 
overlooks the general trend towards one type of marriage as opposed to forbidden 
relationships. As such she misses the chance to partly uncover what is encoded in the 
nineteenth-century ballet plot. Thus, Banes’ narrow focus does not allow a 
comparison between severd ballet plots. Such comparison would gain further 
momentum were it connected to the fairy tale and its portrayal of marriage and the 
choice of a partner. As much as this reading of the Boumonville version outlines 
important narrative features of Romantic ballet, this interpretation suffers from not 
being connected to the broader context of Romantic ballet and its narratives. The 
Boumonville version is chosen by Banes, because the original production of the 
Italian choreographer Filippo Taglioni fi"om 1832 has been lost. This choice shows 
again the over-reliance and dependence on film or video recordings for analytical 
purposes, which will be discussed in detail below.
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The aforementioned texts treat the ballet narrative in regard to its connection 
with society and the social and moral values of a time. In this sense, the readings of 
the ballet plots given in them are, at points, similar to the ones outlined in this study. 
Despite this similarity, the topics presented throughout this thesis are detached from 
the performer, and the plot is seen as a separate entity of analysis. The cultural 
connotations within it are, nevertheless, acknowledged by treating the ballet narrative 
as a construct of its time, which will be read through early twenty-first century eyes.
As mentioned before, the theories of Vladimir Propp are used as a starting 
point for this investigation of the ballet narrative. Hitherto, there has been only a faint 
connection between the theories of Propp and dance narratives. Although Banes 
(1994) mentions Propp’s model of analysis in regard to post-modern storytelling and 
the re-appearance of the fairy tale on the dance stage in the 1970s, she neither offers a 
case study nor devises a possible application of it to dance narratives. Hence, 
Brazilian interdisciplinary scholar of theatre studies Katia Canton appears to be the 
first to have used Propp’s analytical method for ballet, contemporary dance and 
Tanztheater in her book The Fairy Tale Revisited (1996). In this book. Canton relies 
on a mere application of Propp’s mode of enquiry to various dance genres and styles. 
Analyses of Sleeping Beauty (chor. after Petipa, 1890), Bluebeard (chor. Bausch, 
1977), Cinderella (chor. Marin, 1985) and The Handless Maiden (chor. Kinematic, 
1987) are conducted in accordance with the regulations outlined by Propp in Canton’s 
book. The selected works all represent, with the exception of German choreographer 
Pina Bausch’s Bluebeard (1977), fairy tale productions. Since the analytical tool 
chosen by Canton has been created to study the narrative of a fairy tale, its application 
to a staged fairy tale does, at first glance, not entail major problems. However, the 
problem of Canton’s research stems from a neglect of stage conventions and traditions 
in onstage storytelling. Therefore, Canton cannot account for the chaos and disorder 
among Propp’s ftinctions within the dance plot. By focusing on one work as 
representative of an entire genre or style. Canton denies these dance forms their own 
particular conventions and storytelling strategies. Hence, this broad focus on several 
dance phenomena leads to additional problems concerning the individual features of 
each of them. Canton is not able to solve these problems, because she gives 
precedence to the literary analysis at the expense of the theatre performance.
Conversely, this study rehes on a focus on the ballet fantastique, which 
represents the closest form to the magic tale ballet can offer. No emphasis is laid on
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fairy tale productions, although, in some cases, examples from such ballet plots are 
given. The affinity between the ballet fantastique and the fairy tale can be observed 
in the common use of supernatural beings of all kinds, their medieval setting and the 
display of a feudal society. This, together with the superficial similarity between fairy 
stories and ballet plots, links both art forms closely together. It is, thus, not the staged 
fairy tale that is in the focus of this investigation. The standard ballet fantastique and 
its narrative depict the traditions of nineteenth-century ballet tradition and provide, 
therefore, a compact corpus of research. The above-mentioned authors either focused 
on individual case studies or, as in the case of Foster, offered a far too broad focus. 
With concentration upon only one genre, the variety of differing forms and traditions 
is reduced, although enough variety is obtained through the diversity present in it.
The ballet fantastique slowly began to emerge in the 1820s, when new means 
of expression were explored by dancers and choreographers. The first dancers 
performed steps en pointe, and white diaphanous costumes appeared on the stages. 
Although sylphs in point shoes appeared in various productions of operas and 
melodramas throughout the 1820s, it was not until the Ballet of the Nuns in the opera 
Robert le Diable (lib. Scribe, 1831) that white costumes were attributed to 
supernatural beings or ghosts. With La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), supernatural 
beings and danse sur les pointes had established themselves as integral elements of 
the ballet plot.
The era of the Romantic ballet fantastique can be seen as lasting from 1830 to 
1860, where the purportedly last ballet fantastique can be found in Le Papillon (lib. 
M. Taglioni/Saint-Georges, 1860). Between these two dates, the fantastic ballet 
flourished in various European centres and became a pan-European art form. 
Romantic ballets were not only created in Paris, but also Vienna, Northern Italy, 
Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands had a strong ballet tradition of their own. 
These national dance cultures partly reflect the French influence and school of ballet, 
but, on top of it, have developed a strong national flavour to please the differing tastes 
of the audiences. Apart from presenting topics of their cultural sphere, these 
theatrical cultures also adapted the well-known ballet plots. Hence, it is possible to 
observe the changing plot as the production travelled through Europe and adjusted 
itself according to the varying audiences. Numbers were inserted in some instances, 
whereas in other cases, scenes and events were dropped and omitted from the libretto. 
Despite these interesting evolutions a Hbretto could undergo, the essence of the story
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still remained fairly close to the original. As such, although Paris has an eminent 
position in this study, the phenomenon of the ballet fantastique is, in the context of 
this thesis, not limited to the French capital.
The year 1860 does not represent the definite end of this art form. 
Supernatural beings, white costumes and other features of the ballet fantastique 
remained on European, and especially on Russian stages, after this year. Hence, 
several later ballet productions, such as La Bayadère (lib. Khudekhov/Petipa, 1877), 
La Korrigane (lib. Coppée/Mérante, 1881) and Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. 
Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895), depict stories similar to the Romantic 
ballet fantastique and may, therefore, still be considered as belonging to this tradition. 
In the second half of the nineteenth century, the ballet plot tends to undergo several 
distinct changes. Although the ballet productions grow longer with each decade 
examined here, the length of the late nineteenth-century performance as compared to 
Romantic works is extended, and performances are generally of evening length. 
Additionally, the aesthetics of the performance gradually change into what can be 
termed a ‘number ballet’, which presents the various dance sequences as almost 
separate entities in their own right. The still vibrant and living theatre practice of 
Romanticism changes in these works, which display a petrified version of Romantic 
conventions. The conventions themselves have lost their charm and are inserted and 
used for their own sake. Since these ballet performances still remain true to the spirit 
of the ballet fantastique, most of its conventions and a broad audience is generally 
acquainted to their stories, they will be referred to in this study, when they depict 
particularly interesting or clear examples, which can also be found in ballet plots from 
the Romantic period. Because in these cases the plot is known to a large 
audience/readership, it is not necessary to first give the reader a detailed account of 
one scene and then go into further investigations. It is to note, however, that the 
standard ballet fantastique dating from 1830 to 1860 is in the focus of this study.
The Romantic ballet fantastique is not limited to two acts, which are an 
essential feature of the best-known works such as La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832) and 
Giselle (hb. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). A large number of ballets show three or 
four acts such as the three-act production of Le Diable Boiteux (lib. Burat de 
Grugy/Nourrit, 1836), whereas others are only laid out in several scenes. This variety 
of plot constructions did not prove constructive for the research undertaken in this 
thesis. The problem was solved by a restriction to two-act ballets. With such an even
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more compact corpus of research, a comparison between the various narratives is 
possible, which underlines the similarities and differences of the single ballets. 
Furthermore, it is possible to juxtapose the narratives in tables and discover 
tendencies in storytelling.
The under-representation of Boumonville’s repertoire stems from these plots 
either not being composed in two acts or not depicting supernatural beings and 
occurrences. This is the reason why, with the exception of a few references to his La 
Sylphide (lib. Boumonville after Nourrit, 1836) and Napoli (lib. chor. Boumonville,
1842), no other works of the Danish tradition are directly quoted in this study. 
Furthermore, Boumonville’s La Sylphide (lib. Boumonville after Nourrit, 1836) 
narrates a plot very similar to Taglioni’s version, which this thesis will refer to, when 
dealing with this ballet. Despite being preferably outlined in several scenes instead of 
acts, Boumonville’s ballets follow the tradition of the ballet fantastique. A clear 
emphasis on Christianity and religion is, however, more explicit in the Boumonville 
repertoire than in the productions of other countries.
Another feature of the ballet fantastique is that it is not linked to either 
comedy or tragedy. Fantastic occurrences are found in both forms and, thus, the 
ballets referred to throu^out this thesis combine both forms. In general, there are 
few differences concerning their plot treatment. However, the overall educational 
message of the performance is influenced by the fact that it is either a tragedy or 
comedy. The tragic plot depicts the lovers as they fail in their quest and ends with 
their separation. Comedy also displays struggles to find a partner, but in many cases, 
after all misunderstandings have been cleared, the lovers are united. Usually, this 
goes hand in hand with a renewal of social structures, which obstructed the efforts of 
the main characters. But this statement should not be understood as a definite mle, 
because not all ballets featuring happy endings are automatically comedies. Since 
these elements will be referred to throughout the study, no separate section or 
discussion is dedicated to it. Therefore, it is enough to state at this moment that the 
actions of the ballet fantastique, like those of Commedia dell ’Arte and tragic plots, are 
similar. Furthermore, whether they may cause tears or laughter depends upon their 
theatrical representation.
The compilation of a corpus of research fitting the above outlined features 
encounters another significant problem of dance analysis. With the focus on 
movement and choreography, a dogmatic attitude toward the sources has developed.
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The film or video recording is the most favoured source of analysis. Without the 
audio-visual recording of the performance, it is apparently not possible to undertake 
an analysis. The ballet fantastique in its Romantic form has not, or only rarely, been 
captured in one of the notation systems. Film materials of these works do not exist at 
all. Since the aim of this thesis is to investigate the narrative strategies of a Romantic 
dance form, its present-day manifestation cannot be understood as a direct 
representation of the original. To allow for a direct link far too many changes in 
performance tradition have occurred since. Furthermore, only two of the ballets 
within this clearly defined firame are still performed today; La Sylphide (chor. after 
Taglioni, 1832) and Giselle (chor. after Coralli/Perrot, 1841).
Reconstructions, however good they might be, again give only an idea of how 
a ballet might have been and cannot be understood as the original choreography. The 
problem of reconstruction lies in the choreographic work of the reconstructor. He/she 
does not only read and interpret sources to give his/her own view of what a 
choreography must have looked like, but is left without any evidence of or hints at 
choreographic patterns or movements in some instances. In these cases, the 
reconstructor turns into a choreographer him/herself, as the French dancer, 
choreographer and reconstructor Pierre Lacotte points out: “when something was 
missing, I had to do the choreography” (Lacotte, 1982, p. 15). American 
reconstructor and choreographer Millicent Hodson encountered the opposite problem. 
Too many and contradictory sources led her to discriminate between them and choose 
one source over others (Archer and Hodson in Adshead and Layson, 1994). These 
problems are encountered by any reconstructor, who will inevitably assume the role 
of a choreographer. For these reasons and because only a limited number of 
reconstructions of this time are available, performances, notation scores and audio­
visual recordings are not used at all in this investigation.
The loss of choreographies does not pose a major problem for this type of 
research. The narrative of the nineteenth-century ballet performance has traditionally 
been captured in form of the written scenario. The ballet scenario or libretto gives 
title, choreographer, librettist, composer and names of the cast of a work and, in 
addition to all this, narrates the plot of the performance. This little reference booklet 
contains the information needed for the underlying study in shape of a detailed short 
story or fairy tale. Hence, the argument for this research draws upon the written ballet 
scenario, which is probably the most original remainder of the nineteenth-century
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creations. The text of the libretto represents the first step in the creation of the 
nineteenth-century ballet performance and so lays, together with the score, the 
foundations for subsequent stage productions.
One aspect of historical libretto research is the question whether one source is 
the original or not. Since the nineteenth-century ballet libretto, like the operatic 
libretto, has been printed and re-printed, it is hard to determine whether one particular 
item is indeed an artefact of the premiere or not. This problem stems fi"om changes 
being conducted at any time within the process of creation and so, at times, the 
libretto printed in advance did not correspond with the actual stage performance 
anymore. Furthermore, it has been the custom of publishers to insert the names and 
dates of the world premiere into booklets printed at a later point in time. This further 
distorts the image of the original libretto. A discussion of how to detect the original 
source may be found m James Fuld’s The Book o f World-Famous Libretti (1994). 
However, this issue is not included in this investigation and has to be dealt with in 
another context.
For the purpose of this study, although an advantage, it is not essential to work 
with the original. Any libretto of the ballet fantastique may be analysed according to 
the dramaturgical approach outlined in this thesis. Therefore, a mixture between 
nineteenth-century sources and their retellings as presented by the ballet historian 
Cyril Beaumont forms the basis for this investigation. In some instances, a 
comparison between Beaumont’s libretto and a nineteenth-century representative of 
the same performance was possible. This revealed that the main features of the 
storyline generally remained true to its Romantic ancestor, although episodes were 
omitted or altered. In one case, however, the changes in storyline are profound. 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) depicts in Beaumont’s version a very 
different beginning than the one portrayed in Les Beautés de l'Opéra (Giraldon, 
1845). One libretto discovered in the British Library, London, narrates the identical 
story word by word as found in Beaumont’s The Ballet called Giselle (1969), which 
was also translated by Marian Smith in her book Ballet and Opera in the Age o f 
Giselle (2000). These differences and their significance for the plot in relation to the 
proposed dramaturgy and its application are referred to in the Conclusive Chapter of 
this thesis. For the analysis of the ballet narrative, it is important to note that 
references to Giselle (hb. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) are based upon the storyline
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as presented by Beaumont (1969), Smith (2000) and the source of the British Library. 
A list of the ballets analysed in this study can be found in Appendix A.
Since a dramaturgy is a theoretical, analytical approach to performance 
composition and issues surrounding the onstage treatment of a story, the focus upon 
the libretto or scenario represents an approach similar to others found in the fields of 
drama and opera. Such an approach is rarely adopted in dance studies, and when it is, 
it is generally in connection with a mere historical investigation, but not with 
performance analysis. To the present day, dance analysis holds an ambiguous, not to 
say disapproving, attitude towards the written dance source. The extent of this 
academic intolerance towards written sources can be assessed by taking into 
consideration the view expounded by Adshead in her already cited book Dance 
Analysis (1988):
Accounts of dances, written by the choreographer, a dancer or 
critic, and drawings and photographs bring their own problems in 
being open to (mis)interpretation but therein lies the interest also, 
in the point of view that accompanies, or is built in to the 
description and interpretation of the dance.
Adshead, 1988, p. 20
To reduce written dance sources to their interpretational content, which 
reflects only the author’s opinion, means to overlook descriptive elements and the 
depiction of conventions and theatre practices within such sources. Furthermore, it is 
generally acknowledged that any source is interpreted by the reader (Belsey, 2003; 
Jenkins, 2003) and, therefore, even such an ‘objective’ reading of the author’s 
intentions may be challenged. No matter whether it is a written text or a video 
recording, whatever is used for purposes of analysis is read and interpreted by the 
analyst. It is, therefore, not appropriate to claim objectivity for one type of analysis 
and argue that another variant is automatically biased. Furthermore, to treat such 
invaluable sources as ‘secondary’ and inferior sources or even to deny them their 
status as documentary source generates a flawed, inaccurate understanding of these 
materials, which, in turn, deprives dance research of possible new insights into past 
practices. Thus, the over-emphasis on investigations of the live or video recorded 
performance has led dance analysis to discard a rich, more thought-provoking corpus 
of research.
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Although this study does not focus on the element of Hbretto research in the 
field of dance, it is necessary to state that in the context of this thesis the libretto will 
be treated as a twofold entity; being partly a literary work to analyse according to 
literary models and partly a reflection of the stage performance. Despite the libretto 
not entirely representing the live stage performance, it will be seen as displaying its 
most significant features. In this respect, the view of Italian lecturer of drama Keir 
Elam (2002) is adopted. Elam states that not only the written text influences the 
performance, but also the fact that a text is meant to be performed informs the written 
representation of it. Hence, there is not a linear progression fi*om written to 
performed text, but a complex relationship between both. However, the questions 
whether the libretto is a work of literature or a performance and whether it should be 
analysed like a performance or a literary work will not be dealt with in this study.
Having set up the corpus of research as consisting of the two-act ballet 
fantastique dating firom 1830 to 1860, the approach to these materials needs to be 
defined. Vladimir Propp’s analytical model stems, as mentioned, fi-om the Russian 
formalist school and presents a structuralist model of enquiry for the fairy tale. In this 
study, no emphasis on a structuralist dramaturgy is attempted. The richness of 
materials and the level of individuality would lead to a forced explanation of the 
narrative strategies present in the ballet plot. Moreover, exceptions of these 
regulations would have to cater for deviations fi-om them. Furthermore, the linear and 
mathematical method proposed by Propp would mean neglecting the theatrical nature 
of the ballet plot. Thus, an interdisciplinary combination of literary studies, dance 
analysis and theatre studies is used, together with psychoanalytical theories, to explain 
the variety found in the materials. These additional models are necessary to account 
for the ballet plot as a theatrical and ballet orientated phenomenon and to supplement 
missing approaches. Narratology m particular has been criticised for neglecting the 
psychological development of characters and the overall development of a story. 
Thus, models such as the Freudian and Lacanian investigation of the Fantastic offered 
by lecturer of English and American studies Rosemary Jackson (2003) have been 
devised to add this layer to narrative analyses.
Studies on drama and opera often, though not always, allow an understanding 
of the conventions and traditions that determined the construction and the treatment of 
various plots through time. This understanding contributed to the in-depth analysis of 
the script and/or the libretto, which differs considerably from what is generally
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referred to as literary analysis. Such an approach originates in the idea that, as an 
example of theatre storytelling, the ballet plot, too, follows the rules of the stage. The 
close relation between the theatrical genres is stressed in theoretical writings on dance 
such as Noverre’s (1760) and Angiolini’s (1773). Both authors point out the 
theatrical side of the dance performance and state that ballet incorporates elements of 
theatre and drama. Hence, constant references to analytical modes proposed by 
studies on drama and opera are of primary significance to dispel the risk of 
misconceived assumptions such as Canton’s. The split between literature and theatre 
results in a twofold investigation of the ballet narrative. On the one hand, the 
narrative is seen as plot, which can be analysed according to literary theories. On the 
other hand, it reflects theatrical rules and conventions of storytelling, which will be 
retrieved from the sources.
Another issue inevitably forced upon a female researcher is that of a feminist 
approach to her chosen topic. Since feminism represents an ideology, through which 
the world is perceived and judged, it is a matter of choice whether this ideology is 
adopted or not. The simple existence of feminist research, be it in the field of the 
fairy tale or in dance studies, does not justify its use. Additionally, feminism has 
sought to free women from being forced into gender-specific professions and 
occupations. Hence, the fact that a woman writes this study does not provide reason 
for the application of feminism either.
To transfer the issue of feminism from the researcher to the research topic, it 
can be said that Romanticism is the epoch that is well-known for its obsession with 
woman and ferninmity. The rise of the ballerina, but also the prima donna in opera, 
falls into this era, in which women slowly gained more rights. In both art forms, the 
centre of attention shifted from the male body or voice to the female. In spite of early 
nineteenth-century women starting to have their own income, social structures, 
pohtics, theatre and its management were in most cases secure in male hands 
(Hemmings, 1987; Tombs, 1996; Aries, Duby and Perrot, 1999). The creative team 
of a performance starting with the librettist, the composer and the choreographer was 
almost entirely male. Only few female choreographers such as Austrian Thérèse 
Elssler, Fanny Elssler’s older sister, the Itahan ballerina Fanny Cerrito and the first 
Sylphide Marie Taglioni worked throughout the nineteenth century. The libretto was 
a male domain likewise, and the only female Romantic librettists are two of the 
above-mentioned choreographers, Cerrito and Taglioni, in collaboration with a male
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author. Another female librettist can be found in Lidia Pashkova who, together with 
Marius Petipa, composed the libretto for Raymonda (lib. Pashkova/Petipa, 1898).
As stated above, the stories analysed in this study are strictly separated from 
the performer and, thus, much feminist research, which erroneously mixes together 
these two spheres of life, is discarded. Additionally, until now feminism has not 
developed a methodological framework to investigate narratives. Other theoretical 
traditions, such as Freudian and Jungian psychoanalysis, have produced in-depth 
readings of narratives and elaborated on theories which are connected to narrative 
analysis. Feminist narratives would lead, in the opinion of the author of this thesis, to 
the use of such gender-orientated theories, but in the case of the ballet fantastique 
male views of the world, desires and fears may be found through the application of 
non-feminist theories. Only, when dealing with the female characters, a certain 
amount of feminist literature comes into this study. This direction originates in the 
analytical tools chosen for this task being closely connected to Freudian psychology 
and drawing upon notions of Freud and his ideas of female sexuality, which were also 
frequently applied to fairy tales. Thus, although these theories could be termed 
feminist, they can also be seen as reflecting male anxieties and views of female 
sexuality This stems from these authors not seeking to contradict or subvert Freudian 
psychology, but rather using it to investigate femininity.
Since the aim of this thesis lies in content analysis rather than providing a 
contextual reading of the ballet plot, the changes of social structures having taken 
place during Romanticism in the various European countries are excluded. Although 
the ballet plot is, of course, a product of its time and ideologies, an investigation into 
socio-cultural influences on the composition of it lies clearly outside the research 
focus. It is, therefore, the task to provide a method in which such investigation may 
take place. For this section, it remains to be said that die parameters of this study lie 
in an interdisciplinary approach to the ballet plot as represented by the text of the 
scenario.
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1.4. Writing Conventions.
In this section the writing conventions used in this work are analysed in-depth, 
for clarity’s sake. Literature and theatre sometimes use similar terms but with 
different connotations, which necessitates such outline.
In the context of this thesis, the term plot is not used in its theatrical meaning 
referring to the actions and the narrative presented during the stage performance, but 
should be understood by what it means in literary theory. In literary theory, plot 
represents a logically and causally interwoven series of events, whereas story refers to 
the chronological order of these events (Forster, 1974; Prince, 1987; Gray, 1999; 
Jahn, 2002). In most cases, the chronological order of events as presented in the story 
is broken in the construction of the plot. This re-arrangement of events, however, 
does not constitute a rule. In 1927, Cambridge lecturer and novelist Edward Morgan 
Forster pointed out the difference between these two terms as such: ‘“The king died 
and then the queen died’ is a story. ‘The king died, and then the queen died of grief is 
a plot” (Forster, 1974, p. 60). In this example, although the time sequence is kept, the 
difference between these two statements lies in the causal connection between the 
single parts of the second sentence. As can be seen it is the connection between two 
events, which constitutes a plot. The ballet scenario displays such a plot exactly by 
linking the various events to each other and adding the necessary connections between 
them. It tells a short narrative. Therefore, the term plot does not refer to the 
commonly accepted notion of a performance’s onstage narrative, but is limited to the 
written text of the scenario and is strictly seen in its literary definition. Hence, it is 
not the plot presented onstage, but the one found in the libretto’s text which is 
analysed.
The narrative originates in the actualisation of the plot (Jahn, 2002a, N.4.6; 
Cobley, 2004). In most cases, the content of the plot does not relate all events of the 
story and, therefore, the arrangement, causal connections between episodes and the 
chosen elements of the story form the narrative. By re-arranging the episodes and 
establishing the necessary causal hnks between them a new narrative is generated. As 
with literature, the ballet narrative can be changed by re-arranging the episodes of the
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story and creating a new plot via causal connections. Hence, this term, too, is 
understood in its literary meaning. With such a definition it is possible to detect 
changes that occurred regularly in the ballet narrative.
The Romantic ballet plot fi*equently travelled through Europe. Given the 
distinct differences of the societies of the countries a narrative reached and the 
nineteenth-century custom to revise performances to fit a country’s theatre 
conventions, significant changes of the storyline would seem logical. Although 
changes occurred to a more or less considerable extent, the main notion of the plot 
remained untouched in most cases. It can be said that although a travelling narrative 
visited several different cultures, one underlying notion prevails in the ballet plot and 
allows for such journeys to take place easily. In this study, it is, therefore, argued that 
the accessibility of the Romantic ballet plot does not lie in its connection to one 
particular culture and society, but in its reference to an already-established 
iconography of the fairy tale.
In this sense, the ballet plot is similar to the fairy tale, which also displays 
social orders and, in many cases, deals with social progress and the renewal of 
hierarchical structures. By drawing upon feudal and Medieval social structures, the 
fairy tale’s narrative can be seen as sufficiently detached from nineteenth-century 
social orders to allow for interpretation concerning power structures. The 
iconography of kings, dragons and heroes has been well-established until the time of 
Romanticism. Therefore, it can be argued that the fairy tale provides a hierarchical 
social order, which displays hierarchical structures that may be interpreted as referring 
to one ruler or the other.
Thus, in this thesis, references to society and social order are not to be 
understood as referring to one or the other European country and its societies. The 
society in question is the constructed fictional social order, which the ballet plot 
presents. As an artificially constructed society, the characters of the ballet fantastique 
are not responsible for social changes at the time, but may well be interpreted as 
reflecting these. The fictional aspect of ballet’s society has been pointed out by 
Canadian scholar Jody Bruner (in Garafola, 1997), who correctly refers to a 
constructed society, when analysing Giselle (chor. after Coralli/Perrot, 1841). This 
study will use this notion and expand it to other ballet plots, which display similar 
social structures. Hence, unless stated otherwise, the society mentioned in this study
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is the constructed fictional one of the plot as opposed to the real worldly one of a 
particular European country.
Concerning the labels of ballets firom the Romantic era, a problem arises, 
because the terminology used has not been unified. Owing to this fact, the written 
sources of the libretti narrating fantastic stories also call them ballet pantomime, 
opera ballet or ballet féerie. All these terms are found beside the caption ballet 
fantastique. Consequently, the content of the ballet plot led to a libretto being taken 
into consideration. In the context of this thesis, these works are referred to as ballet. 
Romantic ballet or ballet fantastique, the latter being the accurate expression. These 
terms will be used as synonyms and in all cases refer to the ballet fantastique.
The same can be said about the magic tale. Propp states that he analysed not 
all fairy tales, but only the category of the magic tale, which can be found in the 
Aame-Thompson catalogue firom number three hundred to seven hundred forty nine. 
In the context of this study, the terms fairy tale and magic tale are used as synonyms, 
which both alude to the magic tale as defined by Propp.
In regard to the term Commedia dell’Arte, a clarification of spelling is 
necessary, because several different spellings for this theatrical phenomenon exist. 
Books present a variety of possibilities, but the chosen spelling for this study follows 
Luigi Riccoboni’s spelling Commedia dell’Arte (1973), which may be found in the 
works of Mario Apollonio (1930), Cesare Molinari (1985), Siro Ferrone (1993) and 
Roberto Tessari (2000) as well. As these authors are specialists in the field of Italian 
theatre history and/or Commedia dell’Arte, their spelling is, in this study, prioritised 
over other variants offered by other eminent scholars.
Furthermore, a referencing convention is necessary as in some instances the 
choreography is mentioned, whereas in others it is the written source of the 
programme note. Therefore, the names of either choreographers and/or librettists are 
added in brackets to allow the reader to distinguish between the performance and the 
libretto. This problem of identification arises fi-om scholars relying on performance 
or video analysis. Moreover, the information given in references is the one found in 
the source and not additional research into a possible creative team of a production. 
Hence, although in some instances it appears as if the choreographer has written the 
libretto, no interpretation concerning the French term par, meaning by, is attempted.
Additionally, references to Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after 
Begichev/Geltser, 1895) follow the work’s division according to Marius Petipa’s
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original conception, namely a three-act layout, in which Act I is divided into two 
scenes; the lakeside scene being the second.
An inherent issue of a study dealing with sources from several European 
countries is translation. As, in the case of many libretti, English translations are not 
available, quotations from these materials will be presented in the original language. 
A translation by the author of this study is added in square brackets. Another problem 
relating to translation has surfaced in the course of research. In some cases, 
translations give an incorrect or imprecise image of the original text. Unfortunately, it 
was not possible to obtain or read all sources in their original language, but whenever 
possible a comparison of the text used for this thesis and the original was conducted. 
This happened especially with the Russian second edition of Propp’s Morfologija 
skazky (1928; 1968) and the German 1975 translation, which the researcher owns.
In this case, no significant differences were detected and, therefore, the German 
translation was used as basis for this investigation. During the research period of this 
study, the English translation of this book did not come within reach to be compared 
to the German one. Several London libraries do hold a copy, but interlibrary loans 
did not help in this case. A personal search in these libraries led to the result that in 
one case the book was lost, in another it was on loan with a few reservations waiting, 
and another institution did not allow the researcher to see any of their copies. For this 
reason, the quest for the English version was abandoned after a considerable amount 
of wasted time, and thus the German book forms the basis of this study.
However, not all books proved to be of such quality and so profound 
differences were found in English texts translated from French. Cyril Beaumont’s 
1975 translation of Jean-Georges Noverre’s 1815 version of Lettres sur la Danse et 
sur les Ballets shows such a distortion of meaning through inadequate translation. 
Beaumont’s text has No verre state that the “subject of every ballet must have its 
introduction, plot, and climax” (Noverre, 1975, p. 16). However, in his book 
Noverre, himself, states that the “sujet de Ballet doit avoir son exposition, son nœud 
& son dénouement” (Noverre, 1760, p. 20). The French term exposition can be 
understood as meaning introduction, but, in case of nœud and dénouement, 
Beaumont’s translation offers a very different reading. Nœud is generally translated 
as knot, difficulty or entanglement. An apparent lack of understanding of the 
terminology used for drama and theatre results in the mistranslation of this section, 
which, according to the author of this thesis, should read ‘the subject of ballet must
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have its begiiming, its entanglement/complication and its resolution’. Therefore, to 
reduce such inaccuracies as inuch as possible, the text of this thesis will present such 
quotations in their original form whenever possible or available. The translations 
added in square brackets are by the author, who takes the sole responsibility for 
mistakes and misinterpretations.
To allow distinction, different font is used to mark concepts created and/or 
defined by the author of this study. This indicator is especially used in regard to the 
repetitive actions of the ballet plot, the characters and the proposed dramaturgical 
concept. Propp’s functions are presented italicised followed by a reference to the 
page number of the German edition of his work.
The final aim of this Introductory Chapter is to state that in terms of structure 
the thesis follows a path leading away fi-om Propp and his analytical model. As such 
the literary analysis, which is prominent in the second chapter, will fade out and 
theatre and ballet will gradually fade in to take over lead. This organisation allows 
the reader to follow the steps of research and discover one of the possibilities of how 
to apply the dramaturgy proposed in Chapter Six. Chapter Two, following this 
introductory part, presents an investigation into Propp’s model of enquiry and 
explores the recurrent actions of the ballet fantastique. These actions are used in the 
following chapters to show the narrative possibilities of the stage traditions and the 
characters by pointing out the most prominent actions these contain or carry out. 
Chapter Three sets up the skeleton of theatrical performances in regard to the 
narrative agencies the conventions outlined there have. The following chapter 
explores ballet-specific conventions and their narrative possibilities. These traditions 
have grown fi-om theatre tradition and can be found in the other performing arts too. 
But each of these art forms has developed its own way of portraying these 
conventions, which will be treated in relation to ballet only. With Chapter Five, the 
characters of the standard nineteenth-century ballet plot are introduced. These five 
types of characters represent the cast around which the conflict is constructed. In 
Chapter Six, the findings of the previous chapters will be combined to formulate what 
has been termed a Dramaturgy o f  Desire. Here, the application of this 
dramaturgical model is outlined and the various elements are set into relations. The 
Conclusive Chapter seeks to point out possible applications of this analytical model.
2, Similar Stories -  Similar Actions
The Functions of the Ballet Fantastique.
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2.1. Introduction.
A discussion of the recurrent actions and functions Propp defined for the fairy 
tale underscores this chapter, which explores repetitive actions present in the ballet 
fantastique. Before attempting a comparative investigation of ballet functions and 
those of the fairy tale, it is necessary to point out similarities and differences between 
these two art forms. Ballet is often perceived as a staged fairy tale. As such, the 
assumption that a theatrical art form can be analysed according to methods created for 
literature has led to a distortion and misrepresentation of nineteenth-century ballet 
tradition. Hence, this chapter’s argument that the ballet plot does not entirely display 
the same actions as a fairy tale.
Romantic ballets, like fairy tales, are traditionally situated in medieval times 
and depict a feudal or aristocratic surrounding. The transfer of stories into this time 
period may be explained by the general fascination with the Middle Ages that 
influenced Romanticism. In some cases, fairy tales present early structures of 
mercantile civilisation and may, therefore, be located close to the beginning of 
modem times around the year 1600. This preferred setting is taken over by 
nineteenth-century theatre, which moved away from mythology. Romantic ballet 
tradition was offered a twofold treasure. On the one hand, the presentation of 
beautiful peasant girls and princesses was possible, and, on the other hand, all kinds 
of supernatural beings and witches, together with the devil, were intrinsic parts of the 
literatures of this age. These creatures and kings, queens, princes and princesses form 
the standard cast of the fairy tale. Romantic ballet also tends to depict these 
characters without much alteration of their characterisation. The stereotypes of the 
fairy tale have become the traditional inhabitants of the ballet fantastique. In La 
Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), it is a peasant community that is depicted, whereas 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), Sacountala (lib. Gautier, 1858) and Le 
Papillon (lib. M. Taghoni/Saint-Georges, 1860) show the contrast between social 
classes. In all these ballets, the most favoured characters appear as peasants, 
princesses and temple dancers.
Another distinct feature of the fairy tale is its treatment of the supernatural. In 
his work on fairy tales, Swiss scholar Max Luthi (1960) comments on the encounter
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between mortals and otherworldly creatures. According to Lüthi, a fairy tale’s 
character is not puzzled, when confronted with these beings and does not show fear. 
It is commonplace to be offered magic tools and to speak or live with such 
supernatural individuals. The legend contrasts the fairy tale in this sense. Here, the 
main character is frightened by the sight of fairies and dwarves. Thus, legends appear 
more true to life than fairy tales and show a certain amount of hesitation and ‘natural’ 
human behaviour. However, even in fairy tales the characters might be afraid. This 
fear stems from the danger, which creatures such as witches exert. Such moments 
occur rarely and do not represent the general reaction to such encounters. In this 
sense, it can be said that the ballet fantastique follows the example of the fairy tale, 
when depicting mortals in contact with the supernatural. These situations are dealt 
with in a similar way as in the fairy tale, and only occasionally are the main characters 
of a ballet afraid of the beings they have to face. Examples of such occasions are 
plenty in ballet tradition. James, the hero of La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), is 
enchanted by a sylph found in his house. Albrecht fights without hesitation the evil 
spirits of the Wilis in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). And in Swan Lake 
(lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895), Prince Siegfried falls in 
love with an enchanted woman. Only Urbain, the male main character of Le Violon 
du Diable (lib. Saint-Léon, 1849), “recoils in horror” (Beaumont, 1937, p. 401), when 
he finds out that a demon in the shape of his adored has just passed him by.
In so far, the similarities between the ballet fantastique and the fairy tale have 
been found by reading the plots and tales and comparing them to each other. 
However, an analysis of both genres leads on to the differences between them. Such 
an investigation draws on the theories of narratology as expounded by French literary 
critic Gérard Genette (1998) and German narratologist Manfred Jahn (2002a). The 
mode of narration differs from one form to the other and so represents the first distinct 
point of differentiation. Fairy tales offer a strongly condensed text, which neglects 
details and has one action directly lead on to the other (Jahn, 2002a). The 
simplification, condensation and neglect of minor details are main features of the fairy 
tale (Lüthi, 1960; Zipes, 1983; Bettelheim, 1991). The ballet libretto, on the other 
hand, cannot be understood as containing a similarly condensed and simplified text. 
The scenario’s length varies from one production to the other, but as a general feature 
gives a very precise and detailed account of a ballet’s plot. The inclusion of many 
references to flowers, precious stones and stage design contrasts the fairy tale and its
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rare descriptive moments. Such rare descriptive occasions become even more 
important for the fairy tale, which uses descriptions as a device to point out 
extraordinary features. In this regard, the ballet libretto is closest to the authored fairy 
tale, which can be understood as displaying similar descriptive elements. Charles 
Perrault, generally considered father of the literary fairy tale, inserted into his tales, 
which were adaptations of oral folktales, elaborated descriptions and comments. In 
Sleeping Beauty (Perrault, 1697), such a moment occurs, when the Prince meets the 
Sleeping Princess for the first time. Perrault halts the flow of narration to elaborate on 
her dress and to comment on it being old-fashioned. Such instances represent a 
“descriptive pause” (Prince, 1987, p. 19 and 69; Genette, 1998, p. 67; Jahn, 2002a, N 
5.2.3.), which slows the pace of narration, but does not force discourse time to come 
to a halt. Similar situations are a regular feature of the ballet scenario, which in many 
instances gives additional information or explains events. Hence, it can be said that 
the ballet libretto does not follow the mode of narration of the oral folktale, but is 
closer to the authored fairy tale.
Rhythm and tempo of narration are other features, through which differences 
between the fairy tale and the ballet plot can be detected. Observation and analysis of 
fairy tales according to the model outlined by Gérard Genette (1998) shows that, 
generally, a fairy tale begins at a slow pace and, as the story unravels, starts to speed 
up in the second half. This indicates that an “acceleration” (Genette, 1998, p. 68; 
Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) takes place. Thus, quick and fast changes fi-om one action to 
the other happen at this point within the storyline. Consequently, the most violent, 
active and spacious actions are normally found in this part of the tale. This means 
that it can well happen that a character is pursued through several countries, battles 
are fought in many locations and the scene changes through magical events. The 
neglect of details gains even more significance here. The quick transition fi-om one 
action to the other does not allow a halt to describe a moment or feature. The 
“descriptive pauses” (Prince, 1987, p. 19 and 69; Genette, 1998, p. 67; Jahn, 2002a, 
N5.2.3.) mentioned above are hardly found in the second part of fairy tales.
In the ballet plot, a very different distribution of actions is present, which can 
be particularly observed in the standard construction of the ballet fantastique. 
Usually, the ballet narrative starts at a quick pace, which it keeps throughout the first 
act, and slows down in the second act. Hence, most of the ballet actions are found in 
this part of the performance, whereas the other section appears to be almost devoid of
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a storyline. The actions seem concentrated in Act I, which transmits all background 
information and develops the conflict. In contrast to the fairy tale, the theatre plot 
“decelerates” (Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3) in the second act, which focuses on the display of 
the supernatural and appears to present more arrangements of dances. The statement 
of deceleration is misleading without consideration of the types of actions displayed 
in this section of the plot. Contrary to the fairy tale, the ballet narrative rather settles 
in one location and depicts actions of long duration in its second part. In ballet 
tradition, actions such as dancing for an entire night keep the characters busy and 
provide the necessary reason for elaborate dance sequences. However, by doing so 
only one key-action is fulfilled, which shows the problem of comparing the number of 
actions presented in the two acts. This results in a significant difference between the 
fairy tale and the ballet fantastique.
More differences and discrepancies can be found in the ending of both forms. 
The accelerated plot of the fairy tale comes to an abrupt end, when, in most cases, the 
wedding ceremony of the main character takes place. In ballet tradition, however, the 
wedding is not a regular feature of the storyline. Furthermore, the already decelerated 
pace of narration continues to slow down until the plot ends slowly. In some cases, 
however, the end is brought about in a manner of real-time narration. In these plots, 
story time and discourse time appear to flow equally. Some plots, however, are 
misleading in this sense. The discourse ends with one or two sentences referring to 
the big celebration, which ends the performance. In such instances, the libretto gives 
a distorted image of how much discourse time has been dedicated to the enactment of 
the celebration in the actual stage performance. Hence, the ending of the fairy tale 
and the ballet plot also differ in their respective tempo of narration.
Having outlined these basic distinctions between the two art forms, the 
following investigation will focus on the recurrent actions of the ballet fantastique. 
Like Propp’s study, this analysis will, firstly, define the notion of function and its 
nature. Furthermore, the repetitive actions of the ballet plot are outlined by dividing 
them into three groups. These groups stem firom the similarities and differences 
between the two genres and are dealt with in separate sections. Lastly, the 
discrepancies between an analysis according to Propp’s regulations and the findings 
of libretto analysis are discussed with regard to the theatrical nature of the ballet plot.
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2.2 The Nature of Function.
Arguably, the most important factor of Propp’s analytical model is 
represented by the set of proposed functions. Since this investigation into storytelling 
of ballet tradition draws upon Propp’s method and develops its own approach to 
narratives, it is necessary to give a precise definition of Junction and the notions 
behind this term. Different models of narrative analysis such as the ones presented by 
French literary critic Roland Barthes (1977), French anthropologist Claude Lévi- 
Strauss (1993) and Bulgarian scholar Tzvetan Todorov (1975) will form a necessary 
context of Propp’s fimctions and their task within the fairy tale plot. This will help to 
estabhsh the working definition of function for this study. The comparison between 
these analytical models highlights the benefits of keeping Propp’s notion of functions. 
Furthermore, the necessity to supplement the narratological approaches with 
psychological theories to account for the personal development the characters undergo 
in the course of the story is pointed out.
Propp’s model of analysis is based upon the notion of repetitive actions, which 
always happen in a particular order. These actions, or functions, are defined by Propp 
as actions important for the continuation of the storyline. Hence, a function 
represents an action, which directly advances the plot and, therefore, may also be 
termed a key-action. Key-actions neglect details and focus on what is done by a 
character. To be a prince, for example, does not represent a function, since it is a 
static fact and not an action (Propp, 1975; Barthes, 1977). Only a deed or action can 
assume the role of a function. Furthermore, Propp does not allow all actions to be 
called functions. Major and key-actions are, thus, the only ones to gain the status of a 
function. With such a statement, Propp is close to the definitions of Barthes, who 
identified two types of functions. Firstly, there are “cardinal functions” (Barthes, 
1977, p. 93), which describe actions changing the storyline. To fulfil these actions or 
not would considerably alter the course of the plot. Hence, to pick up the phone 
receiver represents such a cardinal function, since not responding to the call changes 
the plot and leads the storyline into a completely different direction. Along this type 
of functions, Barthes adds “catalysers” (1977, p. 93), which reach a lesser significance
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for the story. This second type of functions can be found, according to Barthes, in 
getting up from a chair, walking to the ringing telephone and putting aside the 
newspaper. From this distinction between key-actions and secondary actions, it can 
be seen that Propp focused on key-actions only and rejected the remaining ones.
The above-mentioned rejection of details is, in this case, different to the details 
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Propp discarded all descriptive elements 
in his functions and focused entirely on the action. Hence, it is important that the 
hero/heroine is endowed with a present and not what kind of gift this is. With this 
discard of minor details, Propp simplifies the complexity of the fairy tale and so 
enables analysis. This results in Propp’s model not being broken the moment one tale 
displays a table where others traditionally portray a horse. The functions, thus, are in 
this sense flexible enough to allow for individuality. Additionally, the action comes 
to the foreground and the details of it represent a narrative strategy typical for this 
particular tale.
Ballet tradition shows, like the fairy tale, a repetition of actions within its 
stories. Thus, the notion of functions can well serve the purpose of libretto analysis. 
In the case of ballet plots, the focus on key-actions appears to be most promising, 
because otherwise the actions presented in ballet stories would differ to such an extent 
that analysis would become tedious. To count any action as function would lead to a 
situation where walking, dancing and hfting an arm become the most significant 
elements of the ballet plot. In order to reduce such a shift from the narrative and its 
development to descriptions of dances and movements, a focus on key-actions is 
followed throughout this analytical approach to the ballet libretto. Additionally, a 
neglect of details, as it has been shown by Propp, can lead to uncovering the recurrent 
elements of the ballet plot. The actions, and not the ornaments, are the significant 
factor of this analysis. In this sense, ballet tradition shows a big range of variety by 
displaying the actions in various guises and indulging in elaborate descriptions of 
events, costumes and props. Thus, the notion of functions representing the most 
significant and important actions, which change the course of the plot, will be 
followed throughout this study. Furthermore, the discard of details forms an approach 
similar to the one Propp followed in his study.
Another fundamental feature of Propp’s method is found in the order of 
functions. The functions of the fairy tale appear, according to Propp, in an 
unchangeable order, and each analysis has to follow the single steps from the first to
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the last before a repetition of functions is possible. Consequently, the limited number 
of actions accounts for the similarity between the various tales, which may repeat 
single actions several times or omit them. The order of functions has been critiqued 
by Lévi-Strauss (in Propp, 1975), who suggests that several of the functions may be 
combined into one. This criticism will be referred to in section 2.6, but for the 
moment it is to note that even Propp’s stable system of functions has been challenged.
Concerning the characters, Propp indicates that any function may be executed 
by any of the fairy tale characters. This leads to all functions becoming independent 
from the characters thus not representing an indicative means of expression for any of 
the fairy tale’s figures. An example of different characters employing the same 
fimction can be found in tales, where the princess endows the hero with the magic 
helper. In other tales, the magic agent is handed over by the princess’ father, the king. 
Thus, it is visible that the action of transferring the magic helper firom donor to hero is 
of more importance than the figures involved. However, it is to note that not all 
functions are carried out by any character. Already, the definitions and titles of 
functions formed by Propp suggest a link between action and character. In some 
cases, specific functions are attributed to a particular character. The title of the 
function clearly states this link as it can be seen in An interdiction is posed upon the 
hero (Propp, 1975, p. 32). Here a connection between the hero and the action is 
established. Someone expresses an interdiction, which is not meant for the villain or 
the princess, but only for the main character of the tale; the hero or heroine. In The 
hero leaves the house (Propp, 1975, p. 43), another such function connected to the 
tale’s main character is found. By showing a connection between the character and 
the function, these functions are not the property of all characters anymore. Propp, 
therefore, does not allow all characters to execute all possible actions, which 
represents a contradiction in his writings. Additionally, there is a distinction between 
one and the other character and his/her behaviour.
The ballet plot does not suggest such a tight link between one particular 
character and one action. All actions may be found in the behavioural patterns of any 
character and, therefore, the titles of functions and their definitions are not at all 
connected to one or the other ballet character. This results in the gain of further 
possibilities and, moreover, an expansion of narrative possibilities.
As will be argued in the following sections, several of the actions of the ballet 
and fairy tale narrative are idaitical and, therefore, it is worth keeping in line with the
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definition of function outlined by Propp. The reason for remaining with Propp’s 
definition is, thus, that a different definition of the term function might lead to the 
magic tale presenting functions other than those described by Propp. In the case of 
applying another definition of function to the magic tale, the research, as Propp 
conducted it, would have to be repeated to ensure that despite the different definition 
the same functions would appear in the magic tale. It might well happen that the 
result of such research is similar to the one presented in this thesis, namely, that some 
functions will remain true to their original definition, some will undergo minor 
changes and some other, new ones, may appear. Since Romantic ballet clearly 
displays several of Propp’s functions, such a change would lead to a complete reversal 
of this research. Hence, the argument that ballet presents fairy tale actions requires 
that Propp’s definition of function is kept.
In addition to the functions of the fairy tale, another group of recurrent actions 
has evolved from the analysis. The origin of these actions can be found in the 
consideration of psychological issues relating to storytelling. A story can be 
considered as a journey from one level of consciousness to another and, therefore, 
requires a development. Although the development of a story is mentioned in 
narratology, it is psychology, which allows an understanding of these features. The 
notion of a story representing a journey, during which personal growth takes place 
through the task of overcoming several restricting obstacles, leads to actions being 
interpreted and read in a different way. To see the actions in relation to the story’s 
development gives them a different emphasis.
Since Propp did not outline his analytical process and approach to his corpus 
of research in order to retrieve and define the functions, this study had to seek an 
independent way to discover the ballet fantastique'’s recurrent actions. To be able to 
conduct a comparison between the various plots, tables were filled m with the most 
significant actions of them. Sheets in A3 size were used in landscape format to allow 
space for several columns next to each other. Each of the columns contained the 
actions of one plot. The main actions of the plot were filled into these columns so that 
the first act ended at approximately the same level throughout the whole page. A 
reduction of the actions to their essence was conducted so that most ornamental 
elements were already discarded in tibe process of filling in these tables. The 
characters’ names had to be inserted, since it was very hard to leave them aside 
entirely and keep a logical plot development at the same time.
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With several pages of such tables, it was possible to investigate the recurrent 
actions of the ballet fantastique through in-depth reading and observation of the texts. 
Coloured pens and pencils helped to highlight the recurrent actions found in the text, 
while, at the same time, showing their location within the plot. Hence, it was 
immediately apparent that, although recurrent actions are present in the ballet 
fantastique, these do not follow a structural hierarchy as the fairy tale functions. The 
colour patterns that emerged from these working tables show a ‘chaotic’ distribution 
of functions and do not lead to any hierarchical or structural order. Once the actions 
were identified, they were described and defined. Here, the variety of functions came 
to the surface and resulted in them not being limited to one particular shape, but, like 
the fairy tale functions, having sevaral possible representations.
On the whole, it can be said that Propp’s definition of functions has to be kept 
so that the similarity between the fairy tale and the ballet fantastique can be observed. 
The definition of function does not refer to any action, but only to key-actions, which 
directly advance the plot. This definition is followed in this study and, therefore, not 
every action is considered a function. Furthermore, there are additional functions, 
which stem from the influence of psychoanalytical readings. Until now, these 
features have been overlooked by narratology, which rarely refers to psychology. The 
functions defined belong to the ballet fantastique and were uncovered through an in- 
depth reading of and comparison between the various ballet plots forming the corpus 
of research. The following sections will present the findings of this investigation and 
outline the recurrent elements of the ballet fantastique.
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2.3. Fairy Tale Actions depicted in Ballet.
The fairy tale and classical mythology share several distinct features. In both 
genres, the main characters execute the same or similar actions in the course of the 
story (Campbell, 1993) and, hence, encounter similar difficulties. Structuralist 
investigations go as far as claiming universality of myths and fairy tales across the 
boundaries of cultures and peoples (Campbell, 1993). Indeed, fairy tales show many 
actions, which can be considered to be similar or even identical. Also, stories other 
than fairy tales may be understood as showing many of Propp’s functions, and so 
these actions appear to represent a basic pattern in storytelling. In this section, these 
actions of the fairy tale and their representation in Romantic ballet are the centre of 
attention. The analysis will focus on the elements of the fairy tale, which can be 
found in the ballet plot too.
According to Propp (1975), the folktale comprises a limited number of typical 
actions, which are constantly repeated thus constituting the basis of the storyline. 
Fairy tales, like many other stories, deal with love, partnership and the finding of 
oneself (Bettelheim, 1991; von Franz, 1998; Kast, 1992; 1999; Drewermann, 2003). 
Such approaches to storytelling and fairy tales interpret features such as the main 
character’s departure fi*om home as an essential moment within a child’s development 
(Bettelheim, 1991; Kast, 1992). The personality has to develop and so it is the task of 
the main character to go to the world and find his/her place there and a partner. 
Hence, the most basic feature of human life, namely growing up and separation from 
parents, forms this recurrent element, which can be found in tales all over the world. 
Additionally, taboos and restrictions force a young person to find a partner outside the 
community, in which he/she has grown up. These elements lead to some of the most 
important features of the fairy tale being constantly repeated in differing 
constellations. This choice of topic results in such plots showing certain actions at 
almost the same point of the story. Therefore, the repetition of actions referring to 
personal growth and the gain of independence from parents can be observed in many 
tales.
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Due to its reliance on love stories, Romantic ballet presents some typical fairy 
tale actions to its audience. These actions are similar to the functions Propp defined 
and deal with issues relating to personal growth and love relations. As such they have 
undergone no real change in their transposition from the literary model to the stage 
performance. They may only vary in regard to their onstage representation and in 
regard to the emphasis of Romantic ballet on love themes. The list below enumerates 
the functions found in both the fairy tale and in the ballet performance as well. 
Changes in the character of the functions are described and their representation 
onstage is outlined in short examples taken from ballets showing typical situations 
expressing such functions.
•  Lack/Mi sfor tune.
Lack or M isfortune occurs in Romantic ballet plots in the same manner as in the 
fairy tale. Hence, there is no need to move away from Propp’s definitions (1975, p. 
36 -  40), which will be applied directly. In the fairy tale, misfortune is usually 
brought upon the main character or a member of the family by the villain. In some 
cases, however, it is difficult to determine whether an action is an act of villainy or 
motivated by the lack of something. Because of this difficulty, Propp (1975) states 
that the functions of The evil antagonist haims one member o f the family (Propp, 
1975, p. 36 -  39) and One member o f the family lacks something (Propp, 1975, p. 39 -  
40) are equivalents, although divided into two separate functions.
In the case of an analysis of the ballet fantastique"s plot, the ambiguity of 
Romantic ballet further obscures the view in these cases and for this reason the two 
functions of the Lack (Propp, 1975, p. 39 -  40) and The evil antagonist harms one 
member o f the family (Propp, 1975, p. 36 -  39) are combined into one. An example 
of this obscurity is found in La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836), where the 
actions of the Baron can be understood as motivated by the lack of a bride, but, on the 
other hand, they bring M isfortune upon the two lovers. La Fille du Danube (lib. F. 
Taghoni, 1836) may also be considered as expressing M isfortune in the Separation  
o f  the Lovers. In this case, the function of M isfortune is found in another one. In 
Swan Lake (lib. PetipaAi. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895), both variants 
are present. Siegfried yearns for a wife and so the function of Lack is present in
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addition to the function of M isfortune, which is found in Odette’s enchantment. The 
breaking of the magic spell undoes Siegfried’s lack as well as Odette’s enchantment, 
which leads to the two functions being considered as one.
In some cases, the fairy tale does not mention how a lack or misfortune has come 
about and simply starts the story by referring to an already existing one, which is in 
due course undone by the hero/heroine. This pre-existing lack or misfortune is a 
frequent feature of the ballet libretto, which, as a result, focuses on the main 
characters trying to undo the Lack or Misfortune. In these cases, the 
Lack/Misfortune is uncovered step by step throughout the libretto by inserting 
possibilities for the characters to express any harm or misfortune they encountered 
before the point of attack. Such a pre-existing lack is found in Swan Lake (lib. 
Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895), where both main characters are 
introduced through their already existing situation of lack and misfortune. It is to note 
that in ballet the missing element in one character’s life is very often a partner or 
bride.
• Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune.
This function is also directly taken from Propp’s system (1975, p. 40 -  42) and 
finds an adequate representation on the stage. In the fairy tale, the Lack (Propp, 1975, 
p. 39 -  40) is usually conveyed by one character talking about it or the hero/heroine 
realising it by him/herself. Examples of this behaviour can also be found in the ballet 
libretto. La Tempête (librettist not stated, 1834) shows the main character. Lea, sad 
and, only after the fairy king Oberon has told her about her mortal origins and her real 
parents, it becomes obvious that Lea longs for human company. The loss of her 
parents and the separation from mortal beings represents the Lack/M isfortune in this 
case. In Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895), the 
Queen mother tells her son that he must choose a bride and marry. This direct 
statement indicates the Lack Siegfiied experiences. Odette, on the other hand, 
encounters a Misfortune. She narrates her story to Siegfiied, who finds out how to 
save her. Here, the Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune is very similar to the 
fairy tale’s function.
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Ballet tradition has, however, found another way of making known a lack. The 
display of the longed-for object on the stage represents an ideal means of an art form, 
which relies on movement and has to narrate stories without the use of words. This 
situation of display often coincides with the first entrance of the ballerina, who 
embodies the longed-for person. Dreams and visions, which are regularly presented 
in hallet plots, are commonly used for this task. A vision or dream is important to 
motivate a character by revealing the sought-for object, which he/she cannot reach. In 
most cases, it is the male character, who has the vision and sees the female character 
appear in front of him. By this vision, he is motivated to set out and find the woman. 
Usually, the vision is evoked by a supernatural being such as the devil, a fairy or a 
nymph. In La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847), it is the devil, who shows the 
Moor Alyatar a vision of the beautiful Fatma, whereas, in La Fille du Danube (lib. F. 
Taghoni, 1836), the Nymph instils the vision of Fleurs-des-Champs in Rudolph, who 
is searching for his beloved.
In addition to these dream and vision scenes, the appearance of the character 
onstage may also serve as Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune. In these cases, 
the longed-for person is not presented by a supernatural being to the other character, 
but they all are simply at the same moment in the same place. An example for such a 
plot can be found in Le Dieu et la Bayadere (lib. Scribe, 1830), which initiates the 
plot by having the temple dancer see the Unknown in the crowd and, consequently, 
prefer him to the Judge. Therefore, it can be said that ballet tradition uses the fairy 
tale function for similar purposes as the magic tale. However, ballet plots show 
further means to convey messages and include dreams, visions and scenes, in which 
the longed-for object is displayed.
• Transfiguration o f  one character.
The Transfiguration o f  one character \s one of the best known features of 
the ballet fantastique. Propp mentions the function of The hero receives a new 
appearance (Propp, 1975, p. 63 -  64), in which the hero/heroine obtains a new 
identity. This can happen in various ways. A magical transformation can take place 
or the hero/heroine changes his/her appearance and is, thus, perceived by the otiier
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characters as someone else. Another way of changing one’s appearance is found in 
exchanging clothes and by doing this obtaining a new persona.
The similarity between the magic tale and the ballet fantastique leads, in this case, 
to a direct link between the actions of the fairy tale and the ballet plot. Thus, the 
transfiguration, in particular the changing of clothes, forms one of the most distinct 
features of this type of ballets. Examples of magical transfigurations are numerous 
and found in almost every fantastic ballet as I  Viaggiatori all’Isola d ’Amore (librettist 
not stated, 1838/39), La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) and Le Papillon (lib. 
M. Taglioni/Saint-Georges, 1860) demonstrate.
In the case of the ballet plot, two different ways of changing a character’s look 
may be observed. Firstly, there is the transformation through magic, which shows a 
supernatural being change his/her appearance or that of another character. Such a 
treatment of this function is present in I  Viaggiatori all’Isola d ’Amore (librettist not 
stated, 1838/39). In this ballet, a direct quotation firom Carlo Gozzi’s play L ’Amore 
delle Tre Melarancie (1761) can be found the instant Amore changes the three 
nymphs into oranges, which in the end are transformed back into nymphs. La Fille de 
Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) shows a statue magically come to life, and in Le 
Papillon (lib. M. Taglioni/Saint-Georges, 1860) the evil fairy Hamza changes Farfalla 
into a butterfly.
The second variant of this function can be found in changes of appearance through 
different clothes. A famous example of this function is found in Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), where, disguised as a peasant, Duke Albrecht cherishes 
Giselle. But this is not the only instance of one character in disguise as other ballets 
such as La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) show. In this ballet, the devil 
shows himself to Prince Alyatar in disguise of a scholar. In Le Violon du Diable (lib. 
Saint-Léon, 1849), the devil chooses another disguise and appears as doctor. In its 
treatment of the Transfiguration, Néméa (librettist not stated, 1864) resembles 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). The peasant girl Néméa receives new 
clothes, which give her the air of a nymph and help the girl to win the heart of the 
Count.
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• An Interdiction/Command i s  pronounced.
As in the fairy tale, interdictions, commands and the characters’ obedience to or 
violation of them form an essential part of the ballet story. Propp observed that in 
every magic tale the function interdiction is posed upon the hero (Propp, 1975, p. 
32 -  33) is found, which is either obeyed or violated. In the course of violation, the 
fairy tale hero/heroine is led away from his/her home, which helps the story to 
progress. In the fairy tale, this departure from the parents’ house is most essential for 
the story’s and the hero’s/heroine’s development (Propp, 1975; Bettelheim, 1991). 
Ballet, on the other hand, has its own way of dealing with commands and 
interdictions, which do not always lead the main character far from home. The 
findings of this analysis suggest that ballet libretti display interdictions in three ways 
in their stories. Firstly, the In te rd ic tio n  is pronounced and immediately violated. 
Consequently, all other actions of the ballet are a result of this violation. La Fille du 
Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836) demonstrates this, when the mother of Fleurs-des- 
Champs forbids her daughter to see her lover Rudolph. The mother’s command has 
been violated from the beginning of the ballet onwards and is immediately violated 
again by the lovers’ keeping up their relationship. As the ballet continues, the story 
follows the events resulting from this endurance and, thus, displays the effects of the 
violation.
The second variant of the In te rd ic tio n  can be observed in La Fille de Marbre 
(lib. Saint-Léon, 1847), where the interdiction is pronounced at the beginning of the 
ballet. When the statue comes to life, sculptor Manasses is told that Fatma will 
become a statue again the moment she falls iu love. The violation of this interdiction 
takes place at the ballet’s end, when Fatma falls in love with Prince Alyatar and as a 
consequence returns to her shape as stone figure. In this case, the ballet shows the 
development to the fatal point and does not present the events taking place after the 
violation.
Thirdly, an In te rd ic tio n  might be mentioned after it has been violated. Propp 
already observes this pattern in the magic tale and acknowledges that in some tales an 
interdiction is mentioned after its violation. This pattern exists also in ballet as the 
example of La Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843) shows. In this ballet, the Péri
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reproaches Achmet for being unfaithful to her. The characters’ relationship includes a 
command to faithfulness and so Achmet’s admiration of the slave dancer Nourmahal 
forms a violation of this command.
e Violation o f  the Interdiction/Command.
The interdiction is violated (Propp, 1975, p. 33) represents an essential part of the 
fairy tale, but does not hold such a key position in the Romantic ballet. Propp 
observes that in every magic tale at least one interdiction or command is either obeyed 
or violated. The ballet plot generally focuses upon love stories and, therefore, deals 
with interdictions relating to this topic. As already mentioned, three kinds of 
Violations are found to be present in the ballet libretto. Firstly, a command or an 
interdiction is immediately violated. These cases occur in the first act or might be 
part of the exposition. As a result, the ballet plot concentrates on the events and 
effects this violation has upon one character. Secondly, the Violation  can occur at 
the very end of the ballet and be used to separate the lovers. The ballet then depicts 
the development from the In te rd ic tio n  up to the moment of the Violation. In 
these ballets, a repetition of the In te rd ic tio n  might occur as reminder. La Fille de 
Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) presents such a procedure by having sculptor 
Manasses remind Fatma of the In terd ic tio n . Here, the first interdiction was 
pronounced at tiie beginning of Act I and, thus, it is necessary to remind the audience 
by having the character repeat it in the middle of Act II so that the following events 
are logical. Thirdly, as outlined above, the Violation  may represent the means to 
express an In terd iction .
•  Trickery.
The fairy tale villain often uses tricks to obtain something from another figure. 
These cunning actions encompass temptations, false contracts and insinuations by the 
evil character. It is worth noting that Propp (1975, p. 35 -  36) describes the trickery 
only with regard to the villain deceiving another character. In this manner, it remains 
with the antagonist without the possibility of the hero/heroine profiting from it. A
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comparison of ballet plots with fairy tales shows that, in ballet tradition, the Trickery  
is not limited to the antagonist, but is frequently used by all other characters too.
In ballet, a trick is often used to get one character to do what another wants. 
However, this is not a strict rule as the trick can be found in other situations as well. 
A trick might, for example, be used to make another character happy, as in Néméa 
(librettist not stated, 1864). Here, Néméa’s friend exchanges the flower bouquets so 
that a favourable outcome of the flower oracle makes Néméa happy. In other ballets, 
the trick is used to escape from danger. It creates an illusion and so gives the 
character time to flee. When used to gain time, the Trickery  might occur after a 
Declaration o f  Love or be inserted between two D eclarations o f  Love, where it 
is used to force the other character to change his/her mind. An entire series of tricks 
is used in Le Dieu et la Bayadere (lib. Scribe, 1830), where Zoloe gives in to the 
Judge’s threats to save the Unknown. The Judge wishes to obtain Zoloe’s heart, but 
she has already given it to the Unknown. Hence, Judge Olifour threatens to kill the 
other man, which forces Zoloe to consent in the relationship with the old Judge. This 
consent gives the young lovers time to plan their escape. At the end of the act, Zoloe 
helps the Unknown escape from the village by hiding him in her palanquin. As can 
be seen from this example, it is possible to hide the Trickery  in another function, 
which serves this purpose. In the case of Le Dieu et la Bayadere (lib. Scribe, 1830), it 
is the Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love, which stands in as a trick to save 
another character’s life and to gain time for flight.
• Donor function.
Rarely ballet explicitly displays the testing of the hero/heroine by a donor. In the 
case of this function, the ambiguity of the libretto is an obstacle to determine the 
character of this function. In the fairy tale, the hero/heroine meets the donor, who, 
after the test, leaves the story and, as a rule, does not re-appear. Contrary to the fairy 
tale, in Romantic ballet, mainly because of their restricted number, most characters 
appear in both acts. The tests of the fairy tale consist of tasks in the household, labour 
in the fields and craft work. In their description, these actions are outlined in detail, 
but in general do not form the heart of the storyline. The main characters sometimes 
remain with the donor for years and run the household or carry out other duties. As
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reward for their hard work, a magical object is handed over to them. Equipped with 
this tool, the main character leaves the shelter of the donor’s house and sets out on 
his/her quest. These tests are the most elaborated form of this function, which might 
also be found in a simple question, a polite gesture or the sharing of food and drink. 
In such tales, the donor function shows the good character of the main character.
The analysis of the ballet plot suggests a lesser significance of the donor function 
compared to the one Propp assigned it in the fairy tale. The ballet narrative often 
hides this function. The passing on of the magical agent is obvious, but the moment 
the hero/heroine is tested is generally not explicit. In La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), 
for example, it is very difficult to determine the moment, when James is tested by 
Madge, the witch. This might have happened twice during the first act: firstly, when 
Madge is almost driven out of the house by James, and, secondly, after foretelling the 
future, when she is eventually thrown out by James. In the second act, a third 
opportunity for the test can be identified, when Madge asks James if he needs help. 
However, by gratefully accepting her help, James should have succeeded in this test 
according to the rules Propp outlined for this function. Other libretti such as Orfa 
(librettist not stated, 1852) display the same problem. In this ballet, the hero receives 
bow and arrow from Odin, who is disguised as an old man. The Norse god clearly 
assumes the role of the donor in this plot, but there is no apparent test, through which 
the hero of this ballet shows his aptitude. Hence, the ballet narrative does not 
emphasise the importance of this function, although it is present. The implicit 
treatment of the test results from a difference in the treatment of messages. The fairy 
tale already tests its main character throughout the course of the story, whereas the 
ballet plot shows this through the functions of the D iff ic u l  t  Task and the Fight.
• Receipt o f  the Magic Helper or Object.
Similar to the magic tale, magical objects such as scarves, magic wands or music 
instruments are used in ballet. However, in ballet tradition, the use of these objects 
does not equal that of the magic tale. In the magic tale, the hero receives the magic 
helper or tool after successfully passing the donor’s test and uses it at a later point in 
the story. In ballet, one of the main characters might receive the magical agent and 
normally uses it immediately. The moment of testing the efficiency of the magical
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object differs from the fairy tale, in which the hero/heroine never uses it unless in real 
danger. This happens for example in La Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843), where the 
Péri bestows Achmet with a flower bouquet carrying a star. By kissing the star, 
Achmet can call the Péri, who will appear instantly. In the ballet, Achmet 
immediately tests the efficiency of his magical agent. The magic helper or object is 
usually given to the main character by a supernatural being, which constitutes a 
contrast to the fairy tale, where an old woman can also take on the function of the 
donor. Furthermore, the magic helper is regularly used to catch or call a ‘winged 
woman’, whom the male dancer has vainly tried to catch. By making use of the 
magical object, the male character seeks to get hold of the frying woman and keep her 
from escaping.
In other ballets such as Le Violon du Diable (lib. Saint-Léon, 1849), the magic 
helper is used the same way as in the fairy tale. In this ballet, the male character 
receives a magic violin from the devil and uses it to produce the most enchanting 
melodies. At the ballet’s end, the violin’s tunes help to overcome a demon and rid the 
character from the devil’s influence. As such, the use of the magical object remains 
as it can be observed in the magic tale, bearing in mind the exception of the ballet 
narrative granting its characters the possibility to try the tool immediately.
• Guidance/Translocation to another place.
This function relates to one character leading another to a different place, where 
the plot continues. Propp (1975, p. 52 -  53) describes this function as the hero being 
taken to another land by someone else. He can be changed into an animal, follow a 
trace leading him to his destination or be transferred from one place to the other by 
means of magic. In ballet, the hero is led by another character from one place of 
action to the next and so from one act to the other. Usually, the destination of the 
journey is already shown in the stage design and mentioned in the libretto’s 
description of tiie setting. A castle or, as in Orfa (librettist not stated, 1852), a 
volcano in the background can be employed as the setting for the next act and so the 
hero’s guide points to this place or direction, when leading him off. Guidance usually 
takes place before Translocation and marks the transition from one act or scene to 
another. An example for Guidance can be found in Oifa (librettist not stated, 1852).
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Here, Odin, disguised as an old man, sends the hunter Lodbrog to the volcano, where 
Lodbrog’s fiancée is hidden. A particularly amusing moment is found in the Italian 
ballet /  Viaggiatori alVIsola d ’Amore (librettist not stated, 1838/39), in which the evil 
fairy Usnara hides the travellers, seeking to enter Amore’s garden, in a big suitcase. 
Seated on a giraffe, the fairy transports the hidden travellers to the magic garden.
Another form of Guidance is found in the forceful act of leading one character to 
another place against his/her will. Although this does not happen very often, it is 
displayed in some ballets and deserves mentioning. In this form of Guidance, one 
character is lead by one or several others to another place -  or at least offstage. The 
difference to the above mentioned action of guiding one character lies in the forced 
exit from stage. This behaviour can be observed in Le Violon du Diable (lib. Saint- 
Léon, 1849), where the violinist Urbain gets thrown out of the ball by the guards. 
Another example is found in the 1880 ballet La Korrigane (lib. Coppée/Mérante), in 
which the supernatural beings seize Ivonnette, who has lost her soul to them, and, 
despite the girl’s protests, conduct her to their kingdom. In both cases, the character 
is led away against his/her will. In general, ballet’s Guidance does not differ firom the 
function of the fairy tale.
Similar to the above-outlined function. Translocation transfers the plot firom 
one place to another. It may, therefore, be considered a sub-category of Guidance. 
However, the difference between these two functions lies in the former having one 
character lead another, whereas in Translocation  a simple change of location takes 
place. A Translocation always takes place at the beginning of a new act or scene.
The Trans location  firom one place to another is not to be confused with the 
Transgression o f  Borders. Although both of these functions represent a change 
of the surrounding, it is worth noting that the Translocation  is a strictly 
geographical matter, whereas the Transgression o f  Borders is between two 
separate realms. Trans loca tion  is usually present in every change of scene or act 
and is linked to the main character and his/her journey. The necessity to transfer the 
plot from one setting to another arises firom cuts within the plot, which shorten 
journeys or summarise them. Shortened journeys may be seen as containing an 
“ellipsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 76; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.), which constitutes an omission 
of events to abridge the journey. In this case, no description of the journey is given.
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A “summary” (Genette, 1998, p. 67; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) narrates the most important 
events of the journey in an accelerated tempo. Examples of such journeys can be 
found in ballets, which show the beginning of it and then jump to the next act through 
an “eUipsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 75; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.). One well-known scene 
depicting such a travel is found in Sleeping Beauty (lib. Vsevolozhsky after Perrault, 
1890). At the end of Act II, the Lilac Fairy leads the Prince to a boat, which brings 
them to the enchanted castle and the sleeping princess. The initial moments of the 
journey are shown and the moment the boat vanishes behind the wings a jump in story 
time takes place to shorten the long passage. Hence, it can be said that Guidance and 
Translocation happen in three different ways. Firstly, there is the possibility of a 
jump from one location to the other. Secondly, the voyage may be summarised and 
shortened this way. Finally, a combination between these two modes may appear, 
which generally starts with a summary of the travel’s beginning and then jumps to the 
next place.
• Solution to the D i f f ic u l t  Task.
In both the ballet and the fairy tale, there are only two possible solutions to the 
D if f ic u l t  Task. Either the character manages to solve the task and accomplish all 
the tests or he/she fails. Although Propp does not consider the impact a possible 
failure has on the storyline, the analyses of the hallet fantastique show that according 
to the solution of the D if f ic u l t  Task, the story’s outcome varies. Should the 
hero/heroine fail, it is attributed to the fact that he/she was not yet prepared to face the 
challenge (Bettelheim, 1991). In the case of failure, a repetition of functions and of 
the entire tale is necessary in the fairy tale. Ballet usually does not display a second 
attempt by the hero/heroine, but seeks a different way to unravel the story’s conflict. 
It has developed its own strategies for this case, which will form part of the functions 
described in section 2.5 and the convention of section 3.4. In some instances, 
however, the libretto does not solve the problem at all and leaves the end open, which 
does not represent a key-feature of the fairy tale.
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• Fight.
The fight, generally taking place in the second act of the ballet, plays an important 
part in the structure of the fairy talé as well. In some cases, the fairy tale does not 
display a physical fight, but rather a contest to determine the stronger of the two sides 
(Propp, 1975). In Propp’s definition of The hero and his counterpart start direct 
combat (Propp, 1975, p. 53 -  54), the battle between the two opposing forces its 
characterised as consisting of actual physical fights, the measuring of forces to 
determine the stronger party or a game.
The analysis of the ballet plot indicates that in ballet narratives two different ways, 
in which a fight might be enacted, are present. Firstly, a physical fight can take place 
after which a winner can be determined. Secondly, a struggle or contest is displayed 
to determine the stronger or more persistent character as presented in Le Violon du 
Diable (lib. Saint-Léon, 1849). Here, Urbain does not fight the evil demon 
physically, but plays his violin until the demon is overcome. With these attributes the 
fimction of the fight remains as Propp has defined it and is simply transferred to the 
field of ballet.
In summary, it can be said that the functions outlined above remain relatively 
true to Propp’s definition of the fairy tale’s functions. From the list it is obvious that 
by no means all functions of the fairy tale are present in the stage performance in 
exactly the same manner as they are found in the literary text of the fairy tale. 
Although in most cases the ballet performance has found slightly different ways to 
represent the actions onstage, they are visibly linked to the fairy tale as described by 
Propp. As far as these functions are concerned, the ballet performance demonstrates a 
close link to the fairy tale. Due to the transcriptions of the various functions fi"om the 
fairy tale to the ballet performance, the functions of this section will further on be 
referred to as belonging to Romantic ballet. In addition to these actions, the ballet 
fantastique displays other key-elements, which have lost their close link to the fairy 
tale. These functions form part of the next section, where they and their difference to 
the fairy tale are outlined.
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2.4. Literature versus Performance. Differences in the Representation of 
Actions onstage and in the Literary Narrative.
The analysis of this study has revealed a second group of recurrent actions, 
which highlight the discrepancies between the ballet libretto and the literary form. 
These differences stem from the necessity of the genre of the ballet fantastique to 
adjust situations and events in line with the requirements of stage conventions and 
theatre dance practices. These adjustments result in the functions of the magic tale 
change in their definitions. Hence, the following section focuses on such adaptations 
and contrasts the fairy tale functions with actions from the stage performance.
The constant focus upon romance allows the ballet fantastique to rely on love 
thanes more considerably and at a deeper level than the standard fairy tale. The fairy 
tale usually does not emphasise on the love story, but generally narrates the ordeal 
one has to undergo in order to grow up and/or to find the right partner. Thus, the 
journey through the unconscious of human nature comes to the foreground of fairy 
tales (Bettelheim, 1991; Kast, 1999). Romantic ballet, in contrast, does not present 
the various problems and issues relating to growing up, but concentrates on in-depth 
explorations of such growth in relation to love stories. Such focus influences the 
choice of actions and results in a repetition of these. Consequently, several of the 
actions of the fairy tale, which seem overlooked, are still present in a less overt way. 
The emphasis of ballet is, thus, on the depiction of courtship, flirtation and rejection. 
Hence, the portrayal of such elements is one feature, which is presented in different 
ways in the scenario than in the literary text of the fairy tale. Generally, the fairy tale 
does not focus upon the development of courtship and often deals with it en passent. 
Contrary to this, ballet repeats and elaborates upon these elements. In some cases, the 
imagery of Romantic ballet determines the changes of these functions. The 
presentation of the female body and several features of tiie ballet fantastique almost 
force some situations and events to come about within the standard ballet plot. Partly, 
such changes also stem from their translation into a performance. Onstage it may not 
be possible to enact all actions and situations of the fairy tale and, therefore, such 
adaptations were necessary to create a concise and logical storyline. Fairy tale actions
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such as drinking out the content of a lake, pursuits through several countries or 
solving riddles are generally not portrayed in ballet plots, which in their turn focus on 
other functions.
• Chase o f  one character by another.
Contrary to the Chase (Propp, 1975, p. 57 -  58) of the fairy tale, the Chase in 
ballet is either a game of lovers playing hide and seek or the vain attempt of the male 
dancer to catch a ‘winged woman’. In both cases, the chase differs from the fairy tale. 
In the faiiy tale Chase, it is of vital importance for the hero/heroine to escape the 
persecutor. Often magic tools or objects are used to either distract the villain or to 
escape. The fairy tale normally shows this function as a matter between the main 
characters and the villain, who seeks to kill them or regain a stolen object. As such 
the pursuit is limited to the villain attempting to catch the main character. Propp’s 
definition does not show the hero chasing the princess. This action would rather 
represent the search for the lost person and is dealt with in another function. The 
probably most significant feature of this function is that escape is a matter of life or 
death. Fairy tales usually do not mention what would happen to the hero/heroine, if 
he/she were caught, but, in some cases, the fate of other characters hints at the 
gruesome deaths fairy tale characters meet, when they do not manage to flee.
In this regard, the ballet libretto offers more variety. In some performances, the 
traditional fairy tale chase is presented and the notion of escape to save one’s life 
remains. Additionally, there are two further possibilities in the theatrical 
representation of this function, which include more characters than the hero/heroine 
and the villain. The probably most common form of it can be found in the lovers 
playing a game of ‘hide and seek’. Here, the female character usually tries to escape 
from a male character. However, although there is the effort to run away, the female 
character invites the male character to follow her through tempting glances. In this 
situation, the arabesque is a frequently used choreographic device. In this pose, the 
female character aims away from her starting point, but can fix her gaze backwards 
inviting her partner to follow her. In this dance ritual, a flirtatious variant of ‘hide and 
seek’ can be found, which generally culminates in a pas de deux once the female 
character has been ‘caught’ by her partner. In this sense, the most important feature
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of the fairy tale’s chase is not present anymore. The life of the character is not 
threatened and escape is not anymore a necessity for survival.
In addition to this common portrayal of this function, a second variant of the 
Chase may be found in the second act. At this stage of the plot, the female character 
has usually undergone a transformation into a supernatural being or returned to her 
proper realm. The male character seeks to catch her, but, despite all his efforts, he 
cannot keep and bind her. In this case, the Chase is a game only to a certain degree. 
Whenever the male character tries to embrace her, the woman appears to be carried 
away by the wind. In La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), James’ efforts to catch his 
Sylphide provide an example for such a Chase. Again, at the end of the Chase both 
lovers unite in a pas de deux. Also, in this second category of this function, the threat 
to a character’s life is lost and the pursuit forms more or less a game, in which one 
character teases another.
• D if f ic u l t  Task.
In the ballet narrative, the D if f ic u l t  Task remains similar to the definition 
Propp outlined for his function. The fairy tale often has the hero/heroine solve a 
seemingly impossible task. In some cases, a character has to drink the content of a 
lake, whereas in others the true bride has to be chosen fi"om a large group of women. 
As reward, the fairy tale hero always receives a bride, which, according to Propp 
(1975; 1987), is the essence of this function. Hence, the difference between the 
Difficult Task (Propp, 1975, p. 61 -  62) and the Test by the donor (Propp, 1975, p. 43 
-  46) lies in the reward the hero/heroine receives after accomplishing the task. If the 
reward is a magic helper or object, then the hero/heroine has been tested by the donor 
and the donor fimction is present. In the case of the hero/heroine receiving a 
bride/groom, then a Diffiicult Task has taken place. Another feature of the Difficult 
Task is that in most cases it is only fulfilled with the aid of the magic helper.
In a similar mmrner, D iff ic u l  t  Tasks can be found in ballet narratives. Here, 
however, the focus is generally upon one variant of it. Propp mentions that in some 
fairy tales the hero has to choose or recognise his true bride firom among other 
women. This kind of task is often found in the ballet plot, which in these scenes 
presents the male character wandering in between the large group of the corps de
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ballet. The second scene in Act II of La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836) 
shows such an integration of the D if f i c u l t  Task in the plot. In this scene, the 
female main character, Fleurs-des-Champs, is hidden among other nymphs and 
Rudolph, her fiancé, has to recognise her. In this case, a magical object, in form of a 
posy, helps Rudolph to find his bride. Such tasks appear in many ballets such as La 
Korrigane (lib. Coppée/Mérante, 1880) and are fi*equently set in the white act. A 
variant of this task can be observed in La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 
1849) and Thea (librettist not stated, 1853). In both ballets, a male character has to 
find his fiancée, but in the first ballet the Prince is blind and only succeeds with the 
help of his love. In the latter ballet, the female character is changed into a flower and 
the male character has to choose the most beautiful of them. Despite these details, it 
can be said that the task remains within the definition, and the situation can be 
classified as D iffic u l t  Task.
Another type of D if f ic u l t  Task mRy be observed in Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. 
Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895). Siegfried’s choice at the ball can be read 
as such a task. The oath to his fiancée, Odette, requires Siegfiied’s loyalty, which is 
tested by firstly having the Prince resist the princesses his mother introduces to him 
and, secondly, by distinguishing between Odette and Odile. In this case, the 
D if f ic u l t  Task is not successfully accomplished and the lovers do not find to each 
other. Again the outcome of the task endows the male character with a bride, but in 
this case the D iff ic u l t  Task is twofold. The first part offers another variant of 
ballet’s adaptation of this function. The male character is not asked to choose his 
bride fi*om a group of women, who have the same appearance. He has to remain loyal 
to his fiancée, although being tempted and seduced by other women. Such situations 
occur frequently in ballet plots as the stories of La Tempête (librettist not stated, 
1834), II Vecchio della Montagna (librettist not stated, 1841) and La Péri (lib. 
Gautier/Coralli, 1843) show. In all these narratives, a male character is tempted by 
either beautiful women or fairies and/or supernatural powers to leave his fiancée 
behind.
Not only men are tested in such ways, but also female characters have to 
demonstrate their steadfastness and fidelity. A gender specific pattern is observable 
in the treatment of the task. Whereas men encounter sexual temptations and may be 
lured by the promise of power to leave their bride, female characters are generally
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seduced through presents of jewellery. Such seduction can be found in Faust der 
Tragodie erster Teil (1797 and 1806) by German author and playwright Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe, where Mephistoles, the devil, and Faust, the main character, 
leave a box of jewels for Gretchen. The girl finds this present and is overwhelmed by 
such a treasure. Charles Gounod, French composer of the opera of the same title, 
worked this scene into one of the key-moments of his 1859 opera. The ballet Orfa 
(librettist not stated, 1852) follows this pattern by displaying the female character, 
Orfa, surrounded by the Passions, who adorn Orfa with precious stones and necklaces. 
The motive behind this scene is that Loki, the villain of this ballet, wishes to seduce 
Orfa and hopes to break her resistance through such gifts. In addition to this type of 
seduction, female characters may also be tempted by a seducer, as outlined above 
with regard to the male character.
In general, the aim of this type of task is to test whether or not the main character 
is able to distinguish between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ brides or grooms. Furthermore, 
fidelity and loyalty to a partner are tested and only after having successfully 
completed the task are the lovers united for good. Some ballet plots combine these 
features and so can create an augmentation within the D if f ic u l t  Task by starting 
with one feature and then moving on to the other. In this way, suspense can be 
created and stage conventions may be catered for.
• Outcome o f  the Fight.
In the fairy tale. The Antagonist is defeated (Propp, 1975, p. 54 — 55) after the 
fight. Propp recounts several ways of winning this fight, but neglects the possibility 
of the hero losing the fight in his definition. Such a victory can happen through a 
physical fight, a game that has to be won or the measuring of strength to determine 
the stronger party. Ballet offers two distinct outcomes of a fight. Firstly, there is a 
fight, which leads to an obvious winner. In this case, the outcome is clear and a 
winner is presented in the scenario. II Vecchio della Montagna (librettist not stated, 
1841) and La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847), both depict a revolution, which 
clearly subverts social structures and has the suppressed win over tyrants. Le Violon 
du Diable (lib. Saint-Léon, 1849) shows that the fight against supernatural beings is 
not necessarily lost. This ballet shows the main character overcome a demon by
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playing the violin. In this sense, the Fight takes on the form of a contest and the 
more persevering party wins. The second variant of this function can be found in 
situations, where a fight is interrupted or altered by a third party. In these cases, no 
winner can be determined and, generally, one side leaves the battlefield due to the 
interruption. The fight between Myrtha, Queen of the Wilis, and Albrecht can be seen 
as belonging to this category. The evil force of the Wilis cannot be overcome, and so 
the approaching dawn interrupts the fight and forces the spirits back into their graves. 
The evil power only vanishes temporarily and is not extinguished.
• Punishment o f  one character.
The punishment o f the enemy (Propp, 1975, p. 64) is another recurrent feature of 
the fairy tale. It is essential for the villain to receive an appropriate punishment, 
which re-establishes social orders and shows the reader that crime does not lead to 
any satisfaction or gain (Bettelheim, 1991). In the fairy tale, this psychological 
message is closely linked to all evil characters and so this function, which in Propp’s 
model is not connected to psychological statements, emphasises the educational 
message of the tale. The ballet plot can also be read as carrying moral messages, 
which seek to educate the reader/spectator according to the moral and social values of 
a particular time or country. But, in this genre the concentration on love and 
partnership leads to messages relating to issues of romance come to the foreground. 
The punishment in the ballet narrative is not as explicit as it may be in the fairy tale. 
Whereas the fairy tale has its villains find a gruesome death, which, in some cases, 
they choose themselves, the ballet plot might punish two lovers by separating them. 
As a result Punishment is not only connected to the villain, but also brought upon all 
other characters. Ballet tradition punishes evil deeds as La Gypsy (lib. Saint- 
Georges/Mazilier, 1839) shows. In this ballet, the antagonist is stabbed by the female 
main character and so receives an appropriate chastisement.
But, in addition to this fairy tale-like punishment, there is a treatment of 
misbehaviour typical for ballet. The moral values of society must be upheld and so 
love relationships, which do not fit into the generally acknowledged and accepted 
patterns, are not supported and, inevitably, the lovers are separated. Examples for 
such narratives are plenty in Romantic ballet as the endings of La Sylphide (lib.
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Nourrit, 1832), Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) mdAelia et My sis (librettist 
not stated, 1853) show. According to nineteenth-century ballet tradition, this form of 
Punishment appears as the most common treatment of inadequate behaviour and 
choice of partner. As such the ballet narrative does not only punish crime, but also 
love relations, which are deemed inappropriate.
• Wedding.
In the fairy tale, the fimction of the Wedding (Propp, 1975, p. 64 -  65) is the last 
in Propp’s list and is understood by the Austrian psychologist Bruno Bettelheim 
(1991) as reward for the hero’s/heroine’s psychological development and growth. 
Only after having successfully undergone the ordeal of growing up, the main 
character can gain happiness in a lasting relationship. Although some tales narrate of 
relationships outside marriage, these are rare and often do not last. One partner is 
lost, kidnapped or leaves, which in turn initiates the story. These relationships, 
however, are not seen as fixed and only gain a lower status compared to married 
couples (Propp, 1987). Within the fairy tale the aim is the wedding and so no other 
possibility is present.
In this sense, ballet tradition offers a second possibihty. Beside the traditional 
marriage, which leads to long divertissements to celebrate it in the performance, 
relationships between the lovers are acknowledged and receive the same status as 
marriage. Hence, the wedding is not always part of the plot, which may also end at 
the moment all obstacles have been overcome. Therefore, in ballet the lovers may be 
united in a generally acknowledged and accepted relationship, which can develop 
either in the mortal world or in the Otherworld. After the quest to find each other and 
tests of various kinds, the Weddingmsy be seen as reward for the lovers.
In general, it can be said that the functions of this group are adjusted according 
to the subject of the ballet plot. Thus, the love story determines the direction and 
appearance of the actions. Fairy tale functions were adapted by ballet tradition to gain 
further means of presenting these plots. The changes occurring in the functions are 
partly due to the limitations of the stage, which does not allow for certain actions to 
take place. Furftiermore, other adjustments were undertaken so that the implicit
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messages of the ballet plot can be transmitted and that theatre regulations and 
conventions are kept. Despite the deviation from Propp’s original definitions, these 
functions still carry the main notion of the fairy tale’s functions. They change in their 
appearance and stage presentation, but their basic idea has not altered significantly. 
For analyses of ballet plots, however, these actions are of importance as they 
constitute distinct moments within the plot’s development. Among these functions, 
the D if f ic u l t  Task holds a key-position. It marks the turning point of the main 
characters’ bad fortune to a favourable outcome. Although significant for the plot, the 
functions of this group do not represent the majority of key-actions in the ballet plot. 
Compared to the other two groups, they are few in number. Leading on to functions 
of the ballet fantastique, they are of a hybrid nature, lying between literature and 
theatre plot.
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2.5. Actions specific to ihQ Ballet Fantastique.
The previous two sections relate to the analysis of the magic tale conducted by 
Vladimir Propp (1975). Within the ballet libretto, however, other actions stand out 
and are constantly repeated, thus looking like ‘functions’ exclusive to this genre. 
Hence, in this section, these key-actions will be treated as functions of the ballet 
fantastique, and, therefore, the question whether or not they may be understood as the 
fiinctions of the magic tale is not dealt with. The additional psychological reading of 
the ballet narrative, which is not present in Propp’s research, may be held responsible 
for these actions, which in many cases originate from the focus on love themes, the 
development of relationships and the scenic presentation of these. The actions 
outlined in the list below are, therefore, typical for the ballet plot and emerged 
through an analysis of the scenario only.
Romanticism’s obsession with love, the loss of love and woman also found its 
appropriate representation in the ballet performance of the time. Issues such as 
courtship, betrayal and jealousy are worked into the ballet stories according to the 
taste of the period. In this sense, the actions of Romantic ballet are more complex 
than the ones depicted in the fairy tale, which stem from archetypical characters and 
behaviour. The search for the fairy tale’s functions in the corpus of research has led 
to the definition of these functions. When comparing ballet narratives, these actions 
and their constant repetition soon emerge from the text. They form a ballet-related set 
of functions, which deals with all the aspects of the typical plot of the ballet 
fantastique. The following functions of Romantic ballet are closely linked to the 
themes of love and rivalry, because other actions have already been dealt with in 
Propp’s model and are, therefore, included in the last two sections.
• Arousing suspicion about one character.
One feature of ballet, which should not be overlooked, is the awakening of 
suspicion in one character about another character’s identity, fidelity or motives. 
Romanticism’s love of ambiguity finds an expression in this action. Examples of it
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can be found in numerous ballets such as La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) and La Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843). In La Sylphide 
(lib. Nourrit, 1832), Gum, James’ rival, makes James’ bride, Effie, aware of James’ 
betrayal through his relationship with the Sylphide. Gum’s feelings for Effie are his 
motivation. He seeks to interfere with the relationship by suggesting that James is 
infidel. Also, La Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843) depicts this typical feature of 
Romantic ballet. Here, one of the Péris tells her Queen that her mortal lover, Achmet, 
is only interested in her power and is not in love with her. Consequently, the Péri 
tests Achmet’s love. In Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), gamekeeper 
Hilarion observes the squire, Wilfiied, bow to the peasant, Albrecht, which arouses 
Hilarion’s suspicion about Albrecht’s identity. Therefore, Hilarion enters Albrecht’s 
hut and finds the sword and the mantle, which reveal Albrecht’s aristocratic origin. 
As can be seen from these three examples, the Arousing o f  suspicion  forms an 
integral part of the ballet plot. It sets an entire range of other actions into motion and 
causes characters to either act, investigate or test. This fimction is, therefore, 
significant for the construction of the plot and the entanglements of the characters.
• Foreshadowing o f  events.
The device of foreshadowing events is common in theatre as well as in the fairy 
tale. Whereas in the fairy tale one character usually tells a story or legend to inform 
the hero about looming dangers, the ballet libretto uses not only legends, but also 
visions and dreams, which are often invoked by a supematural creature. Also, being a 
witness to certain events can be seen as handing down information from one character 
to another. Hence, when a scene between two or more characters is witnessed, then 
this specific moment can show what has happened to someone else attempting a 
certain task. Fairy tales usually solve the problem of having to convey such 
information by inserting an old peasant or an old woman, who tells the hero about the 
fate of others. In Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), two distinct examples of 
Foreshadowing can be found. Firstly, the narration of Berthe, Giselle’s mother, hints 
at Giselle’s future and gives a precise description of the Wilis and their life in the 
forest. This account is presented in a similar manner as in fairy tales. An elder 
member of society instructs the main character and younger members of society about
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the matters. The scene of Albrecht witnessing the death of gamekeeper Hilarion 
represents the second type of Foreshadowing. In this scene, information is passed on 
by observing the other character at this moment. Albrecht is not motionless, but 
follows his rival’s fate to learn what will happen to him the moment he is discovered 
by the Wilis. Thus, this scene does not show Albrecht’s passiveness and desire to die 
as American author Susan Leigh Foster (1998) claims, but hints at his future. Another 
way of foreshadowing events is found in oracles, which are eagerly used in Romantic 
ballet. Only too often a flower oracle, which is readily manipulated, tells the mSin 
character about future events. The probably best known of these oracles can be found 
in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841 Beaumont version 1937), where Giselle 
asks the daisies whether Albrecht loves her or not. The flowers’ answer is negative, 
which can be read as hinting at Giselle’s fate and Albrecht’s lie concerning his 
betrothal to another woman. In this sense. Foreshadowing offers the audience a 
glimpse into a character’s future and, on the other hand, helps to create suspense by 
more or less vaguely referring to situations to come. In literary theory, this notion of 
referring to future events has been derined as “prolepsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 25) or a 
forward flash.
• Declaration o f  Love.
The Declaration o f  Love represents one of the most commonly used and 
constantly repeated key-actions in the ballet libretto. The repetitive aspect of this 
function is not limited to its recurrent nature in various ballet plots, but it may also be 
repeated throughout the story several times. Since the standard plot of the ballet 
fantastique is constructed around love affairs, the expression of emotions, as found in 
this function, holds a key position within the group of functions. The Declaration 
o f  Love can be found in the story’s exposition, where it is used to inform the 
audience about the feelings of one character toward another. In this case, the 
Declaration o f  Love serves to explain the characters’ relationships. At this point 
of the performance, it is important for the audience to know about the emotions of the 
characters, because of their importance for the plot’s development. An example can 
be found in La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), where the Sylphide kisses James at the 
ballet’s beginning. The ballet’s plot is then constructed around James’ emotions and
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the problems arising from them. In other cases, it is not a Declaration o f  Love^ but 
the expression of hatred, which is shown during the ballet’s exposition. In Giselle 
(lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), gamekeeper Hilarion displays his love for Giselle 
and his hatred for Albrecht at his first appearance onstage to explain his relationship 
toward these two characters.
In the course of its plot development, almost every ballet presents further 
D eclarations o f  Love, which can be expressed as overt or covert ones. The 
difference between these two types of D eclarations o f  Love lies in the way the 
emotions are expressed. In an overt declaration, one character tells another through 
conventional gestures of pantomime about his/her feelings. Other characters, who are 
present onstage, witness this dialogue. The covert Declaration o f  Love can be 
found, when the result of an action is considered. In this case, one character seeks to 
obtain another character’s favour or proposes marriage. No real Declaration o f  
Love in form of the gestures of pantomime is made. An example can be observed in 
Le Dieu et la Bayadere (lib. Scribe, 1830), where Judge Olifour commands a temple 
dancer to be kind to him. This request can be interpreted as a covert Declaration o f  
Love, because it appears to include a relationship between the two characters. Hence, 
not only the direct statement can be seen as a Declaration o f  Love, but also 
indirect ones, which do not include words referring to love. It is, therefore, the aim 
and the outcome that defines this fiinction.
In most ballets, the Declaration o f  Love is usually repeated a second or, in 
some cases, even a third time. Often, there is a change in the characters involved in 
Declarations o f  Love. Additionally, the repetition is omitted and only the reaction 
to the Declaration o f  Love is shown in some ballets. However, the analysis of 
ballet libretti suggests that this only happens, when these actions appear one after the 
other. In these cases, the aim of the character is known and so a change of mind in 
the other character does not need another Declaration o f  Love. This can be 
explained by the short time span between the two actions, after which the function of 
the Declaration o f  Love can be seen as still vahd and only a second reaction is 
presented in the ballet. An example for such a situation is found in the first act of Le 
Dieu et la Bayadere (Ub. Scribe, 1830), where Zoloe fifst rejects Judge Olifour’s 
command to be kind to him, but then gives in to his wish in order to save the
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Unknown, who was arrested, when protecting Zoloe. The second reaction of 
accepting the Judge’s attentions is still related to his first Declaration o f  Love. 
Because of the short time span between these actions, no repetition of the declaration 
is necessary.
If the Declaration o f  Love is repeated at a later point in the ballet, it has to be 
expressed in the usual way. La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) shows such an 
example in the two declarations of love made by Alyatar, the Moorish prince. In Act 
I scene two, his first D eclaration o f  Love is rejected, and so he tells Fatma of his 
emotions again in Act II. Due to the time lapse between the first and the second 
Declaration o f  Love, he has to express his feelings again in the conventionally 
established ways. This device is necessary to remind the audience of the first 
Declaration o f  Love and to understand the reaction of the other character.
• Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love.
In Romantic ballet, the reaction to the disclosure of one character’s emotions can 
take on various forms. Afi;er each Declaration o f  Love, the other character has to 
make his/her position clear and comment on his/her feelings. This reaction can be 
expressed through words or deeds, which suggest an answer. Romantic ballet depicts 
several different answers to the Declaration o f  Love. Very often, the 
Declaration o f  Love is initially rejected, which would represent a definite answer 
in itself. Furthermore, it can be reciprocated by the other character so that, on the one 
hand, it leads to a new relationship between the two characters or, on the other hand, 
represents a feigned agreement. The feigned positive answer to the Declaration o f  
Love is often found in ballet and is used to gain time for other actions. However, it 
can be observed that very often the initial reaction to a Declaration o f  Love is a 
clear rejection, because the emotions are not reciprocated. In both cases, the answer 
is given in a direct statement of agreement or disagreement.
An indirect way of reacting is found in the case of no response being expressed to 
the Declaration o f  Love. In these cases, the declaration is ignored, which can be 
seen as another form of rejection. An example of this behaviour is found in Le Dieu 
et la Bayadère (lib. Scribe, 1830), where the Unknown does not answer Zoloe’s
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confession. His next action is described with the words: “He tells her that he is sleepy 
and must rest” (Beaumont, 1937, p. 91). Also, La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 
1847) has Fatma ignoring Prince Alyatar’s first Declaration o f  Love. She simply 
begins to dance for the surrounding people. By starting another activity, the other 
character and his/her emotions are discarded and ignored, which is equal to a negative 
Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love.
In contrast, a positive answer can be found, when one character starts to dance 
with the other and so builds up a positive relationship. In these cases, love is requited, 
which is shown in the following interactions with the proposing character. This 
pattern is found in La Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843), where Achmet is awakened by 
the Peri’s kiss, which can be understood as a Declaration o f  Love, and starts to 
dance with her. Also, his attempt to join the Péri in her kingdom can be seen as a 
positive Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love. Therefore, a reciprocated 
message of love is conveyed by joining the other character in a dance. In contrast to 
the one character, who dances and neglects the other, here both characters are united 
in a dance or pas de deux.
• Threat.
Ballet often depicts one character threatening another in order to obtain whatever 
he/she desires. The libretto does not explicitly call these actions threats nor does it 
mention whether a threat is meant seriously or is not intended to be carried out. Due 
to this lack of clarity, all threats occurring in ballet libretti are taken seriously by this 
study in the same way as it is done onstage. The Threat generally occurs after a 
negative Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love. Usually, it is the first action 
taking place after the rejection and often leads to the climax of the dramatic conflict. 
Even the Threat can be repeated during the course of the ballet as La Sylphide (lib. 
Nourrit, 1832) shows. First, the Sylphide reacts to James’ confession of being 
betrothed to Effie by bidding farewell, because she wants to die. She expresses the 
second threat the moment James is about to marry Effie. Here, the Sylphide swears 
she will die, if James marries, and lures him away. In both cases, the Sylphide’s 
threat can be seen as putting psychological pressure on James. It is not the immediate 
danger to her life, but rather the knowledge of the possibility of her death that makes
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James react. Given this kind of threat, not the desired person is in danger, but the 
threatening character. The Threat is self-harming and the other character’s reaction 
is not to save him/herself, but to save the one who uttered the threat. The other 
character is blackmailed and has to ‘rescue’ the threatening person from the danger 
he/she exposes him/herself to. It is worth noting that usually female characters use 
this kind of Threat.
In other ballets, a physical danger appears in the threat. It is pronounced by a 
powerful character, who uses his/her position to make the other characters behave 
according to his/her wishes. For example, in Le Dieu et la Bayadère (lib. Scribe, 
1830), Judge Olifour threatens to punish Zoloe for disturbing him. This threat 
induces the Unknown to protect Zoloe, which leads to his arrest. Seeing the 
Unknown, her love, in danger, Zoloe gives in and accepts the attentions of the old 
Judge. Compared to the above outlined form of threatening, this type of Threat 
represents the more common form. It can be found in various ballets and is 
exclusively expressed via words and not through deeds.
• One character forces another character.
Whereas the Threat finds verbal expression, forcing another character is merely 
represented by violent and aggressive actions and behaviour. With the Threat, one 
character shows what he/she would be able to do, but no physical harm is done to any 
of the characters involved. Therefore, this function is the enactment of the verbal 
threat. A violent act or action is carried out as the two examples of Le Violon du 
Diable (lib. Saint-Léon, 1849) and La Korrigane (lib. Coppée/Mérante, 1881) 
demonstrate. In both ballets, one character is forcefully led away against his/her wish. 
This opposition to the action and the violence in its execution give these acts the 
nature of the Force. As the functions of threatening or forcing another character 
resemble each other closely, they can be put together into one function, thus, making 
it possible to choose one at the exclusion of the other.
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• Reaction to the Threat/Force.
The Reaction to the Threat/Force is often represented by another function. 
Hence, it can be found in the function Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love or 
in Flight. The materials suggest a particular pattern in regard to the Declaration  
o f  Love. If the first reaction to the Declaration o f  Love was negative, it will 
become a positive one after the Threat. The pattern of an initial negative answer, 
which is changed into a positive answer after the threat, can be seen as a rule. The 
reactions to the Declaration o f  Love, in combination with the Threat/Force, tend 
to occur in this order. The function Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love can 
show all possible ways of reacting as they were described above. However, the 
positive answer is often not meant seriously and is merely a feigned agreement. By 
doing so the character gains time to plan or carry out other actions.
The other function, which represents the Reaction to the Threat/Force, is 
Flight. No apparent answer in form of words or gestures is made in this case. 
F lig h t is the means to escape the situation and avoid having to agree to whatever 
proposal has been made earlier. This function can be found at the end of the first act 
of La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836), where Fleurs-des-Champs escapes the 
Baron by jumping into the river, when he tries to force her to marry him.
• Change o f  Mind.
In rare cases, the initial negative Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love is 
turned into a positive answer by the character changing his/her mind. No obvious 
action like a threat or physical force is directed at this character in order to achieve 
this change. It is the repeated Declaration o f  Love and the endurance of the one 
pronouncing it that leads to this inner change, which subsequently affects the story 
and its outcome. Although this appears to be a function related to the female 
character, it can also be found in the male behaviour. Perhaps this Change o f  Mind 
is best illustrated in La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847), where Fatma, the 
living statue, falls in love with the Prince after repeatedly being confronted with his 
Declarations o f  Love. In f a  Sylphide (hb. Nourrit, 1832), the situation is
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different. Here, the Sylphide repeats her D eclaration o f  Love, seduces and also 
threatens James in order to receive the confirmation that he loves her. In this case, a 
male character has changed his mind and follows a woman. Hence, it cannot be said 
that the Change o f  Mind is a function limited to female characters and their actions. 
The male character may as well profit from it as the example of James shows.
• Flight.
F lig h t is used to escape from the danger as outlined in the Reaction to the 
Threat. There are several ways a flight can be represented in the libretto. Mostly, it 
is shown with one character committing suicide, which is an escape from one world 
into another. In ballet, suicide is used to escape from danger or to follow another 
character into the Otherworld as is shown by Rudolph in La Fille du Danube (lib. F. 
Taglioni, 1836). This ballet plot presents the function F lig h t twice. Firstly, it is 
used by Fleurs-des-Champs to escape from the ball. The Baron has proposed to her, 
but the girl is not willing to marry him. As a last chance, she jumps into the Danube 
and commits suicide, which releases her from this situation. The second moment is 
found in Act II, where Rudolph also commits suicide, which unites him with his love, 
Fleurs-des-Champs.
Another type of this function can be observed the moment, when one character is 
depicted running offstage and so disappearing, while leaving the rest of the cast in 
astonishment. A well-known scene depicting such a F lig h t is found in La Sylphide 
(lib. Nourrit, 1832). In this ballet, the male character runs away from his wedding to 
follow a supernatural being. It can be argued that this type of F lig h t is combined 
with Chase, since it is James’ aim to catch the Sylphide. Such a combination of these 
two functions can also be found in L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840). In this plot, 
too, a supernatural being lures the male character to follow her. As he tries to get 
hold of the shadow, he, himself, is persecuted by his fiancée and her ladies-in-waiting. 
With this Chase, the characters leave Act I and re-appear in Act II in the same 
manner. Hence, it can be said that in some instances the F ligh t of one character is 
combined with a Chase of another character. Another variant of the flight, namely 
when one character retreats into an inner world, which no one can reach, is shown in
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Giselle’s mad scene at the end of the first act of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 
1841). In this scene, the character leaves the world and does not interact with others 
anymore. Giselle is enclosed in her own world and the music suggests her hearing 
and being called by the Wilis.
Concerning the location of this function within the plot, two different treatments 
of F lig h t can be observed in the ballet narrative. Firstly, the fhght appears to always 
occur at the end of an act or scene, when the main character of the plot seeks to 
escape firom danger by flight. The new scene starts with a Translocation  and 
follows the main character wherever he/she goes. Secondly, the scene or act can 
continue at the same place without this character, if a character other than the main 
character flees. Here, the setting remains the same, focusing on the main character, 
who usually helps the other character to escape. This kind of flight can be found in 
the middle of an act and does not necessarily occur at the end of an act or scene. It 
might also happen that the main character helps another character to flee and goes 
with this character into the next act. This situation is found in Le Dieu et la Bayadère 
(lib. Scribe, 1830), where Zoloe helps the Unknown to escape hy taking him with her 
in the palanquin.
• Transgression o f  Borders.
Romantic ballet is occupied with theme of social and moral integrity. This 
function holds a central position within the ballet plot and, therefore, is one of the 
most outstanding features of the ballet fantastique. In the course of the story, it often 
happens that one character leaves his/her proper realm and invades another. It seems 
that this function relates to the transfer fi*om the mortal to the supernatural world only. 
However, examples for Transgressions o f  Borders such as those in La Sylphide 
(lib. Nourrit, 1832), Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) and Aelia et Mysis 
(librettist not stated, 1853) show a further possibility. The first two ballet plots clearly 
depict this function in the male characters following their supernatural brides. In 
these cases, it is the border between the mortal and the Otherworld, which is crossed.
An additional representation of this function can be found in the transgression of 
social borders. Albrecht, a duke, loves a peasant girl, and Aelia, a noble woman, falls 
in love with her dance teacher. In both cases, the adored person is considered below
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the status of the other and, thus, a relationship between them is impossible. As can be 
seen from these two examples social borders and not the one between the mortal and 
supernatural world are transgressed. Furthermore, it can be observed that these 
Transgressions o f  Borders are not lasting ones. Although characters leave their 
proper realm and invade other worlds such as the supernatural one in the course of the 
narrative, it is usually denied to them that this subversion of social structures is a 
lasting one. At the end of the ballet performance, all characters have to return to their 
proper realm and social structures are generally re-estahlished and re-confirmed.
• Jealousy i s  aroused in  one character.
Jealousy plays an important role in the world of ballet which, as has been 
illustrated, focuses upon love themes. Malevolence can be found in two forms in 
almost every ballet. Firstly, there is jealousy, which is stimulated within one 
character by another on purpose. Usually, this is done to manipulate the first 
character into a particular activity. An example of jealousy created on purpose is 
presented in Le Dieu et la Bayadère (lib. Scribe, 1830), where the Unknown arouses 
Zoloe’s jealousy in order to make her dance for him by expressing more appreciation 
for the other female dancers than for Zoloe. Also Gum, James’ rival in La Sylphide 
(lib. Nourrit, 1832), tries to arouse Effre’s jealousy, by telling her he has seen James 
kiss another woman and that James is unfaithful to Effie. In both cases, jealousy is 
aroused in one character in order to receive something from him/her. In the first case, 
this is done to make Zoloe dance, and in the second case to marry Effie or at least to 
end her betrothal to James.
Secondly, the normal and generally known form of jealousy is also represented in 
ballet. Here, one character is jealous, because another character simply sees the 
person he/she loves. Hilarion’s jealousy of Albrecht being Giselle’s lover deteimines 
his actions during the whole first act of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). 
The Péri of La Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843) is jealous of Achmet, who admires the 
slave Nourmahal. Similar to life, jealousy in these characters dictates their activities 
up to a certain point. Often, there are only a few outbursts of jealousy, which make 
these characters even more true to life. The difference between the two forms of this
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function results from the first variant rather being Trickery, and the second variant 
representing the true form of it.
• One character speaks in  favour o f  another character.
Ballet very often shows one character speak in favour of another. This happens, 
when a powerful enemy wins over the lover or lovers. Néméa (librettist not stated, 
1864) presents this behaviour at its end. Here, Amour seeks revenge, because Count 
Molder has destroyed his statue, and makes the count fall in love with the peasant girl 
Néméa, who in turn loves the Count. The moment Amour reaps his revenge by taking 
the girl away from the lovesick Count, Néméa intervenes by imploring Amour to give 
his consent to the lovers’ union. Such advocacies reoccur and can be found in other 
ballets such as La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 1849) and Le Papillon 
(lib. M. Taglioni/Saint-Georges, 1860).
A different way of Speaking in  favour o f  another character vs found in 
the case of one character trying to prevent another character to force a third. Such a 
situation is present in Le Dieu et la Bayadère (lib. Scribe, 1830), in which the 
Unknown accuses Judge Olifour of being corrupt. After Zoloe’s refusal of the 
Judge’s proposal, Olifour threatens to arrest her. At this moment the Unknown 
challenges the Judge’s authority and integrity and is, therefore, arrested.
• One character i s  pardoned by another character.
The wish expressed in the function One character speaking in  favour o f  
another character is usually granted by the superior power. Néméa (librettist not 
stated, 1864) has the heroine ask Amour to allow her relationship with Count Molder. 
Amour consents and unites the lovers. The function of Pardoning another 
character does not necessarily follow the function of Speaking in  favour o f  
another character as the example of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) 
shows. Here, Giselle begs Myrtha to spare Albrecht and let him go. Myrtha, 
obsessed by the thought of revenge, does not want to grant Giselle this wish and lures 
Albrecht into a death-bringing dance. In some cases, however, the spirit poses a task.
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which the main character has to fulfil in order to receive whatever he/she desires. 
Such a situation is presented in La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836) and La 
Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 1849), which both finish their plot with 
the male character successfully accomplishing a D if f ic u l t  Task.
• The true id e n ti ty  o f  one character i s  discovered.
Propp (1975, p. 63) defined the function of uncovering the villain as an act 
performed by another character. Due to the ambiguity of its characters, the discovery 
of a hidden identity is a frequent feature in ballet. In ballet, this function does not 
only focus upon the identity of the villain, but also includes the other main characters. 
In this sense, the ballet function contrasts the one of the fairy tale. In the libretto, the 
hidden identity is often uncovered by the character him/herself, as he/she reveals or 
recognises his/her origin. In other cases, it is one of the main characters, who is 
mistaken for someone else or pretends to be someone else. Ballets building up their 
plot according to this pattern are plenty as the examples of Le Dieu et la Bayadère 
(lib. Scribe, 1830) and Le Papillon (lib. M. Taglioni/Saint-Georges, 1860) show.
Not only the hero/heroine changes his/her appearance, hut in some cases the 
villain might also use a disguise to tempt or deceive other characters. An example can 
be found in La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847), where the devil appears 
disguised as a scholar in fi*ont of Prince Alyatar. At the ballet’s close, the devil 
appears again in his true form to take sculptor Manasses’ soul. Another Romantic 
example of the devil in disguise is given in Le Violon du Diable (lib. Saint-Léon, 
1849), where the devil enters the inn introducing himself as Doctor Matheus. In both 
cases, it is not a character denouncing the hidden identity, but the villain who shows 
his/her true face by him/herself. In Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after 
Begichev/Geltser, 1895), too, Odile and Rothbart themselves reveal their real 
personalities after achieving their aim of seducing Siegfiied to utter the fatal vow.
Another way of uncovaing the identity of one character is presented in Giselle 
(lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), which shows gamekeeper Hilarion spying upon 
Albrecht and intruding into the latter’s hut. At a suitable moment, the gamekeeper 
confronts Albrecht and displays the objects found in Albrecht’s hut. Here, a character 
denounces another in order to reveal his/her identity. Perhaps this action comes
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closest to Propp’s function of revealing the true identity of the villain, although it 
remains a matter of discussion who has to be considered the real villain in Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841).
An often observed feature of Romantic theatre productions is the discovery of 
royal birth, which allows the final resolution of the plot. Marriage between the lovers 
is possible through this ultimate revelation, without which it could not take place. 
One ballet offering a double discovery of origins is La Gitana (lib. F. Taglioni, 1838), 
which explains that the female character, Lauretta has been kidnapped by gypsies and 
does not belong to them. And in addition to this, Ivan, Lauretta’s lover, is recognised 
as Russian nobleman in disguise. Also, Paquita (lib. Foucher/Mazilier, 1846) ends 
with the discovery of high birth. Among the genre of the ballet fantastique. Le Violon 
du Diable (lib. Saint-Léon, 1849) shows such plot treatment, when Urbain’s high 
birth is revealed at the end to enable him to marry his aristocratic fiancée.
• Separation o f  the Lovers.
Since the ballet narrative denies the hero to marry a sexually active woman, the 
Separation o f  the Lovers is a common feature of the ballet plot. Fairy tales often 
show a temporary separation, which in the course of the story is undone by the main 
characters. This separation is used to test the characters, but does not represent the 
final and definite ending of the tale. The Wedding as defined by Propp (1975, p. 64 -  
65) marks a point of reward. Similar to this notion, the Separation o f  Lovers 
indicates the ultimate solution of the plot and, hence, represents a counterweight to 
the reward as found in the Wedding, which is the most distinct feature of the fairy tale 
and, with the exception of La Sylphide (lib. Boumonville after Nourrit, 1836), is a rule 
in the Boumonville libretto (Aschengreen, 1979). It is a common feature of ballets 
such as Eucharis (librettist not stated, 1844), La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 
1847) and Aelia et Mysis (librettist not stated, 1853) that a particular type of 
relationship is not supported. Therefore, a function dealing with this situation has to 
be inserted to account for these plots and situations. The Separation o f  the 
Lovers is usually brought about by the death of one of them. This is illustrated in the 
plots of La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832) and Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 
1841), which both use this device to counteract ‘immoral’ relationships. Since this
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function is tightly linked to the typography of the ballet fantastique's character, 
further information on ballet characters, given in Chapter Five, will shed more light 
on the nature of this function.
In general, the functions of Romantic ballet can be directly related to the stories 
presented in the libretto. Actions such as the arousing of suspicion in another 
character or the rejection of a lover form the basis for the ballet libretto and so these 
functions/actions are the most frequent. Within these actions, the typical ballet story 
is created and the entanglements of the various characters take place. Many ballets 
tend to focus on some functions to such an extent that they repeat these several times 
throughout the course of the story. Although not within the scope of the thesis, it is 
an interesting point that not only the ballet fantastique, but also ballets dealing with 
realistic storylines present many of these functions.
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2.6. Implementing the Functions of Romantic Ballet.
In the light of the previously expounded considerations, it can be safely 
affirmed that the proposed model of analysis of ballet libretti must move away from 
the constraints of Propp’s model and include a number of newly identified and 
identifiable fimctions. Simply fitting ballet’s fimctions into the old pattern encounters 
several problems, which will be outlined and discussed in this section. Firstly, the 
order of functions as established by Propp will be critiqued fi"om a theatrical point of 
view. This entails that the functions will have to be in accordance with the ballet plot 
and not with that of the fairy tale. Secondly, the role the newly defined functions 
assume in the ballet plot is addressed.
From the last three sections it is visible that the ballet fantastique displays 
three types of functions. Firstly, there are functions which occur in the magic tale as 
well. These are followed by a group of functions which have only changed slightly. 
And finally, an entire range of recurrent actions has been identified as functions of 
ballet tradition. With such a variety and the insertion of additional functions, the 
question of hierarchy arises. One of the main features of Propp’s method is the 
unchangeable order of the functions of the magic tale. With the insertion of further 
functions, it is necessary to investigate whether or not the set of ballet functions 
suggests a similar hierarchy as the one Propp outlined.
As Propp argues the functions are always in the same strict order although 
repetitions and omissions of some are possible. This possibility of omission and 
repetition has each tale receive an individual mathematical formula describing its 
structure. However, before a repetition is possible, all functions have to be used and 
only then a fairy tale can start its course again with the repetition. With such 
regulations, the analytical model becomes rigid, and it is hard to account for 
difference in storytelling strategies such as those found in the ballet fantastique.
Such a rigid structure was critiqued by Claude Lévi-Strauss (in Propp, 1975). 
The French anthropologist suggested combining several functions into one, thus 
reducing their number and simplifying the system to a certain degree. The functions 
of Difficult Task (Propp, 1975, p. 61 -  62) and Fight (Propp, 1975, p. 53 -  54) are of
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particular concern to Lévi-Strauss, who claims that these two functions are the same 
and that there is no need to separate them. The idea of combining some of Propp’s 
functions and reducing their number is not relevant for research on the ballet 
narrative. However, Lévi-Strauss’ idea results in some functions becoming variable 
within the structure of the fairy tale as they can change their places within the order of 
functions. Therefore, they could occur at various points in the story, and the fixed and 
linear way of narration, as described by Propp, would be abandoned in a different way 
as the one suggested by omission and repetition of actions.
For Romantic ballet such a possibihty appears most promising as several 
functions do not occur at the position they hold in the magic tale. In particular, the 
D iff ic u l  t  Task and the Fight a problem, when an order of functions similar to 
Propp’s is attempted. In the magic tale, the Fight (Propp, 1975, p. 53 -  54) always 
occurs before the Difficult Task (Propp, 1975, p. 61 -  62) and is an essential element 
of the story’s second part. In the theatrical world, this rule loses its significance, 
when plots presenting both functions are compared. Such ballets, which follow the 
structure of the fairy tale in this respect, are La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 
1836) and La Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843). In both ballets, it is the Fight that is 
depicted first and only later in the plot there follows the D iffic u l t  Task.
Contrary to this pattern, other ballets focus first on the D iff ic u l  t  Task and 
present the Fight afterwards. Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after 
Begichev/Geltser, 1895) is one such ballet as it displays Siegfiied’s choice of a bride 
in Act II and brings the fight between the prince and the sorcerer in Act III. In this 
case, Propp’s order of fimctions is overthrown and reversed. In addition to these two 
possibilities, other ballet libretti display only one of the two functions and omit the 
other. La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 1849) and La Korrigane (lib. 
Copée/Mérante, 1880) represent such ballets as they omit the Fight and postpone the 
D if f i  cul t  Task'watW. the last moments of the second act.
Following Lévi-Strauss’ suggestions, the fairy tale functions might be adjusted 
to fit the ballet narrative, but what has been set aside until now are the newly defined 
functions of the ballet fantastique. If it were the task to provide a linear model as the 
one outlined by Propp, these functions would need to be inserted into the pre-existing 
structure of fairy tale functions. However, to simply fit the functions of ballet into 
this model encounters additional problems, which can be illustrated by referring to the
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Threat/Force, the Change o f  Mind and the Trickery. These functions occur at 
approximately the same moment within the story and, in respect to their treatment, 
seem to be of equal status. All three of them can lead to the culmination of the first 
act and directly relate to the crisis. As with the D if f ic u l t  Task and Fight above, 
the materials do not suggest a linear order similar to the one Propp proposes for the 
fairy tale. Thus, it appears that these functions are randomly inserted in the plot.
In general, a comparison of analyses outlining the functions of the standard 
ballet plot shows that they are scattered across the libretto’s storyline and that no real 
structure similar to that of the fairy tale is recognisable. All functions occur at any 
point in the story and are repeated whenever necessary. The random distribution of 
functions can even go so far as to portray first the Outcome o f  the F ight and later 
the Fight itself. This seemingly chaotic distribution of the storytelling components 
of the ballet fantastique results in the functions being seen rather as indicators of the 
actions in one specific ballet libretto than elements that constitute an outline of the 
standard ballet plot.
Despite the fi-eedom of ballet functions, some narratives hint at certain links 
between some of the functions, which connect an action to others in a logical pattern 
of cause and effect. One action entails a reaction, which again leads on to another 
action. Such patterns form a thread weaving a logical line through the story. Some 
paths of logical and causal development are repeated in several ballets, giving the 
impression that units of functions are present in Romantic ballet. These units appear 
to be present in a pattern of ‘call and response’. Often the Declaration o f  Love 
constitutes the first in this row and is followed by a Reaction ta  the Declaration 
o f  Love. After the initial rejection, a Threat may be posed, which may then be 
followed by a feigned agreement, the second Reaction to the Declaration o f  
Love. Patterns similar to this can be observed in many plots and, therefore, suggest 
the presence of units of fimctions, which are causally linked to each other. However, 
although some functions imply traditional and conventional patterns in the plot 
construction, a large number of other ballets does not follow these patterns and 
combines the same functions in different ways. Hence, the logical succession of 
functions that indicates the presence of units does not lead to the plot’s structural 
outline either. As mentioned above it may well happen that one of these functions is
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depicted before its logical predecessor, which would disturb a linear hierarchical 
order. Therefore, it can be affirmed that although the ballet narrative presents a plot 
in a logical series of events, it is not limited or bound to a hierarchical order of these 
and may present any of its fimctions at any moment within the storyline.
In summary, the fimctions outlined in sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 are not 
arranged in the same order in the ballet fantastique as in the fairy tale as it has been 
defined by Vladimir Propp. A structural order, like the one described by Propp within 
the context of the magic tale, is not found as long as the standard ballet libretto is 
analysed according to Propp’s scheme. The various fimctions appear at any point of 
the story and do not suggest a specific order among them. Some fimctions appear at 
the same moment in the ballet narrative and, thus, further deny the establishment of a 
hierarchy of functions. Units of functions seem to follow a logical causal 
development from one action to the other. However, as these units are not found in 
all ballets employing the functions forming them, the units also do not provide fixed 
sets of functions. In other words, the ballet libretto is not composed of set units of 
actions, which are combined in different ways for each new project. With these 
findings, the functions of the ballet fantastique will be understood as not bound to any 
linear or hierarchical order jfiom now onwards. They do not assume a fixed position 
and, therefore, are considered as equal among each other. Furthermore, they show 
that the ballet narrative does not follow the same structural regulations as the literary 
text of the fairy tale.
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2.7. Conclusion.
In conclusion to this chapter, it can be said that although the ballet fantastique 
resembles the fairy tale at first sight, there are distinct differences between these two 
art forms. The first differences became apparent in the Introduction to this chapter in 
regard to the rhythm of narration and the distribution of actions throughout the 
storyline. Especially, the rhythm of narration of the ballet fantastique shows a more 
complex pattern than the one generally exhibited by the standard fairy tale. 
“Descriptive pauses” (Prince, 1987, p. 19 and 69; Genette, 1998, p. 67; Jahn, 2002a, 
N.5.2.3.) along true “pauses” (Genette, 1998, p. 67) are rare in traditional fairy tales, 
but may be regularly found in the ballet scenario. Here, the first differences between 
these art forms, which appear so similar, may be detected. However, further points of 
divergence were uncovered through an analysis of the scenarios’ texts and their 
presentation of the ballet narrative.
An approach similar to the one Propp had for the fairy tale led to the definition 
of three categories of functions. These functions were uncovered through in-depth 
reading and comparisons of the various plots. The first type of functions shows 
actions, which are still transferred in a one-to-one manner from the fairy tale. These 
actions are, thus, present in both forms and only a re-definition of them according to 
their stage portrayal has taken place. The second category shows the first differences, 
since although these functions remain attached to the fairy tale through their titles, 
their definition has undergone changes. In the third group of functions, the additional 
consideration of psychological tendencies within the ballet narrative resulted in 
functions which are not enumerated in Propp’s list at all. This does not mean that 
they may not be found in the fairy tale, but they are not part of the structural outline as 
defined by Propp and, therefore, are referred to as hallet functions.
One significant feature of the ballet plot has emerged fi-om this investigation 
into the recurrent actions of the ballet fantastique: unlike the magic tale, the ballet 
fantastique does not appear to follow a structural outline, which can be expressed in a 
succession of functions. The individual actions occur at any point in the plot and, 
therefore, may be understood rather as choice options or items of a choice menu, 
which may or may not be selected. Therefore, a mathematical formula as the one
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Propp proposed for the fairy tale was not found. The ballet plot does not follow a 
narrative ‘ur-structure’, which explains the combinations of functions. However, until 
now the focus was entirely on the narrative and its repetition of particular actions. 
What has been kept aside was the theatrical side of the ballet fantastique's narrative. 
As stated in the Introductory Chapter, the ballet scenario displays the features of the 
theatre performance for which it was composed. Hence, the next chapter will 
investigate the theatrical side of storytelling by focusing on theatre conventions.
3. Theatre Conventions
The common Roots of the Performance.
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3.1. Introduction.
The outline of theatrical storytelling presented in section 1.2 shows the 
interdependence of theatrical arts. The various elements mentioned there have 
become generally accepted and codified conventions of theatre tradition, which may 
be found in all three genres. Drama, opera and ballet have emerged firom the same 
roots of ancient Greek theatre and so incorporated the teachings of theorists such as 
Aristotle and Horace. Although the three genres separated, these storytelling devices 
were kept. The conventions of theatre may, hence, be understood as a means to 
regulate the features of the performance and its transmission of information to the 
audience.
In ballet tradition, the earliest ventures of independent storytelling show, in 
form of the works of Franz Hilverding, Gasparo Angiolini and Jean-Georges Noverre, 
the influence theoretical treatises had on dance productions. Noverre states that 
ballets “doivent réunir les parties du Drame” [have to incorporate elements of drama] 
(Noverre, 1760, p. 19), hence “il est général indispensable de se soumettre à certaines 
regies” [in general, it is indispensable to submit to certain rules] (Noverre, 1760, p. 
20). In consequence, Noverre points out the necessity of well-chosen subjects and 
their adequate distribution in the performance. The reference to dramatic rules can be 
understood as hinting at Aristotle’s Poetics (1973), which, like Noverre, mentions that 
a plot should have a beginning, an entanglement and an unravelling. Angiolini is, in 
this sense, more direct and clearly states that, like drama or theatre, the ballet plot has 
to follow Aristotle’s Three Unities.
However, to reduce Aristotle’s accomplishment to the Three Unities means 
neglecting its other features. Aristotle’s work has had significant influence on 
theoretical writings dealing with plot composition. Among these, nineteenth-century 
German theorist Gustav Freytag (1910) has established an outline of the performance 
drawing upon the notions mentioned by Aristotle. Freytag’s pyramid, visualising this 
outline, consists of exposition, complication or rising action, climax, turning point, 
falling action with a final moment of suspense and the catastrophe or dénouement. 
Each of these elements marks a distinct moment within the plot and has a particular 
agency for its development. Hence, these features, which were mentioned by
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Aristotle as c o m p l i c a t i o n , a n d  unravelling, form the basic structural outline 
of a performance. Each of these sections deals with a particular part or moment of the 
plot and, thus the aim of this chapter is to investigate them as theatre conventions in 
regard to their narrative agency for the plot. Since Freytag’s outline is not directly 
followed in the argument of this chapter, the various parts are identified as exposition, 
middle section, péripétie, dénouement and closure, which will be dealt with in the first 
four sections. In addition to these elements, monologues and narrative links may be 
found in the plots of all the performing genres. Both are important for the 
transmission of information and serve to connect the various episodes presented. 
Therefore, these features are also considered as theatre conventions and find their 
place in this chapter.
3.2. Getting the Story started -  Exposition and Middle Section of the 
Performance.
Storytelling requires the reader’s/spectator’s introduction to the characters’ 
fictional world as well as an outline of its respective rules and regulations. In general, 
the first pages of a novel or the initial scenes of a performance are used to transfer the 
reader/spectator into the story’s world and to convey the necessary contextual 
information. No matter whether in a written or performed text, the exposition serves 
the same purpose in all genres. The knotted middle section follows the exposition 
directly and, often, is not clearly separated from it. In this section, in which the basis 
for the conflict is set up, the performance presents the entanglements of fate, against 
which the characters seek to fight. Both features of the theatre performance have a 
long tradition and carry specific meanings and messages for the audience. This 
section investigates, firstly, the exposition and, secondly, the middle section of the 
performance. Both stage conventions will be seen as constructs of functions, which 
serve a particular narrative purpose for the plot.
Western theatre tradition does not indulge in lengthy accounts of the main 
character’s origins and family relations as classical mythology or some novels and 
fairy tales do. The conventions of European theatre culture concerning length force 
the performance to shorten such long depictions of whole human lives. Aristotle 
mentions the dimensions of the performance as having to be fitting and adequate. A 
performance should not be too short, but, on the other hand, not too long either. To 
avoid exhausting performances, playwrights introduced jumps in time to be able to 
narrate without superfluous events delaying the plot’s development. Consequently, 
theatre plots which show jumps in story time to ensure the flow of information 
developed. Such jumps can already be observed in Greek theatre tradition and have 
become regular features of theatre plots by the nineteenth century. The result of these 
jumps in story time was a lack of background information about the characters.
In consequence to such cuts within the story, an exposition of the characters, 
their relationships and backgrounds became necessary in the novel (Genette, 1998) 
and in theatre too. Greek theatre tradition had already encountered this problem and
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solved it by often starting the plot near its climax. In such performances, the point of 
attack is set close to the reversal of action and so discourse time is shortened. 
However, a beginning in médias res encounters several problems. Although the plot 
presented onstage is now shorter than the outline of an entire human life as it is found 
in classical mythology, every single character possesses a life full of events and 
experiences that have happened before the opening of the performance, the point of 
attack. Without knowledge about the various characters and their lives, the spectator 
lacks vital information to be able to follow the development of the storyline. Within 
the exposition the majority of this information is conveyed to the audience by several 
devices.
In his outline, Gustav Freytag (1910) explains the performance as consisting 
of a triangle, which leads from the exposition through the rising action upwards to the 
climax, which is considered the turning point of the plot. After this climactic 
moment, the reversal of action takes place and the falling action represents a 
downward movement to the closure. In this pyramid, which is influenced by 
Aristotle’s works, Freytag attempts to explain the performance’s construction through 
an increase of intensity to a slow calming down in the second half of it. The 
beginning of the introduction and rising action are the moments where the plot is 
started and the story begins to unfold. Such an upward movement of the plot is also 
supported by psychoanalytical approaches to the fairy tale. Swiss psychologist Marie- 
Louise von Franz (1998) explains the fairy tale as a progression from one state of 
consciousness to the next. Hence, the upward movement of Freytag’s pyramid may 
be understood as representing the equivalent of this development in theatre tradition.
One way to introduce a story may be detected in stories following an outline 
similar to the fairy tale Sleeping Beauty (Perrault, 1697). These tales start with the 
birth of the main character and introduce other characters and, in most cases, also 
his/her Misfortune. Immediately after this exposition, an “ellipsis” (Genette, 1998, 
p. 76, Jahn, 2002, N.5.2.3.) takes place, through which the plot is transferred to 
another stage of the main characters’ life. From this moment on, the story 
commences in the traditional manner. Ballet tradition has brought forward libretti 
displaying a similar treatment of such situations. Instead of presenting inserts, 
monologues or dialogues, which inform the reader about the main character’s past 
life, these plots show a prologue, which carries the same narrative agency. La
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Tempête (librettist not stated, 1834), for example, displays the war and shows how 
Lea, the main character, has become an orphan and was taken into fairyland. Act I 
continues after an “ellipsis” (Genette, 1998, p. p. 76, Jahn, 200a2, N.5.2.3.) of several 
years. At this point. Lea has grown up and longs for a companion to share her life 
with. Another ballet composed according to this construction may be found in La 
Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 1849). Like Sleeping Beauty (lib. 
Vsevolozhsky after Perrault, 1890), this ballet begins with a prologue, which shows 
the heroine’s baptism and the fairies’ spells. After a jump in story time to the moment 
the heroine celebrates her fifteenth birthday, the plot continues and the fairies ensure 
that she can marry her prince. Thus, it can be said that several ballets use a similar 
strategy as a few authored fairy tales. They portray the beginning of the stoiy and 
then take a jump over a longer period of time, which is not significant for the story’s 
development. Therefore, ballet plots following such a beginning may be considered 
as initiating their plot ab ovo, namely from the birth of the hero/heroine.
Another of these devices is that some of the most important characters usually 
appear at the beginning of the performance and give a self-characterisation describing 
the circumstances in which they find themselves. Relationships and rivalries are 
outlined and, in some cases, secret events take place witnessed by no one but the 
audience. In most cases, these self-characterisations are monologues or may also be 
constructed as a dialogue conveying the same information. The beginning of Giselle 
(lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) shows this pattern. Here, Hilarion expresses his 
emotions for the inhabitants of the two huts at both sides of the stage. In the next 
scene, he hides, because Albrecht enters in his disguise as peasant followed by his 
squire Wilfried. A short discussion arises between the men, after which the squire is 
sent away. This discussion is not intended to happen merely between the two men. 
From it, the audience learns that Albrecht is in love with a beautiful girl and wishes to 
see her. Knowing that the peasant is actually a duke, the audience is kept in suspense 
for the entire act, anticipating the moment, when Giselle finally learns about her 
lover’s true identity. This information is important to understand the development of 
the plot and is only known to Hilarion and the audience, who have witnessed this 
discussion.
The well-known plot of Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after 
Begichev/Geltser, 1895) presents a situation which can be considered as standard 
exposition of the ballet plot. Here, the initial scene depicts Prince Siegfried’s birthday
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celebration providing insight into Siegfried’s life. By encountering the celebrations 
with indifference, the Prince’s mood contrasts the gaiety of the courtly environment. 
This melancholic attitude is, at first, not explained. His mother’s insistence that 
Siegfried has to choose a bride the following evening informs the audience about the 
Prince’s emotional state. Hence, this exposition may be seen as not only introducing 
the most significant characters, but also as informing the audience about the 
Lack/M isfortune of the male character. As can be seen from these two examples, 
the task of the exposition is to introduce, on the one hand, the characters, their 
backgrounds, emotions and relationships to the audience. On the other hand, the 
exposition is used to draw the spectator into the fictional world and arouse curiosity 
and expectation about the events to come.
Whenever a new character is introduced at a later stage of the plot, this 
character is granted a little exposition to transmit important background information. 
In this regard, ballet has a very special treatment of these situations as will be 
discussed in section 3.5. Even when the plot shifts from one location to the other, 
there is an introduction to the new surroundings and, in most cases, also to the 
inhabitants. Generally, a change of location takes place with every change of acts. At 
the beginning of the new act, the characters and their sphere are portrayed. Such a 
treatment is found in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), where the beginning 
of the second act depicts the hunters, their flight from the Wilis and shows the social 
order and hierarchy of these supernatural beings in a large dance scene. Only after 
this depiction of the new realm, the action commences with Giselle’s rising from her 
grave and her subsequent turning into a Wilis.
As these examples demonstrate there are several ways to shorten discourse 
time in order to fit long accounts into one performance. This task may be 
accomplished by either inserting the information at specific points through 
monologues or dialogues or through jumping in story time and so omitting the long 
periods between the significant moments within the plot. The transfer of information 
about characters and the world they live in marks the crucial point of an exposition. 
Consequently, through this information, the sympathy of the audience is guided 
toward a specific character or group of characters according to the ideas of the 
librettist.
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In general, the functions of Lack/Misfortune, Conveyance o f  the 
Lack/Misfortune, Interdiction/Conmand, Declaration o f  Love, Reaction to 
the Declaration o f  Love, Trickery, Transgression o f  Borders, Wedding 
Separation o f  the Lovers are the most common ones to occur within the 
exposition. Via these functions background information can be transmitted and 
relationships established. By presenting the characters in their environment and 
revealing their emotional conditions, a basic conflict can already be found in the 
collision of interests. Ballet tends to set this conflict in the world of love and so the 
Declaration o f  Love and rejections, together with reciprocations, are most 
interesting at this point. The exposition is not clearly separated from the next part of 
the performance and instantly leads right into it.
A knot of intrigues, misunderstandings, love and hatred has to be tied to bring 
the sudden intersection of fate upon the main characters. The knotted middle section 
consists of different obstacles preventing the characters from achieving their goals 
(Corvin, 1995a) and leads to the crisis or conflict. It is represented by a net of 
intrigues, which is meshed continuously throughout the first act. As the net becomes 
tighter and tighter, the audience realises that the main character or main characters are 
cau^ t in it. For the creation of this net the role of fate, embodied by the 
villain/villainess, is essential. This ambiguous character steadily drives the main 
characters to react to his/her actions, while they are unaware of his/her true intentions. 
By interfering with the lives of the other characters again and again the villain causes 
the crisis or conflict to arise.
This part of the performance often deals with actions found in tragedies and 
comedies respectively. Letters are lost, characters are spied upon and conversations 
are overheard by a third party. All these elements have been established in Commedia 
delVArte and can be traced throughout theatre history up to the nineteenth century, 
where such devices are mentioned as features of Scribe’s well-made play. The key- 
actions or functions are the same in comedy and tragedy, but the difference between 
these two forms Hes in the solution to the given situation. A lost letter may cause a lot 
of havoc and misunderstandings, but in comedy all this is finally uncovered and 
everything is restored to its correct order. In tragedy, the same event would result in 
despair, pain and death. In both forms, the creation of dramatic tension is most 
important. AH actions of the performance should lead to a heightening of suspense
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and culminate in a release of all tension in the coup de théâtre. The factors leading to 
an increase in expectation and suspense on the spectator’s side are created by the very 
lead in knowledge about the other characters’ intentions and plans, which the 
audience has at its disposal. The importance of such a lead in knowledge will be 
addressed in section 3.3 in relation to the coup de théâtre.
Since dramatic tension needs to be increased steadily within each single scene 
and from one scene to the other, interruptions or breaks in the story are used to insert 
episodes that do not further the dramatic tension and so achieve a release of tension to 
a certain degree (Gelfert, 2002). Shakespearean drama can serve as a prominent 
example of using the dramatic device of comic relief, which is also found in some 
ballets. The purpose of comic relief is the delay of actions leading either to the 
conflict between the forces or to an increase of suspense. The insertion of a dance or 
divertissement may, therefore, serve a purpose similar to comic relief. It distracts 
from the conflict and leads the audience’s attention to other features, elements and 
actions. Consequently, the spectator partly forgets about the conflict. The suspense 
and surprise created with this device result in an even greater shock for the audience 
the moment the conflict breaks out openly.
In the story, the functions of Lack/Misfortune, Conveyance o f  
Lack/Misfortune, Transfiguration, Interdiction/Command, Violation o f  the 
In terd ic tio n , Trickery, Arousing o f  Suspicion in  one character. 
Foreshadowing, Declaration o f  Love, Reaction to the Declaration o f  
Love, Threat/Force, Reaction to the Threat/Force, Change o f  Mind, The 
true id e n t i ty  o f  one character i s  discoveredm A Jealousy i s  aroused 
in  one character are most likely to lead to a confrontation between the different 
forces. The same frinctions are responsible for comparable actions in classical 
mythology and legends. There, the role of fate might not only be represented by a 
witch or a sorcerer, but gods and half-gods also take these places and manipulate the 
mortals according to their wishes. This behaviour of the gods playing off the mortals 
against one another is especially obvious in Greek mythology and occurs repeatedly.
An ideal example of a subtle preparation of the reversal is found in the first act 
of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). The libretto of this ballet starts with the 
gamekeeper Hilarion witnessing the peasant Albrecht as he talks with the squire 
Wilfried, who bows to Albrecht. Watching this scene, Hilarion is puzzled and
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investigates the identity of his rival. The audience, with the privilege of insight into 
the double game from the beginning, is left in expectation for the moment that 
Albrecht’s beloved Giselle finds out that she is betrayed by her fiancé. In addition to 
the anticipation of this moment, further suspense is added by Hilarion’s jealous 
behaviour, when he interferes in the love duet Giselle and Albrecht dance. From this 
scene of the exposition the audience learns how profoundly the two men hate each 
other. As soon as Hilarion discovers Albrecht’s true identity and finds the latter’s 
mantle and sword, the noose around Giselle’s neck starts to tighten slowly but 
steadily. From this moment on, it is only a matter of time, when the noose is closed 
and Giselle is trapped in a web of intrigues, jealousy and lies.
The creation of this web starts at the beginning of the act and ends after the 
middle of it. Now a suitable moment for Albrecht’s denunciation is needed. By 
escaping the first arrival of the royal hunting party, Albrecht keeps himself from 
discovery, but Hilarion sees to it that he cannot escape for a second time. The 
audience is kept waiting for the conflict as long as the dances are presented by the 
peasants in the grape harvest celebration after the hunters have left. These dances 
represent the delay mentioned above. The libretto states that the peasants “are soon 
possessed with joyous abandon” (Smith, 2000, p. 232), and Giselle seems happy to 
“abandon herself in her favourite pastime” (Smith, 2000, p. 232). When the festivities 
reach their climax, Hilarion finds the ideal moment to burst into all this gaiety and 
expose his rival in front of the entire village. The reason for this outburst of jealousy 
is Albrecht giving Giselle a kiss at the dance’s end. The text of the scenario informs 
the reader that “at this sight, the fury, the jealousy of the envious Hilarion knows no 
bounds [and] he throws himself into the middle of the crowd” (Smith, 2000, p. 232). 
In this statement by the librettist, the force with which this interference happens 
becomes obvious. It represents a stark contrast to the dances of the peasants and 
directly leads on to the coup de théâtre of this performance.
A further means of heightening dramatic tension is found in the 
Foreshadowing, which occurs regularly in the exposition or during the first act of 
Romantic ballets. The notion of foreshadowing and anticipating fatal events is not 
only limited to ballets, but can also be found in classical mythology, as the numerous 
predictions of oracles and seers show. Messages similar to the ones in the ballet 
libretto are conveyed in dreams and visions, often evoked by gods who, in their turn.
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manipulate the mortals like the villain does onstage. These manipulations motivate 
the hero to take certain actions, which are usually the insinuations of the villain and so 
lead to the tragic climax.
On the one hand, the dramaturgic device of the exposition is used to shorten 
long accounts of an entire human life and, on the other hand, to draw the spectator 
into the world of the performance. The introduction of the various characters plays an 
important part at the beginning of the performance, but is repeated at later points 
whenever a new character appears onstage. Additionally, every new location and 
character receives a little exposition, which conveys exactly such information. A 
primary aim of the exposition can, thus, be seen in the transmission of contextual 
information and the arousal of curiosity in the Spectator. The middle section follows 
the exposition and is not clearly separated from it. The initial scenes of the exposition 
carry the future conflict, which grows in dimension and intensity throughout the 
middle section. The functions employed in these two stage conventions set up the 
basis for the story and its development. The next stage within the ballet plot is 
represented by the coup de théâtre, which is the sudden reversal of the action and will 
be addressed in the following section.
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33. Coup de théâtre -  the Turning Point of the Performance.
The dramatic construction of the theatre performance exhibits a gradual 
increase in suspense in the process of the tightening of the knot. This tension needs to 
be released at a certain point. The coup de théâtre is the moment, when such a release 
of tension takes place in a sudden and surprising outburst of the conflict. Located 
between the middle section and the dénouement, the coup de théâtre represents the 
change of the main character’s fortune. At this point all struggles seem to have been 
in vain and the characters appear lost in a web of intrigues. In the coup de théâtre, the 
climax of the performance is reached and suspense is now partially released. In the 
overall construction of the performance, the coup de théâtre holds a specific position, 
which will be analysed in this section.
The coup de théâtre, also termed péripétie (Corvin, 1995b), is the reversal of 
the situation presented in the plot. It usually occurs at the moment, when all obstacles 
seem to have been overcome and leads on to the dénouement or the untying of the 
knot (Corvin, 1995b). The pattern of a surprising reversal of the action, which 
developed along the evolution of the theatrical forms, constitutes one of the essential 
features of the theatrical genres. The seventeenth century theorists, who laid the 
foundations for French drama, followed the Aristotelian conception that a work could 
not have more than one péripétie (Corvin, 1995b), which, thus, became one of the 
theatrical rules.
Generally, the coup de théâtre is a surprising interference of fate with the 
momentary situation. It represents the turning of the wheel of fortune fi*om an upward 
movement, which reaches the highest point in the climax, to a downfall depicting the 
hero’s/heroine’s changing fate. This definition can be seen as the standard 
explanation of the péripétie in drama as it may be found in Freytag’s pyramid. In his 
graphic representation, Freytag shows the reversal of action, when the downward 
movement has already started. The climax is, according to Freytag, the high point of 
the performance, but does not show a connection to the reversal of action. 
Something not considered by Freytag is the possibility of different climaxes, which 
would influence the arrangement of the pyramid. This is particularly interesting,
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when the ballet performance and its dramaturgical layout are considered. In ballet 
tradition, the climaxes of the performance may be divided into two distinct groups. 
Firstly, there are climaxes, which are represented through the dances of a 
divertissement, which, through increasing intensity, leads to an exaggerated 
perception of this scene. Secondly, artistic climaxes may be identified in the soloists’ 
variations or pas de deuxs, which demonstrate the skills and virtuosity of the dancers. 
The coup de théâtre as reversal of the plot’s direction, as Aristotle (1973) defined it, 
may well take place after any of these two dance forms. However, the materials of 
the corpus of research clearly show that ballet tradition has developed a specific 
treatment of this moment. Solo variations are rarely interrupted and so it is the 
divertissement, which seeks to create a high point only to be suddenly disrupted. 
Hence, it can be said that ballet narratives and their scenic representation do not 
exactly follow the structural outline Freytag suggested. They link the high point with 
the péripétie by almost combining them. It can, therefore, not be assumed that the 
ballet narrative shows the reversal of action in the downward movement of the plot. 
Thus, the coup de théâtre will fi*om now on be considered as taking place just after 
the high point of the performance. The moment the downward movement begins 
represents the péripétie, which happens when emotions reach a culmination point.
In all genres, the coup de théâti’e is prepared carefully throughout the act by an 
interplay of delay and continuation of the action. Without the tightening of the knot a 
reversal of the action is not possible. A carefully tied knot can be understood as a 
bomb ready to explode. The audience is in complete expectation of the coming 
events, the open outburst of the conflict. Two possibilities of dealing with the coup 
de théâtre exist, according to German theorist Manfired Pfister (2001), in drama. 
Firstly, there is the péripétie in which the audience awaits what will happen to change 
the storyline. La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836) shows such a type of coup 
de théâtre. Here, Fleurs-des-Champs does not want to marry the Baron and, to escape 
fi*om this situation, commits suicide by jumping into the Danube. The spectator does 
not know or anticipate what will be the actual event that reverses the action, and so is 
taken by surprise by the events. In the second type, the audience already anticipates 
what will happen, but does not know how this will be brought about. Such an 
example can be found in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) where, from the 
very beginning, it is clear that Albrecht’s hidden identity will come to light. How 
Albrecht is denounced remains the secret of the librettist up to the fatal moment. In
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such constructions of the péripétie, the audience awaits the reactions of the characters 
and is eager to discover how the stoiy will continue in its due course.
Many performances tend to set the moment of the péripétie at the end of an act 
in order to create a shocking penultimate (Smith, 2000). Depending on the number of 
acts a performance contains, this momentum occurs at the end of the first, the second 
or the third act. As an approximate rule, it can be said that the coup de théâtre usually 
occurs at the end of the last but one act; for example at the end of the second act of a 
three-act production. Examples of such a treatment of the story can be found in 
abundance. No matter whether the number of acts in Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. 
Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895) is three or four, the péripétie shaped as 
Siegfried’s fatal oath in the ballroom scene takes place just before the last act. Also, 
other ballets seek to create a frightening or at least disturbing image. At the end of the 
first act in La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), James runs off stage following the 
Sylphide into the forest, and in La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836), Fleurs- 
des-Champs commits suicide by jumping into the river Danube. And Giselle, the 
heroine of the ballet of the same title, dies at the end of the first act surrounded by the 
shocked inhabitants of the village.
To establish a rule fi-om these observations would mean neglecting other ballet 
plots, which do not follow this pattern. La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) 
does not only depict a very silent and quiet reversal of the action through a Change 
o f  Mind, but also positions it in the second act and so fairly close to the ballet’s 
ending. This leads to the main characters still striving to achieve their various goals 
during the second act. In this ballet, the prince longs for the beautiful gipsy dancer, 
whose rejections wane with his increasing endurance. In this case, the péripétie is 
directly followed by the ballet’s closure, which shows the girl turn into a statue again 
and the devil take possession of her creator’s dead body.
Generally, it can be observed in the theatre genres that the coup de théâtre 
builds up throughout the whole first act of the two-act performance, in which the 
conflict is not only introduced, but also developed and heightened. Alongside the 
development of the story, the entanglements of the main character grow in intensity 
and the péripétie is the final blow, often changing the expected storyline. This blow 
is not a single moment or action, but it is rather composed of a gradually increasing 
force exerted upon the main characters. Libretto and score clearly depict this
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structural layout of the péripétie. Such a treatment of the reversal of action is not 
limited to Romantic ballet, but has long been established in opera. There, the coup de 
théâtre can be heard in several increasing repetitions of musical and textual lines. 
Hence, the péripétie of ballet tradition can be accessed through the example of opera 
and its depiction of this particular situation. The musical and narrative analysis of the 
score contributes to understanding the operatic treatment of the coup de théâtre. The 
analytical approach proposed by American scholar Marian Smith (2000) represents an 
aid in accessing the péripétie through music so that the textual structure comes to the 
surface through a comparison between score and libretto.
Both ballet narrative and score follow the composition of the péripétie as it 
has been outlined by operatic librettists and composers. The ballet libretto and the 
score clearly depict a similar structural composition in several phases of increasing 
intensity, which can be read from the text and the score. In Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint- 
Georges, 1841), for example, a construction of the coup de théâtj'e in three distinct 
phases can be observed. Giselle is first told by Hilarion that Albrecht is an impostor. 
She does not believe him and so Hilarion shows her the mantle and sword he has 
stolen from Albrecht’s hut. Albrecht repeatedly tries to calm down the girl and make 
her believe him and not the jealous gamekeeper. The third step is reached, when 
Hilarion blows the horn to call the hunt. Upon seeing the royal party greet Albrecht 
with aU the respect due to an aristocrat, Giselle cannot doubt any longer. The music 
follows this pattern, and every outbreak of Giselle’s despair is worked out musically. 
But more significantly, the actions of Hilarion denouncing Albrecht bit by bit are 
clearly portrayed in the score. Each time Hilarion produces further evidence 
represents a distinct cut in the musical structure and a change in atmosphere. The 
repetition of 77?e true id e n ti ty  o f  one character i s  d iscovered\tdià.s X.o m  
increase of the impact this action has. The text of the scenario also shows all these 
actions of Hilarion, which are often overlooked through the commonplace 
concentration on the ballerina and the characters she incorporates. In Appendix C, the 
distinct moments of the péripétie are marked so that its textual representation comes 
to the fore.
The most significant actions lending themselves to such a task are found in
Declaration o f  Love, Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love, Threat/Force, 
Change o f  Mind, Trickery, Violation o f  the Interdiction/Command, Flight,
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Transfiguration dinà The true id e n t i ty  o f  one character i s  discovered. 
The functions listed above are suitable for outbreaks of emotions, which often occur 
at this point of the performance. In this way, a performance’s dramatic high point 
may be combined with an artistic climax, resulting in monologues or duets expressing 
the most intense emotions. Artistic difficulties woven into such variations further the 
overall impression the scene creates. Giselle’s mad scene is perhaps the most fitting 
example of such a combination of the dramatic climax with outstanding artistic 
demands on behalf of the interpreter.
In general, it can be said that the careful preparation of the coup de théâtre 
starts already at the beginning of the ballet. With the sudden intersection in the 
destiny of the main characters, their fortune changes firom favourable to ill-starred. In 
some cases, the audience already knows what will happen, but is kept in suspense 
about how this event will affect the characters. Other performances tend to conceal 
the underlying truth and reserve it for the péripétie and so achieve a surprise. Since 
the coup de théâtre represents a decisive episode within the plot, several functions 
may appear in it. They all can be repeated during the péripétie and also in the course 
of the plot. In some instances, one function is repeated several times to increase the 
impact of this action. All reactions to the coup de théâtre should also be considered 
as belonging to this stage convention. As a result, not only the action of unmasking 
Albrecht forms the coup de théâtre, but also Giselle’s reaction to finding out about 
her lover. After this outbreak of conflicts the carefully tied knot has to be unravelled, 
which is accomplished in the next part of the performance, the dénouement.
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3.4. Dénouement and Closure -  the Conventional Solution to the Conflict.
The knot, constructed in the first part of the plot, needs to be untied before the 
performance’s end. After the coup de théâtre, all conflicts lie open and can be tackled 
by the characters. In most cases, the opposing forces are known and dramatic tension 
is at its height. In the dénouement, the characters strive to solve their problems and to 
find an acceptable solution. The dénouement leads directly to the ballet’s closure, 
which marks the performance’s ending and in many cases also the final settlement of 
all matters. In the following section, firstly the dénouement and then the closure are 
analysed starting from drama and crossing over to the ballet performance. To a 
certain extent, psychological issues such as the inner development of the characters 
are considered.
The dénouement, which takes place after the péripétie, marks the untying of 
the knot and seeks to achieve a solution to the conflict. Already, Aristotle stated the 
necessity to unravel the plot, which may be understood as the third major section of 
the performance. The dénouement is the moment all problems have to be tackled and 
the opposing forces are in direct combat. According to Freytag’s pyramid, the 
dénouement marks the falling action as opposed to the rising action of the knotted 
middle section. At this stage of the theatre plot, a last moment of suspense through 
delay is needed so that the audience remains engaged with the plot until its very end. 
German theorist Manfred Pfister (2001) correctly observes the pyramid’s symmetrical 
construction, which, according to him, leads to the assumption that discourse time of 
both parts is equal. However, analysis of theatre plots clearly demonstrates that 
Freytag’s symmetrical plot composition is rarely followed in practice. In drama and 
opera, the dénouement is often set close to the end of the performance. This 
distribution of the action tends to rather reach a ratio of two-thirds in relation to one 
third than a precise symmetry of two halves, something that has already been 
mentioned in this study. In many cases, this construction is related to the division of 
acts. Since the ballet plot may depict both versions, namely the approximate half and 
a two-thirds one-third construction, Freytag’s pyramid should be considered with 
care, when analysing the ballet plot.
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In ballet tradition, the second act presents significantly less outward action 
compared to the first, where most libretti bring forth almost all the action. However, 
the cause for the second act’s lack of action lies in the libretto being more descriptive 
than in the first act where the characters have a larger number of significant actions 
from a narrative point of view. The second act contains the descriptions of many 
actions, but features such as to jump or to fly are not always defined as fimctions, and, 
therefore, these actions are not accounted for in the analysis. The poetic descriptions 
of the dances are no prerequisites for the development of the plot and consequently 
lead to this lack of functions. Thus, even though the text of the second act shows a 
variety of actions, only functions of genuine value for the narrative’s flow can be 
counted as essential in this part of the plot.
A convention within the dénouement can be seen in the solution of the 
problem with a return to the social order (Pfister, 2001). In classical mythology, fairy 
tales and the performing arts, this solution has to be in accordance with the moral 
rules of society. As a result, the almost stereotypical ending of the fairy tale with a 
wedding, does not always apply to legends and the performances presented onstage. 
According to Pfister (2001), drama identifies two possible endings of the 
performance. Performances with a closed ending present an absolute solution to the 
problem, while works with an open ending do not seek to give this sense of closure. 
The latter works do not provide a solution and might even end where they started. In 
the first case, the dénouement leads to an explicit solution, which either stems from 
the characters’ efforts to end the matter or the intervention of a higher power. The 
latter is well-known as deus-ex-machina, a theatrical device used when the characters 
are not able to reach an acceptable solution to the problem. In plays, the deus-ex- 
machina is a supreme force, often represented by various gods or fairies, that ends the 
quarrel and then leads the characters to an agreeable ending.
Ballet tradition follows these dramatic conventions and so libretti show the 
entire range of all these possibilities. In most cases, the characters are able to 
overcome all obstacles by themselves. The example of La Tempête (librettist not 
stated, 1834) shows the sailor Fernando, as on his own he overcomes all the obstacles 
and stumbling blocks on the way to reaching Lea’s heart. Although the fairies and 
spirits try to tempt him by all possible means, he remains loyal and faithful to his 
fiancée and is allowed to marry her and return to the mortal world. On the other hand, 
the ballet fantastique represents an ideal genre for the deus-ex-machina's
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presentation. Sacountala (lib. Gautier, 1858) depicts the struggle of the young girl 
Sacountala to regain her betrothed. King Dushmata. Sacountala’s efforts are undone 
by a magic spell cast on the king and by the intrigues of the king’s favourite mistress. 
By order of this mistress, Sacountala is sentenced to be burnt at the stake. At the very 
last moment, spirits from heaven rescue Sacountala from the fire and restore her to 
her betrothed. The lovers themselves failed in their quest for each other, but heavenly 
protection intervened successfully. Other ballets portraying a similar treatment of the 
story are found in the examples of Le Dieu et la Bayadère (lib. Scribe, 1830) and La 
Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843).
The above mentioned open ended drama form with its denial of a conclusion 
or solution is represented in almost the same way in ballet as it is found in drama. 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) ends with Albrecht having survived the 
dance with the Wilis and returning to his aristocratic and mortal world. The Wilis, as 
the evil force of this ballet, have neither been extinguished nor overcome forever. 
They have been banned, but will return the next evening. As far as Albrecht is 
concerned, the night and its events have led to an inner development about matters of 
femininity, but other men are to tackle the same problem. La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit,
1832) shows a similar end. In this ballet, the difference to the open ending of modem 
drama becomes more evident. The ballet ends with James having lost both women; 
Effie, his mortal bride, and the supernatural Sylphide. What is to come is left to the 
speculation of the audience, but James cannot return and reclaim his bride Effie. She 
has married his rival. Gum. The ballet does not exactly end where it started, because 
of James’ psychological and mental development that has taken place within the two 
acts. The problem of the plot, namely which woman to choose, has not been solved. 
It has been transferred from Effie and the Sylphide to another woman still to come. 
The libretto does not hint at what will happen to James, although its message 
regarding which type of woman to marry is clear. In both cases, the plot, while 
ending in a situation of loss and solitude, ends with more momentum than it started 
with. A development resembling a spiral movement has taken place, which ends 
where it started, but on a higher level. Hence, the ballet narrative does not portray the 
open ended drama form as a circle, which is evoked through the explanations of 
theorists such as Pfister (2001) and Jahn (2002b). As soon as a psychological 
development of the characters is considered, something mentioned by Austrian 
psychologist Bruno Bettelheim (1991) and his Swiss colleague Marie-Louise von
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Franz (1998) as an essential part of the fairy tale, the plot emerges as a spiral 
movement from one level to the other. This spiral represents, on the one hand, the 
circular progress of modem drama and, on the other hand, depicts exactly the advance 
from one level of consciousness to the next, which psychology demands from a story. 
In contrast to this spiral of the open ended performance, the closed ending of a ballet 
may be considered as a diagonal, which begins at one point and leads upwards to 
another. Such an ending is definite and shows a solution to the conflict. Again the 
psychological growth of the characters results in the upward movement that leads 
from one level of consciousness to another. Ballets following this outline may be 
found in La Tempête (librettist not stated, 1834), Eucharis (librettist not stated, 1844) 
and II Folletto della Valle (librettist not stated, 1855).
Another category of ballets can be identified among those that assign the 
principal character a helper and advisor in the shape of a supernatural being. Orfa 
(librettist not stated, 1852) shows the Norse god Odin repeatedly help the hunter 
Lodbrog to claim back his abducted wife. In this ballet, the role of Odin does not 
equal the one the magic helper holds in the fairy tale. The magic helper assists the 
hero in his quest continually, but, in ballet, this kind of advisor only intervenes at 
specific points of the story and, as a rule, disappears then. In some cases, the helper 
re-appears at a later point to give further aid, but usually does not stay with the 
hero/heroine throughout his/her entire quest. This pattern is portrayed in the ballets 
La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 1849) and Thea (librettist not stated, 
1853) where a fairy or god repeatedly helps the protagonist to achieve her goal. A 
comparison to the deus-ex-machina mentioned above is not appropriate in these cases 
either, since there might be more than one intervention at various moments of the 
story.
In their struggle to undo the conflict and solve all problems, the characters of 
the ballet fantastique follow specific patterns. The most commonly used functions 
leading through the dénouement are Fight, Outcome o f  the Fight, D i f f ic u l t  
Task Solution to the D if f ic u l t  Task,hui oiso ihe Change o f  mind, wbACn. 
in La Fille de Marbre (fib. Saint-Léon, 1847) occurs in the first half of the ballet’s 
second act and, together with Violation o f  the In terd ic tion , closes the circle 
leading to the inevitable separation of the two lovers. In this regard, the D iffic u l t 
Task holds a key position and appears to be the preferred function of the dénouement.
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In it, the main characters have to prove themselves worthy of their relationship. It is 
intended as a trial for the lovers to recognise acceptable relationships and separate the 
lovers if their relationship is not in line with the values of society. Together with the 
Outcome o f  the the successful completion of the 7a.s/r leads to
the ending.
What can be seen is that the dénouement cannot be entirely understood as 
presenting the “falling action” (Freytag, 1910, p. 388), since the most significant 
instances of the plot occur at this point. The D if f ic u l t  Task, along with the Fight, 
is the moment, in which the main characters are tested. These trials represent the 
cornerstone of the plot and without the successful completion there cannot be a happy 
end. Hence, the falling action, as it has been defined by Freytag, does not imply a 
fading of the storyline in the ballet fantastique. The contrary can be observed. The 
main characters find themselves in the test and through the nature of it, which has 
been outlined in Chapter Two, a narrative highpoint is reached. This narrative climax 
may be combined with an artistic one, but should not be associated with the 
divertissement that may precede the péripétie. In the dénouement, the final judgement 
is given through the hero’s/heroine’s trial. Therefore, suspense is kept and, 
additionally, the resolution to all conflicts is prepared.
In ballet tradition, the closure often appears to happen quickly and consists of 
either uniting or separating the lovers. At first glance, this almost abrupt ending 
resembles that of the fairy tale. However, the text of the scenario can lead to false 
conclusions. In some ballets such as Der Kobold (librettist not stated, 1838), Orfa 
(librettist not stated, 1852), Thea (librettist not stated, 1853) and Flik and Flok (lib. P. 
Taglioni, 1862), the ending consists of a big celebration to unite the lovers, celebrate 
their wedding, or it depicts various deities in their supernatural realm agreeing to the 
lovers’ fortune. In this regard, the stage performance differs firom the text of the 
libretto and the image of the closure is distorted. These divertissements can be 
compared to the wedding festivities of Sleeping Beauty (chor. after Petipa, 1890), 
which also show fairies and fairy tale creatures congratulating the couple. The main 
actions forming this part of the performance are found in Speaking in  favour o f  
one character. One character i s  pardoned by another. Wedding, Separation 
o f  Lovers and Punishment.
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The re-establishment of society with separate realms for mortals and 
supernatural beings, as it is presented in the ballet narrative, does not always resemble 
the fairy tale ending. The end of a fairy tale generally shows a reversal of old 
patterns. The old king hands over the reign of the country to the hero; the new king. 
In theatre, comedy tradition shows a similar subversive treatment of society. The 
elder characters are tricked by the young lovers, who have their will in the end. By 
rewarding the lovers, the society that has been presented at the performance’s 
beginning is overthrown and a new social order is founded (Frye, 1990). Ballet 
subverts society and the separations between its various classes in its course. But, the 
overthrow depicted in the fairy tale, which would lead to a renewal of society, does 
not always take place. Generally, mortals and supernatural beings are separated in the 
end of the ballet. Furthermore, the hero is bound to marry only those women who 
display proper comportment. Ballets that do not aim at a renewal of society may be 
identified in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), Orfa (librettist not stated, 
1852) and Aelia et Mysis (librettist not stated, 1853). All these ballets tend to display 
the return to the generally known and accepted conventions of society and punish any 
deviation from it. Especially, Aelia et Mysis (librettist not stated, 1853) shows this 
plot treatment, when the girl, Aelia, is punished for loving her tutor and is 
commanded to become a priestess. But not enough of this, she protects her lover and 
dies in the end. Hence, not only social structures are protected within the ballet plot, 
but also some relationships carry a taboo, which in the case of disobedience leads to 
Separation o f  the Lovers. The plot is constructed in such ways that through this 
separation also social structures return to their usual state.
Some ballets, however, depict a reversal of society as II Vecchio della 
Montagna (librettist not stated, 1841), La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) and 
Sacountala (lib. Gautier, 1858) demonstrate. In these ballets, one or all aspects of the 
restricting social order are overcome. La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) 
presents this overthrow in the revolution led by the Prince. But not all moral values 
have been subdued and so he is not able to marry his fiancée. Contrary to the Prince’s 
choice in La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847), the heroes of II Vecchio della 
Montagna (lihrettist not stated, 1841) and Sacountala (lib. Gautier, 1858) have chosen 
the right bride and so a renewal of society is possible in these ballets. One 
noteworthy aspect in this sense is that the reversal of society only dethrones tyrants
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and not good rulers. In all the examples quoted above, a tyrant is overcome and a 
new establishment founded. Hence, the renewal of social orders may serve as 
punishment for inappropriate behaviour on behalf of the villain at the same time. As 
such it can be said that the ballet plot conveys anything but subversive messages. It 
educates the male audience not to choose a certain type of woman and warns the 
female spectator of improper behaviour. Additionally, there is a clear tendency to 
separate mismatched lovers, despite all their efforts. This may be considered a 
punishment, which is executed through the Separation o f  Lovers. In many cases, 
this separation is due to the death of one of the characters. Reward may, again, be 
found in the Wedding, which celebrates the lovers’ relationship and indicates society’s 
approval of it. Hence, love and death are not “congenial [...] because [they may end] 
a book [or stage narrative] conveniently” (Forster, 1974, p. 38). These two narrative 
devices carry further significance in laying emphasis on one or another type of 
behaviour. Additionally, the lovers’ struggles may also be separated from a 
subversion of moral values. In such cases, the plot shows a reversal of social 
structures, but still does not grant happiness to the lovers.
On the whole, the dénouement can be seen as the unravelling of the conflict 
constructed in the middle section. It seeks to solve all problems and to overcome the 
obstacles put in the lovers’ way. The various forms of the dénouement and the 
closure are similar to drama as far as they follow the generally established traditions 
of separating mortals and supernatural beings as well as punishing immoral and 
inappropriate behaviour. In some cases, however, ballet closes with a situation of 
uncertainty and insecurity. The text does not hint at the fate of the main 
character/characters and leaves the audience with mixed emotions. In this regard, the 
nineteenth-century ballet plot was ahead of its time by depicting and elaborating on 
features which would now be considered as parts of modem drama. The main 
functions are the D iff ic u l t  Task and the Speaking in  favour o f  one 
charactervnthOne character i s  pardoned by another. In these functions, and 
in the D if f ic u l t  Task in particular, the main characters are tested and their loyalty 
and fidelity are determined. As far as the structure of the performance is concerned 
the dénouement forms the counterpart of the middle section, which, although in need 
of a certain amount of suspense, ends either with a resolution of all problems or an
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incertitude about the future of the main character. Since the message of the plot is in 
accordance with early nineteenth-century attitudes, the following section will deal 
with the monologue as the most apparent means to convey information.
: ; r - vL,)r: b.\ b/:r :A
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3.5. Monologue and Presentation of Characters.
Traditional Western performing arts rely on a variety of solo, duo and 
ensemble sequences engaging the whole cast. Already, Greek tragedy employed a 
system of interplay between monologues, dialogues and ensemble scenes. The 
monologue, in particular, developed into a popular feature and gained reputation for 
its display of the characters’ thoughts and emotions, whilst providing a showcase of 
the artists’ virtuosity. The great monologues of drama or operatic arias represent one 
of the most important dramaturgic elements to disclose a character’s mental and 
emotional background, origins or plans. The ballet plot also presents monologues to 
the audience, but in this case an additional possibility is found, since the danced 
monologue may as well be of a non-narrative value for the narrative. The theatrical 
performance weaves distinct actions or messages into the monologue, and so it is the 
aim of this section to identify these actions or messages of the monologue. In 
addition to this, the use of the monologue to convey messages is examined.
In literature, all new figures, their emotions, thoughts and character traits are 
generally introduced to the reader upon their first appearance. The description of a 
character leads the reader into his/her specific world and provides the necessary 
information toward understanding his/her deeds. With the appearance of a new 
character, the story receives a vitalising impulse, which pushes the development 
toward the climax or a reversal of action. In such introductions, the literary source 
usually includes the motivations of the character and might explain his/her origins. In 
the fairy tale, characters are only added to the story if they carry an important 
narrative agency. As fairy tale characters are based on stock characters, there is no 
real need for explanation or introduction. Sometimes, however, a very short portrait 
is given. In these cases, the characterisation that is omitted under ordinary 
circumstances focuses on very distinct features of the character and so becomes the 
more important.
Like the fairy tale, Commedia delVArte presents stock characters in varying 
situations, and generally provides a short introduction of each new character upon 
his/her first appearance. Since the characters act in different situations in each
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performance, a short portrayal of them, including their birth and the events leading up 
to the point of attack, is necessary and, therefore, will be delivered. In the same 
manner as in literature, the need to convey such information to the audience and the 
other characters of the play, opera or ballet respectively has developed due to the 
beginning in médias res, which has been mentioned in section 3.2. In consequence, 
the necessity of providing such information paved the way to a standard treatment of 
such situations. This method of passing on information can already be found in Greek 
tragedy, which either depicted the characters narrating their story in a monologue or 
constructed a dialogue with the objective of passing on the necessary information.
The monologue, as found in all performing genres, represents an important 
dramaturgic feature. There are two possible ways to display a monologue on the 
stage: firstly an actor addresses the audience directly or, secondly, talks to him/herself 
having the audience listen to the iimer speech (Corvin, 1995b). The first kind of 
monologue narrates a story or discloses information to the other characters and the 
audience. In such a monologue, the background and events leading up to the point of 
attack may be subject to the message. In this way, the character gives a 
characterisation of him/herself and motivates another character to take actions. The 
second type of monologue is used to inform the audience about the character’s 
thoughts and to shed light on his/her plans and motivations. It presents the emotional 
world of the character depicted in the plot as if he/she were holding an inner 
conversation. Whereas the first type of monologue often represents an “analepsis” 
(Genette, 1998, p. 25) referring back to past events, the second type can be seen as 
either an anticipation or “prolepsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 25) in the case of plans and a 
“descriptive pause” (Genette, 1998, p. 67) if the thoughts and emotions portraying the 
character are subject to the monologue.
An “analepsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 25) may be observed in the comedy ballet I  
Viaggiatori alVIsola d'Amore (librettist not stated, 1838/39) where the evil fairy 
Usnara asks the travellers why they want to enter the secret garden. In this ballet, the 
travellers
raccontano l’infedeltà delle loro beUe, le trascorse follie amorose, e 
il desiderio commune di ritrovare una moglie saggia e fedele.
[narrate of their beauties’ infidelity, the amorous foolishnesses these
I l l
committed, and their common wish to find a wise and loyal wife]
I  Viaggiatori alVIsola d ’Amore, librettist not stated, 1838/39, p. 46
This libretto remains vague as to whether each of the travellers received his own
monologue or not, but in La Tempête (librettist not stated, 1834) the main character’s 
initial monologue gives precise information.
Et que puis-je dire? je ne sais moi-même ce que j'éprouve.
Comment expliquer ce trouble inconnu [...] dans mes rêves je vois 
des objets dont je ne puis me rendre compte. [...] une femme 
berçant une jeune enfant. J'entends de sons étranges, un bruit, un 
fiacas horrible; puis ce sont des figures qui me font peur [...] je 
m'éveille et je me met à pleurer.
[And what shall I say? I do not know myself what I experience.
How to explain this unknown trouble ... in my dreams I see 
objects I cannot explain ... a woman rocking a young girl. I hear 
strange sounds, a noise, a terrible din; then there are figures of 
whom I am afiraid ... I wake up and start to cry.]
La Tempête, librettist not stated, 1834, p. 17
Lea’s dream narrates her own history and how spirits rescued her and so refers to her 
past.
A “prolepsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 25) can also be found in the first type of 
monologue if future events that will come true in due time are referred to. Stories 
anticipating the future of the hero/heroine can be seen as representing such 
anticipation. These legends, of which the account of the Wilis in Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) or the oracle of the witch Madge in La Sylphide (lib. 
Nourrit, 1832) are examples, have been referred to in the description of the 
Foreshadowing.
In a scene resembling that of Thea (librettist not stated, 1853), La Fata Nix 
(lib. Danesi, 1871/72) shows a monologue which may be interpreted as “descriptive 
pause” (Genette, 1998, p.67). In this monologue, the Flower Fairy explains her plan 
to Nix, who desperately loves the indifferent sculptor Carlo:
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Sappi o cara, che questo giovanetto ama i fiori, e soprattutto la 
rosa! Ebbene, entra in quel rosajo [sic], ed io ti rendero rosa 
animata, e cosi ti daro il potere di animare tutti gli altri fiori. Sii 
certa che vedendoti il giovanne cosi trasformata, ti amerà; ma 
ricorda che quanto ti concedo è di breve durata, perché breve è la 
tua vita di un fiore.
[You have to know, my dear, that this young man loves the 
flowers, and above all he loves the roses! Well, step into this 
rosebush and I will change you into a living rose, and when you 
are transformed I will give you the power to animate aU other 
flowers. Be assured that when the young man sees you 
transformed in this way, he will love you; but remember that what 
I grant you is of brief duration, because brief is also your fife as 
flower.]
Danesi, 1871/72, p. 7 -  8
This monologue gives the conditions of help provided by a supernatural being. Here, 
a warning is included at the same time. The life of a rose is short and, thus, the 
nymph’s bliss of being with her lover is likely to end, too. However, it is to note that 
these monologues refer to the future. As in the fairy tale, the conditions give away 
what will happen once time has elapsed or a command has been violated. In some 
libretti, however, this connection is not as evident as in others. In Cyril Beaumont’s 
retelling of Le Violon du Diable (lib. Saint-Léon, 1849), a similar monologue is 
presented as such: “an angel appears and tells Urbain that he may vanquish any evil 
spirit by playing the melody” (Beaumont, 1937, p. 402). Hence, the monologue’s 
representation in the libretto can take on various lengths and may vary concerning the 
details transmitted to the audience. Despite these differences, monologues are used to 
outline rules and explain actions to come. As in the fairy tale, the ballet plot often 
confronts characters with rules, which are broken in due course.
Opera often sets the pinnacle of its dramatic construction in an aria and so 
combines the artistic and the narrative value of the soliloquy. The operatic aria is the 
moment where contemplations, conversations with oneself or with the audience take 
place. Consequently, different types of arias have developed according to their 
content and presentation. The aria di bravura is presented in a quick tempo and finds 
its main purpose in the exhibition of the human voice. It is sung to express passion,
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vengeance or rejoicing triumph and often comprises one of the most difficult 
moments of the opera score. Another type of aria worth considering is the aria 
d ’entrata, which is delivered at the first entrance of a principal character. This aria 
relates the character’s past life and often starts with the character stating his/her name. 
This can be seen in many opera texts, of which the aria of Papageno in the second 
scene of The Magic Flute (lih. Schikaneder, 1791) starting with the words “Der 
Vogelfanger bin ich ja” [I am the bird catcher] (Mozart, 2000, p. 9) can serve as an 
ideal example. In the aria d ’entrata, the character sings about his/her life and origins 
and so characterises him/herself. This example is found at the entrance of Papageno. 
Through his song Papageno enters the story and explains not only his profession and 
who he is, but also adds information about his longing and search for a wife. 
According to differences in performance tradition in various European countries, the 
aria d'entrata is either a short song of one or two stanzas or is expanded by adding 
another song to it (Ashbrook, 1984). Opera is not restricted to these two types of 
arias, but for the purpose of this research a focus on the aria di bravura and the aria 
d'entrata will suffice.
Remaining with The Magic Flute (lib. Schikaneder, 1791), there is another 
aria d ’entrata worth mentioning. The Queen of the Night appears to Prince Tamino 
and asks him in her entrance aria to return her daughter, who has been abducted by a 
‘villain’. This aria presents the mother and her daughter as victims and so misleads 
the audience. Emanuel Schikaneder’s construction of the plot seeks to create this 
effect, and gradually, like Tamino, the audience gains insight into the characters, their 
worlds, motivations and relationships. It is not until Tamino has been warned of 
women’s fickleness and the audience has learned that the Queen of the Night deceives 
people by her magic that she, thirsty for power, shows her real face in the famous 
coloratura aria of the second act. Hence, the Queen of the Night also misleads the 
audience with her lies. The spectator sides with Tamino in a quest to find out about 
the true secrets of life and wisdom.
As in drama and opera, ballet stories are narrated through an interplay of solo 
sequences and ensemble scenes. The monologue of the ballet performance resembles 
that of opera. In both forms, the message conveyed within the monologue is 
supplemented by the artistic aspect, which finds its expression in the way the solo is 
presented to the audience. Ballets offer two different forms of the solo variation; 
firstly, the variation in order to display the dancer’s virtuosity, and secondly, a solo
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dance disclosing emotions, origins and plans. The monologue can, thus, be used to 
fulfil several tasks within the performance. Examples of such monologues, which 
usually represent the first significant action of this character onstage, are found in 
many ballets. In Le Dieu et la Bayadère (lib. Scribe, 1830), La Fille de Marbre (lib. 
Saint-Léon, 1847) and Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 
1895), a character is presented telling his/her story and explaining how he/she has 
come to be at this place to the other characters onstage and to the audience as well. 
Hence, an additional message is given to the audience, since the character explains the 
Lack/Misfortune he/she has encountered or is in. As the evil deed has often been 
committed before the performance’s point of attack, the monologue focuses on the 
Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune. In Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky 
after Begichev/Geltser, 1895), it is Odette, who tells Siegfried how she has been 
enchanted and how she can be freed from the magic spell. Some ballet performances, 
however, focus upon the hero’s lack of a partner and so the arrival of the female 
character onstage, together with the hero’s reaction, fulfils the function of 
Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune.
Another function regularly expressed within a monologue is the 
Foreshadowing. In this case, one character recites a story while the others listen. In 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), Berthe’s account of the Wilis can be seen 
as a representative of such monologues. La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832) also presents 
such a mimed monologue when the witch Madge foretells the future of Effie and the 
various bystanders. Dreams and visions, often told in a monologue either as a dance 
or in mime, can also be included into the Foreshadowing as they tend to relate a 
message which eventually comes true. For example, Giselle tells Albrecht of her 
dream, in which he is betrothed to another woman. In recognising Bathilde as the 
lady of her dream, Giselle realises the truth hidden in it.
In addition to these functions, there is also the possibility of the Change o f  
Mind being expressed in a monologue. In this case, it is an inner monologue that 
depicts the ways the character ponders over his/her feelings and emotions. 
Furthermore, plans may be perceived through one character talking to him/herself. In 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), the hunter Hilarion is left alone on the 
stage and reflects upon the information he has gained, when observing the squire 
Wilfiied bow to the alleged peasant Albrecht. In the course of this reflection, which
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was originally delivered in mime, Hilarion comes to the conclusion that Albrecht is of 
noble birth, and he decides to enter the latter’s hut. Additionally, the Declaration  
o f  Love and the reaction to it can lead to an inner monologue, in which a character 
expresses his/her feelings toward another. This happens in particular if  these 
emotions are not directly addressed to the character, but to a fetish or an object 
representing him/her. In Thea (librettist not stated, 1853), Prince Hussein gets the 
opportunity for a monologue, when he expresses his emotions to the roses.
In these two examples, another possible distinction between different 
monologues can be found. On the one hand, a monologue may present the thought 
process of one character and so draw a line from one point, the problem, to the other, 
the solution of the problem (Pfister, 2001). Hilarion’s inner monologue may serve as 
an example for such a monologue. An alternative would be a monologue that does 
not display such a trail from the problem to the solution. In this case, the monologue 
could be considered as not leading to actions that change the course of the plot 
(Pfister, 2001). The expression of emotions and inner feelings can fall into this 
category of monologues which, although of narrative value, do not lead to major 
changes within the plot. In this differentiation between monologues, another way to 
distinguish between the various solo variations portrayed onstage can be found.
The habit of inserting solo variations from other ballets into a performance in 
order to display the ballerina and her skills creates a monologue or solo carrying little 
or no message for the audience and the other characters. In this case, the solo 
variation is used for the sheer demonstration of the dancer’s virtuosity. Therefore, 
this type of monologue can be compared to the aria di bravura, as it is, like the 
celebration of the human voice in the aria di bravura, a spectacle of the human body 
and its artistic abilities. However, the words used in the aria do still contain messages 
for other characters and the audience. Because the aria di bravura still depends on 
words and their meaning, it cannot be completely equalled to the virtuoso solo 
variation of the ballet performance. In ballet, such solo variations often present a 
large number of difficult steps, such as jumps executed en pointe. For the plot, the 
insertion of an additional variation means an interruption of the story’s flow and 
results in a genuine or true “pause” (Genette, 1998, p. 67) of the narrative.
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On the whole, it can be said that the solo variation of the ballet performance 
conveys messages similar to those of the operatic aria. The entrance of a new 
character on the stage and into the plot is accompanied by a monologue presenting the 
character to the audience and giving information about his/her origins and the events 
leading up to the point of attack. The monologue may refer to events, which have 
taken place before the story has even started, or can predict future events. As a means 
of portraying characters, it can give a subjective view of the world, and so misleads 
the audience into believing the character’s words. This necessity of conveying 
background information about the various characters is also found in literature and 
has its origin in the in médias res beginning. As the story is not presented from its 
very beginning, the audience lacks important background information, which sets the 
scene for the forthcoming conflict were not the monologue and the entrance 
monologue. The most common use of the aria d ’entrata is the Conveyance o f  the 
Lack/Misfortune, which can be handled in two ways. Firstly, a lack is made known 
by the simple arrival of a character onstage. This is usually the prima dorma or the 
ballerina, and so the hero finds out about his lack of a partner in life. Secondly, the 
content of the monologue can inform the other characters about a lack or a 
misfortune. Odette’s narration of how she was enchanted shows a perfect example of 
such a treatment of the entrance monologue. In general, the monologue can present 
the inner world of the characters to the audience and tie various aspects of the 
performance together. As a result, it is presented at different points of the plot and 
provides an ideal device to directly advance the action. With the set-up of these most 
basic conventions, the theatre plot does not take on its true shape yet. Narrative links 
connect the single elements and will be addressed in the next section.
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3.6. Narrative links -  Threads through the Performance.
All acts of a theatrical production must be linked to each other in order to 
make the plot and its development accessible. As a result, specific approaches to 
dealing with the transitions fi*om one act to the next emerged during the development 
of Western theatre practices. Similar to bridges leading the action the characters and 
the audience as well from one act to the other, the narrative links constitute a basic 
feature of theatre performances. Because of the performance’s multimedial nature, 
the links are found in different layers of the performance. These layers comprise the 
story, the music and the choreography. The aim of this section is to outline the 
devices used to transfer the action firom one act to the other and to present the 
functions fulfilling this task.
All performances of more than one act might seem inaccessible to the 
audience were it not for the links connecting the various episodes. They lead the 
action from one act to the other and hint at past and future events to help the audience 
to become orientated within the plot and to follow the characters’ adventures. 
Without these narrative links, the flow of action would not be smooth and logical and, 
thus, incomprehensible for the spectatorship. The elements of the plot may be seen as 
consisting of various episodes or scenes, which all contribute to the development of 
the plot. The narrative links, therefore, provide these logical connections between the 
episodes.
An example of such a logical connection can be found in Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) Act I. There, the gamekeeper Hilarion seizes the 
opportunity of an empty stage to enter Albrecht’s hut unseen. The stage is devoid of 
other characters, because the fanfares of the hunt have been heard firom the distance. 
Alarmed by this signal, Albrecht led the girls off to work in the vineyard, and Giselle 
was ordered back to her house by her mother. In this case, the fanfare signal is 
employed to send all characters away and so empty the stage. But Hilarion is not the 
only one to profit from this situation. The moment he is in Albrecht’s hut, the hunting 
party arrives and the empty stage fills with a procession of aristocratic hunters. The 
entrance of the hunting party is more effective on the empty stage without other
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characters distracting. The same process of emptying the stage is used again to let 
Hilarion exit the hut unseen. When doing so, he overhears the commands of the 
Prince and so finds out how to call the hunters back. As can be observed, the 
narrative links coimect all episodes and provide a logical transition firom one scene to 
the other and so weave the episodes of the plot together.
Like a thread, narrative links also tie the acts together and guide the audience 
on its tour through the story. One important purpose of these links is to omit long and 
superfluous accounts of journeys or the passing of time. The next act or tableau 
usually begins with a translocation of the action firom one place to the other. This 
transfer of the characters and the action would take a certain amount of time were the 
journey to be shown. Thus, an “ellipsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 76, Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) 
in the narrative structure of the performance is used to skip these accounts and to 
create gaps within the story time. It is necessary for the audience to have narrative 
links in order to understand the jump in time and, possibly, location. The “ellipsis” 
(Genette, 1998, p. 76; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) is present in most performances and so 
examples of it are found in abundance. La Tempête (librettist not stated, 1834), 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) and Sacountala (lib. Gautier, 1858) make 
use of the “ellipsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 76; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) and omit the journey 
leading to the location of the second act. Instead the characters’ arrival at the new 
place is shown, and the plot commences fi*om that point.
Sometimes, however, theatrical performances depict the journey of the hero to 
the other act or tableau and use the device of “acceleration” (Genette, 1998, p. 68, 
Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) in order to shorten it. In a very typical portrayal of travelling, 
the two devices of “ellipsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 76; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) and 
“acceleration” (Genette, 1998, p. 68; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) are combined. The most 
common transition firom one act to the other happens, when the character or characters 
depart at the end of the first act and arrive at their destination at the beginning of the 
second act. Usually, the characters use part of the space onstage to start their journey, 
only to vanish in the wings as they get out of sight. The second act then begins with 
their arrival at the destination. This way of linking one act to the other can be found 
in Le Dieu et la Bayadere (lib. Scribe, 1830), which shows the main characters fleeing 
from the town at the end of the first act and having them enter the hut of Zoloe at the 
beginning of the second act. Other ballets such as La Sylphide (lib. Noumt, 1832), 
Der Kobold (librettist not stated, 1838), L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840), La Fille
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de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) and Saccountala (lib. Gautier, 1858) use this 
treatment of the journey. All these ballets use the function of the Translocation  in 
combination with either F lig h t or Guidance in order to change the location of the 
action. The arrival of the characters is presented at the beginning of the new act or 
tableau whereffom the plot continues.
At the end of the first act, the Guidance is of particular interest. This 
fimction is generally used, when one character loses somebody and, with the help of 
another, sets out to find him/her. The libretto always informs where the journey goes 
and there is usually a reference to this place in the stage design. Orfa (librettist not 
stated, 1852) and Néméa (librettist not stated, 1864) are ballets which present the 
destination of the journey in the stage design. In Orfa (librettist not stated, 1852) the 
volcano is seen in the background and adds a sombre and threatening element to the 
action of Act I. By pointing at the volcano, the Old Man tells the hunter Lodbrog that 
his fiancée is imprisoned there and, thus, instructs the audience where the action will 
continue. Likewise, parts of the Count’s park and terrace are mentioned in the stage 
description at the very beginning of the ballet Néméa (librettist not stated, 1864). 
When Amour takes his revenge and leads the peasant girl Néméa to the castle, he 
refers to the castle as their destination.
However, further links to the second act are not created by showing and telling 
the audience where the characters go, but are embedded in the function of the 
Foreshadowing. In Berthe’s Act I recit., the Wilis and Giselle’s fate are anticipated, 
and so a textual link to the second act is created, whereas the leitmotif of the Wilis 
occurring in Berthe’s legend forms a musical connection. Again, at the beginning of 
the second act, the scene of Hilarion entering the stage with other hunters conveys to 
the audience that they are not in an ordinary forest, but in the realm of the Wilis. 
Another case of a forbidden place mentioned in the text of the libretto, but not shown 
in the stage design, is found in /  Viaggiatori all’Isola d ’Amore (librettist not stated, 
1838/39). In this comedy ballet, the secret garden is mentioned at the beginning and 
represents the destination of the evil fairy and the travellers. Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) combines the reference to the second act with the story 
of the Wilis, but in I  Viaggiatori all’Isola d ’Amore (librettist not stated, 1838/39) the 
transition to the second act is accomplished by all the characters clearly indicating 
that entering the garden is their goal. At the end of the first act, the evil fairy agrees
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to lead the travellers to the garden and so the whole company sets out to the forbidden 
place. The second act begins with the arrival of the travellers in the garden and their 
marvelling at the enchanted place. The ballet combines the functions of the 
Foreshadowing and the Guidance to reach the destination.
L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840) represents another device used to transfer 
the action from one act to another and, thus, from one place to the other. The first act 
ends with a Chase, in which Prince Loredano vainly tries to catch the ghost, his 
deceased fiancée Angela, and rushes after her offstage. This ballet doubles the Chase 
by adding the duchess Eudossia, who, together with her ladies in waiting, struggles to 
capture the prince whom the duchess loves. Also, La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint- 
Léon, 1847) presents a Chase at the end of the first act. There, the sculptor Manasses 
flees, together with Fatma, being chased by Prince Alyatar and the soldiers of the 
Governor.
The beginning of the new act varies according to the characters’ means of 
arrival. In ballets which employ the Guidance in order to get from one act to the 
other, the second act usually starts first with a description of the new location, given 
mostly by its inhabitants, and then shows the arrival of the other characters. Orfa 
(librettist not stated, 1852) exemplifies this at the beginning of the second act, when 
Loki and the group of the Passions, personified by female dancers, introduce the 
audience to their realm. After this introduction the abducted Orfa awakens from her 
swoon and the story continues. Also, La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 
1849), Thea (librettist not stated, 1853) and Sacountala (lib. Gautier, 1858) follow 
this pattern. The first two ballets display the supernatural beings in their world and 
start the second act with their dances, after which the plot continues. Sacountala (lib. 
Gautier, 1858), for example, begins with the portrayal of King Dushmata’s court and 
its society.
If the plot simply gets transferred from one place to the other, characters 
familiar to the audience enter first and explain the new territory to the audience. After 
this brief introduction to the new location, the new characters, whether they be mortal 
or not, are presented to the spectator. Le Dieu et la Bayadere (lib. Scribe, 1830) gives 
the example of the dancer Zoloe and the Unknown entering Zoloe’s hut after their 
flight from town. Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) presents Hilarion 
entering the stage together with other hunters and telling them about the enchanted
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forest. Likewise, the travellers of I  Viaggiatori dll’Isola d ’Amore (librettist not stated, 
1838/39) enter first to explore the secret garden at the beginning of Act II.
A possible explanation of this pattern may be found in the audience’s 
knowledge about the location or lack thereof. Since in the first examples the text has 
already hinted at the new location and its inhabitants, these may be considered as 
more or less known to the spectator. Therefore, the new surrounding can be 
introduced immediately and familiar characters may arrive at a later point. In the 
second set of examples, the destination of the journey is unknown to the audience and, 
thus, characters of the first act arrive first and explore the surrounding. Through such 
an exploration, the new location is introduced to the audience and, only after this 
basic depiction of it, new characters are worked into the plot.
In addition to the narrative links outlined above, the ballet performance 
contains musical links, which refer to specific moments in the story or emotions. 
With the use of leitmotifs the composer can create a forward or backward flash within 
the story and so link scenes together. The Foreshadowing is perhaps the most ideal 
function for such a venture. In the previously mentioned recit of Giselle’s mother, the 
theme of the Wilis is heard. When re-occurring in the mad scene and at the beginning 
of the second act, cormections between the various scenes are immediately created in 
the minds of the audience. Also, the Interdiction/Command the Declaration  
o f  Love are suitable for musical leitmotifs. In this regard, the libretto can give hints 
at the possible use of leitmotifs through textual references. The composer may then 
follow the storyline and transform the score into a musical narration of the libretto.
In general, it can be said that narrative links between single acts are essential 
for the continuation of the story and the audience’s understanding of the plot. 
Without references to future settings and new characters, the spectator would lose 
his/her orientation within the plot and would not fully appreciate the story. The 
fantastic nature of the story virtually requires changes of location or characters. For 
these changes, which are found in the Trans location  or die Transfiguration, the 
stage and its design, or the costume of a dancer need to be changed. In most cases, 
these changes are combined and the characters of the story find themselves in a 
different world, thus transgressing borders between the real world and the 
supernatural, the conscious and the unconscious.
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The text of the libretto offers many references which can be distinguished as 
geographical descriptions of the location and the surrounding areas and actions 
creating a bridge between the acts. In the first case of the descriptions of the location 
and the stage design, the links are found in features being eminently present and 
mentioned as a destination of the hero’s journey. Additionally, there are links 
connecting the single scenes and setting them in a logical causal relation. Only 
through this relation and the logic is it possible to create a plot with an adequate 
development. These narrative links are found in many actions, but are not clearly 
linked to single functions. It is the logical connection that is important in this case. 
One action takes place, because another one has taken place. With this system the 
single events of the story are connected and set into a relation with one another.
Actions serving to link the acts together either directly lead to the next act or 
indirectly refer to it. The former actions are the last moments in the first act, which 
are in general represented by the functions of Flight, Guidance and Chase. Indirect 
links are found in the functions of Foreshadowing and Interdiction/Command. 
Sudden chronological and geographical shifts within the story are possible, and after 
such a transition it is the familiar characters, who usually arrive first on the stage and 
explore the new surroundings. When the new setting is already known to the 
audience, its inhabitants can immediately start the new act and acquaint the audience 
to it. After this introduction, the characters of the first act enter and the story 
continues to unfold.
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3.7. Conclusion.
The theatre conventions dictate the performance’s structure to a certain degree 
and so channel the story by dividing it into various episodes. Within this structure the 
performance obtains a frame, in which the story is told. Nineteenth-century 
performances tend to always arrange the theatre conventions in the same fixed order. 
This order consisting of exposition, middle section, coup de théâtre, dénouement and 
closure, respectively, creates the structural outline of the performance. Nineteenth- 
century ballet did not break with this standard construction of the performance and so 
works like Mats Ek’s Carmen (lib. chor. Ek after Meilhac/Halévy, 1992), which 
chooses the point of attack the moment Don José is shot and tells the story in a back 
flash, have not been discovered so far. This conventional arrangement of the above- 
mentioned theatre conventions in a traditional sequence makes them the four main 
pillars of the performance structure.
The monologue holds a very specific position among the dramaturgic 
conventions. It is not bound to the hierarchical structure claimed for the first set of 
theatre conventions and so can be inserted at any possible moment within the story. 
Its main purpose is to convey information, which is handed over to the audience little 
by little. The narrative links hold a key position among the group of the theatre 
conventions. They do not only link one act to the other, but also connect all episodes 
and scenes. Like the monologue, the narrative links have no fixed position within the 
structure of the performance.
A feature worth noting is that no stage convention consists of one single 
fimction. The sections of this chapter maintain that these traditions are composed by 
a comprehensive range of functions, of which only the most important and frequent 
ones have been mentioned. As far as the functions are concerned, the materials show 
that every function can appear at any point within the performance. In some instances 
a few functions are more likely to appear than others, which does not, however, lead 
to any pattern suggesting a conventional presentation of these situations. Hence, 
although a structure in regard to the theatre performance has been found, the functions 
and the narrative do not suggest any apparent hierarchical or structural pattern of 
storytelling.
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From these findings it can be seen that the narrative of the ballet fantastique is 
not determined by the theatrical structure of the performance. It is fi'ee and appears to 
have acquired an independent status that seems to detach it fi*om the theatrical 
presentation of the plot. Until now the theatre performance and its elements have 
been the centre of investigation. The family resemblance of drama, opera and ballet 
has led to the description of the various stage conventions and their narrative 
agencies. Ballet, however, has developed its own conventions, which will be treated 
in the following chapter, where dramatic, operatic and choreographic conventions are 
investigated.
4. Dramatic, Operatic and Choreographic
Conventions
The Separation of the Arts.
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4.1. Introduction.
In addition to theatre conventions providing a structural frame of the 
performance, an extra set of sub-conventions is traceable within the plot’s non- 
structural features onstage. Since the performing arts have developed different 
identities, these elements are not necessarily prominent in all of them anymore. The 
separation of the theatre genres has effected that each of them addresses particular 
elements of the plot in its own distinct way. The sub-conventions that have developed 
from this separation and the resulting focus on either the spoken/sung word or 
movement are, therefore, very distinct and individual features of each genre. Ballet 
tends to focus on silent idiom and, thus, had to adapt its content according to the 
possibilities dance and mime offered. Hence, some of these sub-conventions appear 
to be similar to the ones found in drama and opera, but are nevertheless elements of 
the ballet performance.
Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to investigate these recurring features of 
the ballet plot. They stem from an in-depth reading of ballet scenarios and research 
into nineteenth-century ballet practice. These features, which are rarely mentioned as 
conventions, have developed their own narrative agency for ballet tradition. The first 
and probably best known tradition in this sense is the delayed entrance of the 
ballerina. Since the presentation of the principal character applies also to the other art 
forms, ballet presents the main characters in a similar way as drama and opera to its 
audience. In all three genres, the principal character is generally introduced with an 
entrance monologue. The various types of monologues have been addressed in 
Chapter Three and, thus, no repetition of these findings will be given at this point. 
The narrative value of the presentation of the principal characters is embedded in the 
sections dealing with the exposition and the monologue. It is only left to mention that 
the ballerina often assumes the position of the principal character, and so her delayed 
entrance onstage and into the plot has several functions. In most plots, her entrance 
conveys the Lack/Misfortune and gives the artist an opportumty to display her 
virtuosity.
Consequently, the interplay between mime and dance scenes will be covered 
in the first section of this chapter. Mimed scenes form an essential part of the
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niiieteoitli-centur}'^ ballet performance and, therefore, the relevance and narrative task 
of mime and dance will be investigated. This section is followed by a discussion of 
die dances for soloists in contrast to the ones of the corps de ballet. These two 
distinct elements of the ballet plot carry a particular task concerning the plot and its 
development Therefore, the danced sections will be addressed not in regard to the 
choreography, but in how far they support and advance the development of the plot. 
Lastly, the white act as a sign of ballet and the ballet fantastique in particular is 
attended to. This feature originated in the time of Romantic ballet and, consequently, 
white or (haphanous costumes have become synonymous for ballet as such.
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4.2. Dances of Hands and Feet — Mimed versus Danced Scenes.
One aspect of the nineteenth-century ballet performance that must not be 
overlooked are those mime scenes that are often shortened or even omitted in today’s 
stagings. These mime gestures have emerged from drama and represent a set of 
gestures in order to underline the words spoken or, as in the case of the mute ballet 
performance, to replace them. As the gestures were recited alongside and together 
with the music, they became themselves a mimed ‘dance of hands’. The 
performances were composed to display an interplay between danced and mimed 
scenes, which both helped to develop the plot. The mime scenes of the nineteenth- 
century ballet performance relied on a vocabulary established by dramatic arts and 
were integrated into the operatic performance as well as the ballet production (Poesio, 
1995a). This section will therefore investigate the differences between the danced 
and mimed sequences of the plot and outline their importance for its development.
Mime scenes accounted for an essential part of the nineteenth-century 
performance and their value may be estimated from French critic Théophile Gautier’s 
reviews, which do not only praise the ballerinas’ abilities in performing the various 
steps, but also refer to their capacity to express themselves through mime gestures. A 
notion of how much importance mime had accrued in the Romantic ballet 
performance can be gained from the fact that the amount of time devoted to mime in 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) was fifty-four minutes, compared to sixty 
minutes of dance (Smith, 2000). Even ballets of the late Petipa era were constructed 
to display a balance between the mimed sections and the dance sequences (Poesio, 
1999). This hints at the importance this feature of the ballet performance has had 
throughout the nineteenth century. However, as performance traditions developed 
and changed, the long mime scenes presented in the Romantic ballets became 
meaningless. With the early twentieth century, mime scenes started to gradually 
vanish from performances. Especially the Russian ballet tradition of the twentieth 
century has neglected mimed gestures and even omitted a large number of them from 
the traditional versions. Since the meamng of many gestures was lost, many of them 
are incomprehensible for contemporary audiences. Additionally modem performers
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are not acquainted with their execution and so might not be able to convey the 
messages or give the gestures the expressive quality they should obtain. These 
changes have led to mime scenes that are either shortened to a large degree and use 
only a very limited range of the rich vocabulary of gestures or are totally omitted in 
present day traditional stagings of the ballets.
In the nineteenth-century performance, mimed scenes had a different 
representational purpose than the scenes portrayed today. The execution of the 
gestures with either the right or the left hand clearly identified the character as being 
either good or bad (Poesio, 1995a; Bennett and Poesio, 2000). The information 
passed on to the audience is, therefore, not only the meaning of the gesture, but 
additionally a characterisation of the stage figure and his/her role withm the plot. The 
gestures were not limited to the ballet performance, but have established themselves 
in all performing genres throughout time. For this reason the audience has become 
accustomed to seeing the same or similar mime movements in drama, opera and 
ballet.
Furthermore, specifically composed music accompanied the mime to narrate 
the story. One musical aspect of the early nineteenth-century ballet score was the 
music parlante (Smith, 2000). The parlante gave the various characters their own 
voices, represented by different instruments, and so enabled the audience to follow the 
conversations and arguments, even when listening to the music alone. Rather than 
being danced, the tunes of the parlante were meant to be acted and so lent themselves 
to mime. The best known example for this use of instruments can be observed in 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) Act I. In one scene, Giselle, Hilarion and 
Albrecht quarrel and each of them has his/her own voice rendered by specific 
instruments of the orchestra. The quarrel can, therefore, be heard in the score even 
without its portrayal onstage. In addition to the enactment of mime according to the 
musical rhythm (Poesio, 1998b), some characters were more likely to express their 
emotions, views and plans through mime than others. In this regard, older members 
of the society portrayed onstage tend to prefer the mimed gestures to the danced 
movement.
But as mimed gestures are not only linked to these characters, they are 
commonly found in the expressive range of all characters. The claim that mime 
scenes are the true factors to advance the story can be deduced fi*om comments 
referring to them as “plot-propelling” (Smith, 2000, p. 175; Bruner in Garafola,
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1997). Indeed, the moments, in which mime occurs, are important elements of the 
story and its development, but to link the advancement of the action only to mime 
would mean to neglect the narrative value dance also may contain. In many ballets, 
dreams and vision scenes convey the same or similar information as the mimed 
sequences of other ballets. Examples of such scenes are the vision scene in Sleeping 
Beauty (lib. Vsevolozhsky after Perrault, 1890) and the tale of the Wilis in Giselle 
(lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). In both ballets, this particular moment is used to 
anticipate the future and motivate or warn one or more characters, as in the case of 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). In this way, the tales and legends told 
through mime are linked to the functions of Foreshadowing and 
Interdiction/Command. In addition to these actions. Declaration o f  Love, 
Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love, Conveyance o f  the 
Lack/Misfortune, Arousing o f  Suspicion in  one character. Arousing o f  
Jealousy in  one character, Speaking in  favour o f  one character and 
Discovery o f  the true id e n t i ty  o f  one character may be expressed by 
means of mime gestures.
Mime scenes are usually presented as monologues or dialogues between two 
or more characters. They tend to deal with a precise message, which would encounter 
difficulties, when presented in the danced movement. As an approximate rule, it is in 
a mimed monologue that thoughts, ideas, emotions and plans are outlined to the 
audience. In these cases, the monologue belongs to the second category of the 
monologue, which has been introduced in section 3.5. It is the conveyance of 
information tiiat forms the centre of such monologues, which are presented either in 
mime or dance according to the content. In Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 
1841), for example, Hilarion ponders over the love Giselle and Albrecht nourish for 
each other. In his dislike of Albrecht, he speculates on how to separate the lovers. 
Hilarion’s thought process and scheming is expressed by mime gestures, thus 
revealing to the audience his plan to enter Albrecht’s hut. In such moments, mime 
scenes are used as monologues and mirror all their features.
Mimed gestures can, thus, be compared to operatic recitatives (Smith, 1994; 
Poesio, 1999). The recitative was a common practice in opera up to the nineteenth 
century, where it almost vanished. Its purpose was to convey mformation to the 
audience and present a counterweight to the sung sections. This type of recited
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dialogue was accompanied by music and had its own tempo of execution. It usually 
represented a quick exchange of messages and, therefore, was not meant to explore 
emotional states. The rhythm of the recitativo is close to the one found in ballet 
mime, which also seeks to quickly convey complex messages to its audience. Hence, 
the mimed scenes as opposed to the danced sections of a ballet perfonriance may be 
equalled to the alternating scenes of operatic recitativo and sung parts. One 
noteworthy feature is, however, that at the time ballet used mime in a similar manner 
as opera the recitativo, the latter had already started to vanish from the operatic score 
and did not hold the strong position it enjoyed up to the time of operatic Romanticism. 
The relationship between the mimed and danced scenes of the ballet performance can, 
therefore, be seen as reflecting the one found between the spoken and sung parts of 
opera and the Singspiel of the German speaking countries in particular.
Mime is sometimes used to express a single function, but in many cases 
presents several of them or leads directly to them. An example of one single function 
conveyed through a few mime gestures is the Declaration o f  Love. In this case, 
the mimed gestures are directly connected to the function. The posing of an 
Interdiction/Command or a D iff ic u l t  Task for one character is also often 
achieved by means of mimed gestures. In these cases, the character outlines the 
nature of the D if f ic u l t  Task and then stands back to watch the hero/heroine of the 
ballet accomplish it. Therefore, the function does not lie in the gesture, but in its 
signification. A scene resembling a dialogue is found in the entrance monologues, 
where one character asks the other about his/her origin or birth and the place where 
he/she comes from. These monologues are an ideal means of transmitting 
information, as found in Conveyance o f  Lack/Misfortune. The gestures, however, 
tell the character’s personal history and are, therefore, not directly linked to the 
function. Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895) 
portrays such an entrance monologue. In this ballet, Odette explains to Prince 
Siegfried how she has been enchanted by the evil sorcerer and how this spell can be 
broken.
The differences between the mimed sequences of the ballet and danced ones, 
which seem to stop the action, are, seen from the point of the story’s development, not 
too big. The sudden interference of fate secures the story s continuation and so 
suspense is heightened with each dance sequence. The celebrations depicted are
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rather a means to delay the outbreak of the conflict than a mere pretext to display 
various solo and corps de ballet dances. As the story unravels in these dances, they 
come to represent not so much a “descriptive pause” (Genette, 1998, p. 67; Jahn, 
2002a, N5.2.3.) within the narrative, but an enactment of the festivities. These 
moments prepare the scene for the open outbreak of the conflict or crisis. In most 
cases, the audience already anticipates in one way or another either the event or how 
this will happen. By inserting a celebration such as the wine harvest in Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), the crisis is postponed and the audience kept in 
suspense. These dances carry no further meaning except an enactment of the 
celebration and may include others which reveal the characters’ true faces and 
emotions.
The dance scenes may again be divided into the ones for the soloists and those 
for the ensemble. In both cases, a narrative function of the dances can be detected. 
The variations of the soloists contain all messages stated in section 3.5 dealing with 
the monologue. But, also the dances of the corps de ballet have their significance for 
the plot. Since this will be the aim of the next section, no preview is given here. It, 
therefore, remains to be stated that the dances may carry narrative messages and are 
not a mere display of virtuosity and spectacle for the audience.
The interplay between mime and dance scenes is regulated by a balance that 
reserves approximately the same amount of time for both features. This balance also 
leads to the danced sequences being embedded in between the mime scenes (Poesio, 
1999). As one scene follows the other, so do dance and mime change and, thus, 
create a pattern throughout the performance. It appears that the content was the 
decisive element as to whether one scene was presented in mime or dance. Although 
both have their narrative value, mime scenes were used to convey a larger amount of 
information than dance sequences, something that might stem from their proximity to 
the operatic recitativo.
In general, the difference between the danced and mimed sequences of 
Romantic ballet can be detected in the messages they convey. Mime scenes are 
frequently used to advance the action directly and to reveal information about the 
characters’ backgrounds and plans. In contrast to them, dances are of narrative value. 
In such dances, which in many cases are solo variations, more abstract ideas and 
emotions are expressed. Dialogues between the various characters are mainly
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presented in mime. A distinction between mimed and danced sequences according to 
the actions they transmit is not appropriate as both may use the same functions. 
Emotions and feelings in particular are not restricted to one particular form of 
expression. Solo variations and dances that do not contain any information are found 
in sequences intended to underline the artistic virtuosity of the dancers. In such 
dances, story time is suspended and a “pause” (Genette, 1998, p. 67; Jahn, 2002a, 
N5.2.3.) within the narrative can be observed. At these instances, the story does not 
continue, but resumes its course only after the completion of the soloist’s variation. 
Contrary to the manifold forms of dance within the ballet performance, mime always 
seeks to convey information and acts within the parameters of story time as well as 
those of discourse time. On the whole, the interplay between mimed and danced 
sequences invests the performance with its characteristic outline. This feature is filled 
with more life drawn from the other conventions such as the interplay of the soloists’ 
dances and the sequences of the ensemble, which will be addressed in the following 
section.
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4.3. The Corps de Ballet in opposition to the Soloists’ Variations.
The interplay between dances for the whole corps de ballet and those assigned 
to soloists is one of the main features of the ballet performance. Solo variations and 
sections including the whole cast alternate and so present the audience with an ever- 
changing constellation of dancers. To criticise the divertissement and the dances of 
the corps de ballet as interrupting the flow of the ballet story as American scholar 
Susan Leigh Foster (1986) does would be to neglect one of theatre’s main features; 
namely the enactment of the plot in front of the spectator’s eyes. European theatre, 
which seeks to create the illusion of stories and characters coming alive at the 
beginning of the performance and vanishing after the curtain falls, focuses on 
narrating stories by having the spectator witness and watch the characters in their 
struggles and adventures. This model of narration in Western theatre tradition is 
opposed by other forms, where one single dancer, assuming the role of the narrator, 
tells a tale through dance and movement as can be seen, for example, in Kathak 
tradition. Due to the demands of enacting the story before an audience, certain 
consequences arise. The main characters need sufficient space to transmit their 
messages to the audience. In contrast to these sections focusing on one character, 
there have to be parts that engage the whole ensemble. The interaction between these 
aspects of the ballet performance is the focus of this section and will address the 
agency the solo and ensemble sequences have for the story’s development.
The ballet librettist has to consider that enacting a story in front of an audience 
entails several obligations as all ranks of dancers need to be assigned an adequate 
number of danced sections. As a result, the stories of Romantic ballet circle around 
celebrations and festivities, which provide the necessary reasons to insert various 
dances. Therefore, wedding ceremonies, hunting parties and others, such as harvest 
festivals, are regularly depicted in detail in the ballet performance. The libretto itself 
often does not mention the single dances of the corps de ballet, but nevertheless states 
the nature of the celebration. In addition to the display of the corps de ballet, these 
ensemble numbers are indispensable for the heightening of tension and the creation of 
suspense. In many  cases, a long sequence of dances in form of a divertissement can
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be found before the end of the first act in preparation for the coup de théâtre. The 
péripétie's sudden intersection in the gaiety of the celebration marks the turning point 
of the plot and passes the action on fi"om the ensemble to the main characters. Such 
treatment of the last moments before the coup de théâtre is found in La Fille du 
Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836), Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) andAelia 
et Mysis (librettist not stated, 1853). All three ballets set the scene for the péripétie by 
displaying the conflict and the problems of the various characters. Before the final 
and decisive outbreak of the conflict, the story appears to be halted by a number of 
dances, during which the audience is, on the one hand, entertained and, on the other 
hand, left in suspense over how the coup de théâtre will take place. The significance 
of this distraction has been referred to in section 3.3, where the coup de théâtre and its 
importance for the plot have been outlined.
The action seems to pause in the ensemble dances, but, as they are a mere 
representation of the events happening during the celebration, they are not a true 
“pause” (Prince, 1987, p. 69; Genette, 1998, p. 67; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) in the 
narrative flow. By depicting the festival in detail and enacting it in firont of the 
spectator’s eyes the divertissement is closer to the “descriptive pause” (Prince, 1987, 
p. 19; Genette, 1998, p. 67; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.) than to the pause. Story time 
continues during the celebration and so does discourse time. Hence, the festivities in 
the ensemble sequence are presented in an almost one to one manner to the audience. 
The enactment of the celebration may, therefore, be considered as real time depiction. 
As the fairy tale mentions such banquets and weddings only in passing and simply 
refers to their existence and length, their detailed portrayal and enactment within the 
theatre performance marks a contrast to the fairy tale. Because of the continuation of 
story time and narrative during the feast, the divertissement caimot be classified as a 
true “descriptive pause” (Prince, 1987, p. 19; Genette, 1998, p. 67; Jahn, 2002a, 
N5.2.3.) in the narrative. Since the libretto generally gives a reason for these 
celebrations, they form an intrinsic part of the plot. The harvest in Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) may be one such reason to dance, whereas other ballets 
depict ballroom scenes, which include dances as part of the festivities.
There are only a few functions that lend themselves to the display of the corps 
de ballet. The D iff ic u l t  Task is perhaps the most suitable function for such an 
undertaking as it may consist of either a man searching for his bride among other
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women or a man being seduced by one or more women. Generally, the D if f ic u l t  
Task forms part of the white act, which will be discussed in the following section. 
One of the above mentioned moments for large scenes with the corps de ballet are 
celebrations and so the Wedding but also engagement ceremonies are, of course, a 
prominent occasion for dances of all kinds. Also, the Conveyance o f  the 
Lack/M isfortune is used to present the ensemble in dances. In Sleeping Beauty (lib. 
Vsevolozhsky after Perrault, 1890), for example, the vision scene, which already 
formed part of the original performance of 1890 (Scholl, 2004), arranges the corps de 
ballet in patterns that separate and partly hide Aurora from Prince Désiré.
The solo variations of the dancers of higher rank may be divided into two 
categories. Firstly, variations carrying a specific meaning and message for the other 
characters and/or the audience constitute the monologue with all its aspects of the 
transmission of information mentioned above. It usually conveys information about 
the character’s inner emotional life as found in the functions of the 
Lack/Misfortune, Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune, Declaration o f  
Love, Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love and Change o f  Mind. Secondly, 
variations inserted into the performance provide opportunities for the principal dancer 
to display his/her virtuosity, but do not convey any message other than the 
performer’s mastery of technical difficulties. As nientioned in section 3.5 these 
variations can, up to a certain degree, be compared with the aria di bravura. Since 
the aim of such a solo is the display of virtuosity, these variations are true 
interruptions of the narrative flow. Whereas literature is rarely able to offer the reader 
a genuine “pause” within its narratives (Prince, 1987, p. 69; Genette, 1998, p. 67; 
Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.), theatre has this possibility. By inserting a variation from a 
different ballet or one designed for the sole celebration of the dancers’ abilities, the 
ballet narrative is interrupted by a true “pause” (Prince, 1987, p. 69; Genette, 1998, p. 
67; Jahn, 2002a, N5.2.3.), in which the action comes to a complete stop. Although 
discourse time continues, there is no link to the action and the story within these 
variations. The most prominent example for such an inserted variation is Giselle’s 
Act I solo, which presents the ballerina executing a diagonal of little jumps en pointe 
at the variation’s end. This variation has been inserted after the 1841 premiere of the 
ballet, but has become an essential part of the performance as it is known today. 
Therefore, although this variation does not foster the plot’s development, but actually
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stops it, the omission of it would represent a breach of a convention in the 
representation of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) onstage.
The overall construction of the performance seeks to interweave the solo 
variations and the dances for the corps de ballet in such a manner that a balance 
between the two opposites is achieved. The story’s development is to be fostered by 
both of these features. By inserting ensemble sequences, suspense is created and the 
longer the main characters manage to evade the blows of fate, the more interested and 
curious the audience becomes. In this sense, a certain similarity to the balance 
between the mime scenes and the danced sequences can be found.
In addition to these aspects, which relate solely to the story and its progress, 
there is the tradition of depicting certain parts of the performance approximately at the 
same point of time in the evening. The nineteenth-century spectator could, therefore, 
choose which part of the performance to watch and which one to skip. This tradition 
was deeply rooted in nineteenth-century Parisian theatre tradition and deviations from 
it were immediately punished by the audience. The performance structure, as outlined 
in Chapter Three, organises the plot in three distinct sections. The exposition and the 
middle section set up the conflict. And after the péripétie, the dénouement leads on to 
the closure. Once the conflict is set up, suspense needs to be heightened for the coup 
de théâtre to achieve a bigger impact. A divertissement strategically placed before 
the péripétie can serve this purpose. The dances give the ensemble a possibility to 
display their abilities and delay the coup de théâtre. Therefore, the location of the 
divertissement toward the ending of the first act (Smith, 2000) is not a coincidence. 
The audience gains a twofold pleasure from this move. Firstly, the members of the 
corps de ballet are presented to the audience and, secondly, suspense is heightened, 
which increases the appreciation of the ballet.
Generally, it can be said that the ballet performance consists of an interplay 
between solo dances and sequences for the ensemble. Usually, the creative team of 
librettist, composer and choreographer seeks to give an adequate amount of time to 
both parts, the soloists and the corps de ballet. Solo variations are usually used to 
transmit information, whereas the dances of the corps de ballet enact the celebrations 
and festivities of the ballet plot. Although there are functions, which are suitable for 
the presentation of the corps de ballet, these are few in number. The D iff ic u l t
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Task is, in this regard, the most outstanding function, as it may engage the whole 
corps de ballet and the soloists. In most cases, however, ensemble sequences are used 
for the creation of suspense. The dances of the corps de ballet distract the audience 
from the struggles of the main characters and so the péripétie has greater impact. By 
delaying the coup de théâtre through such dances, additional dramatic tension is 
created and the audience is kept in suspense as far as the forthcoming events are 
concerned. The task of the corps de ballet is, thus, not only an ornamental one, but its 
dances also serve as detours in the narrative, which in consequence add to suspense. 
The ornamental function of the corps de ballet's dances may be found in the white 
act. But despite the imagery created in these scenes, the white act serves to foster and 
develop the plot. Consequently, the next section will discuss the narrative value of 
the white act.
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4.4. A Symphony in Tarlatan -  Division of Acts according to 
Choreography.
The feature for which the ballet fantastique is best known is, arguably, the 
white act. Since the performances of the Ballet of the Nuns in Robert le Diable (lib. 
Scribe, 1831) and La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), the display of female dancers in 
either white, diaphanous and/or differently coloured costumes has become an integral 
part of the ballets of the Romantic and the Petipa era. This connection between the 
otherworldly ethereal female character and her long white costumes can still be 
observed in Les Sylphides (1909) by Michel Fokine, the first of the Ballets Russes' 
choreographers, where the choreographer seeks to recapture the Romantic spirit 
expressed in the waltzes of the Polish composer Frédéric Chopin. However, the 
charm of the white act is not only defined by the costumes, but is also found in the 
choreography and its application and connection to the narrative. In this section, the 
division of the ballet fantastique into one earthly act and another otherworldly white 
act is discussed in close relation to the story presented. As the white act has become 
one of the main features of the ballet fantastique, it can be seen and interpreted as a 
convention. In this case, a choreographic tradition is present as white or diaphanous 
costumes may also be found in other ballets or be separated from the white act as 
such.
Upon entering the Otherworld, the realm of the dead, each person and 
character of a fairy tale has to abandon all earthly matters. When transgressing the 
border between these two realms all individual characteristics so important for the 
distinction between one person and the other are lost. Complete equality in outward 
appearance rules in the Otherworld, and so the hero loses his/her exterior 
distinctiveness (Propp, 1987). The problem of not being able to recognise the 
“sought-for person” (Prince, 1987, p. 1) is described in a legend where a man sets out 
to find the daughter of an old man. The hero meets three women of identical 
appearance, and on comparing their clothes he finds that these too are 
indistinguishable. Finally, he manages to identify the correct woman by asking 
questions referring to memories only she can have.
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Romantic ballet, like the fairy tale, displays situations where a man cannot 
decide which woman is the right one or has to recognise and choose her from a group 
of women all dressed the same. The moments, in which such a situation is presented 
in a ballet, are usually set in fantastic or Gothic surroundings. Forests and underwater 
worlds are possible settings, whereas fairyland and the palaces of fairies, supernatural 
beings and gods are found in other ballets. All these locations can be linked to the 
concept of the Otherworld representing the realm of the supernatural and magic 
(Propp, 1987).
The fairy tale usually tests the main character within such a surrounding or 
locates the initiation rite there (Propp, 1987). No matter whether the main character 
has to find a person and bring him/her back to his/her family or whether he/she tries to 
rescue an abducted princess or searches for a lost prince, he/she has to undergo the 
ordeal of entering the underworld and suffering the pains of initiation (Propp, 1987; 
Campbell, 1993). These tests are often presented as D iff ic u l t  Task, which is 
imposed on the hero/heroine by another character who is superior in hierarchy. The 
task, as outlined above, consists of either recognising the true bride among the corps 
de ballet or resisting the temptations of sexuality and power. In this part of the thesis, 
the focus is laid upon the first kind of D iffic u l t  Task
When asked to choose and catch his bride from among the other nymphs or 
fairies, the male character will usually have to face the difficulty of distinguishing one 
from the other. According to some libretti, in such scenes, all female dancers are 
dressed the same way and, in most cases, execute the same steps in repetitive 
sequences. The geometric patterns often used in the choreography of the white act 
(Beaumont, 1969) underline the loss of identity ghosts, spirits and fairies have in 
common. In unison movement, the whole corps de ballet may move in regular and 
angular arrangements across the stage forming lines, diagonals and half circles. 
Within the frame of these patterns the soloists are generally given the opportunity to 
display their abilities in several variations. Since the supernatural world is structured 
in similar hierarchical orders as the mortal world, rulers and queens command their 
subjects according to their whims. The impression created by these groups of dancers 
and groupings could have been similar to what is still seen in traditional versions of 
La Sylphide (chor. after F. Taglioni, 1832), Giselle (chor. after Coralli/Perrot, 1841),
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La Bayadere (chor, after Petipa, 1877) and Swan Lake (chor. after Petipa/Ivanov, 
1895).
As these scenes are embedded in the story and need to be connected to it, a 
reason is given as to why the male character is forced to wander between the lines in 
his attempt to find the true bride. Such scenes occur in La Fille du Danube (lib. F. 
Taglioni, 1836), La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 1849) and La 
Korrigane (lib. Coppée/Mérante, 1880). In all three ballets, the male character has 
followed his fiancée into the Otherworld and is forced by the reigning power of this 
realm to select her from the group of supernatural beings. The story, thus, resembles 
Orpheus’ journey through the underworld to recover and bring his wife Eurydice back 
to earth. In the myth, Orpheus is not allowed to turn around and look back to his wife 
as she follows him out of the Hades. When he cannot resist the temptation and looks 
back, Orpheus loses his wife for ever. Ballet, however, tends to focus more on 
choosing the true bride than completing a task like Orpheus’. In this sense, the ballet 
performance gains another opportunity for the display of the corps de ballet.
As far as the D iff ic u l t  Task itself is concerned, it is often completed with 
the aid of the “sought-for person” (Prince, 1987, p. 1). In La Fille du Danube (lib. F. 
Taglioni, 1836), the posy, given to the squire Rudolph by Fleurs-des-Champs, is the 
magical agent that helps him to find and catch her. A slightly different situation is 
presented in La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 1849), where Alain, the 
second suitor of Ysaure, tries to hold her back, whenever she attempts to catch her 
prince’s attention. Ultimately, however, the lovers are united, because Ysaure presses 
the blind prince against herself so that he can feel her heart beat. A situation closer to 
those depicted in fairy tales is found in La Korrigane (lib. Coppée/Mérante, 1880). In 
this ballet, Yvonnette catches her lover’s attention by repeating steps she has danced 
for him earlier on in the first act. These steps taken from a love duet form a 
movement-leitmotif and reflect memories that are unique to the two lovers. The 
libretto states that these steps were far too difficult for the fairies to perform, but in 
fact they are nothing else than memories no one except the two lovers can share. The 
hbretto narrates this scene as such:
Each fairy approaches Liiez in turn and tries to captivate him, but he 
disdainfully repulses them. It is Yvonnette’s turn and she throws her 
arms about his neck. He is about to respond when the Queen
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extends her the magic branch in her hand, and he fails to recognise 
his love. [...] But the young girl has a sudden inspiration and 
begins to dance the very steps that captivated Liiez at their first 
meeting. None of the fairies can copy such difficult steps and Liiez 
convinced that the dancer is Yvonnette, embraces her.
Beaumont, 1937, p. 618
A ballet showing a D iff ic u l t  Task in fairyland may be found in Thea 
(librettist not stated, 1853). The fairy of this ballet forces the Prince to choose the 
flower that loves him most. Thea, a girl from his court, has been changed into a rose 
prior to this scene and so dances among the other flowers to win her Prince’s heart. In 
this ballet, it can be assumed that the costumes were not only white, but reflected the 
colours and petals of the flowers represented by the corps de ballet. Hence, although 
the D if f ic u l t  Task is completed in the Otherworld, the white act is not solely 
limited to the display of white costumes during the Romantic era.
Contraiy to the fantastic and scary imagery of the white act, the earthly act is 
limited to irregular groupings of dancers. Everyday life has its proper place in this 
setting and the choreography reflects the mortal world. Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint- 
Georges, 1841) presents the contrast between these worlds effectively. In the 
traditional choreography, the first act is dominated by circles, half circles and groups 
of peasants. Even the steps found in this part of the performance convey the 
impression of earthbound human beings jumping and turning, but not floating across 
the stage like their supernatural counterparts. In addition to this, the use of stage 
machinery is limited or non-existent in the earthly act. Flying and floating creatures 
generally belong to the enchanted forest alone.
The most distinct separation of the two acts is found in the treatment of the 
plot. Whereas the first act generally creates an arc over the exposition of the story 
and the middle section to the coup de théâtre, which is often at the end of it, the 
second act contains the solution to the conflict in form of dénouement and closure. As 
such, the proportions of the ballet performance seem distorted, when compared with 
drama or opera. There, the péripétie usually takes place close to the ending and so 
leads to a shorter dénouement. By distinguishing the acts according to the parts of the 
story they display, the acts themselves are linked to several functions. When the
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exposition, the middle section and the péripétie are located in the first act, all 
fimctions linked to these stage conventions may occur there. The same can be said 
about the second act and the dénouement. The unravelling of the knot and the final 
solution to the conflict are represented in these actions, which are portrayed in the 
choreographic patterns of the time.
Another theatrical feature is found in the “Verfremdungseffekf or the 
alienation effect of the German dramatist Bertolt Brecht (1964, p. 32). According to 
him, theatre tends to disguise the plot by transferring it to a different time, society, 
cultural background and realm. This detachment fi'om the directly accessible world of 
the audience can also be found in the ballet plot. By shifting the plot to Medieval 
surroundings and times, a first stage of “alienation” (Brecht, 1964, p. 32) may be 
identified. The inhabitants of this feudal society deal with the same problems as 
nineteenth-centuiy citizens, but by referring to the imagery of the fairy tale these 
problems address the audience on another level than a realistic portrayal would do. 
Issues of power and hierarchy may be addressed through “alienation” (Brecht, 1964, 
p. 32) without direct reference. A Medieval king may well be interpreted as hinting at 
a present ruler, be it a nineteenth-century king or a twentieth-century president. 
Therefore, the ballet plot as such may be considered as using the device of 
“alienation” (Brecht, 1964, p. 32).
With the transgression of the borders between the mortal world and the 
supernatural another step is taken. The “alienation effect” (Brecht, 1964, p. 32) is 
doubled. The supernatural may be investigated through the psychoanalytical methods 
of the Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud (1964b, 1964d) as representing the irmer 
realms of the mind. The exploration of the unconscious and the wishes and dreams of 
the main characters are generally set in the world of the supernatural. In regard to the 
white act, the libretto does not clearly state whether these events are real or not. It is 
often a matter of interpretation whether a white act is considered as reality or not. 
Wish-fulfilment is, according to Freud (1964b), the main concern of a dream, and, in 
the case of the ballet fantastique, the white act deals with this moment of the story. In 
the D if f ic u l t  Task, the inner fears have to be overcome and the fight against an 
unconscious angst sets in. These fears come to life in the white act, which confronts 
the characters with the embodiment of their own anxieties. The choice of a partner is 
the most eminent problem the ballet plot deals with. In the white act, this issue may
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be presented as a matter of life and death. The male character has to find the right 
bride otherwise he and/or she will perish. Only the correct choice can lead to a 
rewarding ending. As such the white act represents the moment of trial, where the 
main characters have to face their fears and overcome them. Their psychological 
development and maturity are tested at this point. However, since these events and 
occurrences are closely linked to the characters, they will be dealt with in more detail 
in the next chapter, where the various characters of the ballet fantastique are 
introduced.
The convention of the separation of acts according to the choreography is 
based upon the changes fi"om one realm to the other. The mortal world is portrayed 
by irregular and earthbound movements and patterns, whereas the reign of 
supernatural beings is represented by geometrical shapes and steps, thus, creating the 
impression of flight and lightness. In most two-act ballets, the first act takes place in 
the mortal world, and the change to the realm of the fantastic happens with the 
transition to the second act. In some cases, however, the two acts are again divided 
into several scenes. These productions usually set only one scene in the Otherworld 
and keep the others linked to reality. Normally either the penultimate or the last scene 
depicts the supernatural world. The white act has not only become a feature of 
Romantic ballet displaying supernatural beings floating in point shoes across stage, 
but is also the place where the conflict is solved and where the dénouement and the 
D iff ic u l  t  Task are frequently located.
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4.5. Conclusion.
Dramatic, operatic and choreographic conventions form the second group of 
stage traditions and have their origins in the similarities and dissimilarities of the 
performing arts. Having grown from common roots, these conventions developed 
separately in each genre. As far as they concern this study, they deal with the way 
certain parts of the story or ballet are presented to the audience. Unlike the theatre 
conventions, where one convention draws from a pool of functions, each of these 
traditions adds to the overall image of the performance by resulting in a fine tuning of 
the story’s representation. Changing traditions and tastes have partly influenced these 
conventions. The use of the white act, representing the Otherworld, occurred at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century and developed into one of the most prominent 
features of Romantic ballet. These features are not linked to specific functions, 
although they might express several of the key-actions, but they are rather a chosen 
means of dealing with parts of the performance and story. The dénouement, for 
example, is the ideal place for the white act, and so it may be considered as the 
momentum of the performance, which regularly, but not entirely, finds its expression 
in this convention.
The mime scenes as opposed to the danced sequences also directly relate to 
the representation of specific moments within the story. As the function of the 
Foreshadowing, for example, can be expressed by either, a danced vision scene or 
mime, the two different possibilities are interchangeable and may be arranged 
according to the needs of the librettist or the wishes of the choreographer. This 
possibility to replace one convention with another is one of the main characteristics of 
this group.
Another prominent feature of both Romantic ballet and the ballet fantastique 
is the use of point work. Point shoes, which were developed at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, may be used as a means of expression to convey the image of 
floating bodies and flying spirits. However, even though danse sur les pointes may be 
important for the ballet fantastique and ballet as such, it remains a means of 
expression for either the supernatural or femininity. A narrative value of point work 
and an importance for the plot’s presentation onstage is not given and, therefore.
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danse sur les pointes, which could be understood as a convention, has not been 
included in this section.
It may, thus, be claimed that the second group of stage conventions sets the 
various parts of the performance against different parameters and demands particular 
kinds of choreographic and musical treatment. It is not the functions, which are the 
main concern of these conventions, but the way the actions are presented to the 
audience. Again not one single function has been assigned to the conventions, but 
rather a small group of them. In the treatment and portrayal of these functions, no 
true hierarchy has been found and, therefore, the functions will keep their free 
position within the ballet plot. In many cases, several possibilities arise and it is not 
easily possible to determine whether one way of presentation has been prioritised over 
another or not. A scene may, for example, be depicted as either mimed or danced. 
This choice leads on to the functions of these conventions and their expressive 
possibilities.
In their nature, the group of dramatic, operatic and choreographic conventions 
contributes to the construction of the performance. The traditions of this second 
group of stage conventions are, thus, linked to the performance and its parts and carry 
their own narrative value. However, unlike theatre conventions, this set of traditions 
is not bound to any hierarchy. Each convention may appear at various moments in the 
plot. Hence, they cannot be termed ‘structural’ features of the performance. They are 
non-structural elements, which may be substituted one by another. In this sense, they 
are closer to the monologue, which may also appear at any point within the plot. As 
non-structural features, these conventions foster the chaotic representation of the 
ballet plot, which, thus, is even more open to individual plot arrangements. In 
addition to the stage conventions, the theatre performance, in all its forms, displays a 
number of characters. The characters will be addressed in the next chapter, which 
investigates their contribution to the ballet plot.
5. Between Love and Hatred
The Characters of the Ballet Fantastique.
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5.1. Introduction.
In literature, the characters of narratives such as novels have received some 
attention. The question of a narrative’s protagonist in relation to an antagonist is 
among others the main concern of such investigations. Studies relating to the fairy 
tale show a particular responsiveness in this respect. Max Lüthi (1960), for example, 
describes the fairy tale characters as one-dimensional, which shows affinity to Edward 
Morgan Forster’s distinction between flat and round characters of a novel (1974). 
They follow very specific patterns of behaviour and are, according to 
psychoanalytical interpretations of fairy tales, strictly separated into good and evil 
(Bettelheim, 1991). Hence, the fairy tale characters are not ambivalent or true to life, 
but either utterly good or evil. In the fairy tale, the figures act according to these 
principles and, as Propp (1975) recognised, have their spheres of action, to which they 
are bound.
The fairy tale’s spheres of action, thus, imply that every character is assigned a 
particular task within the plot. These spheres are those of the hero, the villain, the 
donor, the magic helper, the czar, his daughter, the sender and the false hero. Each of 
these spheres has been assigned a number of functions, which the characters 
representing it execute. However, Propp does not take this recognition a step further 
to investigate the narrative role the characters have and denies them the status of a 
function. Thus, the characters of the fairy tale, as described by Propp, are limited to 
the execution of functions relating to their sphere of action. Additionally, there is the 
possibility of one sphere being divided upon two characters. This may happen, when 
one villain cannot continue to harm the hero/heroine and another villain takes over 
this task. Another possibility is found in the combination of two spheres of action in 
one character. The sender and the donor may, therefore, be combined in one 
character that sends the hero on his quest and gives him the magical agent.
Like the fairy tale, the theatre plot displays a limited number of characters in 
varying situations. Gustav Freytag (1910) noticed that only a few characters are 
necessary to create a theatrical storyline. This limited number of characters has also 
been observed by others and so an attempt to show all the possible combinations of 
characters among each other has been undertaken by the French philosopher Étienne
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Souriau. He enumerates 210,141 possibilities of combining the four characters of the 
^orce thématique^" (Souriau in Pfister, 2001, p. 234), the ^^opposanf" (Souriau in 
Pfister, 2001, p. 234), the "'’complice"" (Souriau in Pfister, 2001, p. 234) and the 
""représentant de la valeuf" (Souriau in Pfister, 2001, p. 234) according to five rules.
The characters themselves are mentioned by Manfred Pfister (2001) to point 
out the transmission of information or their possible constellations among each other. 
Generally, the characters of plays are explained as being flat or one dimensional 
(Pfister, 2001; Jahn, 2002b), who might be more appropriately considered as stock 
characters. In this sense, they have been described as, for example, the old man and 
the flirtatious female servant (Nicoll, 1963; Fry, 1990). This notion is underlined by 
Freytag, who states that the characters are types, who through their individual 
representation in one play display variations of themselves. These flat characters were 
already part of Scribe’s well-made play, where they may be considered as faceless. 
However, Scribe’s libretti did not entirely rely on stereotypes, but, due to this lack of 
detailed description, rather provided space for interpretational freedom on behalf of 
the performer (Koon and Switzer, 1980). The character comes to life through the 
performer and may be changed and developed by every different artist. The same can 
be said for the ballet performance and its scenarios. Here, several types of characters 
may be found, who eventually come to life through the performer’s interpretation.
In their one-dimensional quality, the ballet characters are similar to the ones 
found in the fairy tale. The characters of both genres show very distinct features and 
are clearly drawn as either good or evil. In ballet tradition, however, a character 
usually displays a little vanity or weakness, which eventually causes his/her downfall. 
As they are stock characters, the group of ballet characters may be seen as similar to 
the types presented in the fairy tale. All ballet characters are linked to their respective 
spheres and so have, like the fairy tale characters, a specific narrative agency. 
Therefore, this section looks at whether ballet characters can factually be listed along 
the non-literary functions deduced in the previous chapters. This will lead to an 
expanded definition of function, which will be further explored in the Conclusion to 
this chapter.
In order to conduct an in-depth investigation into the various characters of the 
ballet fantastique, they must first be stripped of their oriental and exotic costumes and 
also be reduced to their actions. In the libretto itself, the interpretative range of the 
performer cannot be detected, but the archetypical presentation of the various
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characters onstage may be described. An investigation of their characterisation is 
possible with the aid of psychoanalytical approaches to the fairy tale, social and 
historical studies of its figures and film theory. Such an interdisciplinary approach 
leads to a multi-facetted image of the character types portrayed onstage. Each 
character is driven by a specific motivation and has, as in the fairy tale, a certain 
sphere of action, which will be explored. In this section, firstly, the role of the Hero is 
addressed, followed by the Unthreatening Woman and the Threatening Woman 
respectively. In addition to these three types, there are Parental Figures and, 
finally. T ricks te r  Figures.
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5.2. Longing and suffering -  the Hero.
The term hero usually refers to the main character or protagonist of the story 
or novel. In the theatrical arts, however, the notion of the Romantic hero differs from 
that of the fairy tale. Romanticism’s obsession with the female figure and ideal 
woman led to a focus upon female characters in all kinds of stories. Hence, ballet was 
not the sole artistic means of expression to focus the presentation of women onstage, 
though also opera gave prominence to the prima donna and her voice. In the world of 
ballet, the adoration of the female body became a true mania and resulted in the 
ballerina conquering the stage and positioning herself in front of the male 
characters/dancers. Because of Romantic ballet’s ambiguity, it is difficult to 
determine the story’s main character exactly. The principal male character of ballet 
stories should, therefore, not be understood as the plot’s main character. For an 
examination of the notion Hero, Bruno Bettelheim’s definition (1991) will provide the 
starting point. Although they inhabit different genres, the fairy tale hero and the ballet 
Hero share several common features. Consequently, this investigation will strip the 
Hero of the feathers, turbans and exotic costumes so that he can reveal his true 
character. Since one type of D iff ic u l t  Task, namely the task to chose the right 
bride, has already been dealt with in section 4.4, the findings of this part will not be 
repeated here.
The fairy tale hero is a figure the reader can easily identify with. Contrary to 
classical mythology, the hero of the fairy tale is not equipped with superhuman 
abilities or powers (Bettelheim, 1991), but is a ‘normal’ person from any social class. 
Generally, he has a common name and finds himself in a situation of suppression 
(Bettelheim, 1991). It is through the detailed description of the hero’s life and 
emotions that the reader identifies with him. One possible explanation of this 
identification with the suppressed character is the reader’s feeling that he/she is in a 
similar situation (Bettelheim, 1991). This identification instigates the reader to 
undergo the same quest as the hero, to want to be like him or at least to receive the 
same reward. Usually, the hero comes Jfrom one of the lower social classes and 
struggles his way up until he is rewarded in the end. Such a progression firom one
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social class to a higher one belongs to the main characteristics of the fairy tale. 
Society of the early nineteenth century did not support this flexibility between the 
classes and insisted on a re-establishment of the social hierarchy and its moral values 
at the end of the theatrical performance (Hemmings, 1987; Rodmell, 1990; Aries, 
Duby and Perrot, 1999; Tumey, 2005). Although, in this regard, the ballet Hero 
differs fi*om that of the fairy tale, both share certain stages in their progress through 
the story.
A comparison between mythology, fairy tales and religious accounts shows 
that the various heroes of the stories act the same way or encounter the same problems 
at certain points of the story (Campbell, 1993). According to American lecturer 
Joseph Campbell (1993), the myth develops within three stages: firstly, there is 
separation, which is followed by initiation, and, finally, the third stage is characterised 
by the return of the hero. The separation is the moment that creates anxiety, because 
the hero leaves the mortal world and enters the Otherworld. The initiation is “a 
penetration to some source of power” (Campbell, 1993, p. 35) followed by a “life- 
enhancing return” (Campbell, 1993, p. 35).
The hero’s journey can be seen as a “spiritual passage” (Campbell, 1993, p. 
51), which equals the process of dying and subsequently coming to life again. 
According to Campbell, this birth is not a continuation of old and outworn patterns, 
but a transformation of old forms into newer ones. The moment of the story’s actual 
core section, which Campbell sees as the initiation, is not only discussed by Propp 
(1987) in detail, but also with regard to the function of the Difficult Task (Propp, 
1975, p. 61 -  62), which he described as one of the magic tale’s elements. In the 
Diffiicult Task, the boy ‘died’ during the rite and came to life again as a new person, as 
Propp explains in his second book Die historischen Wurzeln des Zaubermarchens 
(1987). Also, Campbell acknowledges this transformation into a new person and 
states that the “hero has died as a modem man; but as eternal man [...] he has been 
reborn” (Campbell, 1993, p. 20).
As both, Campbell (1993) and Propp (1975; 1987), observe, the hero’s test is 
set in the vicinity of death or in the Otherworld. In this relation, the crossing of the 
borders between the world of mortals and the Otherworld gains importance as it 
contributes to the Diffiicult Task (Propp, 1975, p. 6 1 - 62) and the hero’s development. 
Resurrection after initiation is only possible for the one who has been in the
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underworld first (Ruf, 1992). Adult knowledge about life and the world is derived 
from there. Every hero has to descend and become a truly married husband through 
this journey through hell. Otherwise, he will remain a child and be dependent on his 
bride’s father, as the Swiss philosopher Oskar Ruf (1992) explains in his analysis of 
the fairy tale The Devil with the Three Golden Hairs (Brothers Grimm, 1812). As Ruf 
(1992) claims, it is not the hero who dies, but the child he still is. Only after the 
child’s death there is the possibility to grow up and be a man. In the above-mentioned 
fairy tale, this passage from child to man takes place in the devil’s house, where the 
hero overhears talks about matters of life and receives the desired objects. Finally, the 
child is left there and the man returns to his home.
On the stage, the initiation rite is also placed in vicinity of death and shows the 
character in the Otherworld. The Hero is not swallowed by a monster, as, according 
to Propp (1987), it would happen in the earliest fairy tales, but finds himself in a 
forest, under water or in fairyland. The underwater kingdom and fairyland may be 
considered as representing the underworld and are, therefore, synonymous (Propp, 
1987). In all these realms, the trials of the hero may take place and the number of 
tales depicting the initiation rite in either of them is overwhelming. In some tales, 
characters are eaten by fish or wander through the underwater world, whereas in 
others they descend into mountain caves and encounter fairies or dwarves. Also, the 
forest has its place in the Otherworld (Propp, 1987). The wood is its entrance and 
shelters all its beings. By adopting locations as found in the Otherworld, in fairyland, 
fairy palaces, forests and underwater realms, the ballet stage provides the same 
surroundings for the Herd's trial as the fairy tale does. In any of these surroundings, 
the Hero encounters supernatural beings and experiences fabulous occurrences. 
Examples of ballets depicting trials in wooden landscapes may be found in La 
Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) and La 
Korrigane (lib. Coppée/Mérante, 1881), the latter of which exchanges the forest for a 
heath. An underwater kingdom may be seen in La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 
1836) and the Boumonville ballet Napoli (lib. Boumonville, 1842). Fairyland is 
depicted in La Tempête (librettist not stated, 1834), /  Viaggiatori alVIsola d'Amore 
(librettist not stated, 1838/39) and Thea (librettist not stated, 1853). In all these 
ballets, the Herd's test is set in a fairy tale-like surrounding, which resembles the ones
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described by Propp (1987). Hence, it can be said that the ballet fantastique displays 
its D iff ic u l  t  Task in the same environment as the fairy tale.
In the ballet plot, the trial is often presented in a near-death situation, or one 
where the characters are dead. In many cases, this is not clearly stated in the scenario 
and, therefore, it remains up to interpretation whether the Hero is now indeed dead or 
not. La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836), for example, appears to display the 
male and the female character as dead, when the D iff ic u l t  Task is completed. 
After the trial, both are sent back to earth and restored to life. In other ballets, the 
initiation is undertaken by a living person, who transgresses the borders of the real 
world and the Otherworld, as the example of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 
1841) shows. In other instances, the lovers are united in the Otherworld, where they 
seem to remain. In L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840), this way is taken. There, 
after the death of Countess Angela is revenged and her fiancé has proved his loyalty 
to her, both are re-united in the world of the fairies. In this case, one character has 
evidently died and the other simply crosses the borders between the two worlds in 
order to join his love. La Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843) and one of the many 
endings of Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895) go 
one step further. In these cases, both lovers have died and join each other in death.
The purpose of the initiation is to prepare the Hero to face woman in her 
duality. The Hero has to encounter the darker side of femininity and must be able to 
‘survive’ this confrontation. It is the Hero who has to decide between the “Anima 
image” (Jung, 1975, p. 25 -  31), as the imagined ideal woman, and the real and 
earthly woman. This recognition of the dual nature of woman and which type of 
woman he has to choose is the Hero's actual initiation. Therefore, he has to meet 
various types of women and to overcome his fascination for the fatal temptress. This 
fascination for the seductress is the pitfall for the Hero in ballet, just as Red Riding 
Hood’s fascination for the wolf causes her downfall in the fairy tale (Bettelheim, 
1991). Without this knowledge and the confrontation with this danger, the hero 
cannot undergo the necessary development.
The aim of this task is not to extinguish the darker side of femininity, but to 
overcome the fear of it. The Hero has to face his problems and fears in order to 
subdue them. A suppression of the “dark aspects” (Jung, 1975, p. 266) does not lead
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to any solution of a problem. Since any problem buried in the depths of the 
unconscious will return and haunt a person’s mind, it is only after the open conflict 
and an in-depth examination of the subject that it can dissolve and vanish fi*om reality. 
The actual source of the problem is not extinguished, but has lost its power in the 
process of conscious confrontation with it (Jung, 1975). Due to the loss of power, it is 
allowed to sink back into the unconscious and is no more able to harm the conscious.
The Romantic obsession with femininity finds its origins in the independence 
claimed by women at this time. The newly gained freedom resulted in men facing 
new, until then unknown, problems and having to come to terms with seemingly 
‘aggressive’ female behaviour. The problem was not the man himself, but his view of 
woman.
Classical theory has it that the boy fears castration by the father as 
punishment for his sexual interest in the mother. This is not 
verified by my clinical experience ... Throughout life, the man 
fears the woman as castrator, not the man.
Rheingold in Creed, 1994, p. 122
From this quotation the link between the male character and the confrontation 
with woman and femininity becomes clear. The Herd's castration anxieties are the 
elements that have to be faced and overcome. Since this can only happen through the 
confrontation with the problem, the Hero has to encounter and face this threat in order 
to gain the knowledge and experience necessary for life. Therefore, the male 
character has to show that he is able to distinguish between the two types of woman 
and that he is apt to come to terms with this duality. In this respect, fidelity and the 
ability to control his emotions play an important role. It often happens that the 
memory to the betrothed rescues the Hero and keeps him from giving in to the 
seductress. In this way, the display of the female body, which is a distinctive feature 
of nineteenth-century ballet, is used to confront the male character with his 
unconscious and most elemental fears. La Tempête (librettist not stated, 1834) gives 
an impression of a ballet testing the fidelity of the Hero. There, the sailor Fernando is 
tempted by a seductive fairy with sexual allusions and power. To remember his 
beloved is the most important element of this trial. The Hero must not forget his 
fiancée and has to remain loyal to her. The scenario mentions the terms memory and
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remembrance in these instances. Thus, the key to the Solution to the D if f ic u l t  
Task lies in these words. The moment the Hero forgets his fiancée and declares his 
love for another woman, he loses her like Siegfried in Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. 
Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895).
As the male character has not only to face the darker side of femiiiinity, but 
also needs to come to terms with it, ballet usually does not depict the destruction of 
the evil force. This seems clear when seen from the Jungian point of view mentioned 
above. Like the prince in Aschenputtel (Cinderella, Brothers Grimm version, 1812), 
the ballet Hero lives in constant castration anxiety. During the D if f ic u l t  Task, he 
has to undergo the trial of learning to recognise the woman, who will accept his 
masculinity and will not confront him with the threat of castration. Sometimes the 
female character reveals her second face to her partner actively by appearing in her 
nocturnal shape and confronting him with her intrinsic ‘vampire’ existence. In 
consequence, the male character has to see the other face of his female counterpart in 
order to be able to fully accept her as a person. In addition to this, the evil force 
inside women cannot be extinguished and so it is the task of men to face and accept it. 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) provides the clearest example of this 
notion. There, Albrecht has to encounter both aspects of woman, namely loving and 
forgiving Giselle and the man-devouring Wilis. Only by overcoming the spell cast on 
him can he return to the real world and live after having disarmed the evil power of 
the vampires, who are now buried deeply in his unconscious.
Sometimes it is not possible to extinguish the evil force. This has already 
been noticed in the section dealing with the dénouement. The open ending of the 
ballet plot may, therefore, be considered as stemming from this psychoanalytical 
point. The inner dynamics of the psyche cannot be undone and so it is the task of the 
partner to come to terms with them. In some cases, the Hero is expected not to fight 
against these forces, but to acknowledge and integrate them into his life as it happens 
in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). In other ballets, the Herd's task is to 
remain faithful to his fiancée. In these cases, his loyalty and fidelity are tested 
together with his steadfastness. The above-quoted example of La Tempête (librettist 
not stated, 1834) shows, together with Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) and 
Le Violon du Diable (lib. Saint-Léon, 1849), that the essence of the task can be to 
resist for a limited period of time so that the evil force is overcome by endurance.
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In his stage actions, the Hero focuses upon the fonctions of Declaration o f  
Love, Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love, Lack/Misfortune, V iolation o f  
the Interdiction/Command, Transfiguration, Chase, Transgression o f  
Borders, Reaction to the Threat/Force, Jealousy being aroused in  one 
character. D i f f i c u l t  Task, Solution to the D if f ic u l t  Task, F ight and 
Outcome o f  the Fight. With these actions, the/fero is bound to the role of lover 
and warrior. On the one hand, he falls in love with one of the two types of women 
and, on the other hand, fights against the plots, stumbling blocks and problems caused 
by the T ricks ter  Figures.
The Hero can be characterised as a young man in search of his ideal partner. 
The various ballets depicting the Hero as lost in thought and melancholy usually 
present a change of mood when he meets the object of his desire: the ballerina. Both, 
his longing for the female character and the love cherished by him, are put to the test. 
The Hero has to prove himself worthy of his fiancee’s hand by undergoing the 
D if f ic u l t  Task. This test is one of the most important moments within the ballet 
narrative. Representing an initiation rite, the D iffic u l t  Task is used to make the 
Hero acquainted with the duality of woman and the means to overcome the 
destructive energies of this dichotomy. The Hero's counterpart, the Trickster, 
pushes him into new situations and forces him to live through the Di f f i  cul t  Task 
and suffer the necessary and essential pains of initiation.
In general, he can be seen as the lover struggling against the interferences of 
fate. Since the choice he has to make is not an easy one, the ballet plot often focuses 
on the theme of the choice of a partner and the question of the ‘right’ partnership. As 
the male character is not seen as the centre of the action, the main focus is put on the 
female characters, who enchant the Hero. In some cases, however, the active fight for 
his love is undone by the ‘wrong’ choice. Therefore, the next section will address the 
Hero's female equivalent and his only correct choice, the Unthreatening Woman.
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5.3. Good girls are married -  the U nthreaten ing Woman.
The heroine is split into two types of women. Both are presented as the maiTi 
characters of ballet performances, but it is the Unthreatening Woman who is the 
socially acceptable one. She is allowed to remain at the side of her lover after having 
proved her value in various trials. The moral codex of the nineteenth century shaped 
this type of character and rewarded her according to the rules established by the fairy 
tale. The way the Unthreatening Woman is tested differs slightly from that of the 
Hero, but nevertheless she, too, has to prove herself worthy of marriage.
In the outline of the dramatis personae, the famous names of the ballerinas 
may appear in connection with this type of woman. However, since the ballerinas 
also embodied the second type of woman, the question of a ballet’s main character is 
not solved by simply attributing it to the best-known name. As with the Hero, this 
type of woman is to be seen as a concept rather than the description of an individual 
rôle. In this section, firstly, the notion of the fairy tale’s ‘nice girl’ will be presented. 
This image will be compared to the female characters in ballet. At this point the 
reader is reminded that in this study nineteenth-century male views give direction to 
what is to be considered appropriate female behaviour. Therefore, expressions 
relating to female comportment should be understood from a non-feminist point of 
view.
In many ways, the nineteenth century put emphasis on the ‘proper’ behaviour 
of women, and society was always ready to condemn deviations from the moral codex 
(Aries, Duby and Perrot, 1999). Although women slowly gained more rights, they 
were restricted, had few legal rights of their own, and were accepted only when they 
took up a stance of total obedience and submission to men. It is this submission to 
male power and ‘superiority’ which was promoted in fairy tales, literature and theatre. 
In these narratives, the “tamed woman” (Creed, 1994, p. 116) is rewarded with 
marriage after having proved her virtue and industriousness. Like the male hero, the 
fairy tale’s heroine is tested and has to demonstrate her virtue, good character and 
propriety. However, a difference between the tests of a man and a woman is evident 
in both, the fairy tale and the stage performance.
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The fairy tale gives a precise description of a woman’s qualities and shows the 
consequences of improper behaviour. American lecturer Jack Zipes (1983) suggests 
that fairy tales educate the reader according to the social code of the time and depict 
trials of a girl in order to determine her virtue, industriousness, grace and submission. 
The heroine of such tales is not allowed to act independently, but has to wait until the 
hero discovers her virtues. According to Zipes, intelligence could be a dangerous 
matter for the heroine. The fairy tale heroine has to be able to control herself and all 
her drives. This is seen especially in regard to instinct drives. A proper woman, the 
fairy tale suggests, is always able to guard and guide her emotions and body. Only 
through the control over her instinct drives, a woman can gain happiness in marriage. 
She is not allowed to indulge in excessive emotions and, in some cases, even has to 
refrain from food to demonstrate these abilities of self-control.
In addition to this control over her body, the heroine has to display several 
virtues, which are defined by the traditional female role. In Mother Halle (Brothers 
Grimm, 1812), for example, two sisters make the same journey and encounter the 
same miraculous events. First, an oven asks them to take the bread out, then the apple 
tree begs them to shake the apples off, and at last they have to do the household 
chores and make the bed for Mother Holle. These actions are used to determine 
which girl is not only helpful and polite, but does not shun work typical of a woman. 
At the end the good girl is rewarded, whereas her lazy and impolite sister is punished. 
Tests of this kind are also found in other fairy tales such as The Three Little Men in 
the Wood (Brothers Grimm, 1812). This display of certain virtues that have to be 
acquired by the heroine is one important feature of the fairy tale, as Zipes (1983) 
observes.
The heroine’s trials and quest contain the same significance as the initiation 
rite the hero has to undergo. Campbell (1993) states that if a tale displays a female 
heroine the initiation is accomplished in another way. The heroine has to show her 
qualities and beauty and by doing so proves herself worthy of an immortal or divine 
lover. The lover will subsequently come and take her with him into his own world, as 
the ballet Le Dieu et la Bayadère (lib. Scribe, 1830) demonstrates. There, the dancer 
Zoloe shows her virtue to the Unknown, who comes at the ballet’s end to rescue her 
from being burnt and escapes to heaven with her. The fairy tale heroine is also 
rewarded for her patience and industriousness by being discovered and married by a 
prince as it is portrayed in Sleeping Beauty (Perrault, 1697) and Schneewittchen und
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die sieben Zwerge (Snow White and the Seven Dwarves, Brothers Grimm, 1812). As 
can be seen the heroine is not active, but passively waits for her rescue and the 
discovery of her virtues. In this sense, the traditional fairy tale deviates from oral 
tradition where, regularly, an active girl outwits or even physically fights her 
antagonist. In general, the aim of the heroine is marriage after the initiation rite, 
whereas this is does not necessarily apply for the male hero (Zipes, 1983).
In Romantic ballet, the female characters are put to the test in a way similar to 
the fairy tale. In neither the fairy tale nor the ballet scenario is she allowed to choose 
her husband from a group of men, but instead the heroine has to face various 
temptations. In ballet, the Unthreatening Woman is usually tempted with precious 
jewels and other treats women can hardly resist. Orfa (librettist not stated, 1852) 
presents the best example of such a D if f ic u l t  Task by showing Orfa, the principal 
female character, surrounded by the Passions, personified by female dancers. The 
Passions try to tempt Orfa with pearl necklaces, headbands of diamonds and gold and 
silver cloths. Orfa gives in to these temptations immediately, but throws all the jewels 
away when the Passions want to take off Orfa’s wedding ring. The memory of the 
betrothed is important in this kind of D iff ic u lt  Task, and leads the female 
character, like the male, to complete the task successfiilly. She must not forget him, 
but remain faithful to her husband or lover. In this particular ballet, an additional 
temptation is added by Loki, the Norse god, who tries to seduce Orfa. At first the 
young woman resists the god’s temptations, but then gives in to his seductions. The 
moment she is about to succumb, her husband Lodbrog arrives and rescues her. So, 
Orfa completes only part of the task, when she is rescued from the arms of Loki by a 
man. This feature is characteristic of a woman’s D iff ic u lt  Task in ballet. Her 
virtue, faith and steadfastness are tested, but in the end she is freed by a man from the 
trials she has had to undergo. In her passive rescue, the plot of Orfa (librettist not 
stated, 1852) follows the pattern of the female heroine as it is described by Zipes 
(1983).
Household chores are not regularly depicted in ballet tradition. One exception 
from this principle is found in comedy ballets, which deviate from the general trend in 
this instance. This type of ballets depicts and parodies the household regularly. 
Dances with props may occur or the daily routine of the characters is laid out. Le 
Diable à Quatre (lib. De Leuven/Mazilier, 1845) counts among these ballets that
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mention the occupation of their characters and also present it onstage. Der Kobold 
(librettist not stated, 1838) also presents daily occupations by showing lola spin, 
whereas Follet, the pixie, teases her. In this ballet, the Pixie’s task is to resist human 
love, which is not at all connected to the activities of the young girl. Here and in 
other sources of the corpus of research, no test through household tasks takes place. 
So far it was not possible to establish any connection between the depiction of 
everyday activities and the fonctions of Romantic ballet. Hence, it can be said that, 
although there is an apparent similarity between the fairy tale and ballet heroine, their 
D if f ic u l t  Tasks differs in this regard.
Some fairy tales focus upon a journey, which re-unites the separated lovers. 
The Singing, Soaring Lark (Brothers Grimm, 1812) illustrates such a journey to love. 
Here, the father has given the heroine to a lion that changes into a handsome prince at 
night. By misfortune, she loses her animal-groom and leaves her home in search of 
him. After a long and perilous journey and several tests, the couple is re-united for 
good. The theme of a woman searching the world for her lost husband can be found 
in many more tales, such as The Woman that went forth to find her Husband {Die 
Frau, die auszog um sich ihren Mann zurückzuerobern, 1968 in Kast, 1992). In these 
tales, the fidelity and endurance of the woman are tested and usually rewarded in the 
end.
A ballet presenting a journey and a husband to be, who has forgotten his 
fiancée, is found in Lucien Petipa’s Sacountala (lib. Gautier, 1858). In this ballet, the 
lovers are separated by a hermit’s curse. King Dushmata is led back to the court by 
his huntsmen, whereas Sacountala remains in the forest. Additionally, the hermit 
steals Sacountala’s ring, which should have given her access to the royal court. 
Consequently, King Dushmata does not recognise his bride, when she arrives at court, 
and as the story continues he almost bums her at the stake. Only after he has found 
the lost ring in a fish, the King remembers his promise and bride. Through a miracle 
Sacountala is saved from the flames and re-united with her lover.
The Unthreatening Woman is a simple and especially shy girl, who does not 
display any of the vanities or sexual desires of the vampire. Her actions gather around 
the functions of 077 o f  Love, Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love,
Lack/Misfortune, Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune. Reaction to the 
Threat/Force, F light, Change o f  Mind, and Speaking in  favour o f  another
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character. Within these actions, the Unthreatening Woman carries out her function 
in regard to the plot. She is generally not an active heroine, but rather waits until she 
is rescued. In addition to this, she is in many cases subject to the Hero's affections 
and, thus, fulfils the part of the female lover in the plot.
In general, it can be said that as far as ballet is concerned, the heroine shares 
some very specific characteristics with her fairy tale counterpart. Both have to 
undergo a quest and several tests to prove themselves worthy of their lover. In the 
fairy tale, most of these tests are linked to the household and the daily occupations of 
women, namely cooking, baking bread, cleaning and so forth. In the ballet libretto, 
however, emphasis is put on the issue of innocence and virginity. Like the fairy tale 
heroine, the docile nineteenth-century ballet character must also be a virgin in order to 
manage the tasks.
Thus, the Unthreatening represents the ideal woman according to the
dichotomy of female characters set up for nineteenth-century literature and theatre. 
She is bound to the house and her husband and lives in total submission to male 
power. Like in the fairy tale, she has to wait until the prince discovers, frees and 
marries her. Ballet focuses on the sexual image of the woman and features the 
“domesticated woman” (Creed, 1994, p. 116) as the virgin. She is able to control her 
passions and instinct drives. The D iffic u l t  Task is used to test the heroine, like the 
hero, to find out about her virtues and to show that she is not the vampire or like the 
vampire. In the task itself, ballet depicts the woman tempted by precious materials 
and goods. Beside this, there are also sexual temptations of a seducer, which must be 
overcome or resisted until she is rescued from this situation. Only by refraining from 
a sexually active life can the heroine achieve her goal, namely either marriage or a 
relationship. Her submission is rewarded, because she has proved not to pose any 
threat to masculinity like the vampire and, in addition to this, has shown that she is 
able to control herself and her instinct drives and desires in all situations. Her 
predatory counterpart, namely the Threatening Woman, will be the topic of the next 
section, which investigates the dark side of femininity.
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5.4. Bad girls must die -  the T hreaten ing Woman.
The fairy tale rewards the industriousness and patience of one daughter and 
consequently punishes the laziness and impolite behaviour of the other. This 
dichotomy between good and evil constitutes one of the main features of the fairy 
tale. The evil stepmother is contrasted with the fairy godmother, just as the other 
characters who are also clearly characterised as either good or evil. Bettelheim (1991) 
argues that both the stepmother and the fairy godmother represent a child’s mother. If 
the mother acts according to the wishes of her offspring, she is considered to be the 
fairy godmother, but if  she punishes, she is seen as the evil stepmother. A similar 
treatment is found in the representation of femininity throughout the nineteenth 
century. The “tamed [and] domesticated woman” (Creed, 1994, p. 116), who has 
been the subject of the previous section, is now contrasted with the ""femme 
castratrice" (Creed, 1994, p. 127). With the emergence of the “new woman” 
(Rickels, 1999, p. 47) or the emancipated woman of the nineteenth century, men can 
be seen to have held a position similar to that of the child described by Bettelheim 
(1991). Vampire literature and fantastic stories immediately picked up this female 
dichotomy and elaborated on it. In these works of literature, the problem is solved in 
a similar way by dividing the phenomenon into an innocuous part and another 
threatening one.
[In Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1887),] Lucy and Mina are together 
two aspects of one person, or of one problem. What does it mean 
when we encounter a figure that can only appear in a doubled or 
divided way? It means that the figure in question is so threatening 
to your psychic balancing acts and therefore so repressed that a 
direct connection has become impossible but must be staggered or 
delayed through all that doubling and dividing.
Rickels, 1999, p. 44
Because Romantic ballet treats the female characters along the lines of the fairy tale
and literature, it is the task of this section to introduce the Threatening Woman as the
connXerpartoffne Unthreatening Woman.
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The fairy tales Little Red Riding Hood (Perrault, 1697), Mother Holle 
(Brothers Grimm, 1812) and Three Little Men in the Wood (Brothers Grimm, 1812) 
depict either a naughty girl disobeying her mother’s advice or an industrious and a 
lazy girl. The inevitable ending of these tales is the punishment of improper 
behaviour. Lack of self-control over one’s instincts and domestic incompetence 
characterise this type of girl. A test usually reveals the ability of the girl or young 
woman to suppress her instinct drives and sexual desires in order to conform to the 
moral codex of society. Thus, industrious and lazy girls are identified and then 
treated accordingly. Whereas in Sleeping Beauty (Perrault, 1697) the princess is able 
to hold back her emotions and wait until she is discovered by the prince. Little Red 
Riding Hood is led by her sexual drives and ends up being eaten by the wolf (Zipes, 
1983). Thus, girls who are not able to control themselves are punished in the fairy 
tale.
Theatre performances of the nineteenth century also distinguish between the 
socially acceptable woman and the fallen outcast. The ballet fantastique tends to 
present the second type of woman in either a nocturnal or fantastic surrounding. In 
most cases, the Threatening Woman is presented in fairyland or in forests where she 
indulges in her predatory instincts. As the ballet plots concentrate on love matters, the 
women in these plots are not tested with domestic tasks like baking bread and 
cleaning. The theatre performance elaborates on issues of sexuality and the qualities 
expected fi*om young women and, moreover, puts their sexual purity and fidelity to 
the test.
The subjects of virginity and castration anxiety are fundamental and 
complementary aspects of the image of the Threatening Woman. Since the libretti 
were written by men, the male view of the world, combined and saturated with their 
fears and anxieties, governs in the ballet plots. The most sigmficant feature of the 
Threatening Woman is that she is a sexually active woman, who indulges in 
sensuality and eroticism. This overt and sometimes aggressive sexual behaviour has 
to be recognised and avoided by the Hero. Castration anxiety has to be overcome by 
facing the danger represented by this woman, so disarmmg her of her evil force.
The situations, in which the Hero encounters these bacchantes, are generally 
nocturnal scenes or the supernatural. In this dream-like scenery, he is forced into the 
circle of dancing amazons. The sexual side of these women is expressed by their lust
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to dance. Dancing may be understood as referring to sexual promiscuity (Foster, 
1998) and, therefore, the abandoned self control of these fallen women ends in 
bacchanals. The men, drawn into their circle, are seduced by their charms and face 
the dark aspects of femininity. In these cases, the Threatening Woman is the ""femme 
castratrice" (Creed, 1994, p. 127), who tests the Hero hy forcing him to encounter the 
second face of femininity. Through this test, the Hero has to prove his fidelity to his 
fiancée and that he is able to distinguish between the “woman as castrator” (Creed, 
1994, p. 128) and the “safe woman” (Smith, 2000, p.71). Therefore, one of the 
Threatening Woman's tasks is that of the tester of male fidelity and sexual behaviour.
The Threatening Woman as tester may be found in La Tempête (librettist not 
stated, 1834), where fairy Alcine lures sailor Fernando into forgetting his fiancée Lea 
by seducing him and offering him the power over her realm. Another such example 
can be observed in L 'Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840). Here, the Threatening 
Woman intends to marry the Hero and so tries to make him forget his dead fiancée. In 
some cases, she only poses the D iff ic u l t  Task, but then stands back to watch the 
Hero and the Unthreatening Woman complete it. La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint- 
Georges/Perrot, 1849) shows such an example, when the Black Fairy articulates the 
nature of the D if f ic u l t  Task and then watches the lovers complete it. Hence, it can 
be said that the Threatening Woman may assume an active role in the test, but may as 
well only impose the trial on the lovers and, thus, play a passive part. She is not 
limited to testing the Hero's qualities, but also deals with the Unthreatening Woman, 
since the trial often demands remaining loyal to a partner and finding together.
Apart firom the sexually active woman, there are also some female characters 
who do not seem to belong to this type of women at first glance. In opera, women are 
punished by death for loving too much (Clément, 1989) and for their improper 
emotions. Examples of women led by their emotions can be found in the characters 
of Gilda in Giuseppe Verdi’s Rigoletto (lib. Piave, 1851) and Brünnhilde in Richard 
Wagner’s Die Walkiire (1856). The very same type of woman is punished for the 
same ‘crime’ within the ballet performance. Giselle and Aelia are both young women 
who are in love and die, on the one hand, because of loving too much and, on the 
other hand, as a result of cherishing these emotions for the wrong man. Their 
inability to control their emotions turns them from the docile Unthreatening Woman
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to the predatory Threatening Woman. Giselle abandons herself in dance and her 
emotions for Albrecht. Aelia, on the other hand, falls in love with her tutor and 
forgets her betrothed, when succumbing to her emotions. Hence, most of the plot of 
Aelia et Mysis (librettist not stated, 1853) emerges directly from the young woman’s 
feelings for her teacher.
The excessive desire to dance and the loss of self control are the most distinct 
features of the Threatening Woman. No matter whether she is a bacchante or a 
peasant girl that loves to dance too much, she is treated according to the rules 
established by the fairy tale. As outlined above women are punished for their 
inabihty to control their emotions and instinct drives. It is a frequent feature of the 
ballet plot that this abandonment takes place during or after a dance. Giselle indulges 
in her love to dance with Albrecht, who does not hold her back; and Aelia loses all her 
self control, when she performs a divertissement partnered by her teacher. The stage 
audience of this performance within the performance realises this and reacts 
accordingly. Like the furies or the bacchantes, the Threatening Woman is easily 
recognised by her desire to dance and the loss of control over her body and actions.
As far as the type of the Threatening Woman is conceived, two categories of 
ballets can be found. Firstly, there are ballets which present her as the principal 
female character, and, secondly, there are other ballets that depict her as part of the 
D if f ic u l t  Task and show her in the function of testing the Hero. In the former 
category, the Threatening Woman is loved by or falls in love with the Hero, as the 
examples of La Sylphide (lih. Nourrit, 1832), Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 
1841) and La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) demonstrate. Because of the 
necessity of separating the lovers, the Threatening Woman has to die in the end or, as 
in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), at the end of the first act. In this case, 
the couple of the lovers consists of the Hero and the Threatening Woman.
The latter category presents her as the ''femme castratrice’^ (Creed, 1994, p. 
127) testing the Hero's fidelity to his fiancée. She tries to seduce him, but is not the 
principal female character of the plot. Ballets such as La Tempête (librettist not 
stated, 1834) and La Péri (lib. Gautier/Coralli, 1843) have the Threatening Woman 
tempt the Hero and vanish from the plot after the task has been completed by the male
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character. Hence, ballets of this type present the lovers as the Hero and the 
Unthreatening Woman, who are united in the end.
It is not possible to reduce the Threatening Woman to the real and earthly 
woman, who is contrasted by the Unthreatening Woman as the “Anima image” 
(Jung, 1975, p. 25 -  31), because ballets do not follow a given rule in regard to this 
component. La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832) depicts the Threatening Woman in the 
supernatural creature of the Sylphide and the Unthreatening Woman in Effie. The 
final catastrophe comes upon James, when he tries to bind to him his inner image 
represented by the sylph and wants to keep it. The same applies to Swan Lake (lib. 
Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895), but here the Unthreatening 
Woman is represented by enchanted Odette and the Threatening Woman by Odile. 
The only difference is that Odette is both the Unthreatening Woman and Siegfiied’s 
“Anima image” as defined by Jung (1975). As a result of these discrepancies the 
ballet plot, although presenting the characters as parts of the human psyche, does not 
establish a rule in regard to which character represents which part of human nature.
The actions of the Threatening Woman partly overlap with those of the 
Unthreatening Woman and with those of the T rickster Figures. She expresses 
herself through 07? o f  Love, Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love,
Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune, Violation o f  the 
Interdiction/Command, Threat/Force, Reaction to the Threat/Force, 
Trickery, Flight, Jealousy being aroused in  one character. D if f ic u l t  
Task, F ight and Change o f  Mind. In these actions, she helps, on the one hand, to 
develop the plot in the middle section, to bring about the coup de théâtre and, on the 
other hand, to test the Hero and the Unthreatening Woman as part of the dénouement. 
When acting as part of the love relationship, the Threatening Woman carries out the 
functions related to love and the persons involved, such as Declaration o f  Love 
and Chase.
The Threatening Woman represents the sexual and instinctive side of the 
female who actively lives her sexual life, which turns her into the nightly men-hunting 
predator. Men, fearing the inabihty to control these female drives they cannot
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understand, encounter these creatures at night. The ‘inability’ to control her emotions 
changes the woman into a savage and irrational being in the eyes of men. Although 
generalisations cannot be made, it can still be safely affirmed that the audiences for 
whom the ballet fantastique was created shared several commonalities, regardless of 
geographical, cultural and political differences. In other words, the French, Austrian, 
and, to an extent, Italian ballet-goers who responded so enthusiastically to the 
narrative appeal of the ballet fantastique can be considered as standard exponents of 
that bourgeois society that had gradually but steadily developed in Western Europe 
from the French Revolution onward. Despite regional differences, each of these 
societies was dominated by men, who were frightened of women striving for freedom 
and autonomy (Barié, 1964; McPhee, 1993; Tombs, 1996; Duby and Perrot, 1997; 
Aries, Duby and Perrot, 1999). Therefore, any woman choosing a lover herself, 
earning her own money and making decisions by herself was regarded a threat to 
masculinity. From the earliest beginnings of feminism the female vampire has been 
present as an inherent part in literature and has become a familiar figure in the 
theatrical landscape. At the end of the nineteenth-century performance, however, the 
natural order of society had to be restored. A sexually active life and too intense a 
love were punished in ways resembling the fairy tales of the time. This resulted in the 
active woman being killed or at least pushed back into her grave of the unconscious. 
However, two types of the Threatening Woman can be recognised. Firstly, there are 
characters, such as Myrtha, who seek revenge and do not refrain from their savage 
lives. Secondly, other characters, such as Giselle and Aelia, experience a temporary 
loss of self control, but in general represent the docile and loving side of woman. In 
these rôles, the dichotomy of femininity is combined into one unity or personality to a 
very large degree. Since the characters onstage are embedded in family relations, the 
next section will address the parents of the characters presented in the last three 
sections.
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5.5. Protecting and warning -  P a re n ta l F igures.
As in real life, the characters of the stage performance and literature are 
embedded in a family. Usually, the fairy tale starts with an introduction of the various 
characters and their family ties. It tends to split parents into good and evil figures 
such as the faiiy godmother and the evil stepmother (Bettelheim, 1991). The ballet 
performance also contains such relationships and usually depicts them in the 
exposition. Mothers, fathers, foster parents and fairies, who care for a child, are 
presented onstage as they try to protect their children from dangers. By doing so the 
parents carry out various functions in regard to the plot and so gain in importance in 
relation to the story and its development. In the following section, which draws on 
findings of psychoanalysis, the various Parental Figures found in the ballet 
fantastique will be described, and their actions will be put into the context of the 
whole performance.
The fairy tale’s polarisation into good and evil finds one of its most distinctive 
forms of expression in the portrayal of the characters. Figures such as fairy 
godmothers and evil stepmothers occur, as do mothers who love one child, but 
mistreat the second, and fathers who indulge in an exaggerated love for their 
daughters. Through their actions, parents hold a key position within the fairy tale 
plot. They may protect their children, but are also the ones who punish and torture. 
One of the most important tasks of the fairy tale parent is to force his/her child into 
the process of maturation and separation fi*om the parents. With this separation, the 
actual story begins as the hero/heroine sets out to make his/her fortune in the world. 
The cruel action of expelling the children from their home is a means to further their 
independence and, thus, it represents an elementary feature of the fairy tale.
Within the stories, the parents and stepparents command and forbid their 
offspring particular actions. Such commands are essential for the story’s development 
and the experienced reader realises at once that such an interdiction will be violated. 
At this point, the parents also provide a glimpse of the future as the wording of the 
prohibition gives away what will happen once this interdiction is violated. F airy tale 
parents are usually portrayed as cruel, but it is not cruelty that determmes their
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actions. They do not hinder the development of their children or shelter them from 
life. Therefore, tales such as Hansel und Gretel (Brothers Grimm, 1812) depict vivid 
examples of parents forcing their children out of the house. In these tales, the process 
of maturation and growing up is fostered by parents. In other tales, however, this is 
not done by the parents, and so the child itself runs away from home or is lured away 
by a villain. No matter whether the parents support the growing up of their child or 
not, this has to happen, and the tale finds a way to bring it about.
Within the plot, parents often take a different position than in the exposition. 
Whereas in the exposition they might force their child out of the house, they are the 
testers of the hero’s/heroine’s virtues and abilities in the plot. In many tales, tasks are 
posed upon the main character to determine whether he/she is apt for reward. It does 
not matter whether these tasks come from a fairy godmother or a wicked witch, they 
put a test to the hero/heroine and are meant to prove his/her development. Several 
tales employ this test as the means to introduce the magic helper, whereas others 
might present it as the Difficult Task (Propp, 1975, p. 61 -  62). In such tales, the 
parents may hold the position of the donor, which is again different to the one the 
villain/villainess assumes.
Ballet is slightly different in respect to this characterisation of parents. As in 
the fairy tale, often only one parent is present, but normally these parents seek to 
protect their children from dangers. Additionally, their warnings are not merely 
interdictions, but foreshadow the fate of their child. These interdictions are usually 
pronounced at the beginning of the performance and form part of the exposition or the 
middle section. In spite of imposing such commands and interdictions on their 
children, the parents cannot protect them from the strokes of fate. By intervening, 
forbidding and commanding Parental Figures carry out the fimctions of 
In te rd ic t ion/Coimand, Guidance, Threat/Force. Pardoning o f  another 
character. Donor Function, Punishment and, above all. Foreshadowing.
The significance of the Parental Figures for the middle section is not to be 
underestimated. In La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836), the foster mother s 
ambition is that her daughter marry the Baron. Consequently, the girl is forced to 
attend the celebration given by the Baron. Since the foster mother is not the 
T rickster Figure of the story, her actions cannot be seen as representing part of the 
TricksteFs  sphere. However, her insistence that her daughter attend the ball
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contributes to the construction of the compHcation in the middle section and the crisis. 
Another well-know ballet mother is found in Giselle’s mother Berthe. She, too, has a 
specific position within the action of the first act of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint- 
Georges, 1841). The In te rd ic tio n  pronounced by her and the story of the Wilis 
anticipates Giselle’s fate and a large part of the coming events. In addition to the 
Foreshadowing, Berthe contrihutes to the heightening of tension during Act I. She 
forbids Giselle to dance and tells Albrecht that excitement and fatigue are dangerous 
to her daughter. By forbidding the dancing, Berthe pronounces an In te rd ic tio n  and 
contributes to the increase of suspense by creating additional apprehension.
Since the choreographies of the Romantic era did not survive in their original 
format, it is difficult to determine whether the rôles of Parental Figures were pure 
dancing roles or were confined to walking and mime. The reasons why these 
characters used mime may be due to either the bulky costumes, which consisted of 
long court dresses or peasant skirts, or simply to the characters’ age. La Sylphide 
(chor. after Taglioni, 1832), Giselle (chor. after Coralli/Perrot, 1841), La Bayadere 
(chor. after Petipa, 1877), Sleeping Beauty (chor. after Petipa, 1890), and Swan Lake 
(chor. after Petipa/Ivanov, 1895) are the last remaining ballets to present Parental 
Figures in choreographies similar to those of the originals onstage. Lithographs of 
the Romantic era also show typical parents in costumes similar to the ones found in 
the above-mentioned performances. In these productions, the parents express 
themselves mainly through pantomime and rarely join the virtuoso dances of the other 
characters.
The mothers and fairies that protect the child fi*om dangers can be understood 
as representing the good side of the “mother archetype” (Jung, 1975, p. 81 — 84). 
These mothers are led by their emotions for their offspring and aim to give shelter 
fi-om all evil influences. Such mother figures are found in the above-mentioned 
Berthe and the White and the Rose Fairy of La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint- 
Georges/Perrot, 1849) who all strive for their children’s best. In their behaviour, 
these mothers resemble die good mother or the fairy godmother of the fairy tale as 
they have been described by Austrian psychologist Bruno Bettelheim (1991).
Besides mothers, fathers also act according to the above-mentioned principles, 
as DerKobold (librettist not stated, 1838) shows. For this reason, also caring fathers 
should be included in this group of nursing parents. In many ballets, the parent, be it
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a mother or a father, represents a counterweight to the villain/villainess and his/her 
evil deeds. Despite the attempt to protect their child, ballet parents generally do not 
succeed, and so the child will have to face his/her fate.
The archetype of the mother is not only limited to the good and protecting 
mother, but also finds expression in the punishing mother. Although no standard 
ballet libretto depicting an evil stepmother was found so far, there are parents who 
plan the wicked deeds usually attributed to the T rickster Figure. Here, it seems 
that it is not the mother, but rather a father who conceives such plans and finds the 
means to carry them out. In L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840), the father poisons a 
bouquet of flowers in order to kill the bride of the man whom he wishes to marry to 
his own daughter. Although the father is the one to poison the flowers, it is his 
daughter who hands them over to the bride. II Vecchio della Montagna (librettist not 
stated, 1841) presents another such father. After having separated the lovers, he 
intends to unite in marriage the young man, the Hero, with his daughter, the 
Threatening Woman. Again it is a male character who planned the abduction of his 
daughter’s rival and sought to convince the Hero to marry again. Both fathers act in 
concern for their child’s happiness, which could be interpreted as a parallel to the 
positive side of the mother archetype. For the story and its development, however, 
these two characters take on the position of the trickster manipulating others.
The evil side of the “mother archetype” (Jung, 1975, p. 81 -  84) may be found 
in the role the Threatening Woman sometimes assumes in the ballet plot. Myrtha, for 
example, can be understood as representing such a mother. She is the Queen of the 
Wilis and all her subjects have to obey her commands. These commands, however, 
are not intended to protect, but to punish and seek revenge. In this respect, the evil 
mother archetype is linked to the Threatening Woman and her position as the plot’s 
female trickster.
As can be seen from these examples, it appears to be possible that one 
character represents two types of characters. On the one hand, the character can be a 
Parental Figure seeking the best for his/her child, whereas on the other hand he/she 
is also the T rickster  Figure of the ballet plot. In consequence of this potential 
dichotomy of the Parental Figures, it is best to take the development of the story 
as a basis to decide whether one character should be labelled as Parental Figure or
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T ricks ter  Figure. If the character protects and fosters the love relationship 
between the two lovers, he/she may be considered a true Parental Figure. But if 
he/she interferes and creates trouble for the lovers, then he/she should be considered a 
T ricks ter  Figure. In addition to this, in most ballet plots following this pattern, 
there is a second Parental Figure that acts according to the positive side of the 
mother archetype and so represents a counterweight to the evil parent. In // Vecchio 
della Montagna (librettist not stated, 1841), a slave takes on the part of the Parental 
Figure. This trustworthy character helps the lovers overcome the power of the 
villain. Therefore, Parental Figures should be understood as a force to support and 
assist one character or the lovers. They counteract the actions of the villain and seek 
to undo any harm or at least prevent it. In many cases, they do not succeed, but yet in 
other ballet plots Parental Figures restore everything to its proper place and 
reward the lovers after they have successfully passed their tests.
Generally, in Romantic ballet. Parental Figures try to protect and warn 
their children of dangers. It is within this group of characters that the protecting, 
nuturing parent is found. In a larger context, which also considers that some ballets 
show fathers protecting their offspring, they represent the “mother archetype” (Jung, 
1975, p. 81 -  84). All those fathers acting according to these principles are, therefore, 
included in the definition of the ballet fantastique's Parental Figures. They 
contrast the actions of the Trickster  a certain degree, but may also unconsciously 
help him/her by posing Interdictions/Commands, which will be violated. For the 
performance, parents represent a counterweight to the predominantly young 
characters. Their experience anticipates parts of the plot, when put into words. 
Parental Figures often lead a life at the edge of the plot, but nevertheless interfere 
actively. In the end, it is sometimes their duty to unite the true lovers, who have 
overcome the obstacles and proved themselves worthy of their partner. In other cases, 
the parents take on several of the villain’s features, but these will be dealt with in the 
next section, where the T rickster Figures and their actions will be discussed.
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5.6. Villain and Villainess — T r ic k s te r  F igures.
The T ricks ter  Figure is perhaps the most important character of stories in 
general. His/Her evil deeds lead the main characters directly into their adventures and 
force them to undergo the necessary psychological development needed for a positive 
outcome of the story. The villain/villainess represents the counterpart to the other 
characters mentioned and is, therefore, dealt with at this point of Chapter Five. 
Additionally, in the context of this section no focus upon the gender of the T rickster  
is necessary. It is rather the deeds and the characteristics of the typical T rickster  
Figure within the ballet plot that are of concern here. These deeds and the harm 
done by the T rickster  are the essential factors of the story that add impulses and 
push the other characters into their adventures. Norse mythology, the character of 
Harlequin of Commedia dell’Arte and the role of the trickster are used to draw a 
precise and accurate image of this character.
The impulses the story receives from the T rickster  are vital for its
development. Intrigues and interferences with the affairs of the other characters are 
the main characteristics of not only the ballet Trickster, but also the other villains in 
literature and theatre. Classical and Norse mythology and the fairy tales of the 
American and African continents often depict a trickster figure that causes havoc. In 
this context, the figure of Loki, the Norse god of fire and the trickster figure of Norse 
mythology (Herrmann, 2002), deserves special attention. Loki tends to gather 
information and uses this insider knowledge about the private affairs of other gods to 
create unrest and disagreement among them. His sharp tongue often gets him into 
trouble, but, on the other hand, he also aids the gods, for example, to trick a giant so 
that the giant loses the earnings for his hard work. Some of Loki’s most important 
features are his ability to change his appearance and to transgress the borders between 
the various parts of the Nordic world without problems. These transformations in 
appearance go as far as changes of gender. As a male, he is able to beget children, 
whereas as giantess he gives birth to his children the wolf Fenrir, the Midgard snake 
Jormungand, and Hel, the goddess of the Norse underworld. As mare, Loki gives
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birth to Sleipnir, Odin’s eight-legged magic stallion. From this, it can be seen that the 
trickster crosses boundaries and is not restricted or limited to one specific place, 
position or gender.
In addition to all these abilities, Loki possesses a sharp tongue, which in 
combination with his wits, is used as a tool to lure the other gods into conflict with 
each other. Similarly witty figures occur, for example, in American tales, where the 
coyote takes on the role of the trickster or culture hero (Sykes, 2002). On the Afiican 
continent that position is taken by the tortoise, the spider or the hare (Hoiberg, 2002). 
Loki, like all other tricksters, spies and collects information about everyone and waits 
for the appropriate moment to use it. As the fairy tale emphasises the punishment of 
the villain (Bettelheim, 1991), Loki is finally punished for his deceptions as he is 
caught by the gods and bound to rocks in a cave. The punishment is one of the most 
important elements of the fairy tale and supports its educational purpose. Through it, 
the reader 1 earns that evil deeds, lies and idleness do not pay. In the fairy tale, the 
forms of punishment are usually gruesome and lead to a painful death. In his Sleeping 
Beauty (1697), the French author Charles Perrault punishes the ogress and mother of 
the prince by having her receive the death she intended for her daughter-in-law. In 
other tales, it is the evil character him/herself who, being consulted over appropriate 
punishments, receives the very punishment that was intended for another person.
The onstage trickster can be considered as having his/her ancestor in 
Commedia dell’Arte's stock character Harlequin. Usually, Harlequin is the one who 
causes the problems and troubles and even when acting on the best intentions there 
are always complications. Through his actions. Harlequin is the character who 
probably contributes most to the plot’s development. He loses the letter which is 
found and misinterpreted by another character and, therefore, creates havoc. In some 
cases, he seeks to help the lovers, but again his actions go wrong and do not only 
cause laughter in the audience, but also develop the plot. Like Loki, Harlequin can 
change both, his appearance by disguising himself and, in the later period of 
Commedia dell’Arte, even his gender as well (Nicoll, 1963). His actions are plot- 
propelling and may turn out to be either comic or tragic.
' Romantic ballet also needs a trickster, who interferes with the characters and 
changes their fortunes, but, generally, this character appears as a serious person, 
although he/she might execute actions similar to those of Harlequin. Similar to the
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fairy tale, the T rickster  is linked to the Otherworld and transgresses borders without 
apparent difficulties. Hence, in ballet stories, the typical T rickster  is linked to the 
realms of the forest, the underwater kingdom and fairyland. He/she can transgress the 
borders between the realm of the mortal world and the supernatural without problems 
and is found in both worlds. His/her profession, if the libretto mentions it, expresses 
the link to the Otherworld fi-om the start. Such typical hallet T ricksters  can be 
found in the characters of witch Madge from La Sylphide (lib. Nourrit, 1832), 
gamekeeper Hilarion from Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), sorceress Mysis 
in Aelia et Mysis (librettist not stated, 1853) and magician Rothbart in Swan Lake (lib. 
Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895). While, as these examples 
show, the gender of the T rickster ap^arenûy alternates between male and female, all 
these characters have one feature in common: they cause havoc among the other 
characters, and it is them who add vitalising impulses to the storyline.
The standard T rickster oiKomaniic ballet is, thus, not linked to one gender 
or person, but is, like the other characters, rather a concept of action. By acting on 
these lines, the T rickster  Figure adds to the story’s development and pushes the 
main characters into the task of initiation and maturation. By undergoing the 
initiation, the main character’s psyche matures, and he/she is able to fi-ee him/herself 
fi"om family ties or experiences an opening of his/her eyes in regard to the choice of a 
partner. By forcing the main character into the initiation process, the T rickster  
directly advances the story, which gives him/her a very specific position in regard to 
the péripétie. He/she is the one who ties the knot and captures the other characters in 
a subtle web of intrigues leading to the péripétie. In doing so, the T rickster is the 
character who contributes most to the development of the plot. The constantly 
repeated interferences in the lovers’ fortunes during the process of the tightening of 
the knot are accomplished by the execution of the functions of Lack/Misfor tune. 
Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune, Transfiguration, In te rd ic tio n /  
Command, Violation o f  the Interdiction/Command, Donor Function, Fight, 
Transgression o f  Borders, Declaration o f  Love, Arousing o f  Suspicion, 
Trickery, Threat/Force, Discovery o f  the true id e n ti ty  o f  one character 
and Jealousy being aroused in  one character.
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Once the conflict is set up, the T rickster  achieves his/her goal by driving the 
other character or characters into a one-way street leaving them only one possibility 
of escape; namely flight into the Otherworld. Hence, the péripétie is constituted by 
the actions of the main characters as they react to the T r ic k s te fs  deceptions. Such a 
moment is found in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), when the jealous 
gamekeeper Hilarion uncovers Albrecht’s true identity and, thus, is the one who adds 
the final stroke to Giselle’s death. La Fille du Danube (lib. F. Taglioni, 1836) 
presents a similar pattern of action. In this ballet, the T rickster Figure, 
represented by the Baron, proposes to the young heroine, whose response is to 
commit suicide by jumping into the Danube. This is similar to Swan Lake (lib. 
Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky after Begichev/Geltser, 1895), where the magician Rothbart 
forces Siegfried to swear that he has the right bride in front of him. This oath and the 
revelation of Odile not being Odette, but Rothbart’s daughter, represent the péripétie 
in this case. As can be seen from all these examples, the T rickster plays the active 
part and takes the initiative, whereas all other characters merely react.
One major similarity between the Norse god Loki and the ballet T rickster is 
that both collect information about the other characters and use it at suitable moments. 
This notion of collecting information and waiting for the best moment to confront the 
other characters with it is the ideal vessel for the middle section. At the 
performance’s beginning, the T rickster  starts to spy and gather material, which 
finally builds up to the coup de théâti^e. The audience usually knows about the 
TricksteF s  secret knowledge and is kept in suspense about when or how this 
knowledge will come to work. Therefore, the T rickster  is not only the character 
that advances the plot by his/her evil deeds, but also contributes to the tightening of 
the knot and the creation of suspense.
In the dénouement, the T rickster  often loses his/her power or might even 
disappear from the stage. In other performances, however, he/she is present and 
exercises his/her evil deeds up to the end. Nevertheless, with the re-establishment of 
social order and the return of each character to his/her proper realm, the T rickster  
usually loses his/her powers. At this point of the performance, ballet shows a very 
different notion of how to deal with the evil character compared to that of the fairy 
tale. In many cases, the Punishment is left aside and the villain/villainess does not
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receive any sentence or chastisement. In the punishment it imposes, ballet seems 
harmless compared to the cruelties and bloodshed in which fairy tales indulge. An 
example for a ballet punishing the T rickster  Figure can be found in La Gypsy (lib. 
Saint-Georges/Mazilier, 1839). In this ballet, the gypsy queen is stabbed by the 
heroine and her accomplice is arrested, because he has shot the heroine’s husband.
As it usually does not discipline the Trickster, ballet presents an image 
closer to life than that of the fairy tale. Acknowledging that the evil powers cannot be 
extinguished forever, but are only overcome for a certain period of time or by merely 
one person, mirrors the experiences of everyday life. In Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint- 
Georges, 1841), the power of the Wilis fades at dawn and Albrecht, having 
encountered and faced his enemies, survives and returns to his world. However, the 
next evening the vampires will rise again from their graves and find new victims. 
This notion has been addressed in the section dealing with the dénouement, which in 
this sense shows a pattern different from plays of the time.
In addition to the Punishment of the T rickster Figure, there is another 
function connected to him/her. In many cases, the Trickster, represented by an evil 
fairy or another character wielding power over others, refrains from taking revenge or 
exercising his/her power over the others. This is generally accomplished by the 
Pardoning o f  another character. In some cases, this Pardoning o f  another 
character takes place under the condition that the Hero or both lovers together 
accomplishes/accomplish a certain task. The D if f i  cul t  Task posed on the Hero in 
this manner generally demands from him to find his fiancée from among the group of 
the whole corps de ballet. Thus, the villain/villainess is not only the character who 
interferes, destroys and complicates the relationships of the lovers in these ballets, but 
also the one who unites them after a period of difficulty and trial. Such a treatment of 
the plot is found in La Filleule des Fées (lib. Saint-Georges/Perrot, 1849), where the 
evil fairy renounces her plans, imposes the Di f f i  cul t  Task on the lovers and so
ensures the happy ending.
Some ballets seem to distribute the actions of the Trickster  between two 
characters. In these plots, the villain/villainess mampulates and inspires another 
character. Generally, such a treatment of the plot presents one male and one female 
character in these rôles. In such stories, the Trickster  interferes indirectly. By
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manipulating another character and disturbing the lovers, the villain/villainess wins a 
helper and so is only pulling the puppet strings. An example of such a T rickster  
Figure can be found in La Filleule des Fées (Hb. Saint-Georges/P errot, 1849), where 
the evil fairy manipulates the second lover by making him believe he will be able to 
conquer the heart of Ysaure. So, in his jealousy, he fights against the girl’s other 
suitor. As a result, there is a female character manipulating and a male one carrying 
out the evil deeds. Another trait of the presentation of evil characters can be 
observed. In the first act, there can be one trickster, whereas in the second act the evil 
deeds are carried out by another character. Here, the first villain/villainess is 
replaced by another, who continues the work of the first. This notion is similar to the 
fairy tale, which may depict the death of the villain and continues by making, for 
example, his wife continue the mischief. Such a treatment of evil characters can be 
found in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). In the first act of this ballet, the 
villain is clearly enacted by Hilarion. But in the second act, Hilarion is punished by 
the Wilis for his deeds, and so the Wilis and their Queen Myrtha, in particular, assume 
the position Hilarion has held in the first act.
The T rickster  Figures of ballet tradition can be seen as originating fi-om 
the trickster of mythology. By interfering with the relationships of the lovers and 
complicating them, the T rickster  the lovers’ loyalty and emotions toward each 
other. The gender of T rickster Figures as to preference of one or the other sex is 
not clearly determined. Especially, in stories depicting a man tom between two 
women, the gender of the Trickster may be represented by both sexes. If there is a 
young woman between two rivalling men, one of them usually is the T rickster  
Figure. However, this should not be seen as a rule, since there are also ballets which, 
although portraying a woman between two rivals, show a female Trickster. The 
T rickster  is the character that changes his/her appearance and features most. 
According to the needs of the librettist or the demands of tiie story to ensure 
development, the Trickster  is replaced by another character, who takes over the 
devious actions.
By overcoming the Trickster Figure and the obstacles he/she imposes on 
the relationship, the lovers prove their qualities and are finally rewarded. The
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revitalising impulses the story receives from the deeds of the Tricksterhsdp  the plot 
to progress. The tightening of the knot is the moment, when the T rickster  and 
his/her activities are in greatest demand. In addition to this, the acts of villainy serve 
their purpose for the péripétie and the dénouement. As figures of fate. T rickster  
Figures act independently and safeguard the flow of action. Their recurrent 
interference is the factor that keeps the story in its flow and pushes the lovers 
onwards, not only into new situations or problems, but also into a process of 
maturation and psychological development.
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5.7. Conclusion.
The findings of this chapter reveal that the ballet fantastique displays two 
categories of characters. The first category comprises characters who are clearly 
connected to one or the other gender. The Hero, Unthreatening Woman and 
Threatening Woman form this category, since they are always presented with the 
same gender. Hence, their captions are linked to their gender. These characters only 
vary in regard to their costumes and whether or not they are supernatural beings. 
T rickster  Figures and Parental Figures, on the other hand, are not bound to a 
gender-specific representation. Their depiction alternates between male and female 
and no rule concerning a preference of one or the other gender in a particular plot is 
discernable. Whereas the characters of the first group struggle to find their true love, 
the other characters interfere and, in this way, are the ones to give the story dynamic 
impulses. To some extent, this situation is similar to the characters in the fairy tale as 
described by Propp (1975). The fairy tale characters have their very own sphere of 
action, which they fill by executing certain functions.
The constellation of the various characters and their relationships among each 
other set up the storyline and its development in rough steps. The actions of one 
particular character are directed depending on whom this character loves and whom 
he/she hates. Such a treatment of characters and their actions is known fi*om 
Commedia dell’Arte, where the characters re-appear in almost every play and are 
considered stock characters. Similar to Commedia dell’Arte, each character of the 
ballet performance has a specific task in regard to the story. The characters of the 
first group seek love and try to establish a relationship, whereas the others try to either 
assist them in their endeavours or try to intervene, hinder and prevent the relationship.
Although Romantic ballet does not assign every character a typical costume 
and name, the characters described above can be considered to be the ballet 
fantastique's stock characters. In this sense, they differ fi-om the characters of the 
fairy tale. Instead of merely executing actions/functions, the characters of Romantic 
ballet are themselves a function in regard to the stoiy. Each is given a specific sphere 
and task in regard to the story and its development. This is a notion contrary to 
literary theory, which denies its characters to be functions. The ballet plot is.
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therefore, composed around a set of characters, who each have their mission and 
personal qualities. Hence, the development of the story emerges from the single 
characters fulfilling their mission.
Another similarity to Commedia dell’Arte may be found in the portrayal of 
one or more couples. The ballet plot displays couples in their efforts to achieve a 
relationship. Also, Commedia dell’Arte pairs two of the stock characters into one 
couple, who are generally referred to as Innamorati, the lovers. The aim of this 
couple is to overcome all obstacles, which other characters such as the older masks 
impose on their relationship. As outlined in section 3.4, this goes hand in hand with a 
reversal of social structures. In the ballet fantastique, couples resembling the 
Innamorati of Commedia dell ’Arte can be found. The Hero and one of the two female 
characters are generally depicted as either seeking a partner or having a relationship, 
which needs to be tested. However, no rule concerning which of the two female 
characters should be presented in the couple of the lovers is discernable from the 
materials. Therefore, both of them may be presented in the couple.
This possibility leads to the separation of the ballet fantastique into two major 
groups. Firstly, as outlined in section 3.4, some ballets end with lieto fine, which 
unites the lovers and acknowledges their relationship. This ending has been attributed 
to the correct choice of partner and is confirmed through the findings presented in this 
chapter. Hence, it can be affirmed that if the Hero chooses the Unthreatening 
Woman, the couple will succeed in its quest. However, since social restrictions do not 
allow for a progression from one class to the other, a relationship between the Hero 
and the Threatening Woman is not tolerated. A clear distinction between comedy 
tradition and other styles can be observed in this regard. Comedy tends to focus on 
the ‘correct’ choice and creates laughter through showing exaggerated images of the 
trial and the manner in which it is solved by the characters. Beside this possibility, 
tragedy generally tends to present a relationship doomed to fail, whereas other ballets, 
not belonging to comedy tradition, deal, within the parameters of the ballet 
fantastique, in a realistic manner with the obstacles the Hero and the Unthreatening
Woman have to overcome.
Since they represent stock characters, the type classification and the 
characterisation attributed to them should be understood as similar to the archetypes 
defined by Jung (1975). The archetype as an element of the collective unconscious
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does not require an image or a pictorial representation to be understood or recognised. 
Likewise, the characters of the ballet plot do not rely on such images. Their 
facelessness is, in this sense, rather an advantage than a disadvantage, because any 
picture or image would create a link to the artist portrayed. The photographic image 
would lead to a connection of one face or name with one of the previously introduced 
concepts. An example for such a connection can be found in the terms “pagan 
dancer” (Gautier in Guest, 1986, p. 16) and “Christian dancer” (Gautier in Guest, 
1986, p. 15) as Fanny Elssler and Marie Taglioni have been described and labelled. 
Gautier’s metaphor suggests that these two artists are linked to either of these 
concepts. Since the stock characters of Romantic ballet may be incorporated by any 
performer, they do not obtain any pictorial portrayal in this study and should, 
therefore, be understood as representing the archetypes of the ballet fantastique's 
characters.
Through this archetypical interpretation of the ballet fantastique's characters, 
it is not advisable to connect each type to a particular costume. Stage costumes do not 
create the rôle. The costume as such, consisting of a long diaphanous tulle skirt with 
a tight bodice, remained without major changes throughout the nineteenth century. 
Since both, Unthreatening Woman and Threatening Woman, wear these dresses 
together with point shoes, no true distinction in relation to the narrative could be made 
on grounds of costumes. Difference in dress shows adherence to social classes or 
reflects national garments through the use of particular colours or embellishments. 
The argument that noble women would wear long dresses cannot be supported either, 
because these dresses are mainly attributed to non-dancing rôles, whereas a dancing 
character would traditionally appear in the standard Romantic tutu.
Another element of this chapter is found in the characters holding a particular 
position in the plot and so having a particular relevance for the plot. They are not 
mere figures or rôles to display the artistic vu"tuosity of the performer or an excuse to 
present a dancer in a particular type of story. The stock characters of Romantic ballet 
have each their specific significance for the plot, which has until now been 
underestimated. The rôles, especially the female ones, and the presentation of the 
performer onstage have been studied firom various perspectives, but there has not yet 
been any study that seeks to set and see them as part of the plot in which they are 
embedded. In this sense, the stock characters of the ballet fantastique have been
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overlooked by research. Such an oversight could arise from, up to now, too tight a 
connection between rôle and performer. It is again stressed that the characters of the 
stage plot have their own private life, which is strictly separated from the private lives 
of the performers. Hence, many views commonly held in dance research have not 
been considered in this investigation because of their misconception of the rôle. In 
the following chapter, the characters and their importance for the composition of the 
ballet plot will be addressed and a possible dramaturgy of the ballet fantastique is 
presented.
6. Dramaturgy o f  D esire
A Model of Narrative Analysis.
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6.1. Introduction.
The notions behind the term dramaturgy have changed and acquired different 
meanings throughout time. However, since a basic introduction to dramaturgy has 
been given in the Introductory Chapter, it is only necessary to repeat that in this 
research the term dramaturgy is used in its oldest and purest meaning, thus, referring 
to performance making. Dramaturgy can be understood as presenting the factors or 
relationships that are at work to produce a performance. Furthermore, a dramaturgy 
of the ballet fantastique must consider the shifting notion between narrative and 
theatrical elements of the ballet libretto. It will draw upon the elements of the 
performance and their features, which have been the subject of the last chapters.
The purpose of this chapter is to draw the various elements together and set 
them into appropriate connections. The characters hold, in this sense, a key position 
and will find their adequate place in the construction of a Dramaturgy o f  Desire. 
They are the main elements of the ballet plot and have, until now, not received the 
attention they deserve. Considering that the focus of most ballet plots is a love story, 
the aim is to provide a dramaturgy of desire. Desire is the factor, which motivates the 
characters’ actions, and, therefore, can be understood as representing the recurrent 
feature of all ballet scenarios of the corpus of research. Hence, desire can be 
considered the most common and unified feature of the Romantic ballet plot.
The question of an ‘ur-structure’ of the ballet fantastique is further explored in 
this chapter. Consequently, the task of this chapter is, firstly, to explore the nature of 
desire as the motivating factor within the ballet narrative. Secondly, an investigation 
into the theatrical presentation of the characters’ conflict within the theatrical 
constraints of the performance is conducted. The third section presents selected 
episodes of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) and La Fille de Marbre (lib. 
Saint-Léon, 1847) which will, together with a partial comparison between Z 
(Hbrettist not stated, 1840) and// Vecchio della Montagna (librettist not stated, 1841), 
reveal the shifting notion of the stage conventions and illustrate the workings of the 
ballet plot. This part is supplemented by an application of the dramaturgical model in 
the fourth section. Finally, the discrepancy between the stage conventions and the
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narrative are addressed as consisting of an interplay between constants and variants, 
which leads to the variety of ballet plots.
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6.2. Desire -  the Motivating Factor.
The multifaceted nature of the single elements outlined in the last chapters 
requires that a different feature of the Romantic ballet plot enters as the underpinning 
element of the proposed dramaturgy. The focus on love and romance results in the 
ballet fantastique displaying various types of longing and desire. Hence, emotion 
becomes one of the main drives in this genre and leads to the characters’ actions. The 
task of this section is to investigate the desire present in the ballet plot and give a 
definition of it. Firstly, philosophical interpretations and views of desire will help to 
gain an impression of its nature. Secondly, French psychologist Jacques Lacan (1988, 
1991) and his theories on the formation of Ego, separation fi-om the mother and desire 
for the other will be referred to. This will lead on to the representation of desire in 
literature and theatre and, finally, to the representation of desire in the ballet 
fantastique.
Philosophy sees desire as a force that moves and motivates an agent (Anon., 
2000). Furthermore, it is to note that the actions it motivates and provokes are not 
bound to any particular sphere of life. Therefore, even hunger may be seen as desire 
and leads to the action of consuming food. However, an agent can only be moved if 
two parameters are fulfilled: firstly, it is necessary to have the know-how and ability 
to achieve a goal, and, secondly, the desire to do so is essential (Anon., 2000). 
Without this desire to change a situation, there would not be any action leading to 
pleasure or the relief of discomfort. Desire, as such, may be categorised in two ways 
(Honderich, 2005). On the one hand, there is desire to obtain something that will help 
to achieve a bigger goal. Instrumental desire, or extrinsic desire as this type is also 
termed (Anon., 2000), does not represent an end in itself, but leads on to the 
satisfaction of something that, in the course of this study, will be called ‘key-desire’. 
On the other handy philosophy identifies intrinsic desires, which are wanted for their 
own sake. The controv^sial discussion about the possibility of this and what might 
constitute intrinsic desires is not reproduced in this thesis, nor is any attempt to solve 
this problem undertaken.
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Another distinction between two categories of desire may be found in 
American philosopher G. F. Schueler’s book Desire (1995), which also clearly 
connects desire to actions. Here, “motivated” and “unmotivated” desires are pointed 
out (Schueler, 1995, p. 24). Whereas motivated desires come about through logical 
reflection and represent the solution to a train of thought, unmotivated desires simply 
arise without any apparent reason and are not the outcome of a thought process. They 
may be understood as an unconscious content suddenly surfacing and, thus, coming to 
conscious awareness. Once this has happened, it is merely a matter of taking action to 
satisfy the desire aroused. In addition, Schueler (1995, p. 15) identifies “generated” 
desires, which may be considered as equal to the motivated ones. In the explanation 
of generated desires, he uses the word belief. This implies that a particular belief 
fosters die formation of such desires. Since beliefs are closely connected to culture, 
these desires may be understood as conventional and culturally inscribed.
The notion of desires being conventionally and culturally informed has already 
been expounded by the Greek philosopher Aristotle in his Nicomachean Ethics (date 
uncertain). Here, Aristotle claims that desire is expressed through cultural norms and 
that only to a certain extent it is the result of a deliberate choice (in Butler, 1995). 
Thus, it can be said that desire is bound to culture and is expressed within the frame of 
a particular cultural environment. Taking this recognition a step further it is possible 
to say that stereotypic forms of desire, along with their possible ways of expression, 
have developed in particular cultures.
Thus, it can be said that the philosophical view of desire suggests that all 
actions are motivated by one or the other type of desire and that it is possible to 
completely satisfy it. Furthermore, it is apparent that desire originates in lack. The 
experienced lack or discomfort has to be undone, which results in the person setting 
out on a ‘quest’ to relieve the discomfort or to run counter any lack. However, it is to 
note that, although it cannot be excluded, desire is not solely bound to sexuality and 
libido. Even the task to take a cup so that coffee may be poured into it can be 
considered as motivated by desire. The detachment of the desiring body from the 
desired object is the main factor, which is responsible for the origins of longing. The 
Greek philosopher Plato already observed this and states that
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detachment [...] and preoccupation with form lead to intoxication and 
desire, they may lead the noblest among us to frightful emotional 
excesses.
Plato in Butler, 1995, p. 375
Ergo, the separation between the longing subject and the longed-for object creates 
desire. Without such separation, desire would not come into being.
In his explanation of desire, Jacques Lacan (1988) also mentions separation. 
According to Lacan, desire is not bound to sexuality, but may be found in various 
spheres of life. It originates in the child’s longing for the mother’s breast and the 
nourishment it receives through it. Upon birth the human being does not distinguish 
between itself and the surrounding people and objects. Thus, a child understands, 
according to Lacan, the world as a universal unity similar to the one encountered in its 
mother’s womb. There is no distinction between child and mother, since the child 
sees itself in the reflection of the mother’s face. Hence, Lacan argues that the 
formation of the Ego as T’ starts with the mirror stage, in which the six-month old 
child explores its own reflection to find out that this reflection shows an image of 
itself. The recognition of T’, as opposed to ‘you’, leads the child to establish an 
image of identity, which separates it from and defines it in relation to the surrounding 
world and people. Thus, the mother is not the reflection anymore, but the “other” 
found in the mirror (Lacan, 1988, p. 166 -  171). Once this connection between 
mother and child is broken, the child will remain in a state of unfulfilled desire. The 
longing will be transferred from one object to the other without ever receiving true 
satisfaction. Hence, another substitute is immediately sought. The above-mentioned 
image of the other gains in significance in this relation, because without seeing and 
perceiving the other, desire cannot be identified. Lacan claims that desire is with or 
via the other and not within the Ego. Therefore, it can be said that it is necessary to 
first see the object to be able to express a desire for it. Desire is not for something 
nameable and, thus, not part of the consciousness. Only with the appearance of the 
desired other, an identification of the desire in question is possible.
Like Plato, Lacan argues that desire is displaced through language and may 
not be fully expressed through it. It is not truly possible to state the desire and, hence, 
every utterance will represent a compromise according to the linguistic system used. 
The ambiguity arising from this problem appears to be overlooked by today s
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philosophy, which seems to deal with concretely named and identified desires. The 
Lacanian notion of desire would, in this sense, rather relate to unmotivated desires, 
which only rise to consciousness through direct mediation. However, although desire 
has been identified as the other, there remains a second level of ambiguity. According 
to Lacan, it is not absolutely clear whether the subject longs for the other or wishes to 
be the other (1998, p. 184 — 185). In this regard, a dual image of desire may be 
drawn, which in consequence is further distorted by language.
The unnameable may, in Plato’s opinion, only receive narrative form through 
allegory; or is, as M. C. Dillon puts it, “a history of narrative form” (Dillon in 
Silverman, 2000, p. 17). The obstacle of desire not being directly addressable was 
also encountered by British lecturer of English studies Catherine Belsey (1994), who 
observed this phenomenon, when investigating literary love stories and their 
representation of desire. Belsey states that in these instances the text refers to other 
elements such as the sea, music and the stars, which have become a “common 
repertoire of nineteenth- and twentieth-century metaphors” (Belsey, 1994, p. 17). 
With this notion of a metaphorical repertoire of desire, Belsey comes close to desire 
and its representation in literature, poetry and theatre.
The Medieval tradition of troubadours and Minnesang has established what 
may be termed an iconography of desire. The narrative songs directed at a married 
noble woman reflect most of the above-mentioned features of desire. The longed-for 
object, a woman, is out of reach and, as a result, there is absence or separation. 
Additionally, the distance is further expanded through her married status. The 
impossibility to reach the longed-for object rather increases than annihilates the 
desire, which may be considered as a reflection of Plato’s detachment to the object 
and Betsey’s reading of Freud suggesting that obstacles on the way to satisfaction 
increase desire. But more significantly, the troubadour tradition has created a codified 
narrative representation of desire. According to the texts analysed by Belsey, the aim 
of Medieval courtly love is a relationship, which may only be established after a 
period of separation and trial. This may be accomplished through knightly deeds and 
tournaments, in which the lover proves himself worthy of his lady. Thus, motivated 
by his desire for a woman, a male character sets out, on the one hand, to show his 
qualities and, on the other hand, to overcome the obstacles on the way to receive his 
lady’s favour. The fact that these women were generally mamed does not matter to 
Medieval romance. Here, the connection between true love and mamage was not yet
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established, as Belsey observes. This seemingly simple concept has become the 
standard feature of romance, which, although it grew and developed in the subsequent 
centuries, remains its key-formula.
Although the key-elements of romance underwent few changes in the 
following centunes, one significant development may, nevertheless, be observed. The 
institution of marriage and moral values concerning sexuality have come to tightly 
connect true love with marriage. The conventionally established knightly quest of 
Medieval romance, which can be interpreted as a narrative representation of desire, 
has developed into a quest to find true love within marriage. True love, it is argued 
here, represents the culturally established norm for the desire of unity, as Lacan 
mentions it. The striving to find one’s lost part has found its representation in the 
quest for love. Plato refers to a separation of the hermaphrodite, fi*om which male and 
female human beings emerged. The predominant aim is, thus, to join what originally 
belonged together so that the blissful state of completeness may be regained. 
Although the Lacanian notion of unity does not explicitly mention that man and 
woman would ideally form such unity, it can be observed that literature and art have 
established a conventional representation of this desire of unity in the quest for a 
partner and love.
In this sense, Aristotle’s statement that desire is culturally determined gains in 
significance, since it is the monogamous heterosexual relationship which has become 
the epitome of desire fulfilled. Therefore, it can be said that literature and theatre, 
too, draw upon this iconography of desire to present the quest for umty in varying 
plots. In this sense. Western narrative tradition, influenced by the different churches, 
has created an imagery, which by the time of the nineteenth century focused on the 
desire for a partner to achieve unity in a monogamous heterosexual marriage. The 
quest for the fulfilment of desire is, on the one hand, a trial of steadfastness and 
loyalty and, on the other hand, visualises, according to Belsey (1994), love and its 
pains.
Concerning the ballet fantastique and its representation of desire, many 
parallels to romance and literature are easily discernable. The standard formula of a 
quest for a partner is constantly elaborated on in the ballet plot. As already mentioned 
in previous chapters, the quests and trials of the ballet plot are used to identify the 
right partner and to recognise fidelity and integrity. With the lovers being united, the
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lack is undone, and the codified satisfaction of desire, in form of wholeness, has taken 
place.
Additionally, each of the characters is motivated by desires, of which the 
desire for umty and love may be considered a key-desire. Whether the Hero or the 
T ricksters  acts according to his desires does not matter. The wish to receive the 
heroine’s heart incites both to act. Each of a story’s characters has, therefore, his/her 
desires and seeks to relieve the lack and discomfort experienced through separation. 
However, since there is only a limited number of characters, their desires lead to 
clashing interests. These overlapping interests of the characters form the conflict of 
the plot. Generally, the following pattern is observed: one character is in love with 
another, and a third is jealous. Both strive to win the heart of their desired object, 
which results in opposing interests and rivalry. An example for such a plot 
construction may be found in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), where 
Hilarion’s actions aim at winning Giselle’s heart and undoing Albrecht, his rival. 
Although this indicates that a love triangle is the most important aspect of the ballet 
plot, this feature needs impulses fi*om the outside. The Trickster Figure and 
his/her actions provide these impulses and so drive the characters in one direction, 
whereas Parental Figures seek to direct the lovers toward another.
Rivalry between two characters leads, however, to a twofold interpretation of 
desire. As stated above, according to Lacan, desire is with or by the other. Hence, it 
is not certain whether one character wants to be with the other or wishes to be the 
other or, at least, like him/her. The conflicts between two men or women may, thus, 
be seen as reflecting this desire. Hilarion, for example, longs for Giselle. Therefore, 
he can be understood as wishing to take Albrecht’s place and to undo his mirror 
image, the other. In this sense, the actions are motivated, on the one hand, by the 
desire to undo a lack and, on the other hand, by the desire to take the other s place and 
receive whatever he/she possesses.
Ballet tradition tends to depict the recognition of a particular desire in the 
function Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune, where the male character meets 
the female character. Through this function his desire for a partner reaches precision. 
The formerly unconscious emotion may now be considered as having reached 
consciousness and the identification of desire is possible. The display of the desired 
object is, as Lacan observed, the factor which results in the character setting out on
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his/her journey to overcome the lack and discomfort he experiences. Similar to 
romance and the fairy tale, this imtial moment of recogmtion is necessary for the 
hero/heroine to act.
As for the portrayal of desire it must be said that this study does not focus on 
the commonly presented argument of desire equalling libido and sexuality. This 
notion can be observed in American lecturer Jane Desmond’s Dancing Desires 
(2001), which establishes exactly this link. Here, desire is shown as a sexual emotion, 
which stems from the choreographers’, performers’ and the audiences’ presentation 
and interpretation of dance. The focus on sexuality and queer studies deprives this 
book of Lacan’s open approach to desire, which originates from lack and 
incompleteness. Contrary to this notion, desire is understood, in this thesis, as the 
longing for completeness, which, in the case of the ballet fantastique's narrative, is 
expressed in the search for a partner. In this regard, the underlying investigation also 
differs from Susan Leigh Foster’s Choreography & Narrative (1998), which carries 
the subtitle Ballet’s staging o f Story and Desire. Foster, however, does not focus on 
desire in the narratives analysed by her, but on the spectator’s sexual desire. The 
audience sees, according to Foster, the ballet performance as a spectacle of sexual 
innuendos, which explains the audience’s demand for such plots. Although such an 
interpretation of the ballet plot and desire is possible, it is not followed in this study, 
because the audience and its perception of the performance do not form part of it.
Since it is argued that the ballet plot displays an iconography of desire, the 
proposed dramaturgy represents a dramaturgy of the representation of desire in the 
ballet fantastique. For the Dramaturgy o f  Desire, this means that the conventional 
representation of desire in the ballet plot results in a dramaturgy outlining not desire 
as such, but the ballet-specific representation of it. The traditionally established 
iconography of romance has led to an imagery, which is also found in the ballet 
fantastique. This stems from the codification of narratives and their treatment of the 
quest for unity. The dramaturgy, hence, considers the yearning for a partner as the 
desire for unity and completeness, which motivates the various characters to take 
action. The ballet characters’ strivings to overcome this lack follow the patterns of 
conventional desire as it has been established by Medieval romance. Similar to their 
counterparts of the Middle Ages, the ballet characters represent and depict the turmoil
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of love through their adventures. The next section will interweave the various 
elements outlined in the chapters to show the conventions’ distribution within the 
structure of the plot. Thus the shifting notion of dramatic elements will be revealed.
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6.3. Shifting Notions -  Theatrical Structures and the Narrative.
To continue the ballet scenario’s analysis, the macrostructure and the 
microstructure of the performance are considered in this section. With the recognition 
of the characters and their conflict, the actualisation of the theatre performance, which 
gives the plot its shape, comes to the foreground. Therefore, the various episodes or 
stages of the plot are used to define the theatrical construction of the performance as 
consisting of macro- and microstructures. These notions will be attributed to the 
theatre conventions outlined in Chapters Three and Four. At this point, the 
discrepancy between theatre conventions and ballet narrative is most obvious. The 
conventions subtly reach from one into the other, partly overlap and are hidden in the 
text of the scenario. The aim of this section is, therefore, to examine how these 
conventions may be retrieved from the scenario. Additionally, the random order of 
conventions and actions is set into an appropriate theoretical framework.
The conflict between the various characters forms the centre piece of the 
performance and, as will be seen in this section, the single conventions and narrative 
episodes are arranged according to it and its presentation. The conflict arises from the 
clashing interests of the characters, who all seek to undo any harm or fulfil their 
desires. Since each character has his/her own wishes, these inevitably lead to 
overlapping or more precisely conflicting interests. The conflict as such has no 
narrative agency of its own, but is depicted in a codified way in consequence of the 
focus on romance. One task in an analysis is, thus, to recognise the conflict presented 
in one particular case study. The way it is inserted into the various conventions 
indicates the position of several conventions in the timeline of the performance.
From a theatrical point of view, the performance can be considered as 
displaying a macro- and a microstructure. Italian semiotician Marco de Marinis 
mentions macro texts and macrostructures in his work The Semiotics o f Performance 
(1993). His definition is connected to the composition of the macro text through 
several partial texts, which de Marinis identifies, for example, in the scénographie 
text. Hence, according to de Marinis, a macro text is composed of the interweaving of 
partial texts, which in return can be read as complex systems of codes in their own
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right. Such understanding of the performance’s composition helps, when dealing with 
the elements with the ballet fantastique. In it, several different structural features are 
discernable, which fit de Marims’ definition of macrostructures. Furthermore, these 
features contain partial elements, which in the context of this study will be referred to 
as microstructures.
Therefore, the ballet performance’s macrostructure can be understood as 
consisting of the exposition, the middle section, the coup de théâtre, the dénouement 
and the closure. These conventions are set in a fixed order and retain their specific 
position within the plot. Each element of the macrostructure is formed of one or 
several functions and has a particular narrative task in regard to the plot. These 
components represent the most basic construction and provide a frame into which the 
episodes of the plot are inserted. The macrostructure is the feature the ballet 
performance shares with the other performing genres. These conventions are present 
in all three art forms and keep their fixed order.
The change fi*om one element of the macrostructure to another may be 
determined in a textual analysis of the scenario. Through the functions and the 
knowledge about the conflict, an approximate distinction between the beginning and 
the end of the various theatre conventions can be made. The ending of the exposition 
and, in some cases, the transition from coup de théâtre to dénouement are more 
difficult to determine. The features of each of these traditions represent, together with 
the story’s conflict, the main factor with which they are identified. By omitting 
inserted past or future events from the plot, this task becomes easier, since the inserts, 
although representing an important narrative factor, might mislead or distract from the 
task.
Often, the exposition is not clearly separated from the middle section and so 
the ambiguity of Romantic ballet complicates the analysis. In La Sylphide (lib. 
Nourrit, 1832), the ending of the exposition can be seen as taking place the moment 
before bride Effie and her friends enter. But, since Effie has not yet been introduced 
to the audience, her entrance can be understood as part of the exposition. On the other 
hand, the procession and entrance of many dancers cause a major disruption of the 
ongoing actions between the three characters present until this moment. This feature 
of disruption of the ongoing events and the characters’ entrances or exits can be taken 
as a signalling device indicating the change from the exposition to the middle section.
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In some cases, the entrance of the ballerina, representing the Conveyance o f  the 
Lack/Ml sfortune, constitutes the change from exposition to middle section. 
Additionally, the activities of T rickster Figures are another indicator of 
change. In the exposition, these evil-doing characters and their plans might be 
introduced, but, in the middle section, they commence work on their intrigues and plot 
against the others. In Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), the actions of 
Hilarion are the indicator of the change. The moment Hilarion is alone he enters 
Albrecht’s house and so leaves the stage entirely devoid of characters. The entrance 
of the hunting party can, in this case, be understood as marking the change from the 
exposition to the middle section. Thus, the actions of the main characters and the 
T rickster  Figures  have to be analysed with care, because they may give the hints 
at the changes from one element of the macro structure to another.
The middle section is again clearly separated from the coup de théâtre, which 
represents a precise and decisive intersection in the development of the plot. By 
locating the coup de théâtre within the overall structure of the performance an 
emphasis on either the middle section with the events leading to the crisis or on the 
dénouement and the resolution of die problems can be detected. In ballets, which 
present an inner process and so show a very subtie change from one convention to the 
other, the coup de théâtre might not be as obvious as in other cases. Such a subtle 
process can be found in La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847), which focuses on 
the events leading to the péripétie and comes to a very quick close. The dénouement 
lies in the realisation of the various characters that love for a living statue and 
disobedience against the laws of nature are doomed to fail. In such cases, the plot s 
tempo appears to accelerate so that a quick solution to all problans is possible. The 
closure of the ballet is tightly linked to the dénouement and is again introduced by a 
change in the storyline. Characters enter or exit and the very last change within the 
plot takes place.
Hence, it can be said that generally at the beginning or end of one of the 
macrostructure’s elements a change takes place and a new action that is decisive for 
the plot’s development happens. The scene changes form part of the microstructure 
and give additional insight into where a theatre convention commences or ends. Since 
the scenes presented in the libretto rarely conform to the theatre conventions, the
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scenic outline of the libretto should be treated with care and in some instances may be 
completely discarded.
The microstructure represents the factors at work within the frame of the 
macrostructure. It is found in the choreographic conventions and the monologues that 
determine the appearance of the various scenes and construct the individual 
appearance of the performance. The changes from solo variations to ensemble 
sequences and between mime and dance are rarely indicated in the ballet libretto. 
Sometimes a list giving the names of dances and performers is added to the front of 
the booklet. Some very detailed libretti even provide information about where the 
single dances are located within the plot and so help to analyse the text. But, as not 
all accounts of ballet plots and scenarios include such sections, it is often uncertain 
whether one section was depicted in one way or the other.
The microstructure strives to achieve a balanced image between its various 
elements. These consist of the danced and mimed sections and also the solo 
variations and the ensemble dances. To achieve an in-depth analysis of the theatrical 
components constituting the microstructure, the scenario’s text offers manifold hints. 
In the libretto’s text, signalling devices point at the nature of the actions or how these 
might have been executed. If it is a monologue, terms referring to movements or 
words such as says, mimes, recites, narrates and relates indicate the nature of this 
solo. An outline stating the theatrical presentation of one episode or scene can, then, 
be supplemented by the narrative outline containing the narrative value in terms of 
functions. An example of such an outline can be found in Appendix C, which shows 
a table of the first act of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841). In some cases, 
however, the libretto leaves the reader in doubt as to whether an action was intended 
one or the other way. This ambiguity of the ballet scenario opens up space for
interpretations and investigations.
In the case of the micro structure, an order of conventions cannot be 
established. They appear in random order within the ballet plot, although there are 
exceptions, as demonstrated by the division in acts and the presentation of the 
principal character. In many cases, there are more possibilities of how these 
conventions are presented to the audience. A monologue may be delivered in mime 
or dance. The flexibility of these conventions hinders a precise location or outline. 
Furthermore, they are interconnected and often one convention can be expressed in 
one way or the other. Even the possibility to show one convention through another is
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present. The interconnectedness of these features suggests that they are not restricted 
to one convention, but it may well happen that two conventions are expressed by the 
same means. An example can be found in the presentation of the principal character, 
which may take the form of an entrance monologue that is again expressed either as a 
dance or a mime scene. Additionally, the narrative purpose of these conventions may 
well be the Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune.
The analysis of the ballet scenario shows that in the microstructure of the 
performance individuality reaches its highest level. Every performance shows a 
different outline of it, despite featuring some actions at almost the same moment 
within the timeline of the plot. This view, however, arises from a theatrical point of 
view. As stated before, the plot needs a certain amount of discourse time to introduce 
the characters and the conflict first and then to develop. The narrative, on the other 
hand, profits from the freedom of these conventions, because they may be used to add 
impulses to the plot and delay the outbreak of the conflict. The divertissement can 
perhaps demonstrate this best. It engages the corps de ballet and depicts a large dance 
scene. Usually, at the divertissement’s climax, when spirits are high, the dances are 
interrupted by a sudden intrusion. In many cases, this leads directly into the coup de 
théâtre. The ensemble dance is, therefore, employed to delay the oncoming actions 
and create suspense. This treatment is again found in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint- 
Georges, 1841), where the harvest celebrations and a long waltz for the entire 
ensemble end with Hilarion separating Giselle and Albrecht in an outburst of 
jealousy. This interruption is directly followed by Hilarion denouncing Albrecht as 
impostor and Giselle’s mad scene.
Consequently, a second macro- and microstructure can be observed in the 
performance. The narrative has, like the theatrical side of the performance, a 
structural outline according to one overarching macrostructure and an individual 
layout in form of a microstructure. The narrative macrostructure can be seen as 
overlapping with the theatrical one. This originates from literary texts also being laid 
out in an exposition, complication and unravelling of the plot (Jahn, 2002a). 
Therefore, it can be argued that the theatrical macrostructure serves a twofold 
purpose. It is, on the one hand, a theatrical convention and, on the other hand, a 
storytelling device. The narrative microstructure is not concerned with monologues, 
but indicates, in form of functions, the actions present at a particular moment m the
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storyline. Via its outline of functions and their repetitions, a particular ballet narrative 
shows an individual construction and arrangement of functions. An impression of 
these two structural lines can be gained from Appendix C, which on one side shows a 
possible theatrical interpretation of the microstructure and in the other column depicts 
the functions and, thus, the narrative microstructure.
In general, it can be said that the ballet plot is composed of an intricate 
relationship between two macro- and microstructures. Thus, an analysis will shift 
between these two sides or can show two independent lines run parallel to each other. 
On the one hand, there is the theatrical side, which places particular actions or 
situations in the plot. Within the constraints of these theatrical parameters, the 
narrative microstructure unfolds and creates an individual layout of functions. The 
macro- and microstructures of ballet performances guide the audience’s perception. 
The theatrical macrostructure distributes the information over several parts of the plot 
and forms a skeleton of the work. The written text of the libretto provides many hints 
that help to decipher the beginning or ending of one convention or to actually find and 
describe the convention. The individual appearance of the performance is found in 
the microstructures. The conventions portrayed in this group of conventions often 
correspond with each other and one convention may be expressed through another. 
The possibility to express one convention in various ways indicates that there are 
several options open to the creator. The significance of such choices will be 
addressed in the following section, which focuses on case studies. The plots of 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) and La Fille de Marbre (hb. Saint-Léon, 
1847) will serve as examples for the shifts within the theatre conventions, whereas 
L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840) and II Vecchio della Montagna (librettist not 
stated, 1841) are examples dealing with the same constellation of characters, but 
displaying different microstructures.
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6.4. Chaos and Order — Distribution of the Narrative Elements.
Ballet dramaturgy has to face the task of working with shifting notions such as 
time structure, conflicts between the characters, theatrical macro- and microstructures 
and the possibility to express one stage convention through one or more functions. In 
the following section, different case studies will illustrate the way the characters and 
conventions may influence the construction of the written plot by means of their 
variable nature. For this reason, the notions of theatrical constants and narrative 
variants are introduced, to show the changes theatrical structures undergo from one 
plot to the other. Firstly, the characters and their changing relationships are addressed 
followed by an investigation into the plots of L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840) and 
II Vecchio della Montagna (librettist not stated, 1841). These plots are taken to 
demonstrate the differences in the construction of the plot, although they display the 
same constellation of characters. Furthermore, the plots of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint- 
Georges, 1841) and La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) help to gain insight 
into the varying macrostfuctures.
Vladimir Propp’s formula may be interpreted as consisting of a number of 
constant elements, which vary according to their representation (Anon., 2005a). The 
functions as recurrent actions may, therefore, be seen as the constant elements of the 
fairy tale, whereas the shape of each changes from tale to tale. Taking this 
recognition a step further, it can be said that the functions Propp outlined are 
constants of the fairy tale that carry at the same time variable features. And it is this 
notion of constant and variable elements that will be followed throughout this section. 
Thus, the notion of constants and variants established by Damsh scholar Steen Jansen 
(in de Marinis, 1993) in relation to theatre is not followed. Jansen sees the written 
dramatic text as a constant element from which various productions/performances 
may be derived as variants. This notion suggests the existence of one ur-text, 
namely the written play, which is changed in the resultant performance. For ballet, 
such a notion would mean that the libretto of Swan Lake (lib. Petipa/M. Tchaikovsky 
after Begichev/Geltser, 1895), for example, represents the constant element and all 
subsequent productions such as those by Mats Ek (1987) and Matthew Bourne (1995)
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are variants. However, as this study focuses on the analysis of individual plots, such a 
definition of constant and variable elements is not constructive. Therefore, the above­
outlined direction of constants and variants within the same plot is followed.
A variety of conflicts arises fi-om the combination of the characters and their 
clashing interests. In Giselle (Hb. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), the Hero loves the 
Threatening Woman, although he is betrothed to the Unthreatening Woman. The 
conflict arises firom the jealousy of the Trickster  and the false game the Hero plays 
himself. In La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847), the Hero also falls in love 
with the Threatening Woman, but, in this ballet, it is the aim of the T rickster  to 
bring the lovers together. Due to this basic difference the plots of these ballets must 
necessarily differ to a large extent. These differences stem partly fi-om the diverging 
constellation of the characters, which are nevertheless the same in both ballets. Since 
these characters are not only found in these two ballets, it can be said that they 
represent a constant feature of the ballet fantastique. They are fixed in their type 
classification and occur in most ballets. Although their names and characterisations 
differ, they reveal some degree of individuality. Another feature of freedom is found 
in the combination in which these characters are presented to the audience. This 
combination varies from one plot to the other, and together with it the conflict. The 
stock characters of the ballet fantastique will, therefore, be considered as theatrical 
constants in as far as they are present in almost all ballets and narrative variants, 
because their appearances, constellations and relationships change.
However, ballets depicting the same constellation of characters and conflict do 
not automatically lead to thé same dramaturgical composition or plot. In the ballets 
L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840) and II Vecchio della Montagna (librettist not 
stated, 1841), the constellation of characters is the same. In each ballet, the Hero and 
the Unthreatening Woman have already established a relationship, but the 
Trickster, incorporating the Threatening Woman's father, wishes to marry his 
daughter to the Hero. Given the notion that the constellation of characters determmes 
the main parts of the story, both ballets should present the same plot and structural 
solution to the narrative. The most likely functions appearing in this case are
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D eclaration o f  Love, Separation o f  the Lovers dnd True id e n t i t y  o f  one 
character i s  discovered.
The individual structure of both performances, however, does not present these 
functions in the same order. Due to inserts and the different depictions of the 
episodes the plots vary significantly. In L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840), for 
example, the point of attack is set after the Separation o f  the Lovers. In a long 
dream scene, the events that have led to the situation depicted in the exposition are 
told and the true faces of the T ric k s te r  and his daughter are revealed. Having 
insight into the T ricks te r ’s true intentions and knowing who the murderer of the 
Hero's fiancée is, the audience watches the latter’s attempts to escape the forced 
marriage. After the dream is over story time commences without any further back 
flashes or forward flashes. In this ballet, the final resolution is brought about by the 
spirit of the deceased bride and a genie king, who both intervene as the deus-ex- 
machina, which has been described in section 3.4.
Contrary to this outline, II Vecchio della Montagna (librettist not stated, 1841) 
sets the point of attack at the moment the T ric k s te r  diA the Threatening Woman are 
plotting against the two lovers. The next episodes of the ballet depict the Separation  
o f  the Lovers and show how the Hero is brought to the T ricks te r ’s palace. The 
ballet focuses not only on the endeavours of the Hero to find his fiancée, but also on 
the Unthreatening Woman's attempts to escape from her prison. This plot, too, does 
not present many jumps within story time. The scene, in which the Unthreatening  
Woman recognises a slave as having once belonged to her father, is the only 
“analepsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 25) in this plot. This scene helps to establish the slave 
as a Parental Figure that will aid the lovers to finally be re-united.
Despite the same constellation of characters, these two ballets set various 
moments of the plot in different ways. The jumps in story time diverge by being 
located at different moments within the plot. The macro structure of the performance, 
however, remains approximately the same in both plots. Both ballets set the coup de 
théâtre in the second act and close after a short dénouement. In this respect, a 
difference can be found in Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) and La Fille de 
Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847). The latter ballet depicts a macrostructure similar to 
the one found in the above mentioned ballets. Contrary to this notion, Giselle (lib.
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Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) focuses on the events after the coup de théâtre, which is 
located at the end of Act I. As a result, the dénouement gains in importance and 
receives more discourse time than the dénouements of the other examples mentioned. 
This arises from the aim of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) to present the 
main character in her otherworldly form to the audience. Hence, the coup de théâtre 
leading to the death of the heroine has to be located as early as possible. The ending 
of the first act is the ideal place for this task. After a Transfiguration  and 
Transiocati on, the second act can, thus, focus on the dénouement and supernatural 
beings. In La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847), it is clear that, the moment she 
falls in love, the marble maiden will return to her form as a statue. When she dies, the 
plot can only follow the remaining characters. Therefore, the task of the librettist is to 
delay the coup de théâtre as long as possible. By setting it close to the ending the 
ballet takes on the form of many two-act operas, which also tend to set the péripétie 
close to the ending of the second act.
Therefore, it can be said that although the theatre conventions tend to appear in 
a fixed order, they shift within the timeline of the plot. These shifts are linked to the 
differences in duration of these conventions. In some ballets, like Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), the emphasis is laid on the events after the coup de 
théâtre, whereas in others such as La Fille de Marbre (lib. Saint-Léon, 1847) the 
events leading to the coup de théâtre are put into the foreground. In a similar manner, 
these conventions can, like the characters, be described as constituting a theatrical 
constant and a narrative variant at the same time. The theatrical aspect of their 
constant nature lies in them forming a basic framework for the plot and being present 
in all three performing arts. Their narrative nature is in the possibility to focus on the 
events of either the middle section or the dénouement. Although the order of the 
theatrical conventions remains unchanged, they shift within the plot due to their 
differing duration.
As far as microstructure is concerned, the same constellation of characters and 
a similar macrostructure do not lead to a similar or the same microstructure. In the 
above mentioned examples of L ’Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840) and II Vecchio 
della Montagna (librettist not stated, 1841), the most outstanding difference lies in the 
latter ballet portraying a traditional white act, whereas L ’Ombra (librettist not stated,
1840) only presents the ghost of the Unthreatening Woman and, at the very end, the
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spirits. Additionally, the dance and mime scenes are located at differing points within 
the microstructure. As outlined in section 6.3 it is not entirely possible to extract the 
precise shape of the microstructure from the libretto. Since one of the 
microstructure s conventions may be expressed through other conventions, the 
comparison between different ballet plots does not lead to a hierarchy concerning the 
conventions representation. Nevertheless, the conventions are depicted and so may 
be considered to be a constant element of the ballet plot. They are variants, because 
they may be arranged or expressed in different ways in every libretto. This leads to 
the conventions of the microstructure gaining a more independent status than the 
theatre conventions. These conventions vary not only in their location within the plot, 
but also in their duration, actualisation and appearance.
Another set of constant variants not mentioned previously is found in the 
functions. These, as repeated several times throughout the thesis, are not bound to 
any apparent order and may appear at any place within the plot. To consider the 
functions as variants only would again entail overlooking their recurrent status within 
the ballet plot as such. Since they are present in most of the ballets, they represent a 
constant element of the ballet fantastique and, therefore, assume their place next to 
the characters and the stage conventions as constants that are variants at the same 
time. This feature belongs to the narrative microstructure, where the arrangement of 
functions needs to be considered. The shifting notion of functions allows a different 
formula for each ballet plot, which shows the independence of these elements. They 
are not at all bound to a particular location in the plot.
In this section, the comparison of four Romantic ballet plots has demonstrated 
that the shifting notion of the stage conventions results from their dual nature as 
theatrical constants and narrative variants. The constant nature of these conventions 
is tightly linked to their theatrical tasks, whereas their variant aspect remains with the 
story and the telling of it. The variants, however, display several levels of variety. 
The characters are clearly defined as five stock characters, which may be combined 
among each other and be portrayed in manifold ways. The elements of the 
macrostructure are fixed in their order and may only vary in relation to their duration. 
The microstructure displays a higher degree of independence. These elements are not 
bound to any order or hierarchy and, additionally, may change in their duration and 
representation. In this sense, the functions obtain the highest level of freedom.
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because they may be located at any point within the plot, be depicted in countless 
ways and repeated whenever necessary. As such, most of the variants have not only 
one feature that changes, but several. Therefore, the variants display various levels or 
layers of options.
The chaos and disorder present in the plot stem from the narrative aspect of the 
conventions. The comparison of the plots does not show any traces of linear orders or 
hierarchical structures be they theatre or narrative related. Such a disorder may be 
found in any part of the plot. Therefore, neither the analysis of the narrative’s rhythm 
and the inserts it contains nor the outline of frmctions or the pattern given by macro- 
and microstructure leads to a satisfying description of the ballet fantastique's 
narrative. In this sense, the various elements of the ballet plot will continue to be 
treated as features that may be combined according to the regulations outlined. In the 
following section, another set of macro- and microstructure is added so that this 
dramaturgy of the ballet fantastique can fully unfold.
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6.5. Personal Stories — the Characters’ Microstructures.
The notion of desire motivating ballet characters, and thus representing the 
most basic impulse for their actions, raises questions about how the ballet scenario 
conveys information about them. In the following section, the ballet scenario is 
investigated through the types of characters and their interrelations. The characters, 
together with the functions and notions from literaiy theory, will be used to highlight 
another aspect of this model of analysis. Importance is laid on the transmission of 
information between stage and auditorium or, as in the case of this research, rather the 
written text and the reader. This transmission of information makes the plot 
accessible and directs the audience’s sympathy toward specific characters. Such 
guidance is achieved by inserts, which provide messages about the actions and their 
motivation.
The limitation to five fixed types of characters leads to the ballet plot 
displaying either the Hero, the Unthreatening or the Threatening Woman as the 
main character and concentrating on their adventures and misadventures. In addition 
to the limited number of characters, the range of ballet themes is another factor that 
reduces the possibilities of plot variety. By repeatedly presenting the five types of 
characters in a love story, the ballet plot tends to lose part of its freedom of 
expression. Although the combination of characters represents the variant aspect of 
these, the characters’ mere appearance in the plot indicates that they will carry out 
certain actions attached to them. The focus of these actions is specific for every 
character and so aims in various directions and affects or interferes with different
characters in each ballet scenario.
Some rules of the Romantic era concerning the constellation of characters
have to be considered, when their interrelationships are dealt with. The Hero can fall 
in love with both female characters, the Unthreatening Woman and the 
Threatening Woman. However, he is only allowed to marry the Unthreatening 
Woman after having proved himself worthy of her hand. The Threatening Woman, 
tempting and alluring as she might be, is out of reach for him, and so ballets of this 
type generally end with a Separation o f  the Lovers. The Unthreatening
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Woman, however, is not allowed to love all male characters. Were she to fall in love 
with a Parental Figure, a conflict between stage actions and sexual taboos of 
nineteenth-century societies would arise. Therefore, she is not allowed to become 
involved in an incestuous relationship with her father or any character assuming such 
a position. A relationship with a Trickster Figure is another taboo for the 
Unthreatening Woman. The male trickster often tries to seduce the Unthreatening 
Woman, whose task it is to resist him until she is rescued. Since this has been stated in 
section 5.3, no further examples are given here. A true alliance between her and the 
T rickster  is not possible and has not been found in any of the ballet narratives so 
far.
The Threatening Woman, as the sexually active and flirtatious female 
character, is firee to move between the male characters and so can enchant or seduce 
any of them. But she can also love. Her love for the Hero is, however, doomed by 
the moral standards of the fictional society and, in consequence, bound to fail and/or 
lead to the crisis. In many ballets, she is the counterpart of the Unthreatening 
Woman and forces the Hero into the position of having to make a choice between the 
two females.
The love relations end with the Parental Figures, because the parents are 
generally taking one or the other side of the conflict, but rarely fall in love 
themselves. Generally, it is in comedy tradition that a Parental Figure falls in love 
with another character, which seldom happens in other ballets. The parents and foster 
parents certainly love their children, but this feature, although motivating their 
actions, is not the focus of the ballet plot and so can be put aside to a large extent. 
Since the parents represent, up to a certain point, a counterweight to the actions of the 
Trickster, they are essential in helping and umting the lovers or undoing the evil
cast on their offspring.
With the constellation of the characters the main steps of the storyline are 
predetermined and will unfold in two ways. Firstly, at the point of attack the lovers 
are already presented as a couple, but are then separated by the Trickster Figure.
In these cases, the baUet focuses on their struggles to be re-united. Secondly, one of 
the lovers is shown in search of a partner and has to prove him/herself worthy of the 
other. In such ballet plots, the Trickster  tries to hinder them from findmg and
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joining each other. With this basic formula of two characters trying to establish a 
relationship while others interfere, the main actions of the ballet are determined. The 
functions of Declaration o f  Love, Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love, 
Arousing o f  Jealousy within one character and Spying upon another 
character, to name but a few, comprise the most distinct actions of these stories and 
are, thus, constantly repeated in the various plots by alternating characters. It does not 
matter to the plot whether a ballet starts with the lovers being already together or not. 
In both cases, the basic storyline would include the Lack/Misfortune, the 
D if f ic u l t  Task or the Fight and as a solution the Wedding or the Separation o f  
the Lovers.
The choice of characters and their interrelations represent, therefore, the most 
significant steps in the creation of a ballet scenario. These factors determine which of 
the two plot developments will unfold and who is going to be the main character. 
Additionally, each of the characters is given a characterisation and a personal history. 
These personal histories form parts of the story. Not every bit of them will be 
revealed in the scenario or during the final performance, but it is important to provide 
the characters with a personality. One significant and constantly repeated element 
connected with the characterisation of ballet figures is that of hidden or mistaken 
identities, which are made public either at the beginning, half way through or at the 
very end of the plot. Other such elements are jealousy, excessive love, indecisiveness 
and the melancholic state of a person in search of true love. All these features give 
the characters individuality and identity.
The outline and characterisation of the stock characters given in Chapter Five 
does not account for a description of each single rôle found in Romantic ballet. 
Instead, it provides a type classification of the rôles, which allows the various 
characters to be identified in terms of their sigmficance within the plot. Ultimately, 
each ballet scenario attributes to each of its characters a personal history and a 
description, which is, within the fi'ame defined by the type, individual for each of 
them. As such, apart fi*om certain similarities to all other female characters of this 
category, every Unthreatening Woman has her own personal individual profile. La 
Tempête (librettist not stated, 1834) tells about Lea, an orphan, who has been rescued 
by fairies fi’om a war and has grown up in fairyland. Because Lea is sad and longs for 
the company of other human beings, the spirits test a young sailor, to investigate
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whether he is apt to marry her. Orfa, in the ballet of the same name, is a woman from 
Iceland who is kidnapped from her wedding and has to undergo several trials until she 
is re-united with her husband. Both women represent the type of the Unthreatening 
Woman, but nevertheless differ in their characterisation. Hence, with an investigation 
into the text of the scenario, it is possible to locate and extract the various aspects 
determining a character’s history and description in order to obtain a precise image of 
the individual.
An in-depth analysis of the characters, the performance and its treatment of the 
story has to consider that the information about the various characters or events is 
often given through inserts into the chronological flow of story time. For Giselle (lib. 
Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), this means tiiat background information about the 
heroine is given by Giselle herself, when she tells Albrecht about her dream and that 
her only passion is dancing and loving him. Giselle’s mother Berthe adds that 
dancing is fatal for her daughter and that the doctor has told her so. The dialogue 
between Princess Bathilde, Albrecht’s aristocratic fiancée, and Giselle confirms many 
details already mentioned by other characters through repetition and adds background 
facts about Bathilde by pointing out the similar situation of the two young women. 
All these characterisations and descriptions of Giselle are given at various instants 
throughout the entire first act. Bit by bit the character and temperament of the heroine 
are outlined and the audience gains insight into her emotional world and so 
sympathises with her.
The inserts are usually heralded by signalling devices, such as a text pointing 
out that a character tells a legend, as Giselle’s mother Berthe does, when the Wilis are 
first mentioned. This legend represents a “prolepsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 25) or the 
Foreshadowing. Also, Hilarion reminding the hunters of the Wilis by retelling the 
legend and pointing at Giselle’s grave at the very beginning of Act II represents such 
a disruption of the chronological flow of story time through an analepsis (Genette, 
1998, p. 25) referring to the past. Thus, these inserts represent either an analepsis 
(Genette, 1998, p. 25) or a “prolepsis” (Genette, 1998, p. 25) and serve to build up an 
overall image of the characters and their emotions by supplying mformation about 
them. Additionally, these inserts are reminders for the audience and, therefore, link 
the various episodes together by providing a logical connection between or 
explanation of them.
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Once the characters and their description are outlined, the main steps of the 
plot become apparent through their clashes of interest. Usually, one character is in 
love with another, who in turn loves a third. In Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 
1841), the information gained from the outline of the dramatis personae is as follows: 
Giselle, a peasant girl, is in love with Albrecht; Albrecht, a duke in disguise, loves 
Giselle; the gamekeeper Hilarion loves Giselle and is jealous of Albrecht; Bathilde, a 
princess, is betrothed to Albrecht. From this outline, it can be seen that Giselle and 
Albrecht are in love with each other and that the jealous Hilarion will take on the task 
of the male Trickster, who disturbs the lovers’ relationship. The two men are rivals 
and Giselle’s position between them is defined by her love for Albrecht and the 
indifference or even hatred she feels for the gamekeeper Hilarion. From this basic 
outline of the characters’ interrelationships, it is clear that the functions of 
D eclaration o f  Love, Reaction to the Declaration o f  Love, Jealousy i s  
aroused in  one character. True id e n ti ty  o f  one character i s  discovered 
and the Separation o f  the Lovers will form part of the plot. All these functions 
are directly linked to the emotional states of the various characters in one way or 
another. In addition, the D ifficu l t  Task and the Fight are likely to come upon the 
main characters at the climax of the conflict.
As soon as the histories of the characters are retrieved from the text of the 
scenario, a detailed description of each of them may be given. In this sense, these 
characterisations may be considered as establishing another microstructure beside the 
previously-introduced theatrical and narrative microstructures. Every character is, as 
mentioned earlier, driven by his/her desires and longings and acts accordingly. They 
seek to achieve their goal no matter what the other characters do or want. This drive 
causes them to act and react according to the various situations they find themselves 
in. Consequently, each personal history and characterisation of a ballet character may 
be understood as constituting such a microstructure. Since there are five stock 
characters, five microstructures will arise from such an investigation. The plot is then 
constructed as the web knitted between these five microstructures and its theatrical 
representation.
The characters’ microstructures are intertwined by the relationships the 
characters have been assigned and which they may develop between one another 
further on. The conflict is shaped from these relationships and the drivings to reach a
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particular goal. As stated in section 6.2, the conflict presents the characters’ differing 
interests and expresses the ways they seek to solve the problems arising from them. 
Thus, the same constellation of characters and similar desires do not lead to identical 
narratives. There is still freedom in so far as the inserts relating to past and future 
events may occur at different places and the coup de théâtre may be located at a 
different point within the plot. Hence, the characters’ microstructure finds a different 
theatrical representation in the way it is integrated into the theatrical macro- and 
microstructure. This can be observed in the ballets mentioned above. Compared to 
L Ombra (librettist not stated, 1840), II Vecchio della Montagna (librettist not stated,
1841) shows the same microstructures inserted into the theatrical structure in a 
different way. The similarities of both ballets lie, therefore, in the characters’ 
constellations and not in the theatrical representation. Contrary to these two ballets, 
Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) displays its characters as driven by 
different emotions, which results in divergent microstructures of the characters.
From this section, the significance of an in-depth analysis of the characters of 
the narrative and their interrelations becomes obvious. Through the functions the 
actions of each character can be located and a precise description of each character is 
made possible. In addition to the characterisation of the various characters, the 
functions serve to locate the parts of the storyline, which transport information about 
the individual characters. The collected knowledge about the background, the 
emotions and the plans of the various characters leads to the re-establishment of the 
story as a chronological line of events. Together with this chronological line of 
events, the inserted parts of “analepses” (Genette, 1998, p. 25) and proplepses 
(Genette, 1998, p. 25) are found. Even though these inserts represent interruptions in 
the chronological flow of time from the point of attack onwards, they carry necessary 
information for the understanding of the plot’s development. From this mformation, 
the drives causing the characters to act can be understood and their emotional worlds 
may be described. These emotional worlds constitute a microstructure each. The 
conflict is, therefore, the interrelationship of these microstmctures. Every character 
seeks to achieve his/her goal and acts according to the parameters set by his/her 
history. Therefore, the desires and strivings of the characters constitute the most 
important feature of the ballet plot. With these findings, it remains to establish a 
dramaturgical model which will be undertaken in the next section.
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6.6. Flexibility over Rigidity -  the Theoretical Side of the Dramaturgy 
o f  D esire .
All the notions outlined in the previous sections allow theorising a particular 
understanding of the ballet fantastique's dramaturgy. One feature of Romantic ballet 
scenarios is that, on the one hand, the same actions appear to be repeated constantly in 
ballets. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that the various plots are never 
truly identical. Their differences lead to the failure of a linear narrative 
representation. However, despite the many differences that have come to the surface, 
there are elements such as constants and regulations which allow for the construction 
of a dramaturgy in the oldest sense of the word. Additional elements are the 
narrative’s variants, which in this section will be treated as providing options that lead 
to differing compositions of ballet plots. The construction of the ballet narrative is, 
thus, the focus of this section.
One recurrent feature of this thesis was the constant reference to the 
characters’ conflicts and the quest they undergo in the course of the story. The 
conflict has been identified as originating in the clashing interests of the characters, 
who all aim to satisfy their desires. As such, the functions of Lack/Misfortune, 
Conveyance o f  the Lack/Misfortune, Separation o f  the Lovers, D if f ic u l t  
Task, So lu tion  to the D if f ic u lt  Task, Fight, Outcome o f  the Fight and, as 
resolution, either the Wedding or the Separation o f  Lovers may be considered the 
most basic functions of the ballet plot. However, the theatrical actualisation of these 
functions and all others employed to construct a plot does not follow a linear line. 
The chaotic distribution of functions along the timeline of the plot prevents a linear 
description of the ballet narrative. Furthermore, all constant elements of the ballet 
fantastique have proved to be of a variable and shifting nature. This leads to further 
problems concerning a hierarchical construction of the ballet narrative, since one 
element may be exchanged for another of equal importance. Additionally, this 
chapter has demonstrated that not one single analytical line has to be followed, but 
three.
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With this chaotic distribution of narrative elements, the ballet plot comes close 
to the practice of Commedia delVArte. This theatrical tradition focuses on stock 
characters depicted in alternating situations. In one plot, Harlequin could be a young 
lover, whereas in another he might be depicted as grown man. Thus, the plays of the 
Italian comedy show stock characters at different points in the human life (Nicoll, 
1963), which results in the possibility of a focus upon aging and adult life. 
Furthermore, the situations presented in the plays of Commedia dell’Arte are to a 
certain extent stock devices themselves. The actors learned speeches, which could be 
inserted into the plot at appropriate moments. Lazzi, too, were fixed, not to say 
codified, comic situations, with which the maschere entertained audiences at various 
stages of the performance (Duchartre, 1966). As such, the layout of Commedia 
dell’Arte's performances was not bound to any strictly devised time and acting tempi. 
The only time firame may be identified in the three acts, the resulting distribution of 
theatre conventions within them and the outline of the action given in the scenario. 
The other elements, which in this study have been labelled as microstmctures, 
changed in their scenic representation and outlook.
In this sense, the genre of the ballet fantastique can be seen as displaying a 
similar solution to its plot as Commedia dell’Arte. Both theatrical phenomena do not 
arrange their elements according to rigid structures, but leave freedom for the various 
recurrent elements to appear whenever either actors or librettists choose to make use 
of them. However, contrary to the broad focus upon humein hfe and its various stages, 
the ballet fantastique concentrates upon a narrowly defined area in form of love and 
romance. Such focus results in the ballet plot presenting its characters in ever- 
changing situations relating to the quest for love and the trials the lovers have to 
undergo. Thus, it can be said that the flexibility of the ballet fantastique is limited by 
this precise focus upon one particular sphere of life. The actions, situations and the 
plot development, therefore, reiterate very sunilar events and solutions to problems.
The variable elements and their non-adherence to a linear model of 
explanation, therefore, require a different solution to the ballet dramaturgy than the 
one Propp presented for the magic tale. Such shifting elements and probability have 
been investigated in relation to insurance policies, economics and gambling and have 
been elaborated as Choice Theory or Game Theory (Allingham, 2002). Some of the 
notions of Choice Theory have already been hinted at in the various chapters, but at
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this moment the findings of Choice Theory are used to point out the relationships 
between the various elements of the dramaturgy toward each other.
Choice Theory treats every choice as valid and rational and investigates the 
ways these choices are made. It is not its aim to explain why a particular choice has 
been made, but to be able to follow paths of choices and trace them from one level to 
another. The underlying notion is that all possible items of choice are listed in a 
menu. Each item on the list represents one option, which may or may not be chosen. 
It is worth noting that also ‘all’ and ‘nothing’ are items or possible choices on the 
menu.
As stated at several points within this thesis, the various elements of the ballet 
plot are not composed of one particular function or convention. The term ‘pool of 
functions’ was, for example, used to illustrate the process of choosing from the group 
of functions. Through Choice Theory  ^ it can be argued that the various elements of 
the ballet plot represent menus from which a librettist can choose. These are reflected 
on three planes, since this analytical model is constructed in a threefold way. There 
are, thus, menus relating to narrative, theatre and the characters, which each list their 
own distinct items.
By focusing on romance, the ballet plot offers a limited thematic menu of 
choices. The love stoiy can be seen as a rule. But which aspect of it and which of its 
features are brought to the foreground in one particular case remains the choice of the 
librettist. Here, the focus on the loss of love as opposed by a happy couple is one 
possibility. Within this, the conflict between the characters can shape up, which in 
return offers a menu of choices. The characters as constant elements of the plot may 
be depicted in various relationships among each other. The choice of the 
interrelationships between them is taken from the menu relating to the characters.
At this point the first problem of applying a purely mathematical model to 
topics of humanities arises. Although Choice Theory would allow all possible 
combinations, conventions of theatre and social orders do not permit all these 
mathematical possibilities to be enacted onstage. At all times and in every country 
regulations on what may be considered appropriate for the display onstage have 
governed the theatrical life. Thus, not everything that is possible is supported. The 
probably most apparent restriction of this kind can be seen in the constellation of 
characters. Sexual taboos concerning incest do not support a relationship between a
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Parental Figure and his/her child. It is, thus, that not all possibilities may be used, 
and the menus of choices are restricted by such social and moral influences. At this 
point the influences of a particular time or society come to the fore, as they limit the 
options that may be listed in the various menus thus inhibiting creativity.
Also, the other components of the ballet fantastique offer options. Within the 
theatrical and narrative macro structure, the duration of each convention may be 
chosen, which leads to a particular layout of the performance. The theatrical 
microstructure includes the remaining stage conventions in its menu, whereas the 
narrative microstructure is composed by the arrangement and selection of functions. 
Concerning the narrative microstructure, one feature of narrative menus should be 
mentioned. The theatre conventions are bound to their hierarchy and, usually, there is 
no omission. But, in regard to the narrative options, omissions and repetitions are of 
importance. A function may be repeated several times in one plot, whereas another 
function does not appear at all. This leads to the conclusion that the ‘all’ or ‘nothing’ 
options, which Choice Theory treats as valid, obtain a different status in the menus of 
the ballet plot. The macrostructure does not yet show this notion, since the corpus of 
research does not present a storyline without an exposition for example. Furthermore, 
there is no true possibility to alter the sequence of these conventions. Hence, these 
items are obligatory, but their duration may be changed to a certain extent. The menu 
of functions has more possibilities, since it allows for repetitions, omissions and does 
not display the various elements in a particular order. Here, the ‘all’ or ‘nothing’ can 
be seen as still valid.
Another layer of menus can be observed in the appearance of the single 
elements of the performance. For the characters, this means that their individual 
characteristics, preferences and desires are drawn from the options provided in this 
menu. The same can be said of the functions, which are not restricted to a particular 
form of enactment, characters executing them or objects being used. Although the 
functions are linked to a specific action or the notion thereof and the characters 
display a particular behavioural pattern, these menus do not restrict the creative team 
of a performance in the same way as the others do. At this point, individuality is 
paramount, and creativity leads to new inventions and ways of representation. The 
eighteenth-century philosophers Ludovico Muratori and Johann Jacob Bodmer (1966) 
mention that the task of the creator of fantasy narratives is to give body to fantastic
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creatures and events and to invent their forms. Here, although another choice menu 
with the options provided by fantasy, Gothic fiction and fairy stories opens up, the 
ballet fantastique s narrative can be understood as predominantly drawing from the 
features outlined in this study. It does not follow all possibilities Gothic narratives 
offer, but focuses on some of their elements, which it repeats.
One aspect mentioned here, but apparently not explored in Choice Theory is 
that there are sub-menus, which refer to the way a chosen item is depicted in the final 
performance. The sub-choices form the independent level of creativity, which is 
represented in the rendition of one action, which might employ the use of props or 
rely on the characteristics of the rôles. One significant result of this consideration is 
that the elements of the ballet plot are arranged in various menus, which include sub­
menus that offer choices concerning the approach to one particular item of the main 
menu. However, no true main menu for the ballet libretto is discernable and, thus, 
there are various menus, which should are of equal importance and position.
For the Dramaturgy o f  Desire the considerations outlined in this section 
mean that the ballet plot shows a composition similar to that of Commedia dell ’Arte. 
Various elements may be arranged and re-arranged in many possible combinations. 
The emerging ballet dramaturgy is, thus, constructed firom a number of elements, 
which serve as options of items of choice. The rules outlined so far restrict and limit 
the number of choices providing a fi*amework in which not everything is possible. 
The menus of choices are deliberately not arranged in any hierarchical order so that 
each individual approach to this dramaturgy is presented with a menu of choices. The 
researcher, therefore, may select the feature which serves him/her best to commence 
analysis. It can be thus claimed that the Dramaturgy o f  Desire only emerges in 
application and offers an individual approach to the ballet libretto.
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6.7. Conclusion.
This chapter stresses the importance of an in-depth analysis of the characters, 
their personal histories and conflicts. According to this study, the characters represent 
the most important factor of the performance’s composition. Their interests, emotions 
and conflicts determine the storyline and lead to the construction of the plot. In their 
struggles and adventures, the characters follow patterns similar to the ones present in 
Commedia dell’Arte. These repetitive elements are portrayed in ballet on a smaller 
scale, because of the focus on themes of love only. From this point of view, the ballet 
dramaturgy has been constructed as consisting of the display of the characters in 
varying situations. The longing for a partner represents the most frequently displayed 
feature of the ballet plot and, therefore, constitutes the cornerstone of the 
dramaturgical model introduced. The composition of the ballet fantastique is seen as 
consisting of this conflict which itself is constructed from the microstructures of the 
characters’ histories and desires. These drives cause the characters to act and seek to 
undo any lack present in their lives. The different interests of the characters are the 
most essential element of the plot’s composition. Through them, every character 
heads into a different direction and the disagreements provide the necessary suspense 
for a stage performance.
Combining the five microstructures, several options are open to the librettist. 
These options have been identified as features of the narrative variants. All stage 
conventions and functions are, therefore, not only constant elements of the theatre 
performance, but vary to a certain degree. This degree depends on their nature and 
narrative agency. The dramaturgy, therefore, considers the shifts within the plot 
mentioned in section 6.3 and does not force a linear dramaturgical model on the ballet 
fantastique. The variants are seen as providing options necessary to create ever- 
changing plots and narratives. In this respect, the functions, stage conventions and 
characters are constant elements, which may be inserted into the plot. On the other 
hand, these elements are subject to changes according to the whim of the librettist. 
They are not presented in each ballet plot in the same way or order. Consequently, 
they are constant elements, which, on the one hand, can be chosen for one ballet and 
may be discarded for another and, on the other hand, may be moulded mto shapes that
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fit the particular plot. Thus, the options present in the ballet scenario resemble pools 
of elements from which one or more may be drawn. The single functions, stage 
conventions and characters are the elements within these four pools, which may be 
drawn from each individual pool. Each of the elements found in these pools 
represents a theatrical constant, but is in as much as it may differ a narrative variant. 
The variable nature is defined by the representational possibilities of one element and 
its duration and/or location. Furthermore, the various elements may be arranged in 
almost any pattern the librettist wishes. Consequently, the arrangement of the 
theatrical and narrative elements follows, to a large extent, patterns described by 
Choice Theory, which results in manifold portrayals of the same features. In every 
plot, a new direction may be chosen or the various elements may be invested into a 
different guise. The features of the theatre performance, the rules in regard to the 
ballet fantastique and the social, political and religious background of the nineteenth- 
century societies, however, set limits to these options and possibilities. Therefore, the 
pool of variants, or list of menus, is restricted and not all possibilities may be 
presented onstage.
In line with Bertolt Brecht’s theories on “alienation” (Brecht, 1964, p.32), the 
conflict depicted in the ballet fantastique represents what could be referred to as an 
alienated view of the everyday problems the audience has to face. The concern with 
issues of everyday life and topics of love and marriage causes the ballet fantastique to 
present a clear moral message to its audience. This message is disguised through the 
proximity of the ballet plot to the fairy tale. By shifting the plot into the Middle Ages 
and taking the “alienation” a step further in the white act, the ballet plot addresses its 
audience on a deeper unconscious level. The appeal of these plots can be compared to 
that of the fairy tale which is repeatedly read by its readers until the message has 
become clear or the problems of the reader have been solved (Bettelheim, 1991).
The characters that have become so important for the Dramaturgy o f  Desire 
may, therefore, be compared to those of the fairy tale. They communicate with the 
audience through their actions and demonstrate which behaviour is worthy of reward 
and which has to be punished. The audience may identify with the hero/herome and 
in this manner may repeatedly live and experience essential moments of a person’s 
life. This repetition engraves the educational messages into the minds of the 
audience.
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The Dramaturgy o f  Desire  should be understood as the representation of the 
stock characters and their conflicts within the parameters of the ballet fantastique. 
The basic composition of the ballet plot focuses on the characters and not on the 
portrayal of stage conventions or a structural arrangement of these. The conventions 
and functions serve as the elements by which the conflict and the characters are 
presented to the audience. The traditional composition of the conflict results in a 
precise location of several moments of it, but still leaves enough freedom for every 
ballet to show a different narrative and structural outline. In the Dramaturgy o f  
Desire, ih& most important aspect is that it consists of options or possibilities, which 
are founded upon theatre traditions. These possibilities may be combined and lead to 
differing outlines for each single narrative. With this approach to a dramaturgy of the 
Romantic ballet libretto, the concept of the ballet fantastique is not forced into a rigid 
model, which would not be able to resemble the outlines of all scenarios. The 
individuality of the seemingly similar plots is accounted for and, through the 
flexibility of the Dramaturgy o f  Desire, adaptations of it are possible. In the last 
part of this thesis, the findings of this study are related to notions of morphology and 
syntax. This leads to a final link to the work with which it started; Vladimir Propp’s 
Morphologie des Màrchens (1975). Furthermore, this study will be set into the 
contextual frame of dance studies and dance analysis to indicate points of 
intersections and divergence.
7. Dancing Stories -  Telling Stories
Conclusive Statements.
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7.1. Introduction.
The dramaturgical model proposed in this thesis aims to offer a flexible 
approach to the ballet narrative and relies on the notion of Reading Drama as defined 
by German narratologist Manfred Jahn (2002b). Jahn sees the written text informed 
by its stage representation and informing it at the same time. Italian lecturer Keir 
Elam (2002) points out such a relationship, when drawing a distinction between 
performance text and dramatic text. As stated in the Introductory Chapter, in this 
work the ballet libretto has been regarded as a hybrid displaying features of literature 
and theatre. Hence, the findings presented in Chapters Two to Six combine narrative 
analysis with theatre analysis to provide a model made to measure for the ballet plot. 
Although Jahn mentions the connection between written dramatic text and the live 
performance in relation to conventions, there appears to be no investigation 
attempting to connect the narrative with the stage conventions of a particular genre. 
In this sense, the findings of this thesis do not only propose a new understanding of 
the ballet plot, but may also provide stimuli to investigations into other theatrical 
phenomena.
The use of this dramaturgical model, which can be adapted according to the 
frequently diverse performative and narrative make-up of individual case studies, is 
particularly suited to analyse the ballet fantastique in two acts. Nineteenth-century 
ballet performances, as has been demonstrated, present a number of commonalities 
and similarities thus suggesting a umfied ‘ur-structure’. Yet, this is only a superficial 
impression, since no unified structure or formula appears to regulate the narrative of 
nineteenth-century ballet performances in general. Despite the conventions and the 
traditional treatment of the plot and its characters, nineteenth-centuiy ballet 
performances stand out for being distinctively individual as far as narrative content, 
and in some instances narrative structure too, is concerned. The structure of the 
performance, as characterised by theatre conventions, is in itself a flexible frame, 
which can adapt according to the narrative nuances of the scenario. Thus, the ballet 
fantastique’s narrative cannot be paralleled with the fairy tale Propp defined. 
Therefore, a reading will have to take into account individual case studies and temper 
with them any unnecessary categorical definition of the entire genre.
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Within the next section, the dramaturgy’s relation to Vladimir Propp’s 
Morphologie des Màrchens (1975) and possible applications of it will be examined. 
To conclude this thesis, this part will be followed by a short discussion intended to 
position the findings of this study within the discipline of dance research and the field 
of dance analysis.
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12 . Travelling Narratives.
So far the notion of dramaturgy has been explained and set up in relation to the 
narrative and theatrical elements contained in the ballet plot. The analysis and the 
application of such a theoretical model have been under scrutiny in this work, even 
though its possible applications have not been taken into account. The aim of this 
section is, therefore, to point out the possibilities offered by the Dramaturgy o f  
Desire. Firstly, the dramaturgical model will be seen in a broader context and in 
relation to Vladimir Propp’s morphology. Additionally, possible applications are 
pointed out to show its practical potential.
To date, there has not been a systematic investigation into the storytelling 
elements of the ballet performance. This study has demonstrated that two distinctly 
different layers of storytelling features regulate the ballet fantastique’s plot. These 
have been identified as theatrical and narrative constants. In this sense, a difference to 
Propp’s model of enquiry may be found. Propp merely studied the narrative and did 
not expand his investigation into the storytelling conventions of the fairy tale. 
Literature, like the ballet performance, can be considered as displaying distinct 
traditions. Without referring to these, Propp remains on a single level and analyses 
the narrative only.
An additional feature of ballet dramaturgy is that it is detached fi*om 
choreographic or video analysis. It entirely relies on textual analysis and provides the 
scholar with a tool to describe and label the various elements found in the ballet 
libretto. Through appropriate nomenclature, a precise outline of the narrative and 
theatrical structures of the individual scenario may be given. These outlines resemble 
the mathematical formula Propp deducted for the fairy tale. Through omission and 
repetition of functions, each fairy tale may receive a different formula and, thus, 
depicts a different plot. Also, in this study focusing on the ballet fantastique, an 
individual formula of the narrative is given by drawing upon the already defined 
elements that constitute the form. I n  general, it can be said that through these 
elements, be they those of the fkiry tale or of the ballet, the expressive means of this
form have been identified.
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In regard to language, Swiss lecturer Ferdinand de Saussure (1983) has 
established the distinction between langue and parole. The difference between these 
two terms lies in the former referring to language as a whole with all its possibilities 
and regulations, whereas the latter indicates individual speech, which is influenced by 
the characteristics of the speaker. Hence, langue provides the options, which in 
parole find their individual expression and combination. Similar to Propp’s 
combinational possibilities of the functions, the elements of the Dramaturgy o f  
Desire may be considered as outlining the various options of the ballet fantastique’s 
langue. Consequently, the functions, stage conventions and characters are as 
constants the components of the ballet fantastique’s language. Their variant features 
can be considered as part of the individual speech act of one particular plot.
The syntax of the ballet fantastique’s language is, contrary to the other 
theatrical genres, very loose and does not offer rigid rules. Thus, the various elements 
may indeed be combined in almost every possible way. In linguistics, syntax refers to 
how meaning is created through the combination of words in, for example, sentences. 
However, since the ballet plots analysed here deal with fantastic occurrences, it does 
not matter whether one action logically leads on to another. Through the use of 
narrative links, the coimections between the single events can be created in such 
manner as to provide a coherent plot. Consequently, the logical progression fi-om one 
action such as the Fight to the Outcome o f  the Fight, which would represent a 
rule in realism, can be disrupted and the outcome may be depicted before the actual 
fight.
In regard to morphology, which outlines the changes a word unda*goes in one 
language, it can be said that the single elements or ‘words’ of the ballet fantastique 
are not bound to any particular appearance. The functions, for example, are linked to 
the action, but not to who carries it out or how it is presented in the plot. Therefore, it 
can be said that the morphology of the ballet fantastique is, like the one Propp 
presented, not fixed. Thus, the changes the constant elements of the ballet fantastique 
undergo may be compared to the various forms one word can assume in a particular
language to create meaning within a specific context.
Moving fi-om a possible view of the Dramaturgy o f  Desire to its utilisation,
it can be said that to investigate a particular libretto is only one possible application of 
the dramaturgy proposed in this thesis. The in-depth reading of the scenario can
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reveal unexpected information, which may be contradictory to established views and 
interpretations of stage performances of this particular plot. An example for such a 
clash of interpretations may be observed, when comparing the first act of Beaumont’s 
libretto (1969) of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) with the interpretation 
given by American scholar Susan Leigh Foster (1998). Foster presents the peasant 
girl Giselle as sexually promiscuous. Giselle dances with everyone and, thus, she also 
flirts with everyone. What Foster overlooks is that, according to the libretto, Giselle 
dances only with Albrecht. She does not look at Hilarion, who would love her, and 
also ignores the other peasants. The only moment Giselle dances with everyone is 
during the harvest celebrations, in which the whole village takes part. This moment 
could be interpreted as such that Giselle dances with everyone, but, given Foster’s 
notion that the pas de deux is the form to express sexual intercourse, it cannot easily 
be said that this particular divertissement portrays such a scene or bacchanal.
However, the dramaturgy proposed in this thesis is not only intended to 
critique performance analysis. Through it, it is possible to compare several libretti of 
the same performance. In the case of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841), an 
interesting feature can be detected within the first act. According to Beaumont (1969) 
and Smith (2000), Hilarion is the first character to appear onstage. His initial actions 
are described by Marian Smith as
point[mg] lovingly at Giselle’s cottage, and angrily at Loys’s 
cottage. It is there that his rival lives. If  he can ever avenge himself, 
he will do so gladly.
Smith, 2000, p. 230 [italics by Smith]
With this short introduction, which has become the commonly acknowledged 
beginning of the ballet, Hilarion is characterised clearly and even his hatred for Loys, 
alias Albrecht, is mentioned. As stated in the Introductory Chapter, a French libretto 
dated back to 1841 narrates the same plot Smith quotes in her book word by word. 
Although Beaumont’s translation differs from Smith’s, it is very likely that they used 
the same source.
However, due to the ambiguity of libretti and their contents, it is, at times, 
hard to state whether one scenario represents the original libretto or not. Hence, in 
this instance, it could be argued that this beginning does not represent the original of
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the premiere. In Les Beautés de l'Opéra (Giraldon, 1845), a different beginning is 
outlined. Since Théophile Gautier is listed among the authors of this publication, the 
libretto’s content can safely be attributed to him. In this text, the beginning of the 
ballet tells of Albrecht having seen Giselle and fallen in love with her. His disguise as 
peasant is mentioned, but the first appearance onstage is made by Giselle herself. The 
text does not clearly state whether Albrecht is present or not, but it is obvious that 
Hilarion does not appear until Giselle’s happiness in her relationship with Albrecht 
has been outlined. However, although Hilarion is mentioned, his interruption of 
Giselle and Albrecht dancing is not narrated. Rather, a characterisation of Hilarion is 
given. Furthermore, the text states that Hilarion discovered Albrecht’s true identity 
and that the latter is betrothed to a noble woman. As can be seen such change in the 
libretto can create a different storyline. The emphasis is put on Giselle and Albrecht’s 
false game, whereas in the ‘traditional’ view Hilarion’s appearance gives direction to 
the plot. Since it is difficult to state whether one source or the other depicts the 
correct beginning, both have to be treated as valid representatives of the narrative of 
Giselle Q.ïb. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841).
For the above-introduced comparison only a time span of four years between 
one and the other libretto can be assumed. However, given that a few of the 
nineteenth-century works are still performed at the beginning of the twenty-first 
century, a large corpus of research relating to them is available. Through the 
recognition of changes, it is possible to detect storytelling patterns and to show how 
the ballet narrative has developed fi*om Romanticism onwards. The beginning of Act 
II in Beaumont’s libretto in The Ballet called Giselle (1969), for example, differs 
fi-om the traditional presentations of today. The second act begins with Hilarion 
telling the hunter the legend of the Wilis and their flight from the spirits. In most 
contemporary productions of the ballet, this scene is omitted and the plot commences 
with the apparition of Myrtha, Queen of the Wilis. A change in performance tradition 
can be considered responsible for the omission of the first scene and, hence, it is 
through the dramaturgy that the change in storyline and theatrical composition can be 
investigated in plots evolving throughout time.
Another example for a change in storyline may be observed in Le Lutin de la 
Vallée (librettist not stated, 1853). In the French production of this performance, the 
reason for Katti’s madness is not given. The girl is mute and behaves in irrational 
ways. When the Count searches for a lost medallion with the image of his mother,
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Katti’s aunt and her daughter steal tins picture from the girl so that the aunt’s daughter 
will be able to marry the Count. Aided by the pixie, Katti gains access to the castle 
and regains the medallion. Katti attempts to tell that it belongs to her and takes the 
Count’s hand to press it against her heart. At tins moment the Count recognises her 
and takes her as his bride. As can be seen from this short summary, the libretto does 
not indicate where and when the two characters have met and how the girl received 
the medallion. In the Italian version of this ballet, the explanation is given. The 
hbretto o f // Folletto della Valle (librettist not stated, 1855) depicts a summarised and 
comprised version of the Parisian production. Staged in Trieste by Vincenzo Schiano, 
this narrative shows in general the same storyline, but inserts a scene between the 
Count, his servant and a marquis to explain the loss of the medallion. Here, the Count
narra che una sera, soipreso dall’oragano, riparo in una grotta, ove 
rinvenne una fanciulla, Ei voile rapirla; ma dessa seppe resistere 
strappandogli nella lotta il ritratto di sua madre.
[narrates that one evening, surprised by a hurricane, he fled into a 
cave, where he discovered an unknown girl. He wants to abduct her; 
but she knows to resist and ripping off the image of his mother in the 
fight.]
II Folletto della Valle, librettist not stated, 1855, no page number
The interesting point of these two libretti is, thus, that in one country a reason for the 
loss of the medallion and the muteness of the girl is given, whereas in the first version
it is not. Here, the path for further investigations into performance tradition and
cultural factors influencing such changes in storyline is open. Although the 
Dramaturgy o f  Desire does not enable the researcher to explain these, the various 
differences may be identified through it.
The two case studies of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) and the 
pixie ballets show clearly that a comparison between two scenarios of the same ballet 
can lead to different storylines, which consequently result in different theatrical and 
narrative microstructures of the performances. The nineteenth-century custom to 
change perfonnances before they were premiered, during the season and until the 
following one can be regarded as the cause of such differences. Variations from other 
ballets were inserted for soloists, episodes were omitted and new sections were
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integrated. The productions were not fixed and, therefore, what has to be discarded is 
the twentieth-century assumption that the productions did not change. The theatrical 
and narrative features of the ballet performance were not fixed in the way as it may be 
observed with the Boumonville or Balanchine repertoire nowadays. In a similar way 
as the operatic tradition described by French lecturer Isabelle Moindrot (1993), it 
contained living practice, which was subject to constant change. This notion is 
particularly important for performances that travelled through Europe. As in the 
nineteenth century performance makers did not strive to achieve a unified theatrical 
culture, as it can be observed nowadays, the productions underwent, at times, major 
changes, when they were staged in other European countries. One possible 
explanation is the fact that, during the nineteenth century, only soloists and/or ballet 
masters but rarely an entire company travelled. Hence, it often happened that a 
choreographer staged his ballet with a different company or that a ballerina brought a 
production she had danced elsewhere into another country. Under such conditions 
changes of storyline, score and choreography are inevitable.
In the light of the above-outlined possibilities it can be said that with the 
Dramaturgy o f  Desire it is possible to identify the individual speech act of one 
particular libretto. The various elements can be labelled and so a comparison between 
several productions is possible. Such comparisons or in-depth readings of one single 
libretto can lead to insights into the plot and its construction or changes through time. 
As such, for the first time dance analysis has the possibility to distinguish between 
different representations of one story and is able to follow its development through 
various ages. The descriptions, however, do not account for an explanation as to why 
certain elements were inserted into one particular libretto, whereas others were 
omitted.
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7.3. Narrative Analysis outside the Field of Dance Analysis.
The task of this final section is to set the dramaturgical model proposed in this 
study into an appropriate contextual firamework of the discipline. The findings of this 
thesis analyse something that is traditionally not investigated th ro u ^  an approach 
unknown to dance studies. Thus, it can be argued that the analytical model and the 
theoretical fi-amework surrounding it lie outside the discipline. Therefore, it is rather 
a task to indicate the relation or non-relation to other analytical methods of the 
discipline.
Within current dance studies, it is a commonly shared notion that movement, 
choreography and aspects relating to the performer or body are the main themes of 
investigation. Narrative, as stated in section 1.3, has not yet received appropriate 
attention and, therefore, this study is the first to propose a model of narrative analysis 
created exclusively for the dance performance. Through this focus both, research 
approach and topic, deviate firom these traditionally accepted notions of dance 
analysis. Consequently, broadly used labels such as choreographic analysis, 
narratology and historiography carmot be easily applied, which results in problems of 
categorising this study.
Despite the unusual focus and unconventional approach to materials, the 
content of this thesis may be considered as falling into the overall category of dance 
analysis. The clear analytical tendency of the Dramaturgy o f  Desire and its various 
components results in such categorisation. However, although this label appears to 
apply, it is to note that the dramaturgy does not fall into traditional dance analysis. 
Narrative investigations are not considered there and, thus, narrative analysis may be 
considered as one sub-branch of dance analysis.
Additionally, this thesis relies on written dance sources completely. The 
narratives presented in this study are not the ones the established strand of dance 
analysis generally deals with. By investigating the written dance source, this thesis 
belongs to a strand of dance studies yet to be defined. The underlying notion is that 
elements of the performance are embedded in the written text representing the 
performance. Consequently, this study transcends the boundaries and constraints of
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mere literary analysis by taking into consideration all those narrative theatre elements 
and components that are not strictly text-specific. Neither the literary method nor the 
psychomalytical interpretation has determined the direction. As a result, the notion of 
theatre being represented in the scenario forms the cornerstone of this research. This 
further disassociates the findings and dramaturgy presented in the main text firom 
traditional dance analysis. By mainly focusing on the choreographies or the live or 
recorded performance (Adshead, 1988; Preston-Dunlop, 1998; Adshead-Lansdale, 
1999; Jordan, 2000; Preston-Dunlop and Sanchez-Colberg, 2001), dance analysis has 
denied the literary form of the scenario its appropriate place in dance studies. 
Consequently, a work relying entirely on written dance representations cannot be 
considered as falling into the established category of dance analysis. It offers a strand 
of its own, which still has to develop in form of librettology.
To label this analytical method as narratology means to overlook that 
narratology is only occupied with the narrative of the written text. Narratological 
approaches to theatre do already exist, but these, although stating the presence of 
stage conventions, do not connect them with the narrative. Therefore, as this 
cormection is presented in the proposed dramaturgy, the model of enquiry presented 
in this thesis does not fall into the category of narratology either. Furthermore, this 
study considers the psychological development of the various characters, which is 
another feature overlooked by traditional narratology. A similar combination of 
narrative, theatre conventions and the psychological progress of the plot as it is 
presented in this investigation has not yet been found in the field of narrative analysis.
The historical side of this investigation does not allow for a classification as 
history or a work dealing with historiography. The content of the main text does not 
present a history of the ballet fantastique or storytelling in nineteenth-century ballet 
tradition. Issues relating to historiography as outlined by philosophers Edward Carr 
(2001) and Keith Jenkins (2003) were considered for this study, but do not form the 
main focus, and, therefore, no in-depth discussion about the historical construction of 
the ballet fantastique has been given. For this reason, it cannot be said that the 
content of this investigation focuses on the historical representation of the ballet plot. 
Thus, it is not appropriate to apply the labels history or historiographic, which would 
result in overlooking the analytical side of this thesis and the literary and theatrical 
aspects that have come into play to compose the Dramaturgy o f  Desire.
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Consequently, since neither narrative analysis nor librettology are established 
strands of dance analysis, it can be argued that the findings of this thesis and the 
proposed dramaturgy stand outside the established parameters of the discipline. A 
matter generally not analysed represents the centre of this analysis, which in turn uses 
materials usually taken for mere historical investigations. The notion of dance 
analysis through the programme note will be expanded in future research to provide a 
theoretical fi-amework for this study. Narrative analysis as sub-strand of it can then 
expand and profit fi-om the theoretical construct surrounding it.
Despite these considerations, there are points in which the findings of this 
study may be considered as relating to traditional strands of dance research. Such 
overlapping features originate in the presence of several narrative layers in the 
performance. The theatre performance does not consist of one single system of 
components, but of several interacting ones (Pfister, 2001). Each of these systems 
displays a complex construction of its own and may recount a narrative in its 
particular ways. Thus, it can be said that the narrative depicted in the libretto 
represents only one narrative layer of the performance. Further narratives are added 
during the process of performance creation and in the final actualisation of it. Other 
such layers may be identified in the musical score, which narrates a plot through 
music, and the choreography or scenic representation of the libretto’s plot. The 
performance, as a result, depicts one overarching narrative, which is composed fi-om 
these narrative layers.
An already existing approach to the musical narrative of the nineteenth- 
century ballet score may be found in American scholar Marian Smith’s Ballet and 
Opera in the Age o f Giselle (2000). Smith approaches the musical narrative of the 
ballet score via conventions of nineteenth-century opera tradition. These musical 
conventions form the basis of musical storytelling by either intonating the voices of 
characters or by hinting at specific situations or moods through established traditions. 
However, by completely focusing on the score. Smith is not able to connect the 
musical narrative to the stage narrative. Hence, with her method it is not possible to 
give a detailed and continuous account of all actions of the narrative. This is 
particularly evident in dance sequences, which, as demonstrated in this study, do 
contain actions and advance the narrative. In these instances, the score shows one 
long musical section, which follows the rh>thmic patterns of the dance, but does not 
display any musical conventions suggesting narrative action. From this point of view,
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the statement that mime scenes are truly “plot-propelling” (Smith, 2000, p. 175) 
receives a different emphasis. In the musical narrative, mimed scenes may appear to 
contain all narrative action, whereas the danced divertissements are devoid of 
storyline and can be read as true narrative “pauses” (Genette, 1998, p. 67). However, 
a combination of both analytical models, Smith’s and the one proposed by this thesis, 
can shed light on such ambiguities. On the one hand, it is possible to detect mime 
scenes and their location within the performance’s microstructure through Smith’s 
model. On the other hand, the missing narrative message of larger musical sequences 
may be supplemented by research focusing on the written narrative of the libretto. 
Thus, gaps arising in either of the two models may be filled by a combination of them 
and a twofold analytical approach to the overarching narrative of the performance.
Having outlined such a possible combination, it is, however, necessary to bear 
in mind that, like the scenario, the score, too, changed before, during and after the 
rehearsal and production process of a performance. In some cases, the final score was 
given as late as the afternoon of the premiere to musicians. Consequently, it is not 
easily possible to argue that score and libretto recount the same plot. To reduce the 
risk of big discrepancies between written and musical narrative, it would be best to 
investigate the libretto and the score of the same production or evening. However, to 
identify these sources encounters the problems hinted at in section i.3  of the 
Introductory Chapter. When employing the twofold approach mentioned above, these 
problems would relate to both, score and scenario. In spite of these obstacles, a 
combination of both methods could lead to interesting readings of storytelling m 
nineteenth-century ballet tradition.
On another plane, the findings of this thesis are detached firom readings and 
interpretations of a socio-cultural character. Thus, the ballet plot is seen as an 
independent unity of investigation and is not presented as representation of the 
audience’s desires as American scholar Susan Leigh Foster (1998) does. The 
dramaturgy outlined in this text is the result of an in-depth investigation of the plot 
itself and so is, although a reading of the author of this thesis, detached fi-om such 
types of interdisciplinary studies. An investigation of one particular narrative 
immediately gives the interpretation of the researcher who applies the dramaturgy. 
Foster, on the contrary, does not consider her own interpretative work and does not 
indicate that the argument of her publication is merely her view of how eighteenth- 
and nineteenth-century audiences could have seen the narratives she studies. Through
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textual analysis of the libretto, it is possible to investigate the narratives of these case 
studies first and then connect them to a possible socio-cultural interpretation. Here, 
again a combination of methods is one possibility of enquiry. The proposed 
dramaturgy allows to identify and label the various elements of the plot and describe 
its composition, whereas Foster’s socio-cultural approach sets the plot in relation with 
its period and influences.
On purpose, choreographic analysis has been set aside for this study. 
Although the dramaturgy has been developed to investigate the libretto and not live or 
recorded performances, at an initial glance, several of its aspects may be employed to 
study live or recorded performances. The analyst, however, has to bear in mind the 
differences between the written representation of a performance and its live 
actualisation. One of the most apparent differences can be found m discourse time. 
Discourse time of the libretto and the performance diverge to a large extent, but this is 
not the only element. Several of the ambiguities of libretto research may be clarified 
through viewing a performance, whereas other aspects may remain obscure in the live 
performance, although they may be clearly outlined in the scenario. In spite of these 
considerations, the subject matter overlooked in Janet Adshead’s book (1988) could 
now be tackled and an exploration of the interdependence of movement and narrative 
may commence. Such an investigation can build on the terminology and definitions 
presented in this study, which will facilitate the process by providing, to a certain 
extent, a methodological firame. Consequently, narrative analysis could become a 
sub-categoiy of the traditionally established field of dance analysis.
For the young field of narrative analysis, it can be said that through this study 
definitions and a terminology to account for the various features of the dance 
narrative have been established. However, the reader has to bear in mind that this 
study does not present a complete guide to narrative analysis in dance. The 
Dramaturgy o f  Desire has been created to analyse the ballet scenario, not the live 
or video-recorded performance. Furthermore, the analytical model has its own 
limitations in the choice of the corpus of research. Although any libretto may be 
analysed, it is to note that a plot composition in two acts and the features of the ballet 
fantastique genre have been essential requirements for libretti to be considered in this 
study. Features of the ballet fantastique may be found in three or four-act 
productions, but in these cases the dramaturgy needs to be treated with care and may
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need modifications. The same can be said for plots belonging to other genres. Here, 
several of the key-features do not appear at all and, thus, the dramaturgy can only be 
applied in part. Additionally, the author of this study does not suggest that all 
recurrent actions of the ballet fantastique have been discovered and defined. With an 
enlarged corpus of research, further recurrent actions might arise, which would have 
to be integrated in the lists presented in Chapter Two. In a similar manner, the groups 
of stage conventions may still retain further stage traditions, which did not find their 
place in this text. Therefore, it can be said that the underlying study represents an 
initial step towards narrative analysis by setting out parameters according to which 
further research may be conducted.
One aspect that has come short in the course of research is the practical 
application of the dramaturgical model introduced in this thesis. From its beginnings 
to the present day, there has not been any possibility to test the method, which, thus, 
should be considered as a product of the laboratory limited to the author’s personal 
use. An application of the Dramaturgy o f  Desire in a broader context such as 
university modules or seminars would reveal ambiguities and hint at possible points 
of modification or expansion. This work still has to be conducted and the results need 
to be compared to the construction presented in this thesis.
In addition to the analytical application of the dramaturgical model proposed 
in this thesis, the possibility to create narratives should be considered. In the early 
twenty-first century, librettist is not a common theatrical profession anymore. 
However, choreographers could profit fi-om the features outlined in this study. The 
knowledge about storytelling and its possibilities would provide them with a set of 
choices, which may be modified and arranged to compose contemporary narratives. 
Furthermore, there is still the possibility to re-create a narrative in the style of the 
nineteenth century. Again this experiment has not yet been conducted and it is a 
matter of achieving collaboration between the researcher and a choreographer to 
explore further possibilities in the creation of narratives.
Lastly, it remains to be said that the method outlined in this thesis shows an 
initial step towards narrative analysis in the field of dance studies. With the help of 
the proposed dramaturgy or its components, readings can be generated, which, on the 
one hand, may stand alone or, on the other hand, may juxtapose or supplement other 
analyses such as choreographic ones. Furthermore, this study contains shifting
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elements that are themselves not set into any hierarchical order. Consequently, an 
investigation may start at any point of the model and, if necessary, move on to its 
other aspects. In this sense, the method presented in this thesis offers menus of 
choices, from which the researcher can select the most promising approach to a given 
case study.
Appendixes,
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Appendix A: Chronological list of ballets.
The following diagram presents a chronological index of the ballets used for 
analysis. Only sources dating from 1830 -  1864 are included in this list. The spelling 
of titles and names of choreographers, composers and librettists is kept as it was 
found in the source used for this study. Titles with asterisk (*) are ballets with more 
than two acts, whereas titles with cross (f) refer to ballets other than the ballet 
fantastique.
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Appendix B: Vladimir Propp’s functions of the magic tale.
Propp’s list of functions as found in the Morphologie des Màrchens (1975). 
The original German titles of the functions are given in the brackets after the English 
translations. The spelling of the German titles is kept as it is found in the book and 
not adjusted according to the new regulations of German orthography.
Functions: Page:
1. A member of the family leaves the house. p. 31 -3 2
(Familiemnitglied verlàBt das Hans fur eine Zeit)
2. An interdiction is posed upon the hero. p. 32 -  33
(Dem Helden wird ein Verbot erteilt)
3. The interdiction is violated. p. 33
(Das V erbot wird verletzt)
4. The antagonist tries to obtain information. p. 33 -  34
(Der Gegenspieler versucht, Erkundigungen einzuziehen)
5. The antagonist receives information about his victim. p. 34
(Der Gegenspieler erhàlt Informationen uber sein Opfer)
6. The antagonist tries to trick his victim to gain power p. 35
over him/her or his/her belongings.
(Der Gegenspieler versucht sein Opfer zu überhsten, um sich 
seiner selbst oder seines Besitzes zu bemachtigen)
7. The victim falls for the deception and so helps the p. 3 5 -3 6
antagonist unwillingly.
(Das Opfer fallt auf das Betrugsmandver herein und hilft damit 
unfreiwillig dem Gegenspieler)
8. The evil antagonist harms one member of the family or p. 36 -  39
causes a loss.
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(Der bôse Gegenspieler fügt einem FamilienmittgHed einen 
Schaden oder Verlust zu)
8a. One member of the family lacks something; he/she p. 39 -  40
wants to have something.
(Einem Familiemnitglied fehlt etwas, es môchte irgend etwas 
haben)
9. A misfortune or the wish to own something is p. 40 -  42
expressed, the hero is asked a favour or given a
command, he is sent out or permitted to go.
(Ein Ungluck oder der Wunsch etwas zu besitzen, werden 
verkiindet, dem Helden wird eine Bitte bzw. ein Befehl 
ûbermittelt, man schickt ihn aus oder lafit ihn gehen)
10. The searcher is ready for or decides to take p. 42
counteractions.
(Der Sucher ist bereit bzw, entschlieBt sich zur Gegenhandlung)
11. The hero leaves the house. p. 43
(Der Held verlàBt das Haus)
12. The hero is tested, questioned, assaulted and so forth, p. 43 -  46 
by means of which the acquisition of the magical agent
or supernatural helper is started. [Donor Function]
(Der Held wird auf die Probe gestellt, ausgefragt, überfallen usw., 
wodurch der Erweib des Zaubermittels oder des ûbematürlichen 
Heifers eingeleitet wird)
13. The hero reacts to the actions of the future donor. p. 46
(Der Held reagiert auf die Handlungen des künfdgen Schenkers)
14. The hero receives the magical agent. p. 47 -  52
(Der Held gelangt in den Besitz des Zaubermittek)
15. The hero is guided or carried to the location of the p. 52 -  53
sought-for object.
(Der Held wird zum Aufenthaltsort des gesuchten Gegenstandes 
gefuhrt oder getxagen)
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16. The hero and his counterpart start direct combat. p. 53 -  54
(Der Held und sein Gegner treten in einen direkten Zweikampf)
17. The hero is marked. p. 54
(Der Held wird gekennzeichnet)
18. The antagonist is defeated. p. 54 -  55
(Der Gegenspieler wird besiegt)
19. The initial misfortune or lack is undone. p. 55 -  57
(Das anSngliche Ungluck wird gutgemacht bzw. der Mangel
behoben)
20. The hero returns. p. 57
(Der Held kehrt zurûck)
21. The hero is persecuted. p.57 -  58
(Der Held wird verfolgt)
22. The hero is rescued from his persecutors. p. 58 -  60
(Der Held wird vor den Verfolgem gerettet)
8^ .^ The brothers steal Ivan’s treasure. p. 60
(Die Brüder rauben Ivan seine Beute)
10- The hero starts the quest anew. p. 60
11 bis. (Der Held begibt sich emeut auf die Suche)
12bis.
IBbis.
Again the hero undergoes actions leading to the p. 60
acquisition of the magical agent. [Donor Function]
(Der Held wird wieder Handlungen unterworfen, die zum Erweib 
eines Zaubermittels fiihren)
The hero reacts to the actions of the future donor again, p. 60 
(Der Held reagiert emeut auf die Handlungen des künfügen 
Schenkers)
14bis^ The hero receives a new magical agent.
(Der Held bekommt ein neues Zaubennittel zur Verfugung)
p. 60
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15’^“. The hero is brought to the location of the sought-for p. 61
object.
(Der Held wird zum Aufenthaltsort des gesuçhten Objekts 
gebracht)
23. Unrecognised the hero arrives at home or in mother p, 51
country.
(Der Held gelangt unerkannt nach Hause zuruck oder in ein 
anderes Land)
24. The false hero asserts his illegitimate claims.
(Der falsche Held macht seine unrechtmâûigen Ampmçhe 
geltend)
25. A difficult task is posed upon the hero.
(Dem Helden wird eine schwere Aufgabe^g^tellt)
26. The task is solved.
(Die Aufgabe wird gelost)
27. The hero is recognised. p , #
(Der Held wird erkannt)
28. The false hero, ^ tagonist or e v ü - ^ r  is immWced. Jt-^3
(Der falsche Held, Qggesspieler oder 5yird.piitl^)
29. The hero receives a new appearance. p . #  -# 4
(Der Held erhàlt ein anderes Aussehen)
30. The enemy is punished. p . #4
(Der Feind wird besttaft)
31. The hero mamesjnd as6#hs to # ie#[;#e . jt-# 4
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Appendix C: Narrative outline of Giselle (lib. Gautier/Saint-Georges, 
1841).
The ballet libretto displays several constant and variable features and, 
therefore, the recognition of the single elements within the plot is vital for an analysis. 
In order to be able to deal with the shifting notions of constants and variants, the 
following diagram has been designed. It shows the theatrical elements of the first act 
of Giselle (Gautier/Saint-Georges, 1841) in the left column of the table, and presents 
the narrative features as functions and small descriptions in the column on the other 
side. Narrative links are indicated in the column of theatrical features. The text of the 
libretto is located in the middle column. The purpose of this table is to point out the 
parallel lines of the theatrical structure and the narrative. Furthermore, it is its aim to 
present a possible means to reveal the various elements of the ballet plot, to find the 
layers that constitute it and to be able to compare the theatrical micro structure with 
that of the narrative. The characters’ microstructure, however, has been left aside, 
since it has been dealt with in abundance in the main text. One important feature of 
this table is that it is not possible to attribute all scenes to one convention. Therefore, 
the theatrical microstructure is largely based upon the researcher’s interpretation of 
the text. Furthermore, the separation of the act into scenes has been discarded and the 
single parts of the table reflect the narrative’s episodes, not the scenario’s scenic 
outline. In some instances, sentences outlining one element in their first part and 
another in the second part have been broken and are, thus, distributed over two 
separate rows of the table. The text of the libretto is based upon the one printed in 
Marian Smith’s book Ballet and Opera in the Age o f  Giselle (2000, p. 229 -  234), but 
the spelling of the characters’ names has been standardised to conform with the 
spellings used in this thesis. Additionally, American spelling has been chmiged to 
JBritish orthography for the sake of conformity.
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